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Beginning with this issue (No. 6), which is the last in the series of profiles on the Facilities of 
the Atmospheric Technology Division, Atmospheric Technology will be published semiannually, 
rather than quarterly. Number 7, dealing with instrumentation and methodology for investi
gating the atmospheric planetary boundary layer, will begin a series surveying applications of 
atmospheric technology to specific areas of scientific research.
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The New Look 
in Field Observing

The birth of understanding in vir
tually all of science starts with observa
tions. Indeed, the history of science 
closely parallels the development of new 
observing tools. The telescope in astron
omy, the microscope and X ray in 
m edicine, and the spectrograph in 
physics are but a few examples of 
instruments that produced quantum 
jumps in understanding. The beginning 
of modern meteorology in the early part 
of this century was marked by the 
synthesis of simultaneous observations 
from widely distributed stations, a 
development that led to our knowledge 
of frontal systems and to all of present- 
day synoptic analysis.

It is perhaps a curious aberration of 
the normal sequence of meteorological 
science, in which we usually progress 
from small, locally observable phenom
ena to larger scale systems, that the 
advent of the satellite has permitted us 
to hurdle a wide gap of ignorance con
cerning small-scale processes in the 
atmosphere and to advance our under
standing of the global circulation. But 
the realization that these larger scale 
phenomena are often fed and affected 
by events on smaller scales and that the 
converse is also true, has finally brought 
our attention back to the smaller pieces 
of the atmospheric puzzle. The mecha
nisms by which relatively small clusters 
of convective storms transport heat, 
moisture, and momentum vertically and 
thereby contribute to maintaining the 
general circulation is a case in point, and 
is now being addressed intensively by 
the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment

(GATE). At the same time, the impres
sive advances in numerical modeling of 
atmospheric phenomena on all scales 
have also highlighted the inadequacies in 
our observing systems.

It is with this background, therefore, 
that we view the evolving program of 
the NCAR Field Observing Facility 
(FOF) with satisfaction and growing 
excitement. While in the past the FOF 
staff have contributed significantly to a 
wide variety of field programs, their 
efforts have frequently been hampered 
by the characteristics of the government 
surplus equipment that was available. 
The major change in approach today is a 
narrowing of objectives to allow concen
tration on a few selected developments. 
The FOF is thus moving forward now in 
an organized program to fill the most 
critical observational needs with state- 
of-the-art technology.

Recognizing the economic and tech
nical limitations to observing the three- 
dimensional atmosphere in sufficient 
detail by in-situ sensors, the FOF has 
initiated a program for the development 
or acquisition of remote sensors—  
reflectivity and velocity measurement 
radars, acoustic radar, and lidar. Because 
our understanding of small-scale mete
orological phenomena so intimately 
depends upon visualizing two- and 
three-dimensional structures and their 
evolution with time, the FOF has joined 
with the Research Systems Facility 
(RSF) to develop the Portable Auto
m ated M esonetwork, an array of 
m odern surface-based instruments 
linked by telemetry to a central com

i John W. Firor 
Executive Director 
NCAR

puter and display system to depict the 
patterns in real time and to permit rapid 
and economical post-observation com
puter data processing. To extend the 
surface observations into the vertical 
dimension, the FOF is improving and 
ex tend ing  the capabilities of the 
balloon-borne boundary layer profiling 
system and, in cooperation with the 
RSF, is developing a small and economi
cal meteorological drone. And to insure 
the quality of the data from all mete
orological sensors, they have completed 
an automatically programmable wind 
tunnel and climatic chamber. Individu
ally, these systems represent significant 
achievements; together they portend 
major advances in our ability to observe 
the atmosphere.

We sincerely hope that the atmo
spheric sciences community shares our 
enthusiasm for these new developments 
in field observing. But the proof of their 
value awaits their application in signifi
cant research programs. We therefore 
invite you to exploit these new tools as 
they become available.
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The FOF Commitment 
to Advanced Capabilities 
for Mesoscale Research

The Field Observing Facility (FOF) at 
NCAR has traditionally provided atmospheric 
scientists with both instruments and m an
power for accomplishing the observational 
aspects of field programs anywhere in the 
world. Emphasis has centered principally on 
mesoscale experiments, w ith the FOF pro
viding such support items as meteorological 
radars, synoptic and special-purpose ground- 
b a s e d  m eteorological instrum ents, rawin- 
so n d e s , and a tethered-balloon sounding 
system. The F O F ’s forte has been logistical 
support and field program management, with 
F O F  personnel attending to the myriad 
routine but necessary support details such as 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,  sh ipping, customs, and 
housing, thus freeing the scientific partici
pants to concentrate on science.

In recent years, because of the stress on 
log istical support, the F O F ’s instrum ent 
inventory has not kept pace with the state of 
the art. Indeed, there are many who believe 
that the research efforts o f  the atmospheric 
sciences comm unity are now greatly ham
pered by an inability to acquire observational 
data compatible with the powerful com puta
tional techniques available for verifying newly 
proposed theoretical models o f atmospheric 
processes. The FO F expects to make a signifi
cant contribution to the scientists whom it 
supports through the addition of im portant 
and exciting new observational facilities over 
the next five years. Among the elements o f 
progress already in evidence are our efforts in 
the change from analog to digital signal 
processing. Marked advances in integrated 
circuitry now permit the design and construc
tion of signal processing devices which were 
either technologically impossible or cost- 
prohibitive just a few years ago.

To improve our capabilities in the field of 
radar observations we are emphasizing a dual- 
doppler system to provide m easurements of 
vector velocity fields within precipitation 
processes. Simultaneous real-time processing 
will be possible for 1,000 independent range 
cells, and range resolution as fine as 30 m will 
be achieved. Processed data will be recorded 
on magnetic tape for later analysis, but new 
display concepts are being implemented to 
im p ro v e  the scientist’s ability to assess 
meteorological situations in real time as an aid 
to  decision making in the operational control

o f field experiments.
T h e  Portable A utom ated Mesonetwork 

(PAM) is being developed for surface observa
tions in support o f mesoscale experiments. 
With the PAM, meteorological data will be 
acquired simultaneously throughout the net
work and made available to the scientist in 
real time. All data will be recorded on digital 
magnetic tape. The remote stations will report 
to  a single base station and thus all data will 
share a common time base. The PAM will 
literally replace hundreds o f analog recording 
charts with a single computer-compatible 
magnetic tape. Time savings for single experi
ments can clearly be on the order o f thou
sa n d s  o f  m an-hours; moreover, detailed 
analysis o f  more data will be possible in a 
much shorter time than with conventional 
chart records.

For clear air rem ote probing, the FOF 
proposes lidar and acoustic echo sounding. 
The lidar, which is sensitive to particulate 
m atter, has applications in experim ents re
lated to  the distribution and transport o f 
atmospheric aerosols. The FOF will initially 
develop a vertically pointing lidar with the 
existing NCAR 1 5 2 .4 -cm  (60 - in.) ruby 
system. A new high-speed data acquisition 
system will digitize, pre-process, and record 
the lidar signals. Later we hope to develop a 
scanning lidar and we have interest in doppler 
lidar for measurements o f winds and turbu
lence in clear air.

The F O F ’s acoustic echo sounding work is 
exploratory at this time. In various configura
tions, acoustic echo sounders have effectively 
m onitored the boundary-layer inversion, the 
evolution and structure o f convective plumes, 
and they have measured the vertical distribu
tion o f the wind. Such capabilities promise to 
be o f great use in boundary-layer and meso
scale research. Simple m onostatic sounders 
could easily be included as part o f the instru
m entation at PAM remote stations. The FOF 
will continue to evaluate these devices and in 
fiscal year 1977 hopes to acquire a m ono
static acoustic sounding capability.

Our planned increase in support capabilities 
also includes an improved rawinsonde system, 
a drone aircraft, and, perhaps, a large tethered 
balloon capability. Drone aircraft appear 
particularly attractive as low-cost, mobile 
platform s for acquiring data profiles in the

lower atmosphere. With the realization of 
these plans, the FOF will have developed a 
markedly strengthened and integrated meso
sca le  observing capability. Although the 
instruments will be complementary to one 
another in coordinated usage, they may also 
be operated independently to advantage. To 
improve our service to the scientific com 
m unity, we are emphasizing reliability and 
m obility in addition to increased breadth o f 
observational support capability.

In this issue of A tm ospheric Technology, 
our intent is to w het the reader’s appetite for 
these new capabilities. The issue is organized 
to describe uses for our systems as well as the 
sy s te m s themselves. In the sequence of 
a r tic le s , papers o f common interest are 
grouped together.

By the time this issue is published some of 
the systems described will have been tested in 
the field. Others will require several years for 
completion. The first C-band doppler radar 
will have been deployed in the summer of 
1974 and the lidar data acquisition system 
completed in the spring o f 1974. The com 
plete dual-doppler radar system will be avail
able for use after December 1975. Hardware 
for the PAM base station is now in house and 
meteorological data have been telemetered 
successfully from NCAR’s Marshall Field Site 
to  its 30th Street laboratories. Nine m onths 
o f field testing will take place before the 
system design is complete. A field-ready PAM, 
with 40 remote stations, is scheduled for the 
spring o f 1976.

In the FO F we are excited about the future 
and pleased with progress toward our estab
lished goals. We hope that this issue o f 
Atm ospheric Technology  will serve as advance 
notice o f our plans to the atmospheric 
sciences comm unity. We seek to interact with 
ultim ate users now so as to develop facilities 
which will be maximally useful in their re
search. The channels o f com m unication are 
open and we look forward to your response.

R obert J. Serafin 
Manager
Field Observing Facility
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History and Operations 

of the Field Observing Facility
Walter L. Records

History

In 1963, Daniel F. Rex, then Director 
of NCAR’s Facilities Laboratory, assem
bled a panel1 known as the “NCAR 
N ational Meso-Micr ometeorological 
Facility Survey Group” to discuss sup
port requirements for subsynoptic-scale 
atmospheric research programs. The 
Survey Group recommended the estab
lishment of a facility that could provide 
specific kinds of equipment and per
sonnel resources to aid in the resolution 
of the most pressing atmospheric re
search problems for which existing plans 
were deficient (Panofsky et al., 1964).

Included in the list of problems 
which set the stage for many current 
investigative programs were the relation 
b e tw e e n  free-air variables and 
boundary-layer variables (simple ter
rain); the effect of change of terrain on 
fluxes and profiles; the study of severe 
storms; cloud physics; studies of convec
tive dynamics; quasi-horizontal eddies 
above the planetary boundary layer; 
exploratory descriptions of mesoscale

'M e m b e rs  were: Morton L. Barad, Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories;  Joost  A. 
Businger, University o f  Washington; Tetsuya 
Fujita,  University o f  Chicago; William S. 
Lan te rm an  Jr .,  NCA R; Heinz L e t tau ,  Univer
sity o f  Wisconsin; Donald H. Pack, U.S. 
W e a t h e r  B u r e a u ;  Charles A. Palmer  Jr ., 
NCA R; Hans A. Panofsky (Chairman), Penn
sylvania S tate  University; and Donald  M. 
S w i n g l e ,  U .S .  A rm y Electronics R&D 
Laboratories.

circulations; studies of transfer of mass, 
energy, and momentum between mo
tions of various scales; satellite support; 
specification of optimum spacing for 
m eteorological measurement; meso- 
meteorological test areas; transport and 
diffusion; propagation of waves through 
the atmosphere; and short-range fore
casting.

Among the equipment systems con
sidered useful in studying these prob
lems were boundary-layer and high-level 
profile systems, radar and electrical 
measurements systems, instrumented 
towers, surface stations, stress meter 
barographs, sferics, constant-level bal
loons, low-flying aircraft, high-level air
borne systems, and sailplanes. Some of 
these capabilities, it was recognized, 
could best be provided by the already 
existing Research Aviation and Scien
tific Balloon Facilities.

As a result of the Survey Group re
port and other discussions, a Field 
Observing Support Facility (FOSF) was 
established within NCAR in October 
1964, with William S. Lanterman Jr. as 
manager. Its mission was to develop and 
operate atmospheric research instrumen
tation, and recording and data pro
cessing devices, as required to support 
NCAR’s scientific programs. Numerous 
government surplus systems, such as 
surface wind instruments, M33 radar, 
and power units were assembled to 
provide initial support. Engineering 
development of other measurement 
systems, such as a boundary-layer pro

file system and improved radar, was 
begun; and commercial meteorological 
instruments for surface observations 
with appropriate analog recorders were 
purchased.

Among its early activities, the FOSF 
supplied tracking radar to the Scientific 
Balloon Facility at Palestine, Texas; 
established radar installations at Steam
boat Springs, Colorado, for a precipita
tion rate study, and at Hilo, Hawaii, for 
warm rainfall studies; provided ane
mometers and a radar for a Colorado 
m ountain  wave study; and loaned 
support equipment to the University of 
Hawaii, the Illinois State Water Survey, 
and the Cornell Aeronautical Labora
tories.

In response to an increasing number 
of facilities requests from universities 
and institutions outside UCAR, in Janu
ary 1966 the UCAR Board of Trustees 
redesignated FOSF as a joint-use facility 
to provide support for the entire atmo
spheric sciences community, and 
changed its name to the Field Observing 
Facility (FOF). The Board also estab
lished an Advisory Panel of atmospheric 
scientists, who would meet twice a year 
to advise the director of the Facilities 
Laboratory on the operation of the 
FOF.

The assignment of responsibility for 
planning and managing the 1967 Line 
Islands Experiment revealed a need for 
professional planners and field managers 
to aid NCAR and university investiga
tors with proposed field research. As a
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result, the FOF shifted its primary 
objectives from systems development to 
support and management of field pro
grams. This trend lasted until 1973, 
when the Facilities Laboratory was 
reorganized as the Atmospheric Tech
nology Division (ATD) and its newly 
appointed director, David Atlas, stressed 
the necessity for development of more 
sophisticated instrumentation to answer 
contemporary research problems.

During the years 1967 to 1972, the 
FOF developed an improved M33 
S-band radar and reflectivity data sys
tem, a highly modified S-band FPS - 18 
mobile radar, a second S-band FPS -18 
radar electronics package for use by the 
N ational Hail Research Experiment 
(NHRE), a tethered-balloon boundary 
profile system, a significant inventory of 
standard analog recording surface mete- 
o ro logical instrumentation, and a 
GM D-1A rawinsonde capability. In 
addition to the Line Islands Experi
ment, the FOF loaned both personnel 
and equipment to the Barbados Oceano
graphic and Meteorological Experiment 
in 1968 and 1969, the Venezuelan 
International Meteorological and Hydro- 
logical Experiment in 1969 and 1972, 
eclipse expeditions to Mexico in 1970 
and Africa in 1973, an experiment in 
the Bahama Islands in 1971, and the 
International Field Year for the Great 
Lakes in New York in 1972. NHRE has 
received continuous FOF support since 
its first field year.

In December 1970, Lanterman was 
appointed to the NCAR GARP Task 
Group. Walter L. Records served as 
Acting Manager of the FOF until 
September 1973, when Robert J. Sera
fin became Manager.

Current Capabilities

The FOF is one of four joint-use 
facilities within NCAR’s ATD. The 
focus of FOF activities is the Marshall 
Field Site, a 32 - hectare (79 - acre) site 
6 km southeast of the main NCAR 
laboratory. Currently, its technical staff 
is composed of radar and digital engi
neers; meteorologists; electronics, mete
orological, and mechanical technicians;

and one professional field-program 
planner.

The FOF is organized around the 
following service and support groups:

•  Meteorological Services Group is 
responsible for the procurement, field 
installation, modification, operation, 
and maintenance of recording and direct 
readout meteorological equipment; for 
the calibration of other systems and 
devices; and for the evaluation of equip
ment and systems in use, or proposed 
for use, by the FOF. The group also 
operates an environmental calibration 
chamber and a wind tunnel which are 
described in other articles in this issue.

•  E lec tron ics Services Group is 
responsible for the specification, devel
opment, procurement, assembly, modi
fication, and field operation of remote 
sensing electronics equipment and data 
management systems. These include 
acquisition, tracking, and analytical 
radar equipment for cloud studies; video 
averaging and computer recording 
equipment for radar reflectivity mea
surements; computer-controlled antenna 
scanning equipment; lidar and acoustic 
systems; and radio communications 
equipment, including voice communica
tion and automatic picture transmission 
(APT) receiving equipment. To serve 
these objectives, the group operates an 
electronics shop at the Marshall Field 
Site, where the latest electronics engi
neering design is applied to the modifi
cation of remote sensing, data collec
tion, and data processing systems.

•  Field Operations Group is respon
sible for the management of the Mar
shall Field Site; for the mechanical 
modification of radars, weather stations, 
pow er generating  equipment, and 
vehicles; for the provision of logistics 
support; and for the establishment of 
temporary field sites for specific experi
ments. The group operates a mechanical 
shop at the Marshall Field Site to pro
vide maintenance services for FOF 
vehicles.

The Field Operations Group also 
prepares logistical plans for field re
search programs, evaluates requests for 
FOF assistance, makes recommenda
tions concerning the conduct of field

programs, and organizes field project 
teams.

Use and Cost Guidelines

FOF services are available on the 
basis of need and merit. The FOF Ad
visory Panel assists the ATD director in 
weighing scientific merit and recom
mending policy for deciding among 
competing requests for support.

Since continuity of program support 
is essential, engineering or technical 
support and equipment loans may con
tinue for as long as three years, subject 
to annual program review by the FOF 
Advisory Panel. If support beyond three 
years is desired, a new request may be 
submitted, which will be considered in 
competition (on an equal basis) with 
other current requests.

If support is contingent upon the 
acquisition of new equipment, the FOF 
may procure such systems, provided 
that they are potentially useful to more 
than one group and for more than one 
study. Priority is given to systems with 
the broadest versatility.

Requests for services should be sub
mitted in accordance with the pro
cedures outlined below. Users should be 
prepared to pay for special instrumenta
tion, for special data recording or data 
processing, and for certain expendables.

1. Requests for services are sub
mitted directly to NCAR, to the atten
tion of the Manager, Field Observing 
Facility, Post Office Box 3000, Boulder, 
Colorado 80303.

2. After consultation with the re
quester, the FOF will prepare an opera
tional and cost analysis of the proposed 
program, including a discussion of any 
problem s in scheduling, equipment 
modification, and equipment availabil
ity.

3. If the program is approved, the 
FOF will help the principal scientist 
prepare an operations plan describing in 
detail the program purpose, schedule, 
and field operations, and the FOF sup
port to be provided.

4. The principal scientist for any 
operational program is responsible for 
providing detailed scheduling informa
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tion far enough in advance to enable 
adequate preparation for each field 
experiment.

When research instrumentation is 
loaned to a scientific group for a spe
cific program, the borrower is respon
sible for any loss or damage to NCAR 
property other than reasonable wear 
and tear. “Variable” costs such as travel, 
per diem, overtime, and other costs 
directly connected with field projects 
are billed to the user, but the “ fixed” 
costs of operating the facility are not 
distributed to users in the form of over
head or other prorated charges.

Field Equipment

The FOF provides a variety of mete
orological sensors and support equip
ment to field programs for atmospheric 
research. The available equipment in
cludes:

•  Wind Sensors: analog speed and 
direction; analog speed, eight-point 
direction; and wind passage

•  Temperature Sensors: hygrother- 
m ographs, minimum-maximum 
thermometers, and tropical range 
thermographs

•  H u m id ity  Sensors: hygrother- 
m ographs, psychron  electric 
p sych rom ete rs, Assmann psy- 
chrometers, sling psychrometers, 
and Serdex microhydrographs

•  Pressure Sensors: mercury barom
eters, Paulin barometers, altim
eters, microbarographs, and digital 
barometers

•  Rainfall Gages: tipping buckets, 
weighing, and rainfall rate systems

•  Miscellaneous Surface-Based Sen
sors: mechanical weather stations 
for measurements of wind speed 
and direction, temperature, and 
rainfall; recorders; solar radiation 
sensors; still and movie cameras; 
and thermometer shelters

•  Upper Air Devices: theodolites, 
rawinsonde systems, and boundary 
profile systems

•  Radars: one 10 -cm, coherent, 
mobile; one 10 -cm, incoherent, 
mobile; and two M33

•  Lidars: one 152.4-cm (60 - in.), 
mobile and ground-based ruby

•  Communications Equipment: six 
25 - W, VHF, base/mobile trans
ceivers; three 5-W , VHF walkie- 
talkies; two 150-W, single-side

band, CW, AM, HF transceivers; 
one 300 - W single-side band, CW, 
AM, HF amateur transceiver; two
2 - kW, HF, linear amplifiers; and 
two Zenith  transoceanic radio 
receivers

•  Field Support Systems, Genera
tors: five 3 - kW, 60 - Hz, diesel- 
pow ered; one 6-kW , 60 - Hz, 
diesel-powered; three 23.5 - kW,
60 - Hz, diesel-pow ered; two 
6 0 -kW, 60 - Hz, diesel-powered; 
one 30 - kW, 4 0 0 -Hz, diesel- 
powered; and two ac/dc, gasoline- 
powered.

Reference
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Characteristics and Applications 
of Automated Networks 

for Mesoscale Meteorology

J. E. Tillman, University o f  Washington

During the past decade, several pro
grams have employed automated collec
tion of meteorological data at individual 
sites, sometimes in conjunction with a 
computer for data processing and dis
play (Cramer et al., 1961; Kaimal, 
Haugen, and Newman, 1966). The next 
higher level of sophistication is an auto
mated network of stations feeding data 
to a central site (GCA Corporation, 
1966); on the highest level, this would 
encompass national and global weather 
networks. Here, our attention will be 
focused on the design and application of 
automated multi-station networks to 
the study of mesoscale meteorological 
phenomena.

Ideally, a mesoscale meteorological 
network should include a capability for 
the high data rate sampling normally 
associated with micrometeorological 
processing, with high-speed, two-way 
data communication with other net
works, or with high-rate data sensors 
such as radars, Raman lidars, acoustic 
sounders, etc. The only formal restraint 
imposed on the network in the fol
lowing description is a maximum diam
eter of 200 km for ease of communica
tion between the central site and the 
outlying stations.1

1 If com m unica t ions  and data  transmission are 
by V H F or U H F radio links (a flexible mode 
of  opera t ion) ,  then  the distances for c o m 
munication  between 30 - m towers, w i thou t  
addit ional  relays, are on the order  of  50 km.

As an example of the potential of 
such a network, consider the case 
where an area has received significant 
precipitation in the form of rain or 
snow. With rainfall heavy enough to 
provide free surface water, during 
subsequent days of high insolation, 
the instability will be significantly 
influenced by a balance between the 
absorbed solar radiation and the verti
cal latent heat flux. A large vertical 
moisture transport will be produced 
and the boundary layer will be less 
unstable in the daytime than it would 
be under dry surface conditions, given 
the same insolation and surface albedo. 
The sensible heat flux will also be 
smaller and the rate of modification of 
any higher level inversion will be slower. 
The modeling of rainfall into (and 
evaporation from) an area, coupled with 
water storage and runoff, would be 
im portant to local forecasting and 
climatological studies, due to the effects 
of evaporation on cloudiness, stability, 
etc. In a similar manner, snow cover 
markedly affects surface solar radiative 
heating and vertical transports in the 
boundary layer until its removal. Finally 
the stabilities and fluxes themselves are 
im p o rtan t to  local and large-scale 
forecasting.

Due to the complexity and diversity 
of the possible applications, we can 
hope only to form a general guideline 
for the design, planning, use, and expan
sion of automated microscale and meso
scale meteorological networks.

Specific Applications

In designing an automated network, 
we should first consider the types of 
programs in which it might be used, in 
order to determine common characteris
tics of the applications and areas where 
simple modifications or expansions may 
satisfy or interface with other applica
tions. Potential applications include the 
following:

•  Surface and planetary boundary- 
layer2 studies of turbulence, diffu
sion, mesoscale atmospheric struc
ture, and optical and radio propa
gation over homogeneous terrain 
under stationary and nonstationary 
conditions (Haugen, 1973)

•  Surface and planetary boundary- 
layer studies as above, with hori
zon tal variations in roughness 
(small- and large-scale), albedo, and 
m oisture (bound, liquid, and 
frozen) (Haugen, 1973)

2 The surface boundary  layer po r t ion  o f  the 
planetary boundary  layer is defined as the 
height interval  near the surface where the 
vertical fluxes o f  heat ,  moisture , and m o 
m e n tu m  are essentially cons tan t  w ith  height. 
The planetary boundary  layer ex tends  to  at 
least the first inversion,  including the surface 
layer. Within the  planetary boundary  layer, 
significant “ tu rb u le n t” exchanges take place. 
These exchanges can be due to surface 
roughness, shear instability,  buo y an t  in 
stabil ity,  or  any com binat ion  o f  these which 
s o m e t i m e s  produce organized tu rbu len t  
exchanges such as rolls, e tc .  (See Haugen, 
1973; Webb, 1964; Tennekes and Lumley,  
1972.)
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•  “ Ground truth” verification of 
remote sensing techniques using 
remote probes within the network 
(radars, lidars, acoustic sounders) 
and distant from the network (air
craft and satellites)

•  Supplementary inputs to synoptic- 
and global-scale networks for 
specific studies such as the Global 
Atmospheric Research Program, or 
for local area forecasting.

As a first application, consider the 
use of a single station to study surface 
layer turbulence. The small-scale sizes 
and high frequencies responsible for the 
turbulent fluxes of heat, momentum, 
moisture, and passive dispersants require 
the use of high sampling rates for their 
measurement near the boundary; con
sequently, automation is required for 
recording, and desired for on-site pre
processing, to permit efficient collection 
and analysis of large volumes of data.

One of the earliest comprehensive 
studies of the energy budget, turbulent 
structure, spectra, co-spectra, and pro
files in the surface layer (Cramer et al., 
1961; Cram er and Record, 1969; 
Cramer, Record, and Tillman, 1962) 
used a sampling rate of 0.83 sec for each 
of ten turbulent (fast) variables to 
collect approximately 100 hr of data, 
consisting o f approximately three 
million samples of turbulent variables 
and a smaller set of supporting measure
ments. These studies provided signifi
cant insight into, and data concerning, 
the processes involved in turbulent 
tran sp o rt in the boundary layer 
(Cramer, Record, and Tillman, 1966) 
but suffered from a questionable hori
zontal homogeneity and a sampling rate 
that was too low to define conclusively 
the spectra and co-spectra at the lowest 
level (15 m) under stable conditions. A 
more appropriate rate would have been
10 samples per second, which would 
have generated 30 million data samples 
for a similar program. The sampling rate 
required to define the spectra and co
spectra responsible for the transports is 
inversely proportional to the height of 
observation in the surface layer.

The previous data-rate limitation has 
been removed in some subsequent sys

tems designed for boundary-layer tur
bulence studies. The most notable of 
these systems, in terms of its impact on 
the understanding of boundary-layer 
turbulence, is one developed by the 
Boundary Layer Group at Air Force 
Cam bridge R esearch Laboratories 
(AFCRL) (Kaimal, Haugen, and New
m an, 1966). This is a computer- 
controlled system that can handle 
numerous variables at rates of 1-10  
samples per second and is generally 
programmed to produce reduced mete
orological variables (such as heat flux, 
momentum flux, stability, and vertical 
profiles of average quantities) in a fixed 
form at for experimental evaluation. 
A nother system developed by the 
Atmospheric Science Department of the 
University of Washington (UW), permits 
as many as 40 variables to be continu
ously scanned, converted to digital 
numbers, and recorded on computer 
tape to an accuracy of one part in 
32,000, at rates up to 5,000 samples per 
second. The flexibility of this system 
allows the experimenter to redefine and 
compute mathematical functions of the 
input variables (or combinations) during 
data collection without affecting the 
data collection itself. For example, 
while digitizing at 2,000 Hz, one can 
scale variables, compute products and 
simple mathematical functions of the 
variables, and display the results on 
chart recorders, numeric displays, oscil
loscopes, or a high-speed line printer. 
Both the AFCRL and UW systems are 
essentially single-station systems, al
though the latter has an interface to 
permit remote digitization and trans
mission over radio or telephone links.

Since most applications of automated 
networks require more than one obser
vation point, we must also consider the 
area of coverage and the number of sta
tions in the network. The inclusion of 
nonstationary conditions in the applica
tion dictates sampling in three dimen
sions for hours or days to measure and 
characterize the processes. The nonsta
tionary conditions may be due to 
synoptic-scale processes, diurnal varia
tions of solar or net radiation, or other 
processes (Haugen, 1973;Hoeber, 1973;

Tennekes and Lumley, 1972).
If the complete planetary boundary 

layer is included, surface-based immer
sion sensors can directly sample only 
the lower portion of the region of in
terest when the first inversion occurs at 
heights of 500 m or more. During un
stable conditions, longitudinal roll 
vortices have coherent physical proper
ties with cross-roll dimensions of a few 
kilometers and longitudinal dimensions 
an order of magnitude larger (LeMone, 
1973). These processes interact with 
(modulate or are modulated by) both 
the mean shearing flow and smaller scale 
turbulence, and consequently they can 
be studied in part by a surface-based 
horizontal network.3 The large range of 
scale sizes involved in rolls and in low- 
wind free convection conditions re
quires both large-scale and frequent 
spatial sampling to define the properties 
of the constant flux layer, even in this 
case of surface homogeneity. A mini
mum network for such a study would 
be an L-shaped orthogonal array of 
towers with at least three stations in 
each line, as illustrated in Fig. 1. A 
better configuration might be a T or 
crossed array with 16 to 24 stations. It 
is desirable to have more than two 
sampling lines for studying roll-like 
stru c tu res  in a coordinate system 
orthogonal to the roll when the wind 
field may not be appropriately aligned. 
Some possible configurations are shown 
in Fig. 2. In each case, any arm could be 
any length compared to any other arm.

If the network is located where there 
is a high probability of an oriented, 
elongated process (squall lines from, or 
rolls in, the same direction), a configura
tion such as that shown in Fig. 2(d) 
might be appropriate. The spacing of 
crossarms might be variable (as shown), 
constant, or even doubly variable (as 
indicated by the additional dotted 
lines). Potential locations are illustrated 
by circles, with extra locations indicated 
by crosses. Cost, complexity, distances, 
and the initial system concept will sig-

3 Convective cells, squall lines, sea breeze 
phenom ena ,  etc. , are also coherent  over 
similar scales.
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nificantly constrain the expansion and 
versatility in any application. Ideally, 
however, the initial concept should not 
lim it the system’s application too 
severely as resources become available 
for its expansion.

Station Capabilities

Factors to be considered in station 
design are cost, flexibility, portability, 
sensor complement, communications, 
and ease of operation and maintenance. 
Clearly, cost should not be such a 
dominant consideration that a modest 
change in the number of sensors or in 
data rates and accuracy would require 
redesign of the basic station; flexibility 
should be such that additional sensors 
and higher data rates could be added as 
an integral part of the basic system. 
Each station should be capable of pro
viding the basic measurements shown in 
Table 1.

Measurement heights will average

Fig. 1 The minimal network required for studying rolls and 
low-wind free convection is an L-shaped array such as the 
one shown here.

Table 1
Basic Measurements Made by Each Network Station

PARAMETER
REQUIRED 

NUMBER OF 
SENSORS

Wind speed 1-3

Wind direction 1

Temperature, atmospheric and soil 1-5

Hum id ity 1-3

Pressure 1

Solar radiation 1

Net radiation 1

Rainfall 1

Not specified (Special one-time or 
supplementary measurements)

M inimum o f 4 
channels to  be 
available

Fig. 2 Possible arrays for studying roll-like structures 
with three or more sampling lines are shown in parts a, b, 
and c. Part d illustrates a configuration that might be used 
in the case o f  an oriented, elongated process.
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between 2 and 32 m, and some applica
tions might require an average sampling 
rate no greater than once a minute. The 
minimum number of sensors, eight, 
would be useful only in defining the 
general wind field and alone could not 
adequately define the surface boundary 
layer. Such a limited complement of 
sensors is an intolerable restriction in 
many programs where an automated 
mesonetwork is the main, or only, mete
orological system and must characterize 
both the vertical fluxes and the horizon
tal homogeneity of the boundary layer.

Many applications require a stability 
param eter such as the Richardson 
number or the Obukhov length, L, 
where L = ( -p c pTU*)/kgH, p = density, 
cp = specific heat at constant pressure, 
T = tem p erature, U* = (r/p)3 2̂, 
r  = —pu’w', u’ = longitudinal velocity 
fluctuation, w' = vertical velocity fluc
tuation, k = von Karman’s constant, 
g = gravity, H = heat flux = pcpw'T', 
and T' = temperature fluctuations. The 
Richardson number is determined from 
measurements of vertical gradients of 
the average temperature and wind speed 
(Webb, 1964). To the extent that the 
vertical flux of latent heat influences 
stability (important over water and 
well-watered crops during dry advective 
conditions) or is important in its own 
right (loss of moisture), the vertical 
gradient of moisture also is required. To 
obtain vertical fluxes by bulk gradient 
techniques along with the routine sur
face observations requires a minimum of
11, and preferably 16, sensors. Con
sidering, in addition, that a minimum of 
four spare inputs should be provided, up 
to 20 channels should be available at 
each location. The transmitted data 
rates might be as low as one set of mea
surements per minute, although the 
sampling rate at each sensor might be as 
high as one sample per second or 
greater. Consequently, some analog or 
digital averaging is generally required at 
the station if the lowest possible data 
transmission and storage rate is to be 
maintained.4

Current transducer systems for direct 
measurement of the vertical fluxes to 
obtain the universal stability parameter,

z/L (where z = height of observation), 
are often complex, expensive, and 
power-consuming, and generate high 
data rates. To measure accurately the 
vertical fluxes of heat, momentum, and 
moisture within a few meters of the 
surface requires response lengths and 
sensor dimensions of less than a meter 
and sampling rates of tens of Hertz. If 
the fluxes are to be computed later, 
these data must be collected, trans
mitted to the central site (for real-time 
monitoring when individual sites are 
unmanned), and recorded.

Other techniques for estimating verti
cal heat and momentum fluxes, as well 
as stability, are also possible. One poten
tial technique involves measuring and 
processing rapid temperature fluctua
tions at a single height to obtain all of 
the parameters during unstable condi
tions (T illm an, 1973); with pre
processing capabilities, this technique 
could reduce the transmission and 
storage of potentially large data sets of 
secondary importance. Most of these 
alternative techniques require at least 
15 min or more of data processing to 
obtain stable estimates, because of the 
large low-frequency variability often 
found in the basic boundary-layer flows. 
Such considerations can have an impor
tant impact on station design and opera
tion in terms of the sampling rate, 
resolution, and accuracy of both the 
initial variables and the subsequent sta
tion processing.

Although data processing might be 
accomplished later in large computer 
facilities, a significant portion of the 
data obtained from an automated net
work should be evaluated at the central 
site during the experiment to determine 
if the experiment goals of data quality 
and comprehensiveness are being met; 
otherwise, large sets of precise but use
less numbers may be collected. Con
sequently, during operation the system

4 The dramatic decrease in the price o f micro- 
com puter processors, coupled with an even 
more dramatic increase in their performance, 
justifies having a com puter at each location 
to control and pre-process data. Many such 
systems are becoming available for less than 
$ 1 ,0 0 0 .

should provide hard-copy output which 
can be used to select data for more 
extensive analysis.

For example, many mesoscale pro
cesses, especially those including studies 
of transient phenomena, require tem
porary storage of large data quantities 
for an adequate description. After the 
transient events have been isolated, with 
the aid of hard-copy graphical, numeric, 
and strip-chart outputs, the remaining 
data should be field-processed by the 
system, and only a compact set re
tained; in this way the storage, ar
chiving, and other similar problems will 
be reduced. Current minicomputer 
systems (minicomputer being a mis
nomer due to the sophisticated hard
ware and software available at moderate 
prices compared to the large-scale com
puters of a decade ago) can readily 
process a significant portion of the data 
from many programs, during low data 
collection periods, since they can simul
taneously run real-time and batch- 
processing programs and have hardware 
and software to couple two or more 
processors or complete systems. The 
real-time programs provide continuous 
data collection, while batch processing 
could provide data editing, verification, 
compression, and storage.

C urrently , the predominant data 
storage medium is digital computer 
tape, either seven- or nine-track. If we 
assume that an accuracy of one part in
32,000 is required and that nine-track 
tapes are recorded at a density of 
1,600 cpi (characters per inch) and a 
speed of 45 ips (inches per second), a 
data storage rate of 30,000 or more 
measurements per second could be at
ta in ed , w hich would require one 
730 - m (2,400 - ft) reel of tape every
11 min.5 The data volume would be 
horrendous if this were continued for 
any significant length of time and the 
communications and subsequent pro
cessing problems formidable if signifi
cant distances were involved. If the 
average rate were reduced to 5,000

5 These estimates assume a storage density 
that is roughly twice as efficient as that 
currently used by many com puter systems.
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samples per second, the above param
eters would provide one tape an hour, a 
possibly acceptable rate if the experi
ment were not continued for too many 
days.

For high data rates and distances 
greater than 48 - 80 km, the communi
cations cost and availability may be a 
dominant consideration. In general, the 
stations and the central site should be 
linked by radio for maximum flexibil
ity . Telephone links impose severe 
restrictions on the placement of the 
stations in areas of low population 
density. However, where one or more 
sites m ust be on the order of 
100-200 km from the central site, or 
the terrain is inappropriate for radio 
links and the data rates are within the 
capabilities of voice-grade lines, tele
phone circuits may be cost-effective. In 
this case, the stations should pre-process 
and condense the data, transmitting 
only short, infrequent messages.

In some applications, it may be 
advantageous to connect the stations to 
the central site by dedicated wire or 
op tical com m unication links. For 
example, in the study of short-distance 
optical propagation and its relation to 
the atmospheric boundary layer, where 
spatial and temporal variations of air 
density (and, to a lesser extent, water 
vapor) degrade the pointing accuracy, 
beam collimation, data rates, and co
herence of point-to-point laser propaga
tion in the atmosphere, it is desirable to 
know the bounds of such degradation 
and the extent to which it can be 
avoided. Conversely, the degree to 
which such information can be inverted 
to obtain atmospheric parameters is also 
important. To define the microstructure g 
of temperature fluctuations that are ~ 
responsible for optical scintillation, § 
beam spreading, etc., one or more sites < 
should have a capability for high-speed “ 
data sampling and communications. < 
Such an experiment could be carried ^ 
out along one or two orthogonal lines °  
and the stations could be linked by 
wire, depending on environmental 
hazards (machinery, animals, etc.) and 
distance. Thus, over distances of a few 
kilometers, data rates need not be

limited by the cost or availability of 
telephone or radio links.

Automated Data Acquisition 
System (ADAS)

The ADAS is a portable, flexible, 
multi-station, automated micrometeoro- 
logical and mesometeorological network 
designed by the author and members of 
the staff of the Geophysical Corpora
tion of America (GCA Corporation, 
1966); it produces roughly one tape per 
hour. Figure 3 shows the anticipated 
ADAS maximum remote station con

figuration, and Fig. 4 outlines the cen
tral site configuration. The network was 
designed to obtain both background 
(low -rate) and turbulent (high-rate) 
meteorological data with one-way radio 
links between the stations and the cen
tral site. Different radio frequencies 
were used for each station so that addi
tional stations could telemeter indepen
dently to the central site.

As indicated in Fig. 3, each high-rate 
station (HRS) samples, converts to digi
tal numbers, and transmits (with a 
resolution of one in 4,096) 40 analog 
variables at a rate of one measurement

Fig. 3 The maximum ADAS remote station equipment.

DIGITIZER TRANSMITTER ANTENNA

64 ANALOG CHANNELS 
24 AT 10/SEC 
40 AT 1/SEC

8 ANALOG CHANNELS 
SAMPLED AT 1/SEC
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RECEIVERS

T A B L E  2 S E N S O R  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S

Parameter Range Accuracy Resolution
Repeat
ab ility

Time, Distance 
Constant Linearity Matching Samples/

Minute

Wind Speed or 
Horizontal 
Wind Vector

0.5 to  60 
m/sec

0.5% 0.02
m/sec

0.5% 1 to  5 m 
0.5 to  2 m 1% 0.5% 1 to  600

Wind Direction 
(in conjunction 
w ith  horizontal 
w ind speed)

0 to  360° 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 1 to  5 m 1% 1° 1 to  600

Wind Vector
(three-dimensional)

0.1 to  20+ 
m/sec 0.5%

0.001
m/sec 0.5%

0.25 to  3 m 
0.01 to  0.5 m

* 0.5%
1 to  600 

1 to  3000

Temperatu re
Absolute —50 to +50C 0.1% 0.025C 0.05C

<  1 m 1% ±0.1C 1 to  3000
Relative 50C range 0.1% 0.012C 0.025C

H um id ity
- 5 0  to  +30C 

(dewpoint 
equivalent)

2% of 
reading

r /o o f
reading

2% of 
reading <  5 m - 2% 1 to  600

Pressure
Absolute 200 mb ±0.1 mb 0.05 mb 0.1 mb

1 sec 1% 1% 1 to  60
Differential 20 mb 0.02 mb 0.005 mb 0.01 mb

Rainfall Rate 200 m m/hr 5% of 
reading

0.05
mm/hr

5% above 
10 m m/hr 1 min - 5% 0.1 to  60
1% below

Solar Radiation
0 to  0.150 
W/cm2 sec 0.2% 3.6 X 10 -s 

W/cm2 sec 0.2% 1 min 1% 1% 1 to 10

Net Radiation O to 0.150
W/cm2 sec 1% 3.6 X 10‘ s 

W/cm2 sec 0.2% 1 min 1% 1% 1 to  10

* D e p e n d e n t on  a p p lic a t io n  and  processing



per second and 24 analog variables at a 
rate of ten measurements per second. 
The 40 slow variables are derived from 
transducers that measure the vertical 
profiles of wind speed, temperature, and 
humidity, and from other transducers at 
varying heights; the 24 faster variables 
are obtained from a three-component 
anemometer and a thermometer at each 
of six levels. The central site was de
signed for a handling capability of 
1 -12  HRS. Each HRS can function as a 
single micrometeorological research 
tower, with appropriate instrumentation 
and heights for most boundary-layer 
studies. The HRS data rates provide 
adequate sampling for the direct com
putation of the vertical fluxes of heat 
and momentum, as well as stability, for 
each station. The less expensive, low- 
rate stations (LRS) were designed to be 
used in greater numbers for experiments 
with horizontal variability, or where 
denser meteorological coverage is re
quired.

The original system was tested with
12 high- and four low-rate stations; two 
complete systems were subsequently 
constructed and have been transported 
to various sites since 1966, but the LRS

and the full HRS complement were vir
tually never used.

The importance and interrelation of 
microm eteorological and mesoscale 
processes in the planetary boundary 
layer, and the relative ease with which 
both can be incorporated into a single 
network, requires that any mesoscale 
network provide a capability for both 
fast micrometeorological and slow back
ground data collection and processing. 
Although high-rate sensors and com
m unications may not be available 
initially at low cost or for all experi
ments, the basic system should accom
modate them with essentially no hard
ware modifications when high-rate 
communications or direct wire links are 
provided.

Sensor Characteristics

To promote further discussion of 
sensors for such applications, Table 2 
provides a list of potential transducers 
and characteristics. Some of the sensor 
characteristics enumerated in Table 2 
are currently feasible, while others 
represent forecasted needs or techno
logical probabilities. In many instances,

these properties depend on the trans
ducer chosen for the measurement. For 
example, the horizontal wind com
ponents are specified in terms of two 
orthogonal components or in terms of 
direction and magnitude of a com
ponent, to reflect current and future 
instrumental capabilities and application 
requirements. If the two-dimensional 
wind sensor were replaced by a three- 
dimensional transducer (sonic anemom
e te r , three-dimensional vane, etc.), 
momentum flux could be measured 
directly as well as mean wind speed and 
the diffusion parameters, aa  (the 
standard horizontal deviation of wind 
angle) and ag (the standard vertical 
deviation of wind angle). The shorter 
distance constants and the rate of 3,000 
samples per minute listed for the three- 
com ponen t anemometer would be 
appropriate for sonic or hot-film ane
mometers used in the lower 10 m of the 
atmosphere, while the longer distance 
constants and the slower rates are 
characteristic of three-dimensional vanes 
used above 10 m. The categories given 
below are somewhat arbitrary, and are 
explained in terms of current use.

•  Range: Range is specified in two

We would like to insert a plea for a 
set o f  standards for the outputs o f  mete
orological transducers. I t is quite easy to 
standardize many aspects o f  the analog 
outputs o f  sensors and, i f  this is appro
priately done, the interchange o f  sensors 
can be accomplished in a few minutes 
while minimizing the complexity o f  
each station’s scanner circuitry and the 
subsequent data analysis. We would 
suggest that the voltage level be fixed 
(±5 V, full scale, is a useful initial guess 
for reasons involving power, accuracy, 
and linearity o f  integrated circuit opera
tiona l amplifiers), that the output 
impedance be less than 1 fl, that the 
output connector be limited to one or

two choices, and that the sign o f  the 
signal might also be agreed upon. I f  we 
have increasing values o f  the parameters 
corresponding to more positive-going 
voltages, along with the above we may 
be able to interchange sensors and pro
vide a minimum impact on the time 
involved in subsequent processing.

A t high data rates, it is useful to mini
mize the number o f  computations re
quired to scale signals for display and 
use; consequently we suggest that stan
dard ranges be adopted. Also, the 
greater the degree o f  standardization, 
the smaller will be the numbers that 
must be correctly determined and ap
plied to each signal before use. It would

ease the data analysis i f  the variables 
could be converted to metric units by a 
micro-processor at each station before 
transmission to the central site with no 
loss in accuracy or resolution. Con
sequently, the calibrations that might be 
unique to each station would be elimi
nated and the central site could com
pare values directly without requiring 
large tables o f  calibration constants. 
Obviously, some transducers may be too 
complex to process at each site although 
the evolution o f inexpensive micro
processors is rapidly negating this con
clusion.
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ways. The first shows the minimum and 
maximum values between which a mea
surement is to be made. (This does not 
necessarily mean that all other charac
teristics apply over the range.) For 
abso lu te  parameters, such as wind 
speed, direction, etc., the maximum 
value should, if at all possible, cor
respond to the maximum value realisti
cally expected in any experiment, and 
no other full-scale value should be used, 
in order to maintain uniform calibra
tions and data analysis procedures from 
experiment to experiment. Instrument 
and system resolution, stability, and 
noise should be such that no scale 
expansions are necessary in order to 
acquire data of adequate resolution at 
low absolute values. This will eliminate 
having to log and to use variable-scale 
conversion factors for each height of 
each station for each experiment.

In some cases (e.g., pressure), a 
second range has been included where 
the proposed resolution (one part in 
4,096, 12 binary bits) is inadequate to 
cover the full scale.6 To measure diver
gences in the pressure gradients, with 
adequate resolution over scales of 
100 km or less, requires resolutions on 
the order of 0.01 mb. Applications of 
this type can be implemented by 
differential-pressure transducers where 
the reference volumes of all transducers 
in the network are vented and sealed 
during periods of low-pressure gradient 
and if the intake ports of the pressure 
sensors are located with careful regard 
to the effect of flow around obstacles.

•  Accuracy: In general, accuracy is 
specified as a percentage of the full scale 
or full range of the variable. For vari
ables such as humidity and rainfall that 
vary over orders of magnitude, it is

6 We are currently using 15 binary bits at the 
University o f W ashington, giving a resolution 
of 0 .0016C full-scale range. Such range and 
resolution have perm itted us to obtain mea
surements from a three-dimensional array of 
tem perature transducers at a rate o f 5 Hz 
w ith  c o m p u te r-c o n tro lle d , continuous, 
unattended, overnight operation during our 
latest field program.

often appropriate to specify accuracy as 
a percentage of the value at the time of 
measurement. This is noted by the term 
“% of Reading.”

•  Resolution: Resolution is generally 
specified as the full-scale value divided 
by 4,096, and is determined by the 
analog-digital system. High resolution in 
itself is valuable for measuring statistical 
properties or variables such as wind 
speed and air temperature at large values 
of instability. It has been suggested that 
as long as the measurement resolution is 
adequate, the Obukhov stability param
eter can be obtained exclusively from 
temperature measurements during dry, 
unstable conditions (Tillman, 1973). 
Since this is accomplished by computing 
skewness of temperature after high-pass 
filtering, the only requirement is that 
the measurement be linear for excur
sions around the mean and that the sign 
of the fluctuations be known. No cali
bration of the sensor is needed in this 
technique, since the technique is self- 
normalizing with regard to absolute 
value and to scale factor; however, pre
processing could significantly decrease 
the data transmitted and processed.

•  Repeatability: Repeatability in
cludes effects such as noise, drift, and 
short-term calibration changes. In many 
individual measurements and for com
parisons among measurements, we are 
interested in repeatability over periods 
of minutes, hours, or days. (“Accuracy” 
generally applies to specifications that 
cover periods of months to years.) To 
specify completely the desired repeat
ability of an instrument, we should 
specify the spectrum of the noise, cali
bration drift, etc., rather than a single 
number. However, this type of informa
tion is difficult to obtain and to classify 
for many transducers.

•  Time and Distance Constants: The 
time and distance constants characterize 
the response time of the transducer and 
the response or averaging distance, 
respectively. The distance constant for a 
wind-vane or heat-transfer anemometer 
is a function of wind speed, while for a 
sonic anemometer it corresponds to the 
physical path over which the instrument

averages. The latter is independent of 
wind speed if spatial filtering is the only 
filtering process. In cases where two 
values are given, the longer times or 
distances are characteristic of sensors 
for background-type measurements 
while the shorter times or distances are 
characteristic of turbulence-type appli
cations. Obviously there is an overlap, 
and turbulence-type instrumentation 
can be used for background measure
ments if the filtering is commensurate 
with the data rate.

To prevent spectral aliasing and to 
obtain the most precise average, station 
processing should generally filter or 
average the transducers so that the data 
transmission rate is at least twice as 
great as the inverse of the averaging 
interval. Typically, the sampling rate is 
at least five times the cutoff frequency, 
although this criterion can be relaxed 
for certain variables and applications if 
spectral aliasing is unimportant. The 
fact that many atmospheric processes 
exhibit spectra with frequency depen
dencies of f - n , where n is often 1.66 or 
greater in the frequencies above one 
sample per minute, allows spectral infor
mation to be recovered in the presence 
of aliasing with the appropriate a priori 
assumption. This is an important con
sideration when spectra are desired and 
the data must be reduced to an absolute 
minimum.

Analog filtering may be used to re
duce aliasing, although greater flexibil
ity and minimum hardware costs might 
be obtained by digitally filtering the 
variables using a s ta tio n  micro
processor. (See Brock, “Portable Auto
mated Mesonet,” in this issue.) In this 
m anner, filte ring  for the chosen 
sampling rate can be optimized re
motely by transmitting or automatically 
selecting the filter coefficients appropri
ate for the chosen data rate. If the time 
constants are identical for all variables 
and a single-pole, low-pass filter is 
synthesized, the required storage is only 
three locations for each variable.

•  Linearity: Little emphasis is placed 
on linearity in this context since the 
station or central processor can linearize



a complex variable. Moreover, linearity 
is undesirable in a variable which covers 
many orders of magnitude where a 
constant-percentage accuracy is desired. 
In this case (and in all cases with equally 
spaced quantizing steps) it is appropri
ate to digitize the log of the variable if 
constant percentages of reading accu
racy and resolution are to be main
tained. The main effect of nonlinearity 
is to increase the processing time and 
complexity.

•  Matching: Matching refers to the 
precision with which measurements 
using the same type of transducer can 
be compared without individual calibra
tion  constants for each transducer. 
Better matching provides better accu
racy without the complexity of main
taining and implementing a multitude 
o f data-conversion constants. Better 
matching also permits transducers to be 
interchanged without concern about 
which transducer is in each location. 
Such considerations can contribute to 
the success of a field program while 
minimizing cost and effort. In some 
cases, matching requirements might 
increase the cost of a transducer, but 
efforts to standardize and match trans
ducers will undoubtedly prove cost- 
effective when the final data accuracy 
and confidence in results are evaluated.

•  Sample Rate: Sample rates general
ly reflect the spectrum of applications 
from low-frequency (one per minute) 
background measurements to high- 
frequency (3,000 per minute, 50 - Hz) 
turbulence measurements. We arbitrarily 
suggest a lower sampling rate limit of 
one measurement per network variable 
per minute, since a single reel of tape 
would last five days for a very ambitious 
network of 25 stations, each with 60 
inputs. Less frequent sampling might 
com prom ise the study of rapidly 
varying phenomena and the basic data 
set can subsequently be compacted if 
desired. The major impact of the sam
pling rate is in the data storage volume 
and the problems of subsequent data 
editing and analysis.

Large data volumes have a significant 
impact on the use of large-scale com

puter facilities for processing, since the 
input/output (I/O) hardware and soft
ware of these facilities are often ineffi
cient for such processing. Denser re
cording media and more efficient post
experiment processing will not neces
sarily provide the best solution to the 
problem s o f reducing large data 
volumes, since it often takes a highly 
interactive human-computer process to 
produce a good and efficient data set 
from a raw field program. If processing 
is delayed too long, the individuals 
involved in the program planning and 
execution (the ones who are most able 
to process it properly) may no longer be 
able to devote the time required for 
adequate analysis. Consequently, large- 
scale automated network programs 
require, a significant pre-experiment 
investment in software development if 
the data are to be reduced in an effec
tive manner. This, in turn, suggests that 
serious consideration should be given to 
providing the option of at least partial 
analytical capability (both hardware and 
software) at the field site, since this 
would reduce the data volume, or im
prove the probability of collecting a 
good data set.

Another factor influencing the selec
tion of the sampling rate is the possibil
ity that the data may subsequently be 
subjected to spectral analyses. In that 
case, the sampling rate and filtering may 
be dominated by the extent to which 
aliasing can be tolerated, if at all. Ali
asing can be due either to data or to 
noise with spectral components ex
ceeding the Nyquist frequency (i.e., 
one-half the sampling rate). When ali
asing is caused by the data and some a 
priori information is available that the 
spectral density is of the form f -n  
where f=  frequency and n > l ,  it is 
often possible to compute the effect of 
aliasing and to obtain an approximately 
correct spectrum up to the Nyquist 
frequency. For large values of n, the 
spectral energy density is decreasing so 
rapidly with increasing frequency that 
there is little variance to be aliased. 
Such assumptions are often encountered 
in geophysical processes, an example

being the inertial subrange of turbulent 
fluid flow.

The second, and sometimes more 
troublesome, type of aliasing is that due 
to  instrumental noise. This can be 
removed by straightforward engineering 
techniques and occasionally can be 
alleviated by adjusting the sampling 
rate. For example, the effects of noise 
introduced at a power-line frequency or 
its harmonics can sometimes be nullified 
by adjusting the sampling rate to an 
even subharmonic of the power-line 
noise. This “ folds” the noise to exactly 
zero frequency and it can be removed 
by a “zero check" of the instrument. If 
such a sampling rate is inconvenient, a 
rate should be selected that would alias 
this relatively high spectral-density noise 
to an unimportant part of the spectrum.

Remote Sensors

When automated networks are to be 
used in applications such as local area 
forecasting, it is important to use both 
in-situ and remote-sensing techniques. 
We should therefore consider whether it 
is more desirable to incorporate remote 
sensors into a mesometeorological auto
mated network or to separate the func
tions, combining the data sets at a later 
stage. Similar thought must be given to 
planning field programs where the meso- 
network is used to  verify or supplement 
the remote-sensing technique.

The major impact of remote-sensing 
techniques on automated networks is 
that their raw, and even analyzed, data 
sets often involve very high data rates, 
since they generally provide one- to 
three-dimensional measurements of one 
or more paramete rs with high resolution 
over large areas. For this reason, remote 
sensors should have a pre-processing 
capability to convert raw data to quanti
tative measurements and to abstract a 
significant but digestable set for incor
poration into the data set describing the 
important mesoscale phenomena in each 
application. In comparison studies, it is 
important to have a single automated 
system in which both the in-situ and the 
remotely sensed measurements of a
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given parameter are available for com
parison. Fast and effective comparisons 
can be obtained if the system can pro
vide graphic or oscilloscope displays of 
the values measured by each technique, 
as well as the differences between them. 
With such a capability in the field, one 
can determine under which conditions 
the techniques compare well, under 
which they do not compare, and which 
conditions require additional data for an 
adequate evaluation to be made. In a 
research program, this real-time capabil
ity would minimize the chances of 
gathering an inconclusive or inadequate 
data set.

The capabilities of current minicom
puter systems are extensive enough that 
a single computer could operate a small 
m esonetw ork  while gathering, and 
possibly processing, data from a single 
high-data-rate remote sensor (thus obvi
ating the need for a separate computa
tional capability for each remote sen
sor), provided that the system includes 
the appropriate I/O hardware and soft
ware for interfacing the particular high- 
rate device to the central computer. For 
efficiency in operating the mesonet
work, direct memory access should be 
provided so that data can be supplied on 
demand to the central processor at high 
rates without excessive system pro
cessing overhead. Software is available 
to control the operation of, and com
munications between, dual computer 
systems and can also provide real-time 
programming with high-level languages 
such as FORTRAN 4, FORTRAN 5, 
ALGOL, etc. Performance that is 
roughly one-fifth that of a Control 
Data 6400 for many complex mathe
matical computations can be obtained 
for $50,000 to $100,000.

Coordination and Communication 
with Other Systems

The foregoing comments lead logical
ly to a discussion of the communication 
between transducer systems and auto
mated networks, and between different 
automated networks. An example of a 
po ten tia lly  sophisticated automated

mesoscale application is the problem of 
local area forecasting, including both 
short- (less than 6 - hr) and long-range 
forecasting. We will assume that fore
casting will be done in the local area 
rather than at a national center. Among 
the reasons for this hypothesis are the 
cost of transmitting the large amount of 
data required for local forecasting to a 
central site, and the local forecaster’s 
familiarity with the area. The develop
ment of local forecasting techniques 
should be a joint local and national 
effort.

The inputs to the local-area network 
would be:

•  Automated mesoscale observations
•  Remote sensing systems (weather 

radars, lidars, acoustic sounders, 
satellites, etc.)

•  Local radiosonde observations
•  National network data consisting 

of synoptic-scale parameters and 
forecasts.

The first task for a forecasting meso
network would be to abstract an appro
priate set of data from the first three 
categories, which would require space- 
and time-averaging and editing of the 
large data volume. In some cases, the 
averaged data set, or a simple function 
of its time history, might constitute a 
forecast, e.g., the prediction of precipi
tation patterns and rates for periods of a 
few minutes from weather radar data. 
For some users, such as a metropolitan 
sewer disposal unit or a local watershed 
management group, these data might 
constitute the final product of the sys
tem and must be available on a timely 
basis. Detailed rainfall data might also 
be applied to landslide prediction and 
prevention in areas of soil instability, 
such as Los Angeles, where inadequate 
planning has resulted in frequent de
structive slides.

Area forecasts for periods of 6 - 48 hr 
would require less detail; the time his
tories of a few points would probably 
be adequate, and several area rainfall 
estimates could be transmitted to the 
national data network for each 24 - hr 
period. If the radar data were stored 
temporarily on tape, they could be

compressed later for archiving for cli- 
matological purposes.

In areas of low population density, 
the economic impact of better local 
short-range forecasting may not justify a 
significant increase in capabilities for 
precise mesoscale forecasting and infor
mation. However, in high-density areas, 
there would seem to be significant 
favorable economic arguments for 
setting up a comprehensive network in 
the near future, at least on an experi
mental basis.

Summary

In applications of automated meso
scale meteorological networks, several 
characteristics are common:

•  S y s t e m  d i m e n s i o n s  o f  
100-200 km

•  A minimum of six stations, with 
provisions for expansion

•  Complete surface-layer characteri
zation at each station

•  Flexible station instrumentation 
interface

•  Significant processing capability at 
the central site

•  Communications interface with 
other systems.

Other characteristics such as size, 
power, weight, portability, and ease of 
installation and maintenance are also 
important in the design of automated 
networks, especially portable ones.
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The Importance 
of Surface Mesonetworks 
in Thunderstorm Research
James C. Fankhauser and G. Brant Foote, National Hail Research Experiment

During and following World War II, the understanding of 
thunderstorm dynamics and energetics was significantly 
advanced by the implementation of radar technology and 
system atic sounding networks. Intensive thunderstorm 
research efforts involving the diverse capabilities of radar, 
upper air soundings, and aircraft observations were pioneered 
by the Thunderstorm Project (Byers and Braham, 1949). 
Field experiments modeled after this early effort currently 
include work at NOAA’s National Severe Storms Laboratory 
(NSSL) in Oklahoma and NCAR’s National Hail Research 
Experiment (NHRE) centered in northeast Colorado.

The design of each of these special observational facilities 
included the establishment of surface observing networks of 
varying density. The accurate determination of surface 
parameters is clearly necessary, since it is in the boundary 
layer that the roots of convection lie.

History and State of the Art

A typical sequence of meteorological events recorded 
during the passage of a thunderstorm over a surface observing 
site is shown in Fig. 1. This early record is taken from a 
remarkably complete and lucid description of thunderstorms 
presented in the early part of this century by the atmo
spheric physicist W. J. Humphreys (1914). From such single
station records and a careful physical interpretation of visual 
observations, Humphreys was able to deduce many of the 
now generally recognized concepts concerning the thunder
storm and its related phenomena, namely:

•  The release of the latent heat of condensation as an 
important energy source

•  The role of insolation in realizing convective instability
•  “Gust front” characteristics and contributions in main

taining the thunderstorm’s circulation
•  Favorable aspects of differential temperature advection 

in the environment
•  Evaporation of rain as a mechanism for downdraft 

initiation and maintenance

Fig. 1 The course o f  meteorological elements at the 
surface on a thunderstorm day at Washington, D.C., 
30 July 1913 (after Humphreys, 1914).
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Fig. 2 Schematic vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) sections through a squall- 
line thunderstorm (DWD = downdraft, UPD = updraft). (After Fujita, 1963.)

•  Vertical transport of horizontal 
momentum as a self-perpetuating 
feature

•  Non-hydrostatic influence on pres
sure fluctuations

•  The relationship between the 
motion of convective storms and 
the upper winds.

From closely spaced arrays of sta
tions capable of observing the moisture 
content in addition to the parameters 
appearing in Fig. 1, many of the con
cepts deduced by Humphreys have since 
been corroborated and elaborated in 
great detail.

Spacing between surface sites in the 
Thunderstorm Project of the late 1940s 
was 3 - 4 km, and the network covered 
an area of approximately 1,000 km2. 
When the NSSL’s surface network was 
established in the early 1960s, the sta
tion interval was on the order of 
20 - 30 km and sites were uniformly 
distributed over an area of about
25,000 km2. With the advent of this 
new scale of meteorological observation, 
a new terminology was coined to define 
that spectrum of atmospheric phenom
ena lying between the synoptic cyclone 
and m icrom eteorological scales—  
mesometeorology.

T. Fujita at the University of Chicago 
emerged as a leader in the development 
of techniques for mesoscale analyses 
(Fujita, 1963), using as his data base the 
results of the Thunderstorm Project and 
the Great Plains networks sponsored by 
the Weather Bureau. By ingeniously 
combining spatial and temporal distribu
tions of surface variables from records 
similar to those in Fig. 1, he advanced 
the state of the art in identifying thun
derstorm surface phenomena. Figure 2 
shows schematically some of the signifi
cant features of thunderstorm airflow 
and pressure distributions evolving from 
Fujita’s early analyses of surface meso
scale observations.

Although continuing work in the area 
of mesoanalyses of surface parameters 
has led to embellishments on a variety 
of physical thunderstorm models, it is 
difficult to point to conceptual ad
vances that go much beyond the insight 
contained in Humphreys’ early work.

Current Research Capability

Current field studies involved exclu
sively in thunderstorm research employ 
the multifaceted capabilities of sophisti
cated radar and highly instrumented 
aircraft, supported by upper air and 
surface networks. The general objectives 
of the thunderstorm dynamics studies 
being carried out in NHRE center on 
the assessment of bulk transports of air 
mass and moisture attending individual 
convective circulations, and on defining 
the three-dimensional structure of thun
derstorm  airflow. Needless to say, 
achievement of both these goals rests 
heavily on an accurate definition of 
surface parameters. While the radar and 
aircraft instrumentation and technology 
available in NHRE might be considered 
avant-garde, it is almost embarrassing to 
note that surface recording capability 
differs little from that demonstrated in 
Fig. 1.

The distribution of surface mesonet- 
work sites for the 1972 NHRE field 
program is illustrated by the charts in 
Fig. 3. During the 1973 operations, the

density of stations in the two north- 
south rows was approximately halved 
and two additional rows were added to 
provide enhanced spatial coverage. 
Instrumentation at each station during 
both seasons consisted of wind speed 
and direction recorders, a hygrograph, a 
thermograph, and a microbarograph. 
D ata for each o f the measured 
variables— horizontal wind, tempera
ture, pressure, and relative humidity—  
were recorded on individual strip charts 
attached to clock-driven drums. Five 
independent timing mechanisms were 
thus involved at each site. Inspection 
and calibration visits were generally 
carried out twice daily.

Shortcomings in the currently avail
able instruments and the data they 
provide include an inability to obtain 
thunderstorm measurements with ade
quate time resolution, cumbersome and 
extremely time-consuming data reduc
tion and archiving because of the analog 
format, poor instrument accuracy and 
response, and calibration and quality 
control difficulties.

The timing of surface events asso-
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Fig. 3 The distribution o f  meteo
rological variables beneath a northeast 
Colorado hailstorm on 22 July 19 72. 
Stars identify positions o f  surface meso- 
network sites. Radar echo contours on 
(b), fc), and (d) show the location o f  
the storm. Light dashed line with dots on 
(d) represents the path o f  research 
aircraft (after Foote and 
Fankhauser, 1973).

ciated with thunderstorms is particu
larly critical. Uncertainty inherent in 
presently available records varies from 
about 1 to 5 min. For a thunderstorm 
“gust front” moving at a speed of 
20 m/sec, the associated discrepancies in 
spatial positioning are on the order of 
1 - 5 km. Time resolution is even more 
important in deriving significant ther
modynamic quantities from the individ
ual measurements. The computation of 
equivalent potential temperature, for

example, requires input from three 
independently observed variables—  
temperature, relative humidity, and 
surface pressure. If timing or calibration 
errors exist in any of these parameters 
they propagate directly into the final 
result. Errors may become especially 
large when large changes are occurring 
with time (for example, during a gust 
fro n t passage when sharply falling 
temperature coincides with a rapid 
increase in relative humidity), yet this

STERLING
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may be precisely when the observations 
are of greatest meteorological interest.

The capabilities of the Portable Auto
mated Mesonetwork being developed 
and tested by the Atmospheric Technol
ogy Division of NCAR promise to 
eliminate many of the difficulties now 
associated with mesoscale data collec
tion and analyses. (See Brock’s article, 
“Portable Automated Mesonet,” in this 
issue.) Digital recording should alleviate 
the cum bersom e aspects of data 
handling and reduction, and will permit 
the analyst to examine a far greater 
number of significant events. Synchro
nized timing and central monitoring for

quality control should also go far in 
removing uncertainties in time resolu
tion and instrument calibration. Only 
after studies based on the output from 
this promising system are completed can 
the benefits of an automated thunder
storm mesonetwork be fully appre
ciated.
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Portable Automated Mesonet
Fred V. Brock

The Portable Automated Mesonet 
(PAM) is a system comprising a trailer- 
mounted base station and a network of 
40 remote stations (Fig. 1) for logging 
mesoscale data. Each remote station 
samples local sensors synchronously and 
transmits the data to the base station via 
a radio link. Using antennas mounted on 
a 50 - m tower at the base station and 
on 12 - m towers at remote stations, the 
communication distances will be up to 
80 km, nominal.

The term mesoscale, in connection 
with this system, refers to an area up to 
160 km in diameter. The system could 
be used to study sea breezes, hail 
storms, squall lines, and regional air 
pollution, and will provide a ground 
reference for remote sensors. Remote 
station spacing could range from 1 to 
10 km, and the basic sampling rate of 
the system will be one sample per 
minute.

The PAM base station will have a

minicomputer for the automation of 
data logging, for real-time data quality 
assurance, and for real-time data 
analysis and display. The data will be 
immediately available in physical units.

The system will be portable in that it 
can be used for an observing season in 
one area and then moved to a different 
area for another field experiment.

PAM was developed in response to 
requests by users and as a result of the 
FOF’s experience in field expeditions. It 
is intended to replace the mesonet array 
of sensors with individual strip-chart 
recorders now in use, a system that 
inevitably lacks time synchronism and 
that requires man-months of effort to 
abstract the data. In addition, the 
process of chart recording and data 
ab s trac tio n  o ften  precludes high- 
resolution investigation of atmospheric 
phenomena.

On the other hand, the PAM remote 
stations will sample data synchronously

and telemeter them back to the base 
station at 1 - min intervals. There the 
data are immediately available for real
tim e analysis and display, and are 
recorded on magnetic tape for later 
analysis. In this way, the progress of 
m eteorological phenomena (e.g., a 
squall line or a sea breeze front) through 
the network can be monitored in real 
time.

One advantage of a strip-chart re
corder is that an observer at a particular 
site can visually monitor the data. 
However, the PAM system will use a 
graphic cathode ray tube (CRT) display 
with a hard-copy device to generate 
displays, including strip-chart style X,t 
plots of any sensor in the system. An 
observer at the base station can easily 
monitor the whole network. The CRT 
can also be used to generate a variety of 
special displays to compare two or more 
sensors or to show contours of, say, 
temperature over the entire network.
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We plan to place special emphasis on 
data quality assurance by running pro
grams continuously at the base station 
to check for bad or questionable data so 
that intermittent failure anywhere in 
the system will be called to the opera
tor’s attention.

Time Schedule

We will set up an operational network 
of 40 stations on a schedule consisting 
of three time periods to be completed in 
1976. In the first period, beginning in 
January 1974, the minimum base sta
tion in Boulder and a test-bed remote 
station at the Marshall Field Site about 
10 km (6 mi) away will be established. 
During this period, we will test radio 
communication techniques and proto
col, sensors, and operational modes for 
the remote station.

In the second period, beginning in 
April 1975, we will set up a minimal 
network of three remote stations. The 
base station will be mounted in a trailer 
and a 30 - m antenna tower will be used. 
During this period we will conduct 
comparison tests on the various systems 
and sensors in the field, with the goal of 
demonstrating their overall performance 
and feasibility.

Plans are for the system to be in full 
operation with 40 remote stations in the 
spring of 1976, depending on the avail
ability of funds.

Remote Stations

The remote-station plan is shown in 
Fig. 2. The basic parameters sensed are 
temperature and humidity, wind speed 
and direction, rain, and pressure. The 
input configuration is quite general and 
can readily be tailored to accommodate 
most sensors. Event-type inputs include 
signals from tipping-bucket rain gages, 
ligh t-chopper anem om eters, and 
frequency-type sensors (since counts per 
unit time are sensed). Several wind and 
rain sensors are already available and 
will be used at the beginning of the 
program.

Since sensor time constants cannot
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Fig. 2 Block diagram o f 
a remote station.
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easily be matched to the system sam
pling rate of one per minute, the signals 
sampled at 1 - sec intervals at the re
mote stations will be locally averaged; 
the averaged data will then be stored in 
local memory in message format with 
special identification and validity check 
characters.

When a command is received from 
the base station, the remote station will 
turn on its transmitter and send the data 
message (at other times the transmitter 
will be kept turned off to conserve 
power). If the base station detects an

error in the message, it will request 
retransmission; remote stations will save 
messages for possible retransmission.

Power for remote stations could be 
provided by lead-acid car batteries. Two 
batteries could power a station for 16 
days at 21C at acceptable levels, as
suming average power consumption of
5 W. However, battery performance is 
poor at low temperatures, so a realistic 
expectation is one week of unattended 
continuous operation. In some cases it 
may be desirable to supplement bat
teries with solar power panels or wind
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Fig. 3 Block diagram o f  the base station.

generators or even to replace them with 
fuel cells. During the development of 
the system, we will spend considerable 
effort on reducing power consumption 
and extending operating time.

Base Station

The base station plan is shown in 
F ig. 3. The three functions of the 
system are data logging, data quality 
assurance, and real-time data analysis.

•  Data Logging: Data will flow from 
the radio receiver to the computer for 
linearization and conversion to physical 
units, and then to industry-compatible 
magnetic tape units. A file of recent 
data will be maintained on the disk.

•  Data Q uality Assurance: The 
stream of data from each sensor will be 
examined to ascertain data quality.

Every effort will be made to detect 
system failures in real time. The graphic 
CRT will be used to display question
able data sequences. Constant operator 
attendance will not be required since 
the hard-copy devices will record the 
CRT display.

•  Real-Time Data Analysis: Some 
real-time data analysis will be possible 
using the disk file of recent data. 
Graphic CRT displays of contoured data 
could readily be generated. The scientist 
could monitor data displays, making 
hard copies as desired for additional 
data quality assurance and to guide the 
experimental procedure in real time.

System Accuracy and Resolution

The PAM network will enhance the 
study of mesoscale phenomena by pro

viding a precise, uniform time base for 
the remote stations and by assuring 
high-quality data with immediate avail
ability. The scientist will be able to 
attach meteorological significance to 
mesoscale fluctuations that might other
wise be discarded as noise. There are 
valid reasons, then, for setting the net
work resolution to the highest practical 
value, 12 bits (or one part in 4,096), 
while recognizing that the accuracy over 
a large temperature span and over a time 
period of, say, three months will be on 
the order of eight bits (or one part in 
256) for most sensors.

This arrangement will allow the sys
tem to monitor transient events where 
the time scale and the relative accuracy 
are much more important than is the 
absolute accuracy. For example, boun
dary layer gravity waves have been 
observed in the pressure, wind-speed, 
and wind-direction traces. The ampli
tude and frequency of these fluctua
tions are much more important than the 
mean value of these parameters. In this 
case, resolution with good short-term 
accuracy is important.

Data Communications

Two radio frequencies in the 
400 - MHz band will be used for com
mand and data-message traffic. Data 
transmission will be at 1,200 baud, 
a sy n ch ro n o u s , half-d u p lex  w ith 
frequency-shift modulation. This con
verts to a data rate of 120 eight-bit 
bytes per second. Each message will 
contain sender-identification, receiver- 
address, and validity-check characters. 
The communications protocol will 
require that remote stations initiate 
transmission only upon specific com
mand from the base station. The polling 
procedure will be as follows: the base 
station will send a command message to 
a remote station. The remote station 
will take action only if it is the one 
addressed and the validity-check char
acters verify. Then it will turn on its 
transmitter, send the data message, and 
finally turn off its transmitter. Allowing 
for transmitter on/off switching time 
and for long data messages, a conserva-
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tive estimate of the polling time is 
420 msec per station. On this basis, the 
time required to poll a network of 40 
stations will be 16.8 sec.

In some cases, direct radio communi
cation to all of the remote stations will 
not be possible, and radio links will be 
supplemented with radio repeaters. In 
extreme cases when a remote station 
must be placed at very long range 
(across a large lake, beyond hills, or 
across any other major radio obstruc
tion) a telephone-line link could be used 
from the base station to a remote 
master station. The remote master could 
poll other remote stations in its vicinity. 
These concepts are shown in Fig. 1.

PAM Preliminary 
Performance Summary

The following specification summary 
is directed toward the user and follows 
the data path from the sensors to final 
logged data. Figure 2 shows two general
ized data entry points in the remote 
station, the analog and the event-type 
inputs. Then the data paths join in the 
remote station and flow through the 
radio link to the base station.

Remote Station

An individual input card will be pro
vided for each sensor whether the input 
is analog or event-type. This will make it 
easy to adapt input cards to the require
ments of individual sensors. System 
ground, power supply voltages, and 
internal reference voltages will not be 
brought out to sensors without buf
fering on the input card. This practice 
will electrically isolate sensors and 
prevent one sensor failure from af
fecting other inputs. The system will 
accept up to eight analog and eight 
event input cards.

•  Analog Input. Figure 4 shows an 
analog input card with buffering ampli
fiers to supply reference voltages to a 
wind-vane pot. The electronic com
ponents of the wind-vane sensor are all 
supplied on the input card. The card 
components common for most sensors 
are the instrumentation amplifier and
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Fig. 4 Analog input card for a wind vane.

the filter.
The instrumentation amplifier pro

vides a high-impedance, floating, dif
ferential input with gains selectable 
from one to 1,000, and an output bias 
from —5 to +5 V. The input voltage 
range is from ±5 V to ±5 mV.

The filter is a second-order, low-pass, 
unity-gain device with a transfer func
tion

B w •{S+̂ p+i}
where f  = 0.7 and co = it (—3 dB at

0,5 Hz). The filter is designed to mini
mize spectral aliasing since the analog 
outputs will be sampled at 1 Hz. The 
analog outputs are connected to an 
eight-channel multiplexer, a sample- 
a nd-hold amplifier, and a 12 -bit 
ajialog-to-digital converter.

•  Event Inputs. Figure 5 shows a 
typical event input card. The Schmitt 
trigger shapes the input wave form and 
tfte pulses are counted in a 12 -bit 
c(>unter. If the pulse rate is high enough 
IO overflow the counter, an optional 
djvide-by-N counter stage can be used.

Fig. 5 Event input card for a light-chopper an(;mometet'-
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T A B L E  1 E X P E C T E D  P E R F O R M A N C E  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  O F  PAM  S E N SO R S

Variable Sensor Range Accuracy Resolution

Wind speed Cup anemometer 0 to 50 m/sec ±1 m/sec 0.05 m/sec

Wind direction Wind vane 0 to 360° ±5° 1°

Pressure Aneroid 600 to 1,060 mb ±1 mb 0.1 mb

Temperature Aspirated
therm istor

—30 to +50C ±0.5C 0.1 C

H um idity Aspirated 
wet bulb

10 to 99% RH 2% 0.2%

Rain Tipping-bucket 
rain gage

0 to 177.8 mm/hr 0.25 mm 
(T >  0C)

0.25 mm

The input card will handle pulse rates 
up to 1 MHz with pulse amplitudes 
from 1 to 10 V.

•  Micro-Processor. The program
mable micro-processor controls data 
flow in the remote station. It samples 
the sensors at 1 - sec intervals and per
forms local averaging or other special 
functions which may be required. The 
averaging time is a nominal 1 min and 
will be set by the base station by radio 
command. The micro-processor will 
format the data messages and send them 
to the base station on command. Each 
message will have parity bits and a 
check character for validity checks.

The micro-processor has an input/ 
output (I/O) bus structure that facili
tates rather simple interfacing of a wide 
variety of I/O devices. The function of 
the remote station can be changed by 
adding peripheral equipment and by 
changing the operating program.

•  R adio  Communications. Both 
incoming and outgoing messages flow 
though the universal, asynchronous 
receiver tran sm itte r  (U A RT), a 
modulator-demodulator (modem), and a 
radio transceiver. The UART performs 
parallel/serial conversion, generates and 
checks the parity bit, and sets the data 
rate to 1,200 baud. The modem will be 
similar to the common telephone-line 
modem, which will make it easy to 
change from a radio link to a dedicated 
telephone line. The radio transmission 
will use frequency-shift-keyed FM 
modulation in the 400 - MHz band. A 
directional antenna will be mounted on 
a 12 - m tower.

•  Sensors. The standard sensors for 
each remote station will monitor tem
perature, humidity, pressure, and rain
fall. Table 1 gives the expected perfor
mance characteristics.

Base Station

The base station, shown in Fig. 3, will 
use a NOVA 840 m in icom puter 
equipped to communicate with the 
remote station by radio or by telephone 
line.

•  C om m unication . The radio 
equipment in the base station will be

similar to that in the remote stations 
but will use a more powerful transmitter 
and an omnidirectional antenna on a 
50 - m tower. The other communica
tions components are suitable for tele
phone line as well as radio link.

•  Minicomputer. The minicomputer 
will initially be equipped with 24 K of 
16-bit words in core memory plus 
256 K words in disk memory. Both 
types of memory can be expanded to 
meet developing needs. Most program
ming will be done in FORTRAN under 
the control of a real-time disk operating 
system. With the hardware memory 
protected, it will be possible to run 
multiple tasks simultaneously without 
interfering with basic system operation. 
This structure makes it relatively easy to 
perform real-time data analysis tailored 
for specific applications.

•  User Console. The user console 
provides a graphic CRT display and 
keyboard with a hard-copy device. This 
will be used to display graphics gen
erated by data-quality assurance rou
tines or by data-analysis programs. The 
associated line printer will be useful for 
program  listings and selected data 
logging.

•  S ystem  Control Console. The 
system control console will be primarily 
for the use of the system operator. The 
alphanumeric CRT will provide continu
ous display of system status informa
tion.

•  Magnetic Tape Units. Ultimate 
data logging will be on two nine-track 
magnetic tape units at 800 - bpi (bits 
per inch) density; the tape drives will be 
industry-compatible. •

Fred V. Brock, a visiting scientist at NCAR 
since 1973 for the purpose o f  developing 
the Portable Automated Mesonet, earned 
an M.S. in meteorology in 1958 and an 
M.S.E. in instrumentation engineering in 
1960, both from the University o f  Michi
gan. He received his Ph.D. in meteorology 
from the University o f  Oklahoma in 1973. 
From 1960 to 1969 he served as an asso
ciate research engineer and lecturer in me
teorology at the University o f  Michigan, 
where he established a hybrid analog/digital 
computer system to pre-process analog and 
digital field data for analysis on large digital 
computers, and built a minicomputer-based 
data logger. While at the University o f  
Oklahoma (1969 - 1973), he established a 
minicomputer system to support meteoro
logical teaching and research and served as 
a consultant on meteorological instruments 
and systems to White Sands Missile Range, 
Iowa State University, and UCAR. Brock 
is a member o f  the Association for Com
puting Machinery and Simulation Councils, 
Inc., and a professional member o f  the 
American Meteorological Society.
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Real-Time Monitoring of 
Convective Storm Processes 
by Dual-Doppler Radar

Roger Lhermitte, University o f  M iam i

The use of multiple doppler radars has often been sug
gested for determining the three-dimensional velocity fields 
of precipitation particles in studies of convective storms. 
Recent developments and experiments with dual-doppler 
systems indicate that two doppler radars are sufficient, if the 
equation of continuity is supplied to determine the third 
velocity component. In its present form, the dual-doppler 
method relies on scanning a set of common, tilted planes 
which intersect the base line between two doppler radars 
observing two different radial velocity components of the 
same motion at any point in the planes where targets are 
detected. Quasi-simultaneous scanning of each plane by the 
two radar beams must be accomplished and a sequential 
program of planes of different tilts must be introduced so 
that essentially three-dimensional scanning of a given region 
of the atmosphere is achieved. The scanning of each plane by 
the two radar beams can be done independently, and the 
radial doppler velocity data collected in each plane can be 
assembled so that the two-dimensional velocity projected in 
this plane can be computed. The third component of the 
velocity can then be deduced from the application of the 
equation of continuity of mass to the motion fields evaluated 
in the planes. It is imperative that the time difference 
between the observation of two radial velocity components 
by the two radars at any point in space be negligible com
pared to the evolution of the motion fields in time at that 
particular location. This will insure proper accuracy and 
relevance of the two-dimensional velocity estimate made at 
this point in space.

The application of a dual-doppler facility to the observa
tion of the movement of meteorological targets has been 
often described in the past few years (e.g., Lhermitte, 1973); 
this paper will emphasize only the methods for the real-time 
presentation of motion fields by use of specialized digital 
hardware systems. Such an approach allows on-line moni
toring of the motion fields which can be used for better 
p lanning  o f experiments where various observational

methods (airplanes, release of chaff, etc.) are used coopera
tively in observational programs.

In its present form, the system presented in this paper 
relies on digital recording of data on magnetic tape at each 
radar site. Subsequent processing of the recorded velocity 
data is then done by a specialized digital computing unit of 
small size which was designed and built for the purpose and 
can easily be installed inside one of the radar vans. This unit 
computes and displays the motion fields at a rate equal to 
the data recording rate and is therefore entirely applicable to 
on-line operation, the only additional requirement being a 
suitable communication link between the two radars. The 
radar signals are pre-processed in each radar system, so that 
only the mean doppler and the mean signal intensity are 
retained; this drastically reduces the bandwidth requirement 
for the communication link which should thus be easily 
realized for the distance between the two radars (normally 
30 - 50 km). This paper presents the actual implementation 
of the method and discusses some of the results recently 
acquired with it.

Doppler Data Acquisition

In the pulse doppler radar, nonredundant estimates of 
radial velocity spectra can be obtained at pulse-width inter
vals. If we want to take advantage of this information in the 
case of a radar pulse of 1 /usee or less, more than 500 range 
gates must be processed during the time the antenna moves 
by one beam width (i.e., a fraction of a second for the 
antenna scanning speed required by the evolution of convec
tive storms in time). It is quite possible to process complete 
doppler spectra at this rate by using fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) hardware techniques. However, such a fast computer 
will require that large, fast-access buffer memories be avail
able for the input signals and for storage of the large amount 
of information provided by the system. (Serafin discusses 
these items in greater depth in his article, “Information
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Extraction from Meteorological Radars,” in this issue of 
Atmospheric Technology.)

Since the main interest of the dual-doppler method is to 
achieve three-dimensional presentation of three-dimensional 
velocity fields, only mean velocity data (spectrum first 
moment) need be vectorially assembled to produce these 
fields. The variances of the spectra can be shown as a scalar 
field which can be different for the two radars, thereby 
revealing non-isotropic conditions in the small-scale (smaller 
than the scattering volume) velocity processes.

The mean doppler velocity can be derived from processing 
the spectra after they have been evaluated by FFT tech
niques. This procedure will always be complex, unless the 
mean frequency and variance are computed from estimators 
concerned only with the direct treatment of radar time 
signals.

If the estimator is simple, a large number of range gates 
can be processed with a minimum of circuit complexity. This 
leads to the design and construction of a digital hardware 
unit which becomes part of the radar system and essentially 
provides on-line, mean doppler estimates in the form of 
range-velocity functions with excellent range continuity (see 
Fig. 1). Several estimators are available and Serafin’s article 
discusses these options.

The estimator which is selected for use in a dual-doppler 
facility is the complex autocorrelation, p(r), of the complex 
signal samples Ck = at + ibk available at the output of the 
coherent doppler radar receiver. An estimate of the auto
correlation function, p )2 , of N time samples selected at a 
particular range gate and expressed for the time between 
samples can be represented by

p n  = ( i)

given by 27rf0x if the quantity

S(f)e- ‘ ^ ( f-'o)T df

/ (4)

is real. This can be specified by the following condition:

S ( f )  s i n  2 i r ( f - f oj  T d f  = 0 (5)

Replacing f-f0 by F, we have

; 8 l "  dF = 0 ( 6 )r

This condition is realized for f0 = f where f is the spectrum 
first moment regardless of spectrum shape if the spectrum is 
even around the frequency f0, i.e.,

sK) - sM (7)

The evaluation of the p ( t )  argument, 27rf0T, therefore pro
vides a measurement of the frequency, f0, for which the 
condition of evenness for the shifted spectrum is satisfied. If 
t  is small we can write for Eq. (5)

or
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where Ck and Ck + i are successive samples obtained at the 
same range gate. The autocorrelation function, p(r), is 
classically related to the signal power density spectrum, S(f), 
by the expression

+ oo
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-  00

which can be written as

+ oo
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p(r) = a(r) + ib(r) has a complex form with the argument

or
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Equation (10) shows that f0 is the mean frequency for 
narrow spectra, regardless of spectrum shape or symmetry 
conditions.

In the case of signals sampled at frequency fs, with the 
correlation lag equal to the time between samples as repre
sented in Eq. (1), r =  l /fs. S(f) is expressed only between
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-fs/2 and +fs/2 since it repeats periodically at each fs interval. 
The condition defining f0 in Eq. (4) can thus (assuming an 
infinite number of samples obtained at the fs repetition rate) 
be written as

AZIMUTH 174° ELEVATION 20

/ S ( f ) s i n  2ir
f - f

df ( 11)

Since the sin 2?r(f - f0)/fs changes sign at the fQ frequency, 
for Eq. (11) we can write

r

/ S ( f )  s i n  2tt( ° 1 df

(12)

/
f - f

The functions in Eq. (11) are shown graphically in Fig. 2; f0 
is adjusted so that the integral of the product between S(f) 
and sin 27r(f — f0)/fs on both sides of f0 is equal (opposite 
sign). It must be noted that when the spectrum, S(f), extends 
through the Nyquist boundary, fs/2, the fG estimate is not 
biased by the spectrum width as it would be in the case of 
the evaluation of the spectrum first moment from the spec
trum of the sampled signal. This constitutes an important 
advantage of the estimator. Also as discussed by Serafin, the 
presence of noise will not bias the estimate but will only 
increase its variance.

The quantity f0 is computed from

1
2 ITT

- I  f b ( T ) l

n
(12a)

which, in the sampled form of Eq. (1), becomes

f £a b. -  Eb a.8 - 1  
2 ^  tan

k k+ 1 k k+ 1
Ea a + £b bk k+ 1 k k+ 1

(13)

where a^ and b^, respectively, are the real and imaginary 
parts of the complex coherent radar signal expressed at the 
sampling rate, fs. Computations based on Eq. (13) are easily 
implemented (even in the case of a large number of gates) by 
use of the digital hardware system shown in Fig. 3. The sig
nals are successively sampled and digitized from one range 
gate to the next with the condition that the digitizing time 
does not exceed the available time between these range gates. 
Conservative estimates for inexpensive systems will place this 
time below 1 p.sec. A shift register (SRj) provides the k,

RANGE ALONG THE BEAM (km)

Fig. 1 Range-velocity pattern obtained with the mean 
doppler velocity processor.

df S(f)

Fig. 2 Graphical representation o f  the autocorrelation function 
estimator. The quantity f Q is adjusted so that the integral o f  
the product o f  the Sff) and sin 2/n(f-f0)/fs functions has 
the same magnitude on both sides o f  f Q.

k +  1 delay so that the two digital samples selected at the 
same gate are applied to a fast complex multiplier, CM, 
which provides a stable output in a time less than the avail
able time between successive gates. The two signals at the 
output of the complex multiplier are applied to two conven
tional, recirculating digital integrators (SR2). After the two 
components a(r) and b(r) have been evaluated from digital 
integration of the complex multiplier outputs, they are 
transferred to an output processor which calculates the 
expression

1 fWI
La(T)J

The ±7r range of a is equivalent to a ± fs/2 frequency range. 
The input signals are digitized in eight-bit words. The outputs 
of the integrators can grow to a 16 - bit format and are scaled 
down to an eight-bit format for easier handling in the output
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Fig. 3 Block diagram o f  the mean doppler processor and 
digital integrator installed in each radar. A and B are 
the two components, a(r) and b(r), o f  the autocor
relation function produced by the integration process 
in the recirculating shift register SR7.

processor. The output processor then provides a mean 
doppler estimate with a resolution of 256 points between the 
—fs/2 and +fs/2 limits set by the radar repetition rate fs.

The system can accept any large number of coupled 
samples occurring at all available range gates as controlled by 
the radar repetition rate and the signal dwell time. The mean 
doppler processor described in this paper accepts 512 com
plex samples which provide a sufficiently small variance of 
the mean doppler estimates.

The processing unit installed in each radar unit also in
cludes a digital integrator for the processing of the signals at 
the output of a logarithmic receiver, thereby providing mean 
signal intensity with an acceptable dynamic range. The mean 
velocity and mean intensity data are then multiplexed 
together with digital samples of the azimuth and elevation 
angles and either recorded on magnetic tape for further

processing or combined in real time in a memory unit which 
is part of a system of computation and display of the motion 
fields described below. Effective real-time processing and 
mapping of motion fields require the availability of appro
priate means for the transmission of data from each radar to 
a central processing system.

Beam-Scanning Method

The observation of three-dimensional convective storm 
structures requires sampling at spatial intervals of less than a 
kilometer. The spatial resolution of a conventional, pulse 
doppler radar which is controlled by the beam cross section 
and pulse length easily matches this requirement. However, 
the time required to provide mean doppler velocity estimates 
with acceptable stability limits the scanning speed of the 
radar beams. As an example, a new set of range-velocity data 
involving 512 complex samples obtained at a 2 - kHz repeti
tion rate at each range gate will be processed each 0.25 sec. 
During that time the radar beam moves approximately one 
beam width so that the angular resolution of the radar is 
preserved. With a 1° beam width, three-dimensional scanning 
of the region of the atmosphere where storms are occurring 
will require several minutes. If independent conventional 
scanning methods are used, it will be necessary to wait until 
the scanning of the whole three-dimensional space under 
observation is completed before the doppler data acquired by 
the two radars can be combined to produce the motion 
fields.

It is therefore preferable to decide on an observational 
scheme which involves the coordinated scanning of the same 
tilted planes by the two radar beams. The three-dimensional 
space observed by the radars is then represented by a system 
of planes of different tilts, a, in which rectangular coordi
nates (x',y') are used to define the positions of targets in 
these planes (see Fig. 4). This “Coplan” scanning method, 
which had been proposed earlier (Lhermitte and Miller, 
1970), can easily be implemented by using a functional 
relationship between azimuth, A, and elevation, E, angles of 
the radar beams, and a, the tilt of the plane, as follows:

tan E = tan a cos A (14)

Since scanning one plane now takes less than 1 min, we can 
assume that the processes are stationary during that time, 
and only one-dimensional space interpolation and averaging 
are required for processing the dual-doppler radar data. The 
choice of the plane sequence depends on whether the 
emphasis is placed on stability in time or spatial homogeneity 
of the processes. A small number of planes with large tilt 
differences will emphasize continuity in time, since the total 
scanning of the three-dimensional space will take less time. 
On the other hand, a large number of planes with small tilt 
differences will emphasize spatial resolution but will nor
mally be applicable only to storms that are evolving rather
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Fig. 4 Three-dimensional scanning obtained by a set o f  
planes o f  different tilts.

slowly. Beginning with the 0° plane and systematically 
increasing the tilt to the last plane and then repeating the 
same program of planes will provide good plane-to-plane 
continuity but poor time sampling of the motion fields in the 
same plane. Numerous variations of the program can be 
designed. For instance, planes can be interlaced or the 
sequence of plane scanning can be altered so that certain 
regions of the storms can be emphasized. Furthermore, 
scanning can be limited to parts of a plane.

It is obvious that these decisions must be inspired by some 
prediction of the structure of the storms and motion fields 
and of their spatial variability and evolution in time. Such 
information was not available for the storms developing in

R A D A R  S E P A R A T IO N

X

the area covered by the radar system described here. There
fore, it was arbitrarily decided that the plane program would 
begin with a plane tilt of 0° increasing in 2° steps to a maxi
mum of 18° after which the same cycle of planes would 
begin again.

Data Assembly

The data in each plane are recorded in a polar range- 
azimuth form. Since the two polar coordinates do not have 
the same origin, it is necessary to express the fields in a new 
cartesian coordinate system common to the two radars. 
Rectangular coordinates x',y' will then describe the location 
of the velocity samples in each tilted plane with the plane tilt 
providing the third coordinate. This conversion and sub
sequent processing is shown in Fig. 5. The transformation 
from polar R,A to cartesian x',y' coordinates is given by

+ + R cos A

y' = R sin A

(15)

(16)

where x  is parallel to the base line joining the two radars, y' 
is perpendicular to it, and X! is the distance between the 
radars. The rectangular coordinate system is chosen so that 
the 0,0 coordinate is located at a point corresponding to an 
arbitrary x’ shift, xs, so that the display of the regions where 
the convective storms occur is optimized. The coordinate 
transformation is implemented by digital hardware involving 
adders, multipliers, and also “look-up” tables for the sin A 
and cos A functions.

R A D A R  N o . 

R A D A R  N o . 2 -

Fig. 5 Processing and display o f  the motion 
fields. Radar 1 and Radar 2 provide the mean 
doppler estimates together with the range, 
azimuth, and tilted-plane condition trans
mitted from or recorded at the two 
radar sites.

P L A N E  +  R E C O R D IN G ,

s e l e c t "

H O R IZ O N T A L ,  

P L A N E  S E L E C T *
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In the system described in this paper, the range gates are 
spaced by 300 m and each plane is scanned by 140 beam 
widths so that velocity and signal intensity estimates can be 
obtained at approximately 35,000 locations. This density of 
points is too large for the graphical presentation of a vector 
field by discrete vectors plotted at each of these points. 
Furthermore, since the two radial velocity fields originally 
belong to two different coordinate systems, they are not 
sampled at exactly the same locations. It was therefore 
decided to resample and present the velocity estimates in a 
uniform cartesian grid of 64 X 64 points spaced by 1.2 km. 
This represents an arbitrary decision which is based on the 
experience acquired by analyzing some of the motion fields 
but which could be modified to match the three-dimensional 
extension and movement of a storm and the scale at which 
the motion fields must be presented. However, as seen in the 
results presented here, this grid spacing preserves the main 
characteristics of the motion fields such as rotational move
ment, localized convergence, etc.

Resampling at the grid points must be done so that it takes 
full advantage of the original data. In other words, the 
samples expressed at the new grid points should be evaluated 
from the contribution of all estimates obtained in their 

. vicinities. This can be done by addressing the 64 X 64 
random access memory with only the most significant part of 
the x',y' digital words produced at the output of the coor
dinate conversion system and by computing the mean of all 
the data occurring at that address. Weighting functions 
(controlled by the least part of the x’,y' address which 
represents the distance from the actual location of the data 
to their assigned position at the coarse grid point) should be 
introduced in the averaging process so that they operate as a 
known filter of the two-dimensional motion field’s spectrum. 
In its present form, the system described in this paper uses a 
straightforward, simple, non-weighted averaging scheme. A
4,000 - word, 36 - bit memory is provided and the data from 
the two radars are separately recorded at the same address. 
The recording process always begins by calling for a “read” 
cycle so that the new data can be added to the previous 
content of the memory at that particular location. The sum 
of old and new data is then written at the same memory 
address. Since the number of samples collected at all memory 
locations during the loading of a complete Coplan scan is also 
recorded, the velocity mean can be evaluated subsequently. 
Recording signal intensity involves a different scheme in 
which the new data are always compared to the old and the 
larger samples written back in the memory.

When the two sets of radial velocity data have been stored, 
the memory is then addressed sequentially by a counter, and 
the two-dimensional velocity components, u' and v' along x' 
and y', are computed for each memory location. The 
computing cycle at each memory point begins with the evalu
ation of the average V ], V2 of all the mean doppler estimates 
stored at that memory location and is followed by the calcu

lation of the two azimuth angles A] and A2. The following 
expressions are then calculated:

-V  cos A + V cos A 
1 2 2  1

s i n (S -* ,)
(17)

V s i n  A -  V s i n  A 
1 2 2 1

8 in (18)

where Vi and A i, respectively, are the mean velocity and 
azimuth angle for one radar and V2 and A2 are the mean 
velocity and azimuth angle for the other radar; u' is the 
component taken along x' (i.e., along the radar beam line); 
and v’ is the component, in the tilted planes, perpendicular 
to it. The total computational time for each data point is 
20 /usee but could be less. The memory is scanned at a rate of
1,000 steps per second so there is ample time for additional 
computations, vector mapping, numerical readout of scalar 
fields, etc.

A corrective term, V j sin a, where a  is the tilt of the 
plane, involves the mean doppler for terminal velocity of the 
precipitation particles, V j, which is not directly part of the 
air velocity process and should be removed. An experimental 
relationship between Vx and the radar reflectivity factor Z 
can be used (Atlas et al., 1973). The following expression 
based on a large number of actual drop size distributions has 
been recently proposed1 (V j is in meters per second).

VT = 2 .67  Z

When the bias due to the V j sin a term has been removed, 
the equation of continuity of mass can be applied to the uV ' 
velocity data collected in the tilted planes so that the 
component of velocity w' normal to each plane is computed. 
Thus we have, for the equation of continuity in cylindrical 
coordinates,

3w'
3a

. , / S v '  ^  3 u ' \  
y ( s y '  3 x ' J (19)

where x ,y’ are the rectangular coordinates in the plane of tilt 
a. The integration of dw'/dot provides a rigorous solution to 
the problem of computing the three components of velocity.

However, even without any further treatment of the u',v' 
data, their resampling in a set of horizontal planes with 
coordinates x,y constitutes a necessary step for the presenta-

1 F. Pasqualucci, private communication.
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tion of the three-dimensional structure of the motion field. It 
then becomes easier to compare these data with the environ
mental wind conditions such as the presence of a well or
ganized shear.

Resampling the u',v' data in horizontal planes can easily be 
achieved if these data pertaining to a set of tilted planes have 
already been stored in a memory unit. The resampling in 
each horizontal plane is done by interpolation methods 
applied to the data pertaining to two tilted planes (see 
Fig. 6). The u',v' data can then be stored or displayed (or 
both) so that they represent the motion field in the selected 
horizontal planes. The u',v' data originally evaluated in any 
plane of tilt, a, are related to the horizontal (u,v) and vertical 
(w) components of the velocity by

Fig. 6 Resampling o f  the motion fields in 
(20) horizontal planes.

v cos a +  w sin a

We can now compute the following expression in the hori
zontal planes from the original u’.v' data:

3 v 1 3 u’ 3\ 3w
W  + = 3y 008 01 + 3? 8ln 01 + 37 (21)

Assuming cosa«= 1 for small tilt, a (cos 15° = 0.966), we 
have

3v' 3 u ' ,. ■* 9w . m - i

W + 3^r dlv* vi. + 3 ^ 8in a (22)

with

,. -*■ 3v 9u 3w
dlv2 vh " 97 + 9^ - - 37

If Eq. (22) is considered a first estimate of the convergence, 
the uncertainty or bias of this estimate becomes a function 
of the magnitude of the updraft and downdraft variations 
along y in the horizontal plane in which the data are resam
pled. For a small plane tilt, the bias will be negligible.

Resampling and mapping the velocity fields in horizontal 
planes still provide a quick first estimate of the three- 
dimensional structure of the wind fields. Applying the 
equation of continuity to these data will produce a first 
estimate of the field of 9w/9z gradients in each horizontal 
plane. All the horizontal planes are addressed with the same 
coordinates so that 9w/9z can easily be integrated from data 
collected at the same x,y address in all planes. This estimate 
of w can then be used to estimate the 9w/9y term in Eq. (22) 
so that a second estimate of the convergence can then be 
computed.

Results and Conclusion

Some of the results obtained with the dual-doppler system 
and associated devices for processing and mapping the wind

fields are shown in Fig. 7. These results are presented at grid 
points spaced by 1.2 km in the form of vectors indicating the 
direction of the motion, with the vector length proportional 
to motion speed. One sees the well organized structure of the 
motion fields which exhibit small persistent features.

These displays can be obtained in real time (i.e., a few 
seconds after the same plane has been scanned by the two 
radar beams), but resampling the data in horizontal planes 
and computing the vertical velocity from the equation of 
continuity cannot be done until the observation of a set of 
tilted planes has been completed (i.e., for several minutes). 
Nevertheless, this introduces only a small delay into the 
presentation of the motion fields compared to the evolution 
of the storms in time, and can still be considered as a real
time monitoring capability. For instance, the knowledge of 
the structure of the motion fields in those parts of the storm 
where precipitation exists can be used to decide on the 
regions of the storm environment where man-made targets 
should be released so the wind can be probed in these regions 
with the same dual-doppler system.

We have attempted to show that real-time observation and 
display of the motion fields inside convective storms can be 
achieved by the use of simple, digital processing methods. 
The method can be applied to any radar wavelength, al
though the mechanical complexity of antennas suitable for 
long wavelengths can substantially increase the cost and 
reduce the mobility of the system.

The realization of such systems should provide the meteo
rological community with simple and excellent means for the 
study of convective storm processes. Since it is entirely 
applicable to shipborne radar systems, such a real-time dual- 
doppler radar method will constitute a powerful tool for the 
study of convective processes in the intertropical conver
gence zone and should possibly be included in the Global 
Atmospheric Research Program.
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Fig. 7 Motion fields evaluated and presented in tilted planes 
by the processing system described in this paper. The observa
tions are concerned with coastal storm development in the area 
o f  Miami, Florida, on 30 June 1973. The locations o f  the radars 
are indicated by R x and R 2. Space and velocity scales are pro
vided. The plane tilts for (a), (b), and (c) are 2°, 4°, and 18°, 
respectively. Note the well organized structure o f  the motion 
fields. The outlined regions are those in which the reflectivity 
factor, Z, is larger than IO4'5.
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Developments in 
Radar Meteorology in the 
National Hail Research Experiment 
to 1973
Peter J. Eccles, NHRE

The National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE) is sup
ported by six radar systems. One major system is the NHRE- 
NCAR “Grover” dual-wavelength radar, with separate but 
collimated and synchronized beams operating at 10.7 and 
3.2 cm, located 4.8 km north of Grover, Colorado. The 
accompanying radar descriptions (Figs. 1 - 4) show the 
characteristics of these radars. The other major system is also 
a dual-wavelength radar, operated jointly by the University 
of Chicago and the University of Illinois (the CHILL system) 
at a site 7.2 km north of Ft. Morgan, Colorado. The antennas 
of this radar are tied together physically to ensure colinearity 
of the S- and X-band beams. The CHILL processor— with
1,000 range gates in each of four channels, real-time full 
doppler spectrum capability in 32 gates, and digital magnetic 
tape recording of all data— is perhaps the most advanced 
radar data processor to date.

The Wave Propagation Laboratory of the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) supports NHRE 
with its triple-doppler X-band radar system. One radar of this 
system is located at Raymer, Colorado; another is a few 
kilometers south of Kimball, Nebraska; the third is near 
Sterling, Colorado. The fourth radar system is a slightly 
modified M33 radar system of which the “track” or X-band 
portion is used to track aircraft and chaff and also to deter
mine cloud tops; the S-band portion has a remote PPI display 
which enables radar and aircraft controllers to follow not 
only the qualitative growth, decay, and motion of storms but 
also the L-band transponder returns from aircraft. This 
S-band PPI repeater representation of all storms in the area is 
invaluable since it frees the Grover radar from the task of 
360° scanning and therefore permits very detailed scanning 
of storms of particular interest.

The C-band, vertically pointing, NCAR doppler radar 
(CCPR-3) and Louis Battan’s vertically pointing doppler 
radar make up the radar complement; they are located 13 
and 15 mi north of Stoneham, Colorado, respectively.

This note is an overview of the technological features only 
of the Grover radar. However, there is a real-time, ordinary 
telephone-line link between the CHILL system and Grover 
which generates a simple PPI repetition of the CHILL display 
for cursory examination at the Grover station. Together, the 
CHILL system and the Grover radar provide a dual-dual- 
wavelength, dual-doppler system. The capability of the total 
system is clearly more than that of the sum of both systems 
and need not be considered here. The scope of this article is 
restricted to the now proven capability of the Grover radar 
and the developments which led to this capability.

The Theory of the Dual-Wavelength 
Detection of Hail

Atlas and Ludlam (1961) first proposed that the magni
tude of the simple ratio of radar echo powers from the one 
pulse volume at two wavelengths might indicate the presence 
or absence of hail. Although a number of other meteorologi
cal phenomena contribute to such a ratio, making it a rather 
unreliable indicator of hail, Sulakvelidze (1968) has claimed 
remarkable success in identifying hailstorms using this simple 
method. More recently, however, Eccles and Atlas (1970, 
1973) proposed that the range differential of this simple 
ratio would yield a highly reliable indication of the bound
aries of hail shafts. The rigorous mathematics of this latter 
method will not be repeated. It is sufficient to note that it 
has been re-analyzed in the works of Srivastava and Carbone 
(1971) and Carbone (1971, 1972) and found to be accurate 
for the test cases considered. These three works also contain 
extensions to the theory of dual-wavelength hail detection. A 
simple explanation of the theory of operation of the hail 
detector follows.

In the absence of hail (when a storm contains only water 
drops), the product of the echo power received from a pulse 
volume in the storm, P watts, and the square of the range to
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Fig. I drover S-band radar characteristics and description.

ANTENNA

Type: Paraboloid
Shape: Circular
Dimensions: 28-ft

diameter
Pattern: Pencil

beam
Aperture Area (m2): 56.5
Max Power Gain (dB): 44.5
Feed Type: Universal
Polarization: Horiz. or

vert.
Horiz. Half-Power
Beam Width (deg): 1.0
Vert. Half-Power Beam
Width (deg): 1.0
Azimuth Rotation:

Surveillance Rate
(deg/sec):
Max Acceleration
(deg/sec2): 28
Max Angular Velocity
(deg/sec): 30

Elevation Rotation:
Surveillance Rate
(deg/sec):
Max Acceleration
(deg/sec2): 28
Max Angular Velocity
(deg/sec): 10

Scan Programs:
Manual: Yes
Continuous Azimuth
Rotation: Yes
Sector Scan (digitally
controlled): Yes
Helical Scan (digitally
controlled): Yes
Elevation Nod: Yes
Other: The antenna is enclosed in

an inflated radome. A digitally con
trolled raster-type sector scan
allows precisely repeatable scans
through any region of space. Such
complete scans always return to 0°
on completion of the topmost se
lected scan. The upper lim it o f the
scan is selectable in 0.7° intervals
from 0 to 90°. Azimuth limits are
set by radial graticle lines on a PPI
connected to digital encoders.

Table 1 Elevation Step Intervals

Elevation Range
Mode 0-11.25° 11.25-45° 45-90°

1 0.35° 0.7° 1.4°
2 0.7° 1.4° 2.8°
3 1.4° 2.8° 5.6°
4 2.8° 5.6° 11.2°

TRANSMITTER (CPR-2)

Magnetron:
Klystron: VA 87C
Other:
Wavelength (cm) : 10.7
Frequency (MHz): 2800
Peak Power Output
(kW): 500
Pulse Duration (/isec): 1.2
Pulse Energy (J): 0.6
Pulse Repetition 937.5 &
Frequency (pps): 1071.9
Average Power Output
(W): 603
Signal Coding: Step

frequency
Synchronous Operation
with Another
Transmitter: Yes
Fixed or Adjustable
Frequency: Adjustable
Mode: Pulse
Special Features: Frequency agility.
PRF jitte r, transmitter power
leveling loop.

RECEIVER (CPR-2)

Front End: Tunnel diode amp pre
amp and RHG PT6010 preamp
IF Amplifier: 
Bandwidth (MHz): 
Center Frequency 
(MHz):
Noise Figure (dB): 
Min Detectable 
Signal (dBm): 
Saturation Signal 
Intensity (dBm): 
Dynamic Range 
(dB):

Linear
1.0

60

Log
10.0

60

-108 -108

+10 +10

28 80
Special Features: Adjustable re
ceiver test pulse and RF STC circuit. 
Uses RHG EVT 6100 linear IF and 
RHG LT 6010 log IF. A 1-MHz f i l
ter is used to lim it bandwidth. RHG 
preamp gain 38 dB.

PRIMARY POWER 
REQUIREMENTS

Voltage: 208
Frequency: 60 Hz 
Phase: 3 phase 4 wire
Current or kVA: 150 A per leg 
Equipment uses rotary power regu
lator for removing line transients.

OVERALL SYSTEM SENSI 
T IV ITY  (without STC circuit)

Max Unambiguous 86.4 at
Range (n mi): 937.5 pps
Min Detectable
Reflectivity Factor
at 10 n mi (dBZ): -14.53
Min Detectable
Reflectivity, rj, at
10 n mi (cm-1): 7.6 X 1 0 -'4

Equation Used: rp0 .93(^-)ZA.
Min Detectable Rain
fall Rate at 10 n mi
(mm/hr): 4.486 X 10-3
Equation Used: Z=200R1 6
Min Detectable Liq.
H ,0  Content at
10 n mi (g/m3): 6.16 X 10“ 4
Equation Used: Z=2.4 X

104W‘ -82

Doppler Radar:
Unambiguous Distance: 160 km
Unambiguous Velocity: 25 m/sec

Special Features and Information: 
Power leveling loop to  control peak 
power, adjustable receiver test pulse 
for constant receiver performance 
tests, PRF jitte r feature to elim i
nate range ambiguity, transmitter 
frequency agility feature to  permit 
10 transmitter frequencies in a 
band of 10 MHz, RF STC circuit.

Fig. 2 Grover S-band radar data collection and display.

DATA DISPLAY AND RECORDING

A-scope in radar van, 12.7-cm diameter 
2 each PPI/RHI selectable, 30.48-cm diameter; sweep ranges 
10, 25, 50, 100 km and 10 km variable; range marks 1, 5, 10, 
50 km and 1 km variable; angle marks 10°; 35-mm photo
graphy available on 1 PPI
1 PPI storage oscilloscope, 1 CAPPI storage oscilloscope,
1 RHI storage oscilloscope for CCTV monitoring, 3 contour 
levels, independently adjustable 
A-scope (storage) for reflectivity readings

Method of Measuring Reflectivity:
Receiver Gain Reduction:
Isoecho Contouring:

Echo Pulse Integrator: MINA II*
Type, Analog or Digital: Digital
Type of Weighting Function: Rectangular
Number of Range Bins: 2040
Bin Widths: 0.33 Msec min
Integration Times: 32 to 256 variable

Other:
Video Inputs: 1 to 4

Data Recording Method: 
Manual:
Film:
Chart Recorder: 
Magnetic Tape:
Analog:
Digital:
On-Line Computer:

2 Kennedy

9-track 1600 cpi 
Two extended NOVA 800s 

Other: See data processing procedures; S-band log Z is re
corded on digital magnetic tape (45-ips, IBM-compatible) as 
alternate bytes interleaved w ith X-band log P

DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES

The system is equipped w ith a digital data sys
tem using 1 -to  4-channel MINA II*  integrator 
and 2 9-track Kennedy 8109 digital tape re
corders fo r recording digitized X-band echo 
power, S-band reflectivity data, antenna coordi
nates, and time. These data can be further ana
lyzed at a computing center. In addition, a sepa
rate system is used to store digitized video on 
tape and disk storage for rapid development of 
contour displays of reflectivity factor levels. 
These displays appear on Tektronix 4501 and 
PEP 401 scan converters for distribution to TV 
monitors and on a Tektronix 611 storage tube 
for photography. The system includes 2 tele
types, a Beehive CRT terminal, a Centronics 
high-speed line printer, 2 Sykes cassette tape 
decks, 2 Wang 7-track tape drives, and 1 Per 
Data and 1 Data General disk.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

In addition to the built-in calibration features, 
the radar receiver and data system can be cali
brated periodically w ith a calibrated signal 
source and attenuators. The transmitter power 
output and frequency can also accurately be 
measured. The frequency characteristics of the 
receiver are checked regularly. Standard sphere 
calibrations are performed occasionally.

•M u lt ip le x e d  In p u t N H R E  Averager II
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Fig 3 Grover X-band radar characteristics and description.

ANTENNA TRANSMITTER RECEIVER

Type: Metal plate
phase ad
vance lens

Shape: Circular
Dimensions: 6.75-ft

diameter
Pattern: Pencil

beam
Aperture Area (m2):
Max Power Gain (dB : 39
Feed Type: Fixed horn
Polarization: Linear

vertical
Horiz. Half-Power
Beam Width (deg): 1.12
Vert. Half-Power
Beam Width (deg): 1.12
Azimuth Rotation:

Surveillance Rate
(deg/sec): 40
Max Acceleration
(deg/sec*):
Max Angular
Velocity (deg/sec):

Elevation Rotation:
Surveillance Rate
(deg/sec): 28
Max Acceleration
(deg/sec2):
Max Angular
Velocity (deg/sec):

Scan Programs: Slaved to 
S-band half 
of Grover 
dual
wavelength 
radar

Manual: Yes
Continuous
Azimuth
Rotation:
Sector Scan:
Helical Scan:
Elevation Nod:
Other: Elevation 

range -10° 
to +90°

Magnetron: JAN CW5780
Klystron:
Other:
Wavelength (cm): 3.3
Frequency (MHz): 8500 - 9600
Peak Power Output
(kW): 250
Pulse Duration
(/usee): 0.25
Pulse Energy (J): 0.0625
Pulse Repetition
Frequency (pps): Synchronized 

to S-band 
radar

Average Power
Output (W): 63
Signal Coding:
Synchronous
Operation
with Another
Transmitter: Yes
Fixed or Adjustable
Frequency: Adjustable
Mode: Pulse
Special Features:

Front End: Balanced
mixer

IF Amplifier: Linear Log
Bandwidth (MHz): 10
Center Frequency
(MHz): 60
Noise Figure (dB): 12.5
Min Detectable
Signal (dBm): -95
Saturation Signal
Intensity (dBm):
Dynamic Range
(dB):
Special Features: Manual or 

automatic 
gain control. 
Temperature 
stabilized at
35C.

OVERALL SYSTEM 
SENSITIVITY

PRIMARY POWER 
REQUIREMENTS

Voltage: 208
Frequency: 400 Hz
Phase: 3 phase 4 wire
Current or kVA : 5 kVA
Equipment uses rotary power
regulator fo r removing line
transients.

Max Unambiguous
Range (n mi): 50
Min Detectable
Reflectivity
Factor at 10 n mi
(dBZ): 8.092
Min Detectable
Reflectivity, rj, at
10 n mi (cm-1): 1.546 X 1 0 '9

Equation Used: n= 0 .9 3 (^)Z

Min Detectable
Rainfall Rate at
10 n mi (mm/hr): 0.1168
Equation Used: Z=200R'-6
Min Detectable
Liq. HjO Content
at 10 n mi (g/m3): 10.863 X 10“ 3
Equation Used: Z=2,4 X

104W '-82

Doppler Radar:
Unambiguous Distance:
Unambiguous Velocity:

Special Features and Information: 
Plotting board and plotting com
puter are removed. The horn is 
fixed by a clamp which disables the 
horn scan motor. Slaving to  the 
S-band antenna is achieved by 
400-Hz 1:1 synchro, transmitters in 
the S-band antenna data pickoff 
system.

Fig. 4 Grover X-band radar data collection and display.

DATA DISPLAY AND RECORDING DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES

Synchro, repeater dials available for azimuth, elevation, and 
range readout.
A-scope in radar van, 12.7-cm diameter.

Method of Measuring Reflectivity:
Receiver Gain Reduction:
Isoecho Contouring:

Echo Pulse Integrator: MINA II*
Type, Analog or Digital: Digital
Type of Weighting Function: Rectangular
Number of Range Bins: 1020
Bin Widths: 0.33 Msec
Integration Times: 32 to 256 variable
Video Inputs: 1 to 4

Other: X-band reflectivity is deduced from the digitally re
corded data, after the fact, by comparison with S-band reflec
tiv ity  on regions of storms w ith no attenuation and rain only
in the precipitation.

X-band log P emerges from  a log IF amplifier, 
which is temperature equalized w ith the S-band 
log IF, and is averaged by the MINA II* . See 
this section in Fig. 2.

•M u lt ip le x e d  In p u t N H R E  Averager II

Data Recording Method:
Manual:
Film:
Chart Recorder:
Magnetic Tape: 2 Kennedy 8109

Analog:
Digital: 9-track, 1600-cpi
On-Line Computer:

Other: X-band log P is recorded on digital magnetic tape 
(45-ips, 1600-cpi, IBM-compatible) as alternate bytes inter
leaved w ith S-band log Z.

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
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the pulse volume, r kilometers, is proportional to the radar 
reflectivity, Z; thus

Pr2 cc z (1)

The water droplet reflectivity factor, Z = 2D6 mm6/m3, is 
clearly the same for both radars since it is dependent only on 
the drops themselves.

If we use a dual-wavelength radar, the S-band (10.7 - cm) 
portion yields Eq. (2), in which the total effective reflectivity 
factor, Z, of Eq. (1) is apportioned.

p r2 = c „ (z + z ) 10 10 \j/ 0/ (2)
WATER HAIL

If we take account of X-band (3.2 - cm) attenuation, we 
obtain Eq. (3) as the equivalent equation for the X-band 
echo power from precisely the same pulse volume that 
yielded Eq. (2).

P r
3

I
|)

0 . 2 / (  A  + q H ) d r

(3)
WATER HAIL

where io~°-2^ A+qH)dr is the attenuation factor due to the 
two-way attenuation of the X-band microwave energy. 
Attenuation adds complexity to the explanation, and is 
caused primarily by liquid water. However, hail will be 
indicated in the same way if attenuation is absent, so a 
simplified version of Eq. (3), neglecting the effect of attenua
tion, is

(z + z.)

The ratio of Eqs. (2) and (4) is

c, p
3 1 0

C P
1 0 3

Z +  Z1

z + z

(4)

(5)

Figs. 5 (top) and 6 (bottom). Part (a) o f  Fig. 5 shows zero 
background rain, R (mm/hr), vs range, r (km); part (b) shows 
signal ratio, Y  (dB), vs r; and part (c) shows range derivative, 
AY/Ar (dB/km), with 2 - km hail shaft centered about 
r= 15 km. Part (a) o f  Fig. 6 shows paraboloidal distribution 
o f  background rain, R (mm/hr), vs range, r (km). Parts (b) 
and (c) show the same information as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7 Three types o f  hail signals.

Now C3/C 10 is a composite radar constant, say C, and Eccles 
and Atlas (1973) show tha t Z i0 is greater than Z 3 fo r all 
sizes, wetness, surface roughness, shape, and orientation o f 
hail. Thus, i f  C P 10/P3 is un ity , the radar indicates the 
presence o f rain only. I f  C Pi 0/P3 is greater than un ity , then 
hail is present (w ith  or w ithou t rain).

A ttenuation o f the X-band microwave energy forces a 
slight m odifica tion to this simple principle, as illustrated in 
Figs. 5 and 6. When C P 10/P3 is positive, the graph o f the 
ratio o f C Pi 0/P3 vs range has a hump in i t  (see Fig. 6). The 
hump has an upslope (positive slope), a crest, and a down- 
slope (negative slope). Now the sign o f the range d ifferentia l 
o f  C P 10/P3, [d(C P i0/P3) d r ] , is the sign o f this slope. 
Figures 5(c) and 6(c) show that this d ifferentia l has firs t a 
positive value, then a region near zero, fo llowed by a negative 
value as the range increases. For convenience, the quantity  
plotted in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) is Y =  10 log (C P10/P3), and 
this has units o f decibels (dB). I t  turns out tha t Y  is simply 
the two-way X-band attenuation; fo r zero rain (Fig. 5) i t  is, 
o f course, zero.

I t  is the negative value o f dY /d r in  Fig. 5(c), called the 
“ hail signal,”  that is o f prime importance. The far side o f a 
hail shaft (the side remote from  the radar) yields a negative

value fo r this derivative whether or not attenuation is 
present.

No other known meteorological phenomenon can cause 
this negative-valued signal. However, i f  the signals P! 0 and P3 
are not exact estimates o f in fin ite ly  averaged echo power, 
and i f  the fin ite  time to scan a storm precludes such a perfect 
estimate, some false indications o f hail w ill result unless the 
in itia l lim it fo r detecting the hail signal is set well below the
0 - dB/km  line shown in Figs. 5(c), 6(c), and 7.

Figure 6 also demonstrates that attenuation, other than 
tota l absorption (P3 = 0), makes lit t le  difference to the hail 
signal. A  model o f the hail signal from a hail shaft immersed 
in a cloud w ith  rain is shown in Fig. 6(c) (Carbone et al., 
1973). There is clearly lit tle  difference between this and 
Fig. 5(c), which is characterized by zero attenuation.

Three types o f hail signals are grouped together in Fig. 7. 
In  each case the hail signal is the portion below 0 dB/km , 
though the detection level should be set lower than this, as 
mentioned above, because o f fin ite  storm-scanning time.

Hail Detection and 
X-Band Attenuation Measurement

A  dual-wavelength radar fo r hail detection is actually two 
radars matched and slaved together and synchronized. 
Slaving may be accomplished mechanically either by tying 
two antennas to the one pedestal (steering) system (as on the 
C H ILL  system) or by using a servo-system (as on the Grover 
radar). A t Grover a 1:1, 400 - Hz, synchronous transm itter 
coupled to the master antenna and a similar synchronous 
receiver on the X-band antenna generate an error signal 
which is amplified and drives the X-band antenna to a null. 
Suitable c ircu it adjustment makes this nu ll very sharp and 
ensures that the angular lag between the master and slave 
antennas at maximum velocity is less than 0.5°. The beams 
are nearly matched by design. Synchronization is accom
plished by delaying the pulse transmission time from  one o f 
the radars by the time between successive bins in the com
mercial averager that is used (B iom ation 102 - S). O f the 200 
bins in the averager memory, 100 are a llotted to S-band data 
and the interleaved 100 to X-band data. Thus, dual
wavelength data from  any one pulse volume are found in a 
pair o f adjacent memory locations and each o f the adjacent 
pairs contains data from  adjacent pulse volumes.

Both the measurement o f incremental X-band attenuation, 
A Y  dB, in  the increase in range, A r, and the hail signal are 
obtained from E q .(5 ). Figure 6(b) shows the cumulative 
attenuation, Y ; the corresponding value o f A Y /A r, po in t by 
point, is shown in Fig. 6(c). This incremental attenuation can 
be summed to  give the cumulative X-band attenuation 
through the storm.

In summary, both hail indication and attenuation measure
ments emerge from  the same calculation on measurements o f 
echo power at two frequencies or wavelengths.
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To proceed in this calculation, we take the logarithm o f 
Eq. (5) and obtain:

Y  = l o g  C +  l o g  P i() -  l o g  P 3 = l o g

Z  +  Z____ I'
z + z

-  -  &
(6)

where Z\ 0 = Z + Z i0 and Z 3 = Z + Z 3 are the effective radar 
reflectivities o f all particles in the pulse volume. Therefore, i f  
we take the firs t difference at successive ranges, r and 
r + dr km , as a measure o f the slope, we have

Z 7  =  h  ( ' l 0 8  P , 0  +  l Q g  P 3

+  l o g  P i o d r  -  l o g  P 3 d r )

-  fc  (-io* z;0 + io* z3'

+  l o g  z ;odr -  l o g  z3' dr)

( 7)

(8)

where the composite radar constant, being the same at all 
ranges, has vanished. Piodr> P3dr> Ziodr, and Z3(jr are the 
values o f P i0 , P3, Z'10, and Z'3 in the next range gate at
r + dr. _______

Our best estimate o f log Z '10 is (logZ ']0 )n , the quantity 
that emerges from  the averager (the mean over n independent 
samples o f  log Z \0 in each range gate).

Thus the final expression fo r the slope o f Y  is

A Y  1_  

A r  “  A r ■ ( ^ ^ L  +  ( l 0 *  Z 3' ) n  

+  ( 1 o *  Z , ' o d r ) »  "  (l08 z 3' d r ) „

( 9)

For sim p lic ity , we realize that the ou tput from  the S-band 
radar is (log Z 'i0) n, and we shorten this to S i . S im ilarly, we 
put X ! fo r (log Z 3)n , S2 fo r ( lo g Z '10dr)n— since this is the 
S-band radar ou tpu t fo r the next range gate— and X 2 fo r
(log Z3dr)n.

F inally, we get a simpler version o f Eq. (9 ) fo r the slope o f 
Y  between tw o range gates:

(10)

This calculation, performed on the recorded data after the 
fact on the C ontro l Data 7600 computer at NCAR, has 
yielded indications o f  hail a lo ft as well as near the ground

and has enabled the radar to detect hail streaks.

The Multi-Requirement Meteorological Radar

I t  is common to contro l aircraft by using radars that show 
plan projections (two-dimensional representations) o f storms 
together w ith  aircraft positions. However, NHRE’s m ultip le 
needs— fo r an operational radar fo r three-dimensional 
contro l o f  a maximum o f ten aircraft, fo r a re flectiv ity  
mapping radar in three dimensions w ith  two wavelengths, 
and fo r a doppler radar— are unique and demanding. The 
Grover radar has been used fo r two years in both an opera
tional and a research mode at the same time, w ith  no loss o f 
data, and w ith  almost no compromises to either set o f users. 
The solution to the m ultiple-requirement problem was made 
relatively easy by the availability o f (a) memory (storage) 
oscilloscopes (~$1,200) o f large face size (12.5 X 10 cm), (b) 
inexpensive ($150) closed-circuit T V  (CCTV) cameras, (c) 
automatic electronic drive fo r the radar antenna (added in 
1973), and (d) a Lherm itte-type pulse-pair mean doppler 
velocity estimator (also added in 1973). Also contributing to 
the solution o f  the multiple-need problem were (e) the 
manufacture o f a medium-speed (2.5 /nsec per gate), digital, 
two-channel radar signal averager and ( f)  the use o f a pair o f 
Data General N O VA 800 m inicomputers and their associated 
hardware. For each o f the experimenters the radar appeared 
to be operating in the mode that best fitted  his research 
needs.

The operations sta ff had a choice o f three types o f display. 
First, a contoured PPI section o f averaged storm re flectiv ity 
at the level o f the a ircraft o f interest was displayed at the 
instant o f measurement on a storage oscilloscope, on which 
was superposed (pancake fashion but at a later tim e) a 
second section at about 7 km  above mean sea level (MSL). 
This was sufficient to display the overhang (see Fig. 10) that 
is often associated w ith  regions o f in flow  fo r the storm. Since 
the seeding procedure required the active aircraft to  be 
located w ith in  this in flow  region and since such a display was 
available fo r each scan through the storm, the needs o f the 
aircraft controllers were m et— provided that the time 
between the generation o f such displays was not too long. 
The goal fo r 1973 was a maximum interval o f 120 sec and 
this was achieved on most occasions. A  transparent overlay 
o f geographical, sensor network, and VORTAC coordinates 
enabled transmission by CCTV o f a three-brightness-level 
composite picture to the operations staff. The re flectiv ity 
map portion  o f this picture was erased when the radar began 
its “ a ircraft level”  scan. The number o f such parallel displays 
or the number o f a ircraft controllers whose needs could be 
satisfied (since aircraft are at d ifferent heights) was lim ited 
only by the number o f storage oscilloscope/CCTV camera 
pairs.

Second, many a ircraft controllers preferred the tried-and- 
true analog PPI presentation on a 30 - cm screen viewed
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th ro u g h  a 106 :1 transparent map overlay on which
1 mm = 1 km. Point echoes, such as a ircraft, showed up on 
this display when they were out o f a range gate— and 
therefore invisible— on the CCTV display. The radar was 
also controlled by this display, backed up by the repetitively 
rotating (10 - rpm) S-band display from  the M33 radar.

F inally, a number o f contoured PPI displays were gener
ated by the N O VA 800 minicomputers after a delay o f about 
a m inute fo llow ing the tw o alternate forms o f display 
described above. These had no overlay, bu t either VORTAC 
coordinates or latitude and longitude coordinates were elec
tronically superimposed by the computers as an aid in 
location. Maximum values o f re flectiv ity  and their location 
were also p lotted. These two-brightness-level pictures were 
transmitted to the operations room via scan converters and 
TV  repeaters.

The need fo r short storm “ snapshot”  time caused special 
consideration to be given to  the mode o f radar scan. I t  was 
decided to drive the radar in azimuth at constant velocity 
(storms are w ider than they are high and PPI scans, because 
o f their fewer reverses, spend less “ wasted”  time near zero 
velocity at each reverse than RHI scans w ou ld); to  increase 
the elevation by fixed steps at azimuth scan lim its ; to  have an 
in fin ity  o f azimuth scan lim its  selectable by continuously 
adjustable fiduciary lines on a PPI oscilloscope; to  double the 
elevation steps at 11.25° and again at 45° (see Table 1 w ith in  
Fig. 1); always to begin a series o f scans one-half beam w id th  
above the radar horizon and always to finish the scan 
sequence just above the top o f the storm. Apparent lim ita 
tions in the choice o f scan patterns forced the researcher to 
choose azimuth velocity and elevation increments so tha t the 
scan was completed in 120 sec, even fo r storms overhead 
(when the radar is vertically pointing fo r one azimuth lim it- 
to -lim it scan). The azimuthal lim it separation was also 
frequently reduced during vertical scans to  decrease the 
storm scanning time to the desired 120 sec. Despite these 
lim itations, examination o f the data shows that in  1972 and 
1973 the Grover radar approximated Fleisher’s Standard1 fo r 
Meteorological Observations (1957) w ith  2 X  1010 bits o f 
data recorded on storms in the two years. This standard is 
not really too extreme as NHRE has about 50 UCAR/NSF- 
related scientific collaborators requesting radar data fo r up to 
15 days apiece, at assorted times and directions on these 
days.

The radar obtains data on each vertical scan at precisely 
the same locations as on previous scans. Obviously, the entire 
storm cannot be recorded in detail, since the elevation steps 
(at azimuth lim its) frequently exceed one beam w idth. We 
thus obtain precise estimates o f re flectiv ity  at identical 
locations w ith in  a storm on a reasonable time schedule. The

1 “ M easure everyth ing, everyw here, all the tim e .”

loss o f part o f the storm (by big elevation steps) is partia lly 
offset by the tremendous advantage to the researcher o f 
being able to look at precisely the same location in a storm at 
2 - m in intervals and therefore at all such locations every
2 m in, making it a simple matter to study the growth, decay, 
propagation, d r ift , and m igration o f re flectiv ity  regions 
w ith in  a storm. S im ilarly, it  is simple to fo llow  hail trajec
tories since lim ita tions are encountered only when continu ity  
is assumed through regions not scanned by the radar.

Radar Signal Processing

Most o f the signal processing o f the Grover radar shown in 
Fig. 8 pertains to the S-band portion. Side lobes on the 
8 .5 -m  antenna are controlled by an iterative process o f 
careful survey and computation o f slight structural deforma
tions fo r best surface f i t  to  a paraboloid u n til the root mean 
square deviation o f the dish from  paraboloidal is less than
2 mm. A  crystal-controlled oscillator provides all tim ing and 
range marks on displays and the radio frequency is m ultip lied 
up from a second crystal-controlled oscillator and amplified 
to a possible peak power o f  1.5 MW by a V A  - 87C klystron. 
The high power features o f the transm itter use components 
from an FPS - 18 transmitter, but these have been substan
tia lly  modified by J. J. Boyajian o f N C AR ’s Field Observing 
F ac ility  (FOF).

The received signal (echo) is m ixed w ith  a precise 
frequency-calibration signal and is m ultip lied by r2/ r ^ ,ax, 
where r is the echo range, by using a radio frequency PIN 
diode that is driven by a digital signal derived from  a read
only memory (ROM). The log IF  am plifier that follows has a 
dynamic range o f 80 dB and is mounted adjacent to  an iden
tical log IF  am plifier which handles the X-band signal and 
therefore undergoes the same temperature fluctuations. In 
fact, the signal processing from  the beginning o f the log IF  
amplifiers to the final computer-drawn output is exactly 
parallel fo r both  portions o f the dual-wavelength radar.

From the IF  strips, the signal takes two paths: one takes it 
to  the block averager mentioned above, and then to real-time 
operations displays or to permanent recording on magnetic 
tape; the other takes it  to  the N O VA 800 minicomputers.

A  th ird , separate path fo r the signal is through quadrature 
detection, manual attenuators, and linear IF  amplifiers to a 
pulse-pair mean-doppler velocity estimator similar to that 
described by Lherm itte (1972), w ith  512 range gates, each 
requiring 256 samples. The output from  this is form atted by 
a N O VA 1200 m inicom puter fo r recording on seven-track 
computer-compatible tape. These units were made available 
by the FOF.

The data acquisition system is a B iom ation 102 - S, 
m odified to average the data, store it  in  its 200 - bin 
memory, and transmit i t  to  a tape recorder on a continuous 
basis. A  fast (15 -nsec  w indow ) sample-and-hold circu it 
(Optical Electronics 5020) was added to each input channel
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to  ensure that unplanned range averaging would no t occur. 
The clock frequency was m odified to yield range gates in 
each channel spaced by 1 km , giving a total range o f 100 km. 
N orm ally, 64 samples o f log Z are digitized by a seven-bit 
(including sign) analog-to-digital converter in each gate, and 
are summed using signed addition. The precision o f the sum 
is independent o f direct current offset or base-line setting. 
Further, base-line setting is measured on each scan over the 
top o f the storm.

The tape recorder is started near the end o f this cycle (at 
54 samples) so that i t  is fina lly  up to  speed at the instant 
data acquisition stops, 64 msec after data acquisition starts. 
Immediately the contents o f the memory are divided by 16 
(fou r right shifts) and the resulting 200 eight-bit bytes (a 
precision o f one in 256 in log Z) recorded on nine-track (one 
is parity) computer-compatible tape. A t this same instant, 
contour circuits examine fo r contour levels and transmit 
contour signals to the storage oscilloscopes mentioned above. 
Storm sections build up as the antenna moves. In about
3 msec the averaging cycle is restarted. The efficiency is thus 
64/67, and 95% o f the available data are taken.

A further 64 bits (eight bytes) o f “ log book”  in form ation 
(year, day, time, azimuth, elevation, range-of-interest, and 
operators’ names) are generated and form atted by an in te r
face un it (which also drives the averager and tape recorders, 
as described above), making a to ta l o f 208 eight-bit bytes 
recorded on tape per azimuth ray examined. The interface 
un it also reverses a fu ll tape recorder and switches to the

j Start '  Finish-—

!

z L n n n r n z -----------1~ — r z m ______r L n _ _ n _ _ [ =
— y  .............. y  A y  lA . . .| y  7  g . ~ V. I y i ............ II —

Z- 9 Bits. 9 Bits- 7 Bits- 3Bits-wI 128 Bits I-1.024/BI - Z-
max Synchronization Azimuth Elevation Range c Contour Crossings max

o
40 n mi 80 n mi

Range Resolution^------ = 0 . 3 1 2 5 n m i o r -------  =0.625 n mi
128 128

4,800 bits/sec 4,800 „ . _
Azimuth Resolution = — --- — — —  = ~7T7‘ = * tor 30 /sec Azimuth Velocity

128 + 32 bits 160

Fig. 9 Modem data format, 4,800 baud.

waiting (em pty) one instantly at the end o f a tape to e lim i
nate data loss other than the 5% mentioned above.2

Real-Time Telephone-Line 
Transmission of Radar 
Storm Sections

A video-quality cable is usually required fo r transmission 
o f the in form ation content o f a radar echo (107 bits/sec) 
over any distance.

2 F u rth e r  details on the  N H R E radar system  can be found  in the
artic le , “ N H R E R a d ar,”  in A tm o s. Technol., N o. 4 , 1973.
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This requirement was eased by three orders o f magnitude 
in the summer o f 1973 when a high-quality radar echo 
presentation was transmitted from the C H ILL  radar to 
G ro v e r us ing  4 ,8 0 0  - bits/sec modulator-demodulators 
(modems). Figure 9 shows the time sequence o f the pulse 
train generated by the C H ILL  data coder (designed by E. A. 
Mueller, University o f Illino is). I t  starts w ith  a synchronizing 
burst followed by azimuth, elevation, and range-of-interest 
in form ation, and then a “ contour suppression”  b it and a 
“ hail detected”  b it. Next fo llow  128 range gates o f “ contour 
crossings,”  one fo r each group o f eight contiguous gates o f 
the C H ILL  processor’s 1,024. One b it is transmitted to 
Grover i f  a contour gets drawn on the C H ILL  display asso
ciated w ith  any o f these eight gates. F inally, a code fo r the 
maximum contour used is transmitted.

A t Grover two ROMs in the Interpreter (designed by 
R. Shiffer, NCAR) form  the sine and cosine o f the azimuth 
angle which, together w ith  the data rate and the range-of- 
interest in form ation, generate the sweep while the gate 
in form ation modulates the beam o f a storage PPI over which 
is a transparent map w ith  F t. Morgan as the origin. I f  a PPI is 
being transmitted, an operator at a display control box 
selects the elevation(s) o f  the storm section(s) o f interest and 
the type o f display (a single elevation section, two indepen
dently selectable elevation sections overlaid, or a pile o f  all 
sections above a selectable in itia l elevation). S im ilar choices 
exist fo r R HI sections i f  these are being transmitted.

The storage oscilloscopes erase just before the lowest 
elevation o f any stack, in the same way as do those fo r the 
Grover radar.

The data rays, which each contain 160 bits, are trans
m itted at 30 per second. Further, neither the azimuth 
velocity nor the scan type o f the transm itting radar is re
stricted. Thus although the Grover-repeated version o f the 
C H ILL  display resembles a video-repeated picture since i t  has 
contours and a storm outline and is generated w ith  zero 
delay, it is sent over a standard voice-grade telephone line.

Computer Generation of Contoured 
Storm Reflectivity Sections

The Control Data 7600 computer programs to handle the 
radar data are relatively straightforward and consist o f three 
steps:

•  A program (w ritten  by J. T. M errill, NCAR) to convert 
the nine-track, 1,600 - cpi (characters per inch) tapes 
w ith  208 - b y te  physical records to seven-track, 
8 0 0  - b p i ( b i ts  per in ch ) formatted data w ith  
3 ,9 5 0 -b y te  physical records using the N O VA 800 
computer at Grover (Atmos. Technol., No. 4, 1973, 
p. 17)

•  A program (w ritten  by M. Callan, NCAR) to compress 
the seven-track data by detecting the zero or base-line 
level, rejecting all zeros thus detected, and storing all 
dual-wavelength data as calibrated Z values generally in

the form  o f one tape fo r one day
•  O utput programs that w ork from  the compressed tape 

to produce the desired contoured re flectiv ity sections o f 
the storms, to detect and display hail signals, and to 
detect and display liqu id water content.

Examples o f output data from the last o f these programs 
are shown in Fig. 10. Starting from  compressed tape, these 
outputs take 0.7 sec each, using the Control Data 7600 
computer and Data Display dd80 graphic p lo tte r at NCAR. 
S lightly m odified NCAR library contour routines (CALCNT 
and CONREC) actually perform the artwork. This combina
tion o f  resources provides a fine-scale detailed section o f the 
storm in any desired direction. Those shown in Fig. 10 are 
radial sections o f the radar re flec tiv ity  factor o f  a storm on 
22 July 1972 shortly after it  passed over the Grover radar 
and moved o f f  in a generally easterly direction.

The well-known, almost ubiquitous overhang o f radar 
re flectiv ity  associated w ith  strong convective storms is clearly 
shown on these undistorted pictures. I t  protrudes about 
10 km and encloses a region surrounded by re flectiv ity  echo 
(a bounded weak-echo region) located at 6.5 km MSL. When 
i t  is as clearly recognizable as in Fig. 10, such an overhang/ 
weak-echo region is associated (bu t no t co-terminal) w ith  the 
major updraft region o f the storm.

Computer-Generated Hail Signals, 
Hail Shafts, and Hail Streaks

The computation o f  A Y /A r, shown in Eq. (10), is a simple 
addition and subtraction o f fou r quantities. The hail signal 
computer display is generated by the NCAR contouring 
programs in any desired section in the same way as those o f 
Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows examples o f  both “ far side”  signals 
(A Y /A r negative) and “ near side”  signals superimposed on a 
set o f R H I contour maps at a time d ifferent from  those o f 
Fig. 10.

Clearly the theoretical concept explained in the first two 
sections o f this article works, since Fig. 11 shows many hail 
echoes continuous in  elevation fo r the storm o f 22 July 
1972. The parts o f Fig. 11 represent sections through edges 
o f hail shafts. S im ilarly the horizontal extent o f hail shafts is 
shown in the PPI sections (Eccles, 1973). Hail streaks can 
also be derived from  these data and they agree well w ith  hail 
streaks deduced from ground observations (Eccles, 1973). 
Thus 22 July 1972 is the earliest occurrence o f a storm in 
which the presence o f hail was detected a lo ft using the dual
wavelength technique.

The most im portant new result concerns three persistently 
long-lived hail-shaft areas o f significance near ground level. 
Two o f these are hail regions and the th ird , between the 
others, is strangely deficient in  hail. The reason fo r this 
deficiency is that a strong cyclonic rota tion o f the storm 
coupled w ith  specific regions o f in jection o f embryo or 
growing hail in to  a cyclonically rotating downdraft, together 
w ith  size sorting, could keep one region swept clear o f hail
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Fig. 10 Computer-produced contour plots showing radial sections 
o f  the radar reflectivity factor o f  a storm between 1647 and 1654 on 22 July
1972. Contours start at 28 dBZ and increase by 5 dBZ. The overhang indicating 
the strong updraft region is clearly shown.

Fig. 11 Computer-produced display o f “far side ” (gray contours) and 
“near side” (colored contours) hail signals superimposed on a set o f  
RHI contour maps. Hail shafts show considerable vertical extent.

4 7  5 2  5 7  6 2  6 7

D I S T A N C E  F R O M  G R O V E R  ( k m )

while concentrating it  in another as the 
storm moves. A  region o f hail, shown by 
Eccles (1973) to be northeast o f the 
in flow  region, is probably caused by hail 
a lo ft and on the le ft flank o f the storm 
that was influenced by environmental 
w ind at the m id-cloud level, and suf
fered a net translation w ith  this w ind. 
T hus the dual-wavelength technique 
seems to be detecting the effect o f 
w ith in-cloud winds using hail as a tracer.

A few miles away and a few days 
later (on 25 July 1972) the C H ILL  
ra d a r a t F t .  M o rg a n , w h ich  was 
equipped w ith  a very sophisticated real
t im e  dual-wavelength processor, de
tected hail echo signals that were con
firm ed by observations at the ground 
(Carbone et al., 1973).

Both o f these achievements are m ile
stones in  severe convective storm re
search. While other techniques use a 
high effective re flectiv ity , a region o f 
strong microwave depolarization, or a 
combination o f the tw o (Barge, 1972) 
as an indicator o f high probab ility  o f 
hail in  a storm, they cannot provide the 
d e ta ile d  w ith in-storm  mapping that 
a llow s  the p lo tting  o f hail streaks 
(Eccles, 1973) or the p lo tting  o f hail 
trajectories.
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Information Extraction 

from Meteorological Radars

Robert J. Serafin

The power o f meteorological radar is due to the ab ility  o f 
any given radar to scan a vast volume (o f the order o f
106 km 3) from  a single location in  a few minutes, and w ith in  
this interval to  provide quantitative in fo rm ation  related to 
the structures and motions o f meteorological processes 
w ith in  the volume. The design, construction, and operation 
o f radars fo r meteorological use requires knowledge o f and 
capabilities in  the disciplines o f  electromagnetic wave propa
gation, antenna theory, transm itting tubes, receivers, and 
electronic c ircu it design. Because o f the random nature o f 
the signals received we also become involved w ith  random 
signal theory and w ith  the extraction o f in form ation from  
signals received from  targets o f atmospheric origin. I t  is this 
latter topic w ith  which we w ill deal here. Before proceeding 
i t  is im portant to  note that while the theory o f meteorologi
cal radar signal processing has been well known to the radar 
meteorological com m unity fo r some time, radar engineers 
have been frustrated in their attempts to process economi
cally the vast quantities o f data available. However, recent 
developments in  the integrated circu it (IC ) industry have 
resulted in  high-speed, low-cost digital ICs that now make 
possible economical simultaneous processing o f radar data in 
as many as 103 independent range cells in real time. The data 
so processed can then be stored or displayed, as desired by 
the meteorologist.

Distributed Targets

The problem facing the radar meteorologist is that o f 
determining im portant parameters o f the backscattered 
energy from  the targets distributed w ith in  the volume 
sampled by the radar. This sample volume, approximately 
cylindrical in  shape, is defined by the antenna beam widths 
in elevation and azimuth and by the pulse w id th ; typ ica lly  
these are o f the order o f  1° and 1 /usee. The corresponding 
spatial resolution orthogonal to  the beam axis is given by id 
where 9 is the beam w id th  and r is the target range. A long 
the beam axis the resolution is ctq/2 where c is the velocity

o f light and tq is the pulse w id th . A  1 - /usee pulse yields a 
resolution cell 150 m in depth along the antenna beam.

Meteorological targets (ice crystals, snow flakes, rain 
drops, or hailstones) w ill generally f i l l  the sample volume. 
This volume is interrogated by a transmitted signal at fre
quency, to0 , o f the form

s (t) - A cos oj t
t O

Each o f the hydrometeors in  the sample volume scatters back 
a signal o f the form

)
where a, is the amplitude and <p\ the phase. In general, 0; is 
given by

= 2Br.

where q is the range to  the ith  hydrometeor and j3 is the 
propagation constant given by

O

CO

f o = 2?

The composite signal, sr , from  all targets w ith in  the sample 
volume is thus given by a summation over the sample 
volume:

sr (t) = £ a, cos ( v  -

(t) = a. cos (co t - d> i y o Ti
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IM AG INARY
AXIS

Fig. 1 Received signal representation in the complex plane. 

Signal Statistics

I t  is convenient to  represent the signal in  its analytic form :

J“o‘ V 1 —J <j>i xr (C) = e 2_j a, e
V

The complex m odulation, ignoring the carrier frequency 
term , can be graphically illustrated in the complex plane. The 
terms contributing to  x r w ill have varying amplitudes, a,, 
dependent upon their sizes and varying phases, 0 j, due to 
their variations in  position. Furthermore, because the dimen
sions o f the sample volume are much greater than A0, we can 
expect all values o f 0j on the interval (0, 2u). Figure 1 illus
trates a number o f vectors w ith  random amplitudes and 
phases adding up to the resultant vector w ith  amplitude A r 
and phase 0r . This situation may be viewed as a two- 
dimensional, random-walk problem. Since the number o f 
component vectors is very large, the central lim it theorem 
may be applied to establish that the statics o f 0r w ill be 
un iform  on the interval (0, 2n) and A r w ill be governed by 
the Rayleigh probability  density function. I t  fo llows that the 
functions A r cos <pt or A r sin <f>T exh ib it first-order Gaussian 
statistics (Davenport and Root, 1958). The product A r e srt>T 
is referred to  as the complex envelope o f the signal.

The Doppler Spectrum

I f  the particles w ith in  the sampled volume were stationary 
w ith  respect to  the radar, there would be no fluctua tion  o f 
the complex envelope. However, in the atmosphere the 
particles are in m otion w ith  respect to the radar and w ith  
respect to one another. Factors contributing to their m otion 
include the mean w ind, small-scale turbulence,1 w ind shear, 
and the varying fa ll speeds o f the particles. The doppler 
frequency sh ift due to each particle is simply the time deriva
tive o f the instantaneous phase; i.e., a>j, the instantaneous 
doppler frequency o f the signal received from  the ith  scatter,

is

where v, is the projection o f the particle’s vector velocity 
along the beam axis (the radial velocity component). Note 
that negative values o f v, (closing velocities) give rise to 
positive doppler shifts and receding velocities cause negative 
shifts in  the transmitted frequency.

Because the number o f contributing particles w ith in  the 
sample volume is quite large (on the order o f 106 or greater), 
the d istribution o f velocities w ith in  the volume is essentially 
continuous and dictated by the parameters mentioned 
earlier. Thus the received signal is not monochromatic but 
exhibits a d istribution o f received power w ith  frequency, 
namely a unique power spectral density determined by the 
dynamics o f the processes w ith in  the sample volume.

The received signal, x r(t) , should thus more properly be 
w ritten

X  ( t )  =  A ( t ) e 1 ^  ( , )  r r

and is a sample function from  a complex Gaussian process. In 
short x r( t)  is a complex random function o f time which can 
only be described statistically. Its im portant parameters are 
the average intensity, the power spectral density and its 
moments, and the autocorrelation function, all o f which are 
related.

The average signal intensity is given by

where the overbar represents a time average. I f  the process is 
statistically stationary during the measurement interval, then 
the time averages can be replaced by statistical averages and, 
indeed, analyses o f the characteristics o f radar meteorological 
signals usually assume that they are stationary.

The complex autocorrelation function, R (r), is given by

r(t) h X  (t) X* (t + t)

where *  is the complex conjugate. The power spectral den
sity is simply the Fourier transform o f the autocorrelation 
function and is given by

+ oo
S ( f )  =  f  R ( T ) e ' i 21Tf T d x

1 Small-scale tu rbu len ce  refers to  tu rbu lence  w ith  scales o f  th e  o rder
o f the d im ensions o f the  sam ple volum e and sm aller. A detailed
discussion o f  pulse volum e filtering  is given by Srivastava and A tlas
(1 9 7 2 ) .
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I t  can readily be shown that

+ oo

S ( f )  d f  = R(0)

Moments of the Doppler Spectrum

I t  should be clear that i f  either S(f) or R(t)  is known, all 
o f  the relevant signal parameters can be determined. I t  is 
convenient to  deal w ith  the doppler spectrum fo r discussion 
o f the relevance o f its moments. S(f), the spectrum o f power 
as a function o f doppler frequency (o r doppler ve locity, since 
the tw o are linearly related), w ill generally be a smooth 
function  o f frequency as shown in  Fig. 2. We can define the 
mean frequency and variance o f the spectrum as

y " fs ( f ) d f

/ s ( f ) d f

S ( f ) d f

f S ( f ) d f

The mean is interpreted as the average ve locity o f  the par
ticles along the beam and CTf, the spread o f  the spectrum, is a 
measure o f the spread o f velocities o f the particles observed. 
Clearly, these expressions show that the normalized version 
o f S(f) is interpreted as a probability density function for the 
distribution o f frequencies (or velocities) w ith in  the sample 
volume. Before proceeding w ith  some discussion o f the 
interpretation o f  these parameters, i t  is w orthw hile  to  note 
two more relationships between R (r) and moments o f  the 
doppler spectrum. Since R (r) and S(f) are Fourier transform 
pairs we have

R(t ) = / s ( f ) ei ! W T  df

Differentia ting yields

-/*R ' ( T)  = 2ttJ I f S ( f )  ej 21TfT d f

Evaluating the above expression at zero,

R’ (0) = 2irj Jf s ( f )  d f  = 2irjP f

i t  follows that

-  _ R1 (o) = R’ (0)
1 2irjP 2ir jR(o)

_An equivalent expression fo r the mean square frequency,
f 2, is obtained by differentia ting R (r) twice and evaluating 
this expression at zero. The desired result is simply

R" (0)

(2i r j )  R(0)

and i t  fo llows that

( i f

Interpretation

We have discussed some general statistical properties o f 
signals received from  distributed hydrometeors. In  stressing 
generality we have ignored the differences between coherent 
and incoherent radars and in terpretation o f  the signal charac
teristics mentioned above. W ithout going in to  specific detail 
i t  is sufficient to  state here that a coherent radar is one which 
is sensitive to  both the amplitude, A r , and the phase, <j>r. In 
short, a coherent radar can measure the intensity and 
velocity spectral parameters o f the signals received. An 
incoherent radar is sensitive only to the intensity o f the 
received signal and thus may be viewed as a restricted version 
o f the coherent doppler radar.

The subject o f interpretation is the crux o f the fie ld  o f 
radar meteorology. Comprehensive discussions o f the fie ld 
are given by Atlas (1964) and Battan (1973). Companion 
articles in  this issue o f Atmospheric Technology give several 
examples o f the present and potentia l uses o f radars in the 
f ie ld  o f  m eteorology. Lherm itte ’s article, “ Real-Time 
M onitoring o f Convective Storm Processes by Dual-Doppler 
Radar,”  illustrates the dual-doppler method fo r determining 
vector air m otion in precip itation processes. Eccles’ article, 
“ Developments in  Radar Meteorology in the National Hail 
Research Experiment to  1973,”  illustrates how dual
wavelength incoherent radar has been employed to detect 
hail. Clearly, the subject area is too vast to attem pt to cover
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here; however, we can make a few comments to place the 
preceding and succeeding discussions in perspective.

To this po in t we have mentioned only the intensity o f the 
received signal and the doppler spectral parameters, and 
indeed these are fundamental to  the field o f radar m eteorol
ogy. The intensity is related d irectly to the number and size 
o f particles and hence is interpreted in  terms o f precip itation 
rates and the spatial d istribution o f rates and particle 
densities in  convective storms and other precip itation 
processes. The associated meteorological parameter o f 
interest is the radar re flectiv ity  described by Eccles. The 
microwave attenuation is o f interest fo r hail detection and, as 
suggested by Atlas and U lbrich (in  press), fo r measurement 
o f liqu id  water content and improved rainfall rate measure
ments. A ttenuation is norm ally measured by using two 
wavelengths (one nonattenuating such as XQ = 10 cm, and 
one attenuating such as XQ = 3 cm) and measuring the re
ceived signal intensity o f each as a function o f range. Polari
zation is also an im portant signal characteristic. Spherical 
drops w ill cause no ro ta tion o f the backscattered electric 
fie ld polarization vector. Nonspherical drops, however, w ill 
give rise to a cross-polarized component whose intensity can 
be compared to  that o f  the transmitted component. The 
ratio is a measure o f the nonsphericity o f  the particles 
observed and an indication o f the existence o f large drops 
and nonspherical hail or both. From  the viewpoint o f the 
signal processing engineer, radar re flectiv ity , attenuation, and 
depolarization ratios can all be measured by developing 
appropriate means fo r computing the signal in tensity as a 
function o f range from  the target; thus the signal in tensity is 
a parameter o f fundamental interest.

Doppler data augment the intensity in form ation by 
providing velocity in form ation. Through the dual-doppler 
technique described by Lherm itte in this issue, i t  is now 
possible to compare the dynamics o f  convective storms w ith  
the spatial re flectiv ity  d istribution. The National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Adm inistration (N O A A ) Wave Propagation 
Laboratory (WPL) group (Gossard, Strauch, M iller, Frisch, et 
al.) working w ith  NHRE have dramatically demonstrated this 
capability w ith  data acquired during the summer o f 1973.

Single doppler radars are useful in turbulence studies in 
precipitation (Lherm itte , 1968) or w ith  cha ff (Chernikov et 
al., 1969). Bimodal spectra are indications o f strong shear. In 
the vertically pointing mode doppler radars may be used to 
estimate raindrop size spectra (Pasqualucci, 1972; Joss and 
Waldvogel, 1970). Single doppler radars also aid in  the 
analysis o f  severe storms and have been shown by researchers 
at the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) to  offer 
the potentia l fo r tornado detection and tracking. In  severe 
storm studies a real-time velocity display o f  the type de
scribed by Donaldson (1973) or a contoured velocity display 
can indicate regions o f maximum in flow , vo rtic ity , and 
divergence. A  single vertically pointing radar can measure 
vertical velocities in  the weak-echo region and may determine 
the position o f maximum updraft. An airborne downlooking

or uplooking doppler radar would be particularly useful fo r 
this la tter application, although a small, highly mobile truck- 
mounted system is also attractive.

A ny o f  these doppler uses can be achieved w ith  knowledge 
o f the doppler spectrum. In  many cases only the mean 
velocities need be computed. Thus, fo r doppler radar mete
orological purposes the engineer concerns him self w ith  
techniques fo r computing the doppler spectrum and its 
moments. I t  is appropriate now to proceed w ith  the discus
sion as to  how the fundamental intensity and doppler 
parameters can be obtained.

Meteorological Radar Signal Processing

•  Phase Detection. We have represented the received 
signals as complex functions o f time. In  fact, the received 
signal is a real function  o f time w ith  an amplitude and phase 
both o f which are o f interest. W ith coherent phase detection 
i t  is possible to  obtain tw o orthogonal signals which are 
identical to  the real and imaginary parts o f the complex 
m odula tion. This is done by providing tw o coherent 
reference functions in the receiver o f the form

i ( t )  =  COS 0) t  O
t

q (t) = -sin co t

The real received signal w ill be o f the form

Sf (t) = (t) cos + 4>r (t)j

I f  sr( t )  is m u ltip lied by the two reference functions above we 
obtain the real and imaginary components

I(t) “ Ar (t) |cos (t) + cos 2̂(do t +  <j>̂ (t)jj

Q(t) “ A (t) I sin <}) (t) + sin ( 2 u t  +  <(>r ( t ) ) ]

The second harmonic terms containing the quantity 2 co0t 
can easily be filtered to leave only the desired complex 
m odulation given by

x  ( t )  = a  ( t ) cos <fi (t) +  j sin i() (t)

j  <}> r  ( t )
= A (t) e

Thus, the complex modulation discussed earlier is not just a 
convenient method fo r analysis but is an exact representation 
o f the signals w ith  which we deal. As a practical matter, the 
complex representation is necessary i f  we are to differentiate 
between positive and negative doppler velocities.
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Fig. 3 Acquisition o f  the multiplexed signal samples.

•  Sampling and the Demultiplexing Problem. The discus
sion to  this po in t has no t differentiated between continuous 
and pulsed transmissions. W ith the conventional, pulsed 
doppler radar the transmitted signal is in  the form  o f a tra in 
o f coherent pulses, each w ith  a duration on the order o f 
1 yusec, that are repeated at a pulse repetition rate (PRF) on 
the order o f 1,000 per second. For each microsecond w ith in  
the millisecond PRF interval, T 0 , we may receive in form a
tion  from  an independent region in space. I f  we wish to 
obtain in fo rm ation  about each o f these sample volumes they 
must be treated independently. This requires that the re
ceived signal samples be demultiplexed. Consider the diagram 
shown in Fig. 3. A t time zero a pulse is transmitted and 
immediately we begin to  receive a signal which is sampled 
once every microsecond. The firs t sample from  the firs t 
150 m (the firs t range gate)2 is x0 0 , the next x 0 1 , and so 
fo rth  u n til we have received energy from  the farthest 
unambiguous range, M /usee removed from  the transmitted 
pulse. In the example given, M = 1,000 and 1 msec is equiva
lent to  a distance o f 150 km  from  the radar. A t this po in t a 
second pulse is transmitted and so fo rth . Thus the m atrix  is 
filled  by fillin g  rows in  sequence from  the zeroth row down 
through the N th  row. However, i f  we want to determine the 
characteristics o f targets at a given range, say in the n th  range 
gate, we must process the signals in  the n th  column. This 
then leads to the concept o f  demultiplexing, i.e., the signals 
are collected by rows bu t must be processed by columns. I f  
we simply choose to  store the entire m atrix in  a digital mem
o ry ,  then N X M  complex storage locations must be 
provided. This quantity may be as large as 106 memory 
locations, since averaging times on the order o f  0.5 - 1 sec are 
desired in many applications.

A  second im portant consideration is that o f sampling.

2 As a p ractical m a tte r  it is o ften  im possible to  recover signals from  
distances very near the  radar since w e m ust sh u t o ff th e  receiver to  
p ro tec t it from  th e  high peak pow er tran sm itted  pulse. A fte r  the 
pulse has been tran sm itted  the  receiver is tu rn ed  on  b u t may requ ire
1 Msec or m ore to  recover; th u s, energy sca tte red  from  th e  firs t few  
m icroseconds m ay n o t be received.

Clearly, w ith  the pulsed radar we do not receive a continuous 
signal, x n(t) , from  a given range but instead receive samples, 
Xkn, o f  the complex signal separated by the PRF interval. 
The N yquist frequency is then PRF/2 and because we have 
both the real and imaginary parts o f  the received signal, the 
unambiguous doppler frequency range o f the radar is found 
to be on the interval —PRF/2 <  f j  <  + PRF/2 where f j  is the 
doppler frequency.

The problem o f processing the radar meteorological signals 
can now be stated exp lic itly . The radar w ill produce a m u lti
plexed series o f complex signal samples, Xkn , where k and n 
represent the k th  sample in the n th  range gate. The x kn> f or 

n constant, represent equally spaced time samples from  a 
continuous signal, x n(t) , which behaves like a sample func
tion  from  a narrow-band Gaussian process and may be 
characterized by its average intensity, Pn , its power spectral 
density, Sn(f) , the spectral moments, fn , on, and an auto
correlation function, Rn(r) . We wish thus to process the x kn 
in  a practical and economical fashion to obtain accurate 
estimates o f the parameters o f interest. In  doing so we must 
decide whether the in form ation desired is necessary in real 
time or whether calculation after the fact w ill be satisfactory.

I t  is norm ally acceptable to provide the intensities and 
mean velocities in  real time and to  compute spectra after the 
fact. The arguments fo r doing so are bo th  scientifically 
reasonable and pragmatic. The spatial d istribu tion  o f in ten
sity is o f fundamental importance. In  its simplest form , an 
intensity-modulated PPI display, the scientist can locate 
specific storm or precip ita tion cells o f interest. S im ilarly, the 
spatial d istribu tion  o f mean velocities is indicative o f the air 
m otion  in the storm, particu larly i f  the dual-doppler method 
is employed in  semi-real time. On the other hand, complete 
doppler spectra in  all range gates are like ly  to  be o f marginal 
value simply because the quantity  and rate o f data generated 
are too great to  be assimilated in  a real-time situation. From 
the pragmatic view, the calculation rates and storage required 
to compute the quantities Pn and f n are such that they can 
be implemented at modest cost. Because complete real-time 
spectrum analysis requires extremely rapid digital arithm etic 
and massive memory or both , such analysis is most easily 
accomplished after the fact.

•  Real-Time Signal Intensity Estimation. The signal in ten
sity, Pn , (as shown by Eccles) is proportional to  the target 
re flectiv ity , Z , which in  tu rn  is related to  the number and 
sizes o f precip itation particles w ith in  the sample volume. 
Sirmans and Doviac (1973) provide a comprehensive treat
ment o f  the subject, discussing and comparing a number o f 
algorithms fo r estimating Pn . We w ill confine ourselves to 
simple b lock averaging o f the intensity variables, i.e., we 
form  the sum

N - l

k= 0

where the circum flex represents an estimate o f Pn . I t  is
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im portant to  note that fo r any fin ite  number o f  samples, N, 
or equivalently, in  an integration time, T  = N/PRF = N T 0 , i t  
w ill be impossible to  determine Pn exactly, bu t by extending 
T we can reduce the variance o f Pn . I t  is well know n that the 
average value and variance o f Pn are given by 

E (* „)  “  p„

( i )  -  e[(; . -  *.)
pn
o“ t

where E ( ) is the expected value and var ( ) is the variance. 
The variance o f one o f the |xn k |2 is P „; thus we note that the 
variance o f the sample mean, Pn , is reduced inversely by the 
number o f  degrees o f freedom, onT, o f the signal being 
observed.

Because the estimate, Pn , is simply the sum o f N  quan
tities, the to ta l sequence, Xkn( 0 < k < N  — 1), needs to be 
stored only as a series o f partia l sums. Thus rather than 
storing each o f the x^n and then adding, we may, i f  the 
digital arithm etic is fast enough, simply add each o f the 
|xkn |2 in to  an accumulator and provide an accumulator fo r 
each range gate. The storage requirement has thus been 
reduced from  N X M to simply M and, since N may be on the 
order o f  103 , savings o f that order are realized in size, cost, 
and com plexity. The common method fo r perform ing the 
arithm etic is shown in Fig. 4. The signal in tensity, |xi+1( t) |2 , 
from  the i + 1th pulse is applied to  an analog-to-digital (A /D ) 
converter. A  synchronous clock, triggered from  the i+  1th 
transmitted pulse generates a pulse fo r each range gate, n, 
and the converter then generates the digital word propor
tional to |xi+ j  n |2 , i.e., the i + 1th sample from  the n th  range 
gate. The partial sums are stored in a recirculating sh ift regis
ter which is M locations long.3 The shift register is clocked 
synchronously and makes one complete recirculation during 
each interpulse period, T0 . The previous partia l sum and the 
current sample are added and stored u n til all N  samples have 
been accumulated. The estimates may then be displayed and 
stored on digital tape. For the above technique to  w ork, the 
A /D  converter must operate at the rate 1/M T0 which is o f 
the order o f 10 per second but w ill increase as the radar 
resolution increases. S im ilarly the adder and shift register 
must be capable o f  operation at these speeds. We feel that i t  
is now possible to  process the intensity data at rates o f
5 X 106 per second, thus obtaining 30 - m resolution along 
the beam, provided that the radar is capable o f transm itting a 
0.2 -jusec pulse.

The discussion above applies to block averaging o f the 
intensity estimates. W ith block averaging, care must be 
exercised in order not to  overflow the accumulators in  the

|xr ( t ) |z
A N A L O G - T O -

D IGITAL

C O N V E R T E R

>

lx i+1, nl 

f

A D C )ER

C L O C K  PULSE, n

H-t

2  lx knl3 
k-0 R E C I R C U L A T I N G  SHIFT 

R E G I S T E R  (M Long)

2  Ix knI2 
k=0

A n adequate  n um ber o f  b its  fo r each o f the M locations m ust be 
p rovided to  accom m odate  the  partial sums.

Fig. 4 Digital integrator for signal intensity estimation.

shift register. In  short, the data must be dumped and the 
registers reset to  zero after each N pulses have been accumu
lated. I t  is also possible to implement exponential averaging 
whereby the registers need never be reset. This is done by 
m ultip ly ing  the partial sum in the feedback path by a value 
a <  1. In  this case the most recent signal samples o f the past 
are weighted by the value a 1 (where i = 1,2 . . . )  and thus are 
systematically reduced so as to ensure that the accumulator 
cannot overflow. This type o f  filte ring  is quite similar to 
conventional analog low-pass filters, w ith  the ou tput now 
being a weighted sum o f the in fin ite  past, and w ith  the most 
recent samples receiving the heaviest weighting. There are 
advantages to  each technique and these are discussed in detail 
by Sirmans and Doviac (1973). Let i t  suffice here to say that 
either or both  may be implemented w ith  lit tle  d ifficu lty . 
While the exponential integrator may appear somewhat more 
complex due to  the implied m ultip lica tion  in the feedback 
path, this com plexity is circumvented by using values o f a o f 
the form

a  = 1 -  2’ q

where q is an integer. In  the digital w orld, m u ltip ly ing  by 
2 - q  is equivalent to a shift o f q bits, thus obviating the need 
fo r a digital m u ltip lie r. I t  is also im portant to note that q is 
the effective number o f pulses integrated and thus is propor
tional to  the integration time constant.

One last comment is w orthy o f note. In practice, i t  is 
d ifficu lt to  build  receivers w ith  a wide enough dynamic range 
to handle adequately the range o f magnitudes o f Pn that one 
might expect from  atmospheric targets. Even w ith  range- 
squared norm alization, Pn may vary over a range o f 70 dB 
(107) and such a range is like ly  to  saturate a sensitive linear 
receiver. Thus we usually use receivers w ith  logarithm ic 
characteristics fo r intensity measurements and we average log 
Ox kn l2)- In  doing so the estimates are biased and the statis
tics change (Sirmans and Doviac, 1973) bu t the effects are 
known and the advantage o f wide dynamic range justifies the 
use o f the log receiver.

•  Mean Velocity Estimation. In  this issue of Atmospheric
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Technology, Lherm itte describes in  some detail what has 
come to  be accepted as the best means fo r real-time mean 
frequency estimation, the pulse-pair technique. We w ill not 
repeat his comments here but w ill provide some background, 
discuss alternatives, and augment Lherm itte ’s discussion.

The most straightforward method fo r computing the mean 
velocity or mean frequency is firs t to  compute the estimate, 
Sn(f) , o f the spectral density, Sn(f), in  the nth range gate and 
then to  compute the moments. This classical approach 
requires storage capacity on the order o f M X N  and requires 
extremely fast arithm etic i f  all range gates are to be pro
cessed in real time. Denenberg (1971) addressed this problem 
and showed that one need not compute the spectrum i f  only 
the firs t moment is desired. In  fact, he showed that the 
method o f Bello (1965) is exactly equivalent to  the classical 
estimation technique. Bello’s method appears to o ffe r the 
potentia l fo r partial sum accumulation by appropriately 
processing successive pairs (x k n> X k+ i,n) o f  the complex 
samples. However, i t  requires knowledge o f the time deriva
tives o f  the samples, quantities no t immediately available, 
and as a consequence this method has not been implemented 
fo r meteorological radars.

An attendant result o f Denenberg’s w ork (Denenberg, 
Serafin, and Peach, 1972) describes the variance or statistical 
uncertainty o f mean frequency estimates obtained using the 
classical method defined above. I t  has been shown that the 
variance o f an estimate, fn , o f f n , is given by

"*'('■) ’t; f t 1-)’ < H)dt
This is a perfectly general result, applicable to  any shaped 
spectrum, Sn(f) . For the particular case where Sn(f)  is a 
Gaussian-shaped function  o f the form

S ( f )  °= e  ( f ' f  n ) / 2 a n
n

the variance is given by
2

This is an in tu itive ly  satisfying result illustrating that the 
variance o f fn is d irectly proportional to  the mean square 
bandwidth o f the spectrum and inversely proportional to 
anT, the number o f degrees o f freedom o f  the signal samples 
observed. Note that crnT w ill norm ally be considerably less 
than N, the number o f samples employed in the computa
tion, because successive samples w ill be correlated.

A  second technique has been developed at NSSL by 
Sirmans and Doviac. Sirmans (1973) describes a method 
referred to as the phase-change technique. The technique 
simply considers the successive samples, X k„, to be phasors 
(as in Fig. 1). From  sample to sample the phasor w ill change 
position in the complex plane. On the average, however, the

phasor w ill rotate w ith  angular frequency, con = 27rfn. Thus 
Sirmans and Doviac simply sense the phase o f each sample, 
and compute the phase change

These successive phase changes are accumulated as partial 
sums. F ina lly, the mean frequency is estimated as

N- 1

f  = TT— --- N  <(> -  <(>
n 27TNT /  k+l , n kno

k = 0

Sirmans and Doviac also noted that one need not actually 
compute the instantaneous phase but that i t  is sufficient to 
quantize the phase to  w ith in  an octant on the un it circle. 
This is easily accomplished by comparing the signs and rela
tive magnitudes o f the real and imaginary components o f the 
x tn -  The operations require only comparators and adders, 
thus providing fo r an inexpensive and easily implemented 
processor.

In  spite o f the s im plic ity  o f  the phase-change technique, 
the pulse-pair technique described by Lherm itte in this issue 
offers sufficient advantages to  ju s tify  its use. This technique 
fo r  measuring the mean frequency was described by 
Rummler (1968). Lherm itte (1972) was the firs t to imple
ment the technique fo r radar meteorological purposes. A t the 
same tim e Groginsky (1972) also proposed the technique fo r 
mean frequency estimation.

As Lherm itte shows, successive pairs o f the complex signal 
samples are used to estimate the complex autocorrelation 
function, R „(T 0), through the simple algorithm

N- 1

R (t ) = x X*
n \  o / N  k + l fn kn

k = 0

The expected value o f Rn(T 0) is R n(T 0) which, when the 
spectrum is symmetrical, is o f the form

Thus the mean frequency is determined from  the expression

When the spectra are asymmetric the estimator is biased, bu t 
the bias is generally small and can be tolerated.

This technique has several features which make i t  attrac
tive fo r radar meteorology. F irst, i t  is reasonably simple to 
implement. Second, and Lherm itte makes this po in t, the 
unambiguous velocity problem associated w ith  spectral 
components which exceed the ±PRF/2 interval is substan
tia lly  mitigated. To expand on Lherm itte ’s comments,
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Fig. 5  Aliasing and its effect on the classical and pulse-pair
estimators.

consider a spectrum as shown in Fig. 5, whose mean fre
quency is gradually increasing. In  Fig. 5(a) all spectral 
components are w ith in  ±PRF/2. In  Fig. 5(b) some o f the 
spectral components have exceeded PRF/2 and w ill appear 
above —PRF/2. F inally, as the mean frequency increases, the 
entire spectrum w ill appear below zero frequency rather than 
above and would be interpreted as a negative velocity instead 
o f a rather large positive velocity. This then is the nature o f 
the unambiguous frequency problem, comm only referred to 
as frequency aliasing.

Shown in Fig. 5(d) is the response o f a classical estimator 
and the pulse-pair estimator to  the situation as it  develops. 
Note that the classical estimator, being a spectrum-weighted 
sum, w ill gradually degrade in  its accuracy as the spectrum 
begins to exceed PRF/2. On the other hand, the pulse-pair 
estimator w ill continue to estimate the mean frequency 
exactly u n til the argument o f the autocorrelation function 
reaches 7r radians, at which time the estimator sharply 
changes to a value PRF less than the true value. Because the 
estimate is exact except fo r the PRF bias it  is possible to 
observe the time h istory o f fn w ith in  the range gate and to 
note when the transition occurs. In  this fashion the velocity 
ambiguity can often be resolved and the true mean recovered 
exactly. This is particularly im portant when f n ~  PRF/2. The 
situation is, o f course, symmetrical and applies to large nega

tive doppler frequencies in the v ic in ity  o f  —PRF/2.
A  final advantage o f the pulse-pair estimator relates to its 

performance in noise. When the signal-to-noise ratio  is poor, 
the classical estimator w ill bias the weighted sum to values 
less than the true mean frequency. W ith the pulse-pair 
estimator, one does not w ork w ith  the magnitude o f the 
noise samples but w ith  the magnitude and phase. Since these 
successive samples w ill be statistically independent, the bias 
due to  receiver noise is zero and hence the estimator is 
unbiased by the presence o f noise. For these reasons many 
doppler radar meteorologists now plan to use the pulse-pair 
technique fo r real-time mean frequency estimation.

•  Spectrum Analysis. In  many instances complete exami
nation o f the spectrum is necessary. This is true when 
bimodal spectra exist which may be indicative o f strong wind 
shear or may indicate hail in the presence o f rain i f  the radar 
is pointing vertically. The study o f turbulence w ith  doppler 
radar also calls fo r examination o f the complete spectrum. 
Another example o f interest is the determ ination o f drop size 
or hail size spectra from  vertically po in ting observations. 
Thus there is a need fo r complete spectral analysis, but in  
general there is not a need fo r real-time analysis in  all range 
gates.

We feel that a reasonable approach to solving this require
ment is simply to record the coherent radar video on video 
tape. Digital recording would be preferred but is quite 
expensive at the video rates necessary. The video tape 
recording technique has been established as a viable method 
by Atlas, Serafin, Peach, and Haag at the University o f 
Chicago and is now routine ly employed there at the Labora
to ry  fo r Atmospheric Probing.

When the in form ation has been stored, i t  is relatively 
straightforward to  digitize the signals from  storm regions o f 
interest after the fact. These digitized samples can then be 
processed w ith  a general-purpose computer using software or 
w ith  a dedicated, hard-wired, fast Fourier transform pro
cessor which may be used as a m inicom puter peripheral or in 
real time to compute spectra in a single range gate. This 
approach appears most attractive to us and we plan, w ith  the 
help o f the Atmospheric Technology D ivision’s Research 
Systems Facility , to  develop such a capability.

The Meteorological Radar

The culm ination o f the concepts presented here is, o f 
course, in  their application to modern meteorological radar. 
While wavelengths, antenna sizes, powers, and details may 
vary, we feel strongly that the signal-processing techniques 
described are basic to v irtua lly  any radar meteorology study.

For this reason we are developing the firs t o f two trans
portable C-band radars which w ill incorporate these tech
niques and which w ill become a part o f the FO F’s instrument 
inventory. The companion article by Boyajian and Serafin 
( “ Dual-Doppler Radar Development in the FO F” ) indicates 
how we are applying the results o f  analytical and experi
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mental research activities to  the construction o f an opera
tional radar.
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New Capabilities 

for the Wallops Island SPA N D A R

Robert A. Kropfli, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

As p a rt o f  the NASA-sponsored 
Communications L in k  Characterization 
(CLC) program, the Space Range Radar 
(SPANDAR) at Wallops Island, V irginia, 
has been upgraded, and now includes 
many features considered to be essential 
fo r weather radars o f the future (see, fo r 
example, Smith, 1973). An equally 
im portant aspect o f  the overall system is 
its com patib ility  w ith  a modern, large- 
m e m o ry , high-speed computer, the 
IBM 360/91.

The main objective o f the CLC pro
gram is to  develop a statistical charac- 
te r iza tio n  o f intense thunderstorms. 
This in form ation w ill aid in designing 
future communications systems at the 
microwave and higher frequencies for 
which thunderstorms pose a serious 
problem. I f  the statistics are to be valid, 
size, shape, orientation, and intensity, 
all as functions o f height, must be 
measured w ith  good spatial resolution 
fo r a large number o f thunderstorm 
cells. Contouring and other calculations 
are now being performed w ith  data 
from the thousands o f PPI sweeps that 
were digitized in real time during the 
summer o f 1973. Such an awesome task 
can be performed only w ith  the aid o f a 
la rg e -c a p a c ity , h igh -speed  digita l 
computer.

Radar Characteristics

The SPANDAR was orig inally de
signed to be a long-range, S-band,

tracking radar, w ith  megawatts o f power 
and excellent resolution (0.4° beam, 
1 - /^sec pulse). For purposes o f the CLC 
experiment, a pulse repetition rate o f 
960 pulses/sec was selected as a com
promise between the need fo r a high 
sampling rate and the need to make 
observations to a distance o f  75 n mi. 
The dynamic range o f the system was 
extended by the addition o f a new 
9 0 -dB , RHG, solid-state, log IF  strip. 
W ith respect to  system accuracy, much 
e ffo rt has been expended in reducing 
the radar and processing errors to less 
than 2 dB.

On-Site Uses of a Minicomputer

•  Real-Time Formatting. A PDP 8/1 
m inicom puter has been incorporated 
in to  the system to perform several tasks, 
an im portant one o f which is the real
time form atting o f integrated video data 
o n to  IB M - c o m p a t ib le  tapes at 
1,600 bpi. The PDP 8/1 also controls the 
simultaneous recording o f antenna scan 
parameters, position data, radar param
eters, and calibration signals on the 
same digital tape. This real-time system 
can store more than 50 360° PPIs 
covering a radius o f 75 n m i on a single 
reel. More than 7.8 X 10s integrated 
video samples are recorded fo r each PPI.

In the event o f  a breakdown in the 
real-time processing system, an Ampex 
F R -9 1 0  video tape recorder can be 
used as a backup. The video tape may

be played later through the processor 
fo r digitizing, integration, and form at
ting by the PDP 8/1 computer. In  addi
tion  to  the single video channel, the 
video recorder has tw o audio channels, 
one fo r voice and one fo r multiplexed 
experiment parameters.

•  Antenna Control. For the purposes 
o f  the CLC program it was necessary to 
obtain three-dimensional “ snapshots”  o f 
thunderstorm cells (i.e., a complete 
horizontal raster scan through the cell 
before any appreciable change could 
take place in its re flectiv ity  structure). 
Because o f this requirement, the PDP 
8/1 computer was interfaced to the 
m ount to allow fo r rapid scan se
quences. Controlled scan rates from 
approximately 0.1°/sec to 5°/sec are 
possible. Previously stored scan patterns 
can be called up and executed quickly, 
thereby enabling the thunderstorm ’s 
“ snapshot”  to be taken in the shortest 
possible time. A  typical data set taken 
during the CLC program is a PPI sweep 
at 3°/sec every kilom eter through a cell 
10 km high and over a 30° - azimuth 
sector. Such a series takes less than
3 m in to complete.

•  Control o f  Digital Integrator. Also 
under the contro l o f the PDP 8/1 com
puter is a digital integrator capable o f 
integrating 128 -1 ,024  video samples. 
The integrator output, representing the 
average log power received, is specified 
by an eight-bit word. The integrator, 
b u ilt by Computer Science Corporation,
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Fig. 1 Real-time contoured PPI display o f  integrated log 
power received. Gray scale changes every 10 dB; interior black 
region is >44 dBZ; elevation angle is 2°; range marks 
are every 20 n mi.

is a conventional design that uses a c ir
culating shift register o f 960 words, 871 
o f which are recorded. Contoured PPI 
or R HI displays o f integrated intensity 
level are available in  real time or as a 
playback from  the video recording. An 
example o f a real-time contoured PPI is 
shown in Fig. 1.

Frequency Diversity

I f  one requires a suffic iently large 
number (> 100) o f statistically indepen
d e n t (u n c o r re la te d )  meteorological 
echoes so that statistical errors in  the 
average power received w ill be less than 
0.5 dB (Marshall and H itchfe ld, 1953), 
the antenna scan rate fo r most radars 
must be less than 0.5°/sec. For most 
purposes this is undesirably slow. This 
slow scan rate is determined by the 
decorrelation time o f 1 0 -3 0  msec fo r 
meteorological echoes (Reid, 1970), and 
independent video samples are usually 
not attainable any faster than this.

Through a technique called “ fre
quency d iversity”  (o r “ frequency agil
i t y ” ), we were able to accumulate 
independent video samples at a much 
faster rate (~ l/m se c ), thereby allowing 
a faster scan rate. This technique makes 
every radar pulse independent, not 
merely those pulses that are separated 
by 20 or 30 msec. The 3°/sec rate 
selected fo r the CLC experiment deter
mines that a 128 - sample average o f log 
power received is completed every beam 
w idth.

The block diagram (Fig. 2) indicates 
the essentials o f the frequency diversity 
(FD ) and the calibration un it. As de
s c rib e d  b y  Marshall and H itchfeld 
(1953), pulse-to-pulse independence can 
be achieved by shifting the transm itter 
frequency o f each pulse by at least 1/t 
from the preceding pulse, where r  is the 
radar pulse w id th  in microseconds. For 
all pulses to be independent, a fre
quency may not be repeated w ith in  a 
time period equal to the “ natural”  
decorrelation time (1 0 -3 0  msec).for an 
S-band radar.

The FD un it shown has two modes o f 
operation, but the one o f concern here

is that fo r which successive pairs o f 
pulses d iffe r by about 12 MHz and the 
same frequency is no t repeated fo r 
25 msec. This “ interlace”  mode is most 
appropriate fo r meteorological measure
m e n ts  because o f its rejection o f 
second-time-around targets which fall 
well outside the receiver bandwidth 
(4 MHz).

The heart o f  the FD system is the 
voltage-controlled, solid-state oscillator 
(SSO) made by Tecscan. Its input is 
from  a voltage-producing circu it pro
grammed fo r the desired pulse-to-pulse 
frequency pattern. The output o f the 
SSO is divided and each o f the divided 
signals is m ixed w ith  signals d iffering by 
30 MHz. The lower frequency o f the 
two mixed signals provides the transmit 
frequency and the higher signal provides 
the  ra d a r local-oscillator (LO ) fre
quency. In  this way the LO frequency is 
made to fo llow  the pulse-to-pulse fre

quency shifts o f the SSO.
Also shown in Fig. 2 is the unique 

on-line calibration system which allows 
high and low  calibration signals to be 
inserted during every pulse repetition 
frequency (PRF) interval. These calibra
tion signals are delayed un til after the 
SSO frequency shift, as shown in the 
t im in g  d ia g ra m  o f Fig. 3. Echoes 
beyond this range fa ll outside the re
ceiver passband (which has now been 
shifted away from  the frequency o f the 
last transmitted pulse) and w ill not 
contaminate the calibration signals. The 
high calibration signal is generated by 
the SSO so that its ou tpu t w ill always 
be w ith in  the receiver passband, and the 
low  calibration signal is generated by a 
wide-band noise source. Each PPI or 
R H I, therefore, can be calibrated w ith  
its own calibration signals and any 
rece ive r d r ift w ill be automatically 
compensated. Averages o f the high and
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low  calibration signals are performed on 
the IBM 360/91 to calibrate each PPI.

360 Software

L a rg e -c a p a c ity  computers having 
m egaby tes  o f  c o re , such as the 
IBM 360/91, are becoming more readily 
available, and they are ideally suited fo r 
the data requirements o f geophysical 
problems. For example, i t  is now pos
sible to store a complete 360° PPI con
ta in in g  7 8 0 ,0 0 0  in teg ra ted  video 
samples in the core memory o f  these 
machines. A fte r the data have been 
stored in  the core, any number o f opera
tions may be performed.

In particular, the program w ritten  fo r 
the CLC experiment pinpoints the local 
re flectiv ity  maxima o f thunderstorm 
cells, and generates contours that are a 
specified number o f  decibels below 
these maxima. Smoothing and interpola
tion  are available as options. A  typical 
scan o f 30° in which there are five or six 
thunderstorm cells and fo r which con
tours o f 3, 6, and 10 dB are selected 
generally takes about 20 sec to execute 
on the 360/91 computer. Over 5,000 
such scans were digitized last summer
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and a significant fraction o f these have 
already been processed. An example o f 
a computer-generated p lo t in  Fig. 4 is 
the contour 10 dB below the peak value 
fo r the cell indicated by an arrow in the 
real-time display o f Fig. 1. This com
puter program also has a routine that 
c a lc u la te s  c e ll areas, orientations, 
lengths, and cell spacings. Resulting 
from this in form ation w ill be the statis
tical thunderstorm models to be used in 
designing communications systems in 
the m illim eter wavelength.

Summary

Many advances in digital technology, 
m in ic o m p u te rs , and maxicomputers 
have now resulted in data collecting and 
processing tools that the radar m eteorol
ogist has dreamed about fo r years. 
Described above is a high-power radar 
system o f good resolution in  which 
some o f these advances have been imple
mented, e.g., an extended range log 
strip, frequency diversity, programmed 
antenna contro l, a video integrator, and 
real-time digitizing and recording. This 
system, along w ith  the availability o f a 
large-capacity, high-speed computer, 
allows us, at an acceptable cost, to per
fo rm  high-resolution studies o f the 
spatial characteristics o f a large number 
o f thunderstorms.
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Dual-Doppler 

Radar Development in the FOF

Joseph J. Boyajian and Robert J. Serafin

In  his accompanying article, “ Real- 
Time M onitoring o f  Convective Storm 
Processes by Dual-Doppler Radar,”  
Lherm itte has demonstrated the power 
o f the dual-doppler radar technique. In  
th e  article, “ In form ation Extraction 
from  Meteorological Radars,”  Serafin 
has discussed the means fo r obtaining 
this inherent potential and also has 
m entioned that the availability and 
costs o f  electronic hardware now perm it 
the processing techniques to be im ple
mented economically. In  recognition o f 
these facts and stimulated by the need 
fo r  im p ro v e d  radar meteorological 
capability, the FOF plans to develop 
two doppler radars in the period o f 
fiscal years 1974- 1976. The systems 
must be mobile and possess high power 
and high resolution. They may be used 
as a pair or independently, as dictated 
b y  a s c ie n tis t ’s objectives. C-band 
(A = 5.5 cm) has been selected as an 
attractive compromise providing the 
high resolution available w ith  mobile 
X-band (3 - cm) radars, yet also prom 
ising the quantitative re flectiv ity  in fo r
mation lacking at X-band but inherent 
in the S-band (10 - cm) systems (which 
unfortunate ly lack m ob ility ).

Ease o f use and real-time digital signal 
processing and displays w ill be empha
sized in each o f the C-band systems. 
Data w ill be recorded on digital mag
netic tape fo r after-the-fact analysis. In  
fact, most o f the features discussed by 
Serafin w ill be incorporated in  these 
systems to  provide high-quality instru
ments fo r atmospheric research.

The firs t C-band system was planned 
to be ready fo r use in  the field before

this issue was published; i t  was deployed 
as part o f  the 1974 National Hail Re
search Experiment this summer and 
became available fo r university use in 
the fall o f  1974. Completion o f the 
second C-band radar and a complete 
dua l-d o p p le r system is planned by 
December 1975. This article provides 
details o f  the firs t C-band system.

Transmitter, Receiver, and Display

The firs t C-band radar system has a 
peak power o f 1 MW, a center fre
quency o f 5,500 MHz w ith  a signal 
bandwidth o f  100 MHz. A  high-power, 
C -band  klystron am plifier was dis
covered w ith  electrical characteristics 
v irtua lly  identical to  the k lystron used 
in the FPS - 18 radar. Thus, w ith  only 
m inor m odifications, we were able to 
use the high power supply, the line 
m odulator, the tube cooling, and the 
pulse transformer from  the surplus 
FPS - 18 radar, achieving substantial 
cost savings.

The tra n s m itte d  pulse w id th  is 
switch-selectable over a range o f 0.1 to 
1.0 jusec. The pulse repetition frequency 
(PRF) is switch-selectable up to 1,200 
pulses per second (pps) in itia lly  and 
later to  2,000 pps. There is also a PRF 
j it te r  mode whereby the interval be
tw e e n  transmit pulses is alternated 
between two fixed values, thus iden
tify ing  second-time-around echoes.

The average transmitted power is held 
constant to w ith in  0.1 dB by a power- 
leveling loop. This loop detects the 
average outpu t power, compares i t  w ith  
a reference value, and uses the d if

ference to contro l the inpu t signal 
power to the klystron. A power meter is 
included in this loop as both a control 
and a readout unit.

The transmitted and the local oscilla
to r (LO ) frequencies are derived from  a 
master crystal oscillator and frequency 
m u ltip lie r source. The transmitted fre
quency is obtained by m ixing the LO 
frequency w ith  the 60 - MHz in ter
mediate frequency (IF ). The transm itter 
frequency can be changed each transmit 
cycle by switching the input o f the fre
quency m u ltip lie r through a bank o f 
discrete crystal oscillators. This has 
a p p lic a tio n s  that are discussed by 
K ro p fli in his article, “ New Capabilities 
fo r the Wallops Island SPANDAR,”  in 
this issue o f  Atmospheric Technology. 
The IF  frequency remains constant 
since the LO frequency is changed 
simultaneously.

The system has a circulator and a 
transmit-receive (T-R) tube to protect 
the receiver during transmission. By 
employing this type o f protection a fast 
recovery T-R tube can be used. The 
m inim um  detection range fo r this radar 
is about 300 m.

A sensitivity/tim e contro l (STC) un it 
is used to vary the receiver sensitivity as 
a function o f time so that the amplified 
radar target strength is independent o f 
the target’s range. A  programmable 
read -on ly  memory (PROM) is pro
grammed to achieve the desired range- 
squared characteristic. The PROM is 
indexed from  the system clock through 
a down-counter and its ou tpu t word at 
each step is converted to an analog drive 
voltage fo r the attenuator.
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A  calibration pulse, derived from the 
same frequency source as the transmit 
pulse, is coupled in to  the receiver just 
before the pulses enter the m ixer. The 
calibration pulse w id th , amplitude, and 
position can all be varied.

The receiver has both log and linear 
IF  amplifiers. The linear channel has in- 
phase and quadrature ( I  and Q) bipolar 
video outputs. The linear IF  am plifier is 
kept from  saturating on large signals by 
a fast automatic gain contro l (AGC) 
network. The AGC controls the gain in
1 - ixsec increments by using a digital 
exponential averager to  contro l a net
w o rk  o f diode switches and fixed 
attenuators at the input to the IF  am
plifier. The bandwidth o f the receiver 
w ill be switch-selectable to match the 
w id th  o f the transmitted pulse.

The A-scope display is provided by a 
commercial oscilloscope that is also 
used fo r testing and maintenance. The 
operator’s scope is a 30.5 - cm cathode 
ray tube (CRT) and the display fo r 
photos is a 14 - cm CRT which other
wise is similar to  the operator’s display. 
These displays use the raw video (linear 
or log) fo r their input. Both displays are 
capable o f PPI or R H I presentations and 
have selectable sweep ranges, range 
marks, and angle marks.

A color modulated display is also 
being developed. This system w ill be 
capable o f  providing contoured velocity 
and re flectiv ity  displays. Its advantage 
lies, o f course, in the ab ility  to  differen
tiate up to  16 contours by color. The 
display w ill have a “ zoom”  feature that 
w ill make it  possible to magnify a 
selected portion  o f the screen up to 
eight times. Because o f the development 
involved (th is is a firs t fo r real-time 
m eteorological radar), a completion 
date cannot be predicted accurately; 
however, we feel that the display should 
be available fo r use in the fa ll o f  1974.

Digital Processing and 
Recording Velocity

The re flectiv ity  and the mean veloc
ity  processors w ill feature selectable 
sample sizes from 16 to 8,192 pulses. 
The number o f range gates w ill be either

256, 512, or 1,024 and the gate spacing 
can be varied from  30 to 150 m in 
1 0 -m  steps. The starting po in t fo r the 
range gates w ill be selectable from  0 to 
150 km  in 1 - km  steps. Each processor 
w ill have eight bits o f resolution and 
either block or exponential averaging 
can be selected fo r the re flectiv ity  
processor. The digital data w ill be re
corded on a nine-track, 1,600 - cpi, 
45 - ips, phase-encoded tape transport.

Antenna and Controls

The antenna is a 3 .6 6 -m  parabolic 
dish w ith  a beam w id th  o f approxi
mately 1.1° and w ith  side lobes about 
22 dB less than the main beam.

The pedestal is a m odified SCR 584 
w ith  dc drive motors and servo ampli
fiers fo r each axis o f rotation. The m axi
mum velocity fo r the elevation axis is 
2 0 ° /sec and fo r the azimuth axis 
30°/sec.

The sector scan program, fo r eleva
tion  or azimuth, w ill perm it switch 
selection o f any tw o angles separated by 
at least 10° w ith  rates variable in 
0.1°/sec steps and a selectable pause 
when the lim it angles are reached. There 
is a continuous azimuth scan program at 
a constant elevation angle or w ith  an 
incremental step in elevation angle at 
each rotation. The elevation axis also 
has a continuous scan program (—5 to 
+95°) at a constant azimuth angle or 
w ith  an incremental step in  azimuth. 
The contro l un it w ill accept commands 
from an external source (e.g., a com
p u te r or a read-only mem ory) fo r 
Coplan scanning or other applications.

Mobility

The system w ill be transported on 
two trailers: a van fo r the transm itter 
and receiver electronics and antenna 
controls and a flatbed trailer fo r the 
antenna system and 60 - kW diesel - 
generator power backup. The antenna 
system is designed to operate on the 
flatbed and in fiscal 1975 we plan to 
provide fo r a trailer-mounted radome 
fo r the antenna in order to  preserve its 
scanning capability in high winds.

Summary

In  conclusion, the FOF is planning to 
develop a dual-doppler system featuring 
flexible real-time processing and display 
that w ill enable interaction between the 
scientist and the experimental param
eters available to him. We are stressing 
high performance, bu t are also making 
use o f available surplus hardware to 
keep costs down. Indeed, we feel that 
the entire system design represents a 
cost-effective solution to our radar 
meteorological needs and w ill provide 
the scientific com m unity w ith  high- 
quality, reliable, and mobile doppler 
radars fo r use in  atmospheric research.

•
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During the early 1960s, the develop
ment o f atmospheric probing instrumen
tation that incorporates lasers led to a 
variety o f techniques fo r observing the 
atmosphere. A  class o f laser probes 
evolved that so closely parallels radar 
systems in principles o f operation that 
they are often called laser radars or 
optical radars. Another common term 
fo r this type o f instrument is lidar, an 
acronym for //ght detection and ranging.

The number o f laser atmospheric 
studies has steadily increased since the 
time that Fiocco and Smullin (1963) 
reported the firs t atmospheric measure
ments w ith  a laser radar. Tropospheric, 
s tra to s p h e ric , and mesopheric dust 
concentrations, gaseous po llu tant con
centrations, cloud heights and th ick 
nesses, and w ind velocities are among 
the many atmospheric characteristics 
that have been observed quantitatively 
w ith  laser probes.

In  most cases, the feasibility o f 
making such measurements has been 
established in  field programs, but those 
studies required inordinate expenditures 
o f  time and e ffo rt, from  the design and 
fabrication o f the lidar system itse lf to 
the painstaking, time-consuming job  o f 
analyzing the data (com m only recorded 
as photographs o f  an oscilloscope dis
play fo r each individual laser pulse). 
Recent advances in electronics technol
ogy have resulted in the availability o f

reliable commercial laser sytems as well 
as devices such as “ transient recorders”  
which can d ig ita lly  capture lidar echoes 
and transfer the digital in form ation to 
magnetic tapes or on-line m inicom 
puters. Such capabilities are certain to 
lead to operational systems fo r real-time 
m e a s u r e m e n t  o f  a tm o s p h e r ic  
parameters.

This article describes some o f the 
laser-atmospheric interactions that have 
been exploited to measure specific 
atmospheric properties, the extent to 
which these concepts have been applied, 
and some views regarding future applica
tions o f laser probing systems in ob
serving the atmosphere.

Principle of Operation 
of a Monostatic Lidar

In  its simplest and most common 
form , the laser radar is aligned in a 
m o n o s ta t ic  configuration, w ith  the 
optical axes o f the transm itter and re
ceiver parallel. A  typical configuration is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The laser 
generates a short, highly collimated light 
p u lse  th a t propagates through the

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration o f  a 
monostatic laser radar.
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atmosphere and, at any instant, illu m i
nates a well defined volume containing 
both atmospheric molecules and sus
pended materials (usually referred to as 
aerosols) such as liqu id  droplets and 
dust particles. The molecules and aero
sols backscatter a small amount o f the 
incident laser radiation, which can be 
collected by a suitable receiving tele
scope. A  typical receiver configuration 
is shown schematically in  Fig. 2; the 
optical elements are a primary lens to 
collect the backscattered radiation and a 
secondary lens to collimate the col
lected light. This ligh t then passes 
through a narrow-band interference f i l 
ter to decrease the intensity o f back
ground light from  the sky. (L idar re
ceivers are norm ally afocal telescopes 
since the transmission o f narrow-band 
interference filters is a function o f the 
angle o f incidence and collimated light 
at the filte r is therefore necessary.) 
A fte r passing through the interference 
filte r, the light is directed to a photo
m u ltip lie r tube. The photom ultip lie r 
signal can be amplified and displayed as 
a function o f time on an oscilloscope; 
the range associated w ith  the instan
taneous intensity o f the laser echo is 
then determined by measuring the time 
interval from  laser pulsing. Permanent 
records o f laser echoes can be obtained 
by p h o to g ra p h in g  the oscilloscope 
d isp lay ; as mentioned above, some 
laser-radar systems incorporate on-line 
digital electronic computers or record 
digitized laser echoes on magnetic tape 
fo r subsequent computer processing.

Vertica l probing o f the atmosphere 
w ith  a lidar is norm ally accomplished by 
measuring, as a function o f altitude, the 
in te n s ity  o f light backscattered by 
atmospheric constituents. To illustrate 
the technique, let us consider the results 
obtained when the echoes are measured 
at the same wavelength as that gener
ated by the laser. The processes involved 
are commonly identified as “ Rayleigh 
scattering,”  in the case o f atmospheric 
molecules whose physical dimensions 
are small relative to the wavelength o f 
the incident radiation (Rayleigh, 1871), 
and “ Mie scattering,”  in  the case o f

X i

SIGNAL TO DIGITAL 
DATA RECORDER

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration o f  typical 
receiver configuration. The primary 
lens, Ex, o f  focal length, f \ , collects 
light backscattered by atmospheric 
constituents. The secondary lens, C2» ° f  
focal length, f 2, located at a distance, 
f i  + f b e h i n d  2i recollimates the light 
collected from volumes at distances 
R >  f i  from the telescope and focused 
by 2,. The collimated light is directed 
through a narrow-band interference 
filter, F, and then onto the face o f  a 
photomultiplier, P.

suspended particles whose dimensions 
are comparable to the wavelength o f the 
incident radiation (M ie, 1908).

For these measurements, an in te r
ference filte r o f narrow bandwidth 
(1 nm or less) centered on the laser 
wavelength is used to reduce the sky 
b a c k g ro u n d . Analysis o f the data 
obtained is quite straightforward; the 
intensity o f the echoes from  an o p ti
cally th in  layer o f  homogeneously dis
tributed scatterers, expressed in terms

o f the expected rate o f emission o f 
photoelectrons per transmitted laser 
pulse, is

dn WK K Ar)A K2 £_P_ i 1 a
dt ” 8irh 2 (1)

R

where W is the transmitted energy per 
pulse, K i and K 2 the efficiencies o f the 
receiving and transm itting systems, A 
the collecting area o f the receiving tele
scope, r\ the quantum efficiency o f the 
photocathode, X the wavelength, Kg the 
“ round-trip”  atmospheric transmission 
between the transm itter and the sample 
volume located at range R, 2  the collec
tive radar cross section o f  the scatterers 
per un it volume, and h Planck’s con
stant. The above “ radar equation”  has 
been derived elsewhere (Grams, 1966). 
In  Eq. (1), only K a, 2 , and R are range- 
dependent. The value o f 2  is deter
mined by the contributions to back- 
scattering from  the various atmospheric 
constituents. For a dust-free atmo
sphere, we would have

E =  N o r

where N is the molecular number den
sity and ffR the radar cross section o f an 
individual air molecule evaluated in 
a cco rdance  w ith  Rayleigh’s (1871) 
scattering theory. Thus, the measured 
intensity would be determined by the 
number density o f atmospheric mole
cules and by transmission losses due to 
scattering and absorption by atmo
spheric constituents fo r the round tr ip  
between scattering volume and lidar.

To maximize the intensity o f laser 
radar echoes, i t  is possible to tune the 
output o f  most lasers used fo r atmo
spheric probing over a wavelength in te r
val suffic iently wide to  avoid atmo
spheric absorption lines; thus, trans
m is s io n  losses can be reduced to 
scattering losses only. Figure 3 shows 
the intensity o f laser echoes expected 
fo r Rayleigh scattering by atmospheric 
m o le c u le s  fo r  some specific lidar 
systems. In  particular, we have chosen 
to p lo t the number o f photoelectrons 
per miscrosecond em itted by the photo
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A L T I T U D E  (km)

Fig. 3 Variation o f  lidar echoes with altitude for a number o f  
different systems. (See text for explanation o f  each curve.)

m ultip lie r fo r the fo llow ing systems:
(a) The ruby laser system operated 

by the University o f the West Indies 
(Kent, Sandland, and Wright, 1971), 
n o te w o rth y  fo r its extremely large 
receiver area (16 m 2) fo r studies o f the 
upper atmosphere

(b) N CAR ’s ruby laser system, which 
uses a searchlight m irro r w ith  a diameter 
o f 1.5 m as the receiver (Schuster, 
1970)

(c) The ruby laser system developed 
at M . I .T .  fo r stratospheric aerosol 
studies (Grams and Fiocco, 1967)

(d-f) The latest version o f the com
pact dye laser system developed at 
N C A R  (Grams and Wyman, 1972), 
presently installed on N C AR ’s Electra 
aircraft.
For the la tter system, calculations were 
made fo r ground-based measurements 
(d), airborne measurements from  an a lti
tude o f  8 km fo r stratospheric aerosol 
s tu d ie s  (e ) , and downward-looking 
airborne measurements o f tropospheric 
aerosols, also from  an altitude o f 8 km 
(0 -

Since the emission o f photoelectrons 
has the character o f a Poisson process, 
the standard deviation o f the expected 
signal fluctuations is usually taken to be 
the square root o f the photoelectron 
count. I f  “ photon counting”  is carried 
out fo r 1 5 0 -m  (l-/u se c ) range in ter
vals, all altitudes w ith  photoelectron 
emission rates < l/jusec w ill have signal- 
to-noise ratios o f less than un ity  fo r 
individual laser pulses, because o f statis
tical fluctuations o f the signal intensity. 
For these weak signals from  high a lti
tudes i t  is necessary to operate the lidar 
fo r long periods o f time and to accumu
late photoelectron counts fo r successive 
laser pulses un til the tota l count o f 
photoelectrons, N p , fo r each range 
interval is a number large enough that 
the fractional error o f  the measurement, 
N p 1 , can be tolerated.

A t shorter ranges, however, the signal 
increases rapidly w ith  decreasing a lti
tude to  a po in t at which individual 
photom ultip lie r pulses can no longer be 
resolved, and data can be obtained by 
measuring the (continuous) photom ul

tip lie r current. For all practical pur
poses, direct measurement o f photo
m u ltip lie r current can be used fo r lidar 
observations when photoelectron rates 
are on the order o f 10/^sec or greater. 
Thus, we can obtain statistically reliable 
data from  individual laser pulses from  
the p latform  altitude to about 75 km 
fo r case (a), to  almost 45 km fo r (b ), to  
30 km fo r (c), to  25 km fo r (d), to 
almost 30 km  fo r (e), and to all a lti
tudes fo r ( f)  (see Fig. 3). In  these range 
intervals, recently developed “ transient 
recorders”  can be applied to obtain 
real-time digital data. Commercial de
vices can now be purchased to digitize 
lidar signals at sampling rates up to 100 
points per microsecond to eight-bit 
accuracy. Also, advances in electronic 
technology allow even more versatility 
in data recording specifications. During 
the  past several years, C. L. Frush 
(NCAR) has developed lidar data ac
quisition systems that have exceeded 
th e  s ta te -o f- th e -a r t available from 
commercial devices; his most recent 
w ork is described in his article, “ Lidar 
Data Acquis ition,”  in this issue o f 
Atmospheric Technology.

Laser-Atmospheric Interactions

The fo llow ing summary o f w idely 
used lidar measurement techniques is 
not exhaustive, but is intended to con
vey a feeling fo r the basic principles 
involved and to generate interest in the 
potential o f lidar in other related areas 
o f the atmospheric sciences.

•  Elastic Scattering Processes: Elastic 
scattering processes are those in which 
the wavelength o f the scattered radia
tion  is the same as that o f the incident 
beam . M olecular scattering can be 
specified by the Rayleigh (1871) scat
tering theory (see Fig. 3). For a dust- 
free, dry atmosphere, the laser echoes 
exhib it a smooth, m onotonic decrease 
w ith  altitude and provide data on the 
density o f  the atmosphere at each a lti
tude. The vertical density profile  can be 
used to obtain profiles o f atmospheric 
temperature using the technique de
scribed by Elterman (1953). I t  is also
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conceptually possible to obtain geo- 
strophic w ind profiles by deriving h o ri
zontal pressure gradients as a function 
o f altitude, using three-dimensional lidar 
data on atmospheric density profiles 
(Pressman, Schuler, and Wentik, 1968). 
S im ilarly, temperatures and pressures 
derived from  such data can be used to 
determine potential temperature pro
files and thereby obtain data on isen
trop ic flow  fields fo r studies o f m oun
ta in  waves and  o th e r  mesoscale 
phenomena.

Very lit t le  w ork  has actually been 
completed in  this area. Kent et al. 
(1972) assumed that their data repre
sented scattering by molecules and drew 
conclusions related to  the presence o f 
gravity waves in the upper atmosphere. 
L ittle  else has been published on deter
m ining density profiles by Rayleigh 
s c a tte r in g  measurements; the main 
reason is that suspended materials 
exhibiting relatively large cross sections 
a t o p t ic a l wavelengths (condensed 
vapors and particulate materials, fo r 
example) are ord inarily  present in  the 
atmosphere. These atmospheric aerosols 
cause significant deviations from  the 
echoes expected from  a molecular atmo
sphere and are, therefore, detected by 
the apparatus. Thus, the most common 
use o f laser radars has been to study the 
temporal and spatial variation o f atmo
spheric aerosols.

In the experiments by Fiocco and 
Smullin (1963), statistical evidence o f 
la s e r  echoes fro m  a lt i tu d e s  o f  
60 - 90 km and 1 1 0 -1 4 0  km was ob
tained; the la tter echoes were tenta
tively attributed to incoming m icro
m e te o r ite s  (F io c c o  and Colombo, 
1964). Observations o f enhanced scat
tering from  altitudes between 70 and 
140 km were later reported by McCor
m ick et al. (1966), who also interpreted 
their measurements as evidence o f extra
terrestrial dust. However, i t  is possible 
that instrumental d ifficu lties affected 
these early results and that existing 
evidence fo r aerosol layers above the 
m esosphere  m ight not be reliable 
(F io cco , 1967a; McCormick et al., 
1967; Sandford, 1967). Despite the use

o f  equipment w ith  much greater sensi
tiv ity , there have been no further re
ports o f greatly enhanced scattering 
above 90 km (see, fo r example, Collis 
and Ligda, 1966; Bain and Sandford,
19 66; Kent, Clemesha, and Wright, 
1967). I t  should, however, be pointed 
out that the in flu x  o f extraterrestrial 
dust could be highly variable. Poultney
(1972) suggests that laser radar echoes 
can be associated w ith  sporadic sources 
o f  extraterrestrial aerosols due to  low- 
inclination, periodic comets. Indeed, 
some l id a r  g ro u p s  have detected 
incoming particulate material associated 
w ith  such cometary particles (Kent, 
Sandford, and Keenliside, 1971). There 
was evidence o f enhanced meteoric 
activ ity  during the summer o f 1963 
obtained by techniques other than laser 
radar (M cIntosh and M illm an, 1964; 
E llye t and Keay, 1964); the laser radar 
echoes observed by Fiocco and Smullin 
in  the same year (1963) show some 
correlation w ith  ionospheric sporadic-E 
(Fiocco, 1965), suggesting ionization by 
in c o m in g  m icrom eteorites  (Fiocco, 
1967b).

The presence o f aerosol layers near or 
below the mesopause has been estab
lished by numerous visual observations 
o f noctilucent clouds. Laser radar mea
surements have been conducted at high 
latitudes where noctilucent clouds are 
observed (F iocco and Grams, 1966, 
1969). The measurements indicate that 
the altitude region between 60 and 
70 km  contains an appreciable amount 
o f particulate material during periods o f 
noctilucent cloud activ ity ; observations 
o f transient features o f a noctilucent 
cloud were also obtained during these 
experiments. Laser radars have also 
detected mesospheric scattering layers 
at lower latitudes. Bain and Sandford 
(1966) detected scattering layers at 
about 71 km w ith  2.5 times enhance
ment over the expected echoes from  a 
molecular atmosphere during October 
and November 1966 in England. McCor
m ick et al. (1967) observed echoes from  
the 65 - to  85 - km  region during Febru
ary 1967 in Maryland. Latitud ina l and 
seasonal changes in the vertical d istribu

tion o f extraterrestrial aerosols below
100 km have been related to the general 
circulation o f the upper atmosphere 
(F iocco and Grams, 1971). The aerosol 
layers observed near 70 km are presum
ably o f  extraterrestrial origin; estimates 
o f the mass flu x  o f extraterrestrial dust 
based on lidar data obtained at high 
latitudes (F iocco and Grams, 1969) are 
in agreement w ith  results obtained by 
o th e r  techniques (summarized, fo r 
example, by Parkin and Tilles, 1968).

The layer o f aerosols found in the 
interval from  15 to  25 km has also been 
observed extensively by lidar tech
niques. The existence o f a semiper
manent stratospheric aerosol layer was 
firs t established by Junge and Manson 
(1961), Chagnon and Junge (1961), and 
Junge, Chagnon, and Manson (1961), 
using balloon-borne impactors, although 
Gruner and K le inert (1927) and Gruner 
(1942) concluded from tw iligh t sky 
observations that there was dust above 
the tropopause, as did Bigg (1956) and 
Volz and Goody (1962) from  more 
so p h is tica te d  tw iligh t sky intensity 
measurements. The “ Junge”  layer has 
since been verified and studied exten
sively by many investigators employing 
b o th  in -s itu  and re m o te  sensing 
techniques.

The firs t application o f laser technol
ogy to measure the stratospheric aerosol 
layer used a laser radar operating from  a 
fixed site (see Fiocco and Grams, 1964). 
The lidar could rapidly acquire many 
backscattering profiles, perm itting the 
study o f short-term temporal variations 
in the aerosol layer. Observations o f 
stratospheric aerosols were made w ith  a 
laser radar at Lexington, Massachusetts, 
during 1964 and 1965 (Grams and 
Fiocco, 1967); some observations were 
also conducted at College, Alaska, in  the 
summer o f 1964. Vertical profiles o f 
aerosol concentration were obtained by 
comparing the optical radar echoes w ith  
the expected return from  a molecular 
atmosphere; the observed signal from  25 
to 30 km was used to  calibrate the 
instrument. The observations showed 
that the aerosol layer exhibited lit tle  
temporal variab ility , w ith  a generally
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decreasing trend during the two-year 
observation period. The observed return 
fro m  the  layer was approximately 
1.9 times the return from  a molecular 
atmosphere; the daily root-mean-square 
fluctuation o f this scattering ratio was 
about 0.3 and hourly fluctuations were 
sm a lle r. Comparisons w ith  previous 
measurements indicated that the con
centration o f stratospheric aerosols was 
one order o f magnitude higher, presum
a b ly  because o f  the eruption o f 
Mt. Agung in March 1963.

Since then, many investigators have 
used lidar techniques fo r stratospheric 
aerosol studies. These results indicate a 
continuation o f the long-term trend 
toward decreasing aerosol concentra
tions after the eruption o f M t. Agung. 
The 1964/65 results had maximum 
scattering ratio values o f about 1.9 ±0.3 
fo r  a laser wavelength o f 694 nm. 
Clemesha and Rodrigues (1971) re
ported an average maximum at 20 km 
w ith  a scattering ratio o f  1.4 fo r 23°S 
latitude during July and August 1970. 
O t tw a y  (1972) reported decreasing 
aerosol concentrations over Kingston, 
Jamaica, during 1969 - 1971 w ith  an 
average scattering ratio o f 1.25 fo r the 
m a x im u m  aerosol concentration at 
22 km.

Fox et al. (1973) operated an air
borne lidar aboard the NASA Con
vair 990 je t aircraft fo r a stratospheric 
aerosol study over the Pacific Ocean 
south o f Hawaii in August 1971 and 
o ve r the  A t la n t ic  Ocean between 
Wallops Island, V irginia, and Bermuda 
in September 1971. The laser echoes 
from  altitudes o f 1 5 -3 5  km measured 
at 585 - nm wavelength were 1 .0-1.1  
times the echoes expected from  a dust- 
free  molecular atmosphere w ith  an 
uncertainty o f ±0.1 (these ratios convert 
to  the values 1.0- 1.2 at a wavelength o f 
694 nm, assuming that aerosol back- 
scattering cross sections are inversely 
p r o p o r t io n a l to  the  wavelength). 
Russell, Viezee, and Hake (1973) and 
Fernald, Frush, and Schuster (1974) 
also report aerosol backscattering cross 
sections to be 10 - 15% o f  the molecular 
contribution. These recent studies and

the 1964/65 study described earlier 
appear to bracket the natural variability 
o f the backscattering cross section o f 
the stratospheric aerosol from an in 
crease o f about a factor o f two over the 
molecular con tribu tion  to an amount 
that is so small that its detectability 
re la tive  to molecular backscattering 
becomes questionable unless extreme 
care is taken in recording and analyzing 
the lidar data and in establishing the 
actual molecular density profile  used in 
calculating the scattering ratios.

•  Ram an Sca ttering  Processes: 
Raman scattering can be observed from  
a large number o f polyatom ic molecules 
in gaseous, liqu id , or solid phases when 
illum inated by monochromatic light. 
The process is an inelastic interaction in 
w hich the scattered-light frequency is 
shifted by an amount specific to the 
scattering substance owing to transitions 
o f the polyatom ic molecules from  one 
vibrational-rotational state to another 
(Raman and Krishnan, 1928; Herzberg, 
1966). Since the Raman spectrum is 
unique fo r each species at a given tem
perature, lidar echoes at the Raman- 
shifted wavelength w ould give a mea
surement o f  the concentration (and 
temperature) o f  that species. Table 1, 
abstracted from  Kobayasi and Inaba
(1973), is presented to illustrate the 
magnitude o f the wavelength shift in
volved in this process. The table shows 
the central wavelength o f the Q-branch 
o f the Raman spectrum (generally the 
most intense Raman scattering com
ponent) fo r a variety o f molecules illu 
minated by an ultravio let nitrogen mo
lecular laser which radiates at 3371 A. 
Inspection o f  this, and o f more exten
sive tables fo r molecular vapors, shows 
that the Raman lines generally occur at 
wavelengths that d iffe r by hundreds o f 
angstroms from the excitation wave
length o f the laser. In  addition, the loca
tions o f  the Raman lines fo r d ifferent 
molecular species d iffe r by tens or 
hundreds o f angstroms. Interference f i l 
ters are available that can transmit radia
tion at the Raman line center and reject, 
to a very high degree, radiation at wave
lengths d iffering by only an angstrom or

Selected Wavelengths 
o f Raman Radiation*

TA B LE  1

MOLECULE W AVELENGTH (A)

3659
02 3559

h 2o 3844
so2 3508

*S ca tte re d  f r o m  th e  beam  o f  a n itro g e n  laser 
w ith  an e x c ita t io n  w ave le ng th  =  3371  A

so from  the center wavelength; thus, a 
lidar designed to detect elastic scattering 
at the original ou tpu t wavelength could, 
in principle, be utilized fo r Raman 
scattering w ork simply by replacing the 
f i l t e r  w ith  one at the appropriate 
R a m a n -s h ifte d  wavelength, or by 
installing a monochrom ator as part o f 
the detector system to  achieve the same 
effect. In  practice, however, this is not 
simple to implement. Raman lidar work 
generally uses u ltraviolet pulsed lasers, 
such as the nitrogen molecular laser 
(3 3 7 1  A) or the frequency-doubled 
ruby laser (3472 A), to  assure that the 
Raman-shifted spectral lines occur at 
wavelengths that are detectable w ith 
photom ultip lier tubes, fo r which the 
quantum efficiency qu ickly becomes 
extremely small at wavelengths greater 
than about 7000 A. Thus, substantial 
precautions are necessary to prevent 
fluorescence o f optical elements in the 
lid a r transmitter/receiver system, in 
duced by the u ltravio let radiation at the 
excitation wavelength. A  number o f 
other problems require special atten
tion ; fo r example, Gelbwachs and Birn- 
baum (1973) found that fluorescence o f 
am b ien t atmospheric aerosols could 
contaminate Raman lidar measurements 
unless proper data analysis methods 
were used. Also, the rejection o f other 
w a v e le n g th s  by the filte r requires 
extremely careful attention to prevent 
signals associated w ith  the excitation 
radiation at the laser wavelength or w ith  
radiation at other wavelengths from 
stronger Raman lines such as those o f 
molecular nitrogen or oxygen from 
reaching the detector.
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Perhaps the most severe restraint on 
Raman lidar measurements is the fact 
that the process is one o f low sensitiv
ity . Raman cross sections fo r a single 
molecule are typ ica lly two or three 
orders o f magnitude less than Rayleigh 
sca tte ring  cross sections. Since the 
technique is norm ally applied to trace 
constituents having number densities 
significantly less than the tota l atmo
spheric number density, i t  is apparent 
that photoelectron count rates much 
lower than those presented in Fig. 3 are 
expected, and that the technique can be 
applied over a relatively short range 
interval. Nevertheless, a considerable 
amount o f w ork  has been done in this 
area o f research. Some o f the earlier 
w ork on measurement o f atmospheric 
density profiles by detecting Raman 
s c a tte r in g  from molecular nitrogen 
demonstrated that ranges o f a few 
k ilo m e te rs  were possible (Leonard, 
1967; Cooney, 1968). Ranges have since 
been extended substantially and the 
large lidar system at Jamaica has been 
used to measure Raman scattering from 
nitrogen up to a height o f 40 km 
(Garvey and Kent, 1973).

Raman scattering by water vapor has, 
o f course, also attracted a considerable 
amount o f attention. Several investiga
tors (e.g., Cooney, 1970; M elfi, Law
rence , and McCormick, 1969; and 
Strauch, Derr, and Cupp, 1972) were 
able to demonstrate the ab ility  o f 
Raman lidar to detect water vapor to 
altitudes o f about 3 or 4 km. There has 
been, in  a d d it io n , a considerable 
amount o f w ork in the Raman detection 
o f gaseous air pollutants. A  good review 
o f po llu tion  studies using Raman lidar 
and a number o f other laser techniques 
can be found in an excellent article by 
K ildahl and Byer (1971).

•  R esonant Scattering Processes: 
Another technique that can now be 
applied to high-altitude laser probing 
(because o f recent progress in the devel
opment o f tunable dye lasers) is the 
tuning o f the laser to  coincide in fre
quency w ith  a resonant transition o f a 
particular atmospheric species. A tom ic 
or molecular resonance scattering cross

sections may be as much as 1016 times 
greater than Rayleigh scattering cross 
sections, and m inor constituents o f the 
atmosphere can therefore be detected. 
Experiments o f this type have been 
proposed by H irono (1964); Kato, M ori, 
and Inaba (1964); Young (1964); and 
Nugent (1966). Several investigators are 
now measuring the vertical d istribution 
o f atomic sodium in the upper atmo
sphere by its resonant interaction w ith  a 
laser beam. F irst results were reported 
b y  Bowman, Gibson, and Sandford 
(1969) at W inkfie ld, England; enhanced 
scattering was detected from  the 80 - to
100 - km region fo r a laser radar incor
porating a laser tuned to a sodium 
D-line, and was attributed to resonance 
scattering from  the layer o f sodium 
atoms present in  the atmosphere at an 
altitude o f about 90 km. Since then, 
lidar measurements have provided pro
files that are more accurate than those 
given by expensive, isolated rocket mea
surements or by photom etric tw iligh t 
studies o f the sodium layer (Gibson and 
Sandford, 1971; Hake et al., 1972; 
Schuler et al., 1971). In  fact, the recent 
results reported by Gibson and Sand
ford (1972) demonstrated the ab ility  to 
obtain daytime measurements o f the 
sodium layer, so continuous observation 
o f the 90 - km sodium layer is now 
possible. I t  has often been the practice 
in airglow measurements to  study so
dium, potassium, and lith ium  simultane
ously since their chemical and physical 
properties are similar. To date, lidar 
measurements o f lith ium  have not been 
reported; however Felix et al. (1973) 
have recently reported echoes from 
potassium in the 75 - to  105 - km  height 
region.

•  Doppler  Processes: A lthough 
Huffaker’s article, “ CO2 Laser Doppler 
Systems fo r the Measurement o f A tm o 
spheric Winds and Turbulence,”  in this 
issue o f  Atmospheric Technology, dis
cusses the use o f doppler lidar to  detect 
clear air turbulence, a few additional 
comments on the subject are appro
priate here. Doppler lidar instrumenta
tion is often more complex than that 
associated w ith  a “ standard”  lidar con

figuration. There are, however, some 
extremely interesting effects that can be 
studied over and above doppler deter
m in a tio n s  o f  w ind velocities. For 
example, the random thermal motions 
o f atmospheric molecules cause the 
spectrum o f scattered laser light to be 
broadened w ith  respect to the radiated 
spectrum. Measurements o f the spectral 
profile are thereby related to the tem 
perature o f the atmosphere and could 
be used as the basis o f  a system for 
remote determinations o f atmospheric 
temperature, while bulk shifts o f the 
scattered spectrum would, o f  course, 
provide inform ation on w ind m otion. 
Velocities associated w ith  the random 
Brownian m otion o f aerosols are, how 
ever, much smaller than the thermal 
velocities o f the atmospheric molecules, 
and the energy scattered by the aerosols 
is contained in a narrower band o f the 
spectrum. Thus, analyses o f the fre
quency spectrum o f laser echoes from  
atmospheric constituents w ould make it 
possible to distinguish between the 
contribu tion  from  the aerosols and that 
from  atmospheric molecules, i f  the spec
tral analysis were performed w ith  su ffi
cient resolution, as demonstrated by 
Fiocco et al. (1971) using a Fabry-Perot 
interferometer; furtherm ore, the spec
tral w id th  o f the aerosol contribu tion  to 
the laser echoes may be an indicator o f 
atmospheric turbulence (F iocco and 
DeWolf, 1968; DeWolf, 1968). Fiocco 
and his group in  Ita ly  have also used the 
Fabry-Perot interferometer approach to 
obtain w ind velocities by measuring the 
bulk shifts o f the spectrum o f light 
sca tte re d  by  ae roso ls  (Benedetti- 
Michelangeli, Congeduti, and Fiocco,
1972). An extremely interesting applica
tion o f  this Fabry-Perot spectral analysis 
w o rk  has been described recently 
(Benedetti-Michelangeli et al., 1973); 
since the vertically oriented doppler 
lidar used by Fiocco and his collabora
tors measured the spectral d istribu tion  
o f the energy backscattered by aerosols, 
the frequency o f the peak o f  the scat
tered spectrum relative to the radiated 
spectrum provided a measurement o f 
the vertical (radial) velocity, w, o f the
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aerosols in the scattering volume; and 
the echo intensity, integrated over the 
observed spectrum, provided data re
lated to the aerosol concentration, n. 
These data, obtained as a function o f 
altitude, were separated in to  average 
and fluctuating components, w = w + w ’ 
and n = n + n', to  calculate eddy fluxes 
(0 = n’w ’) as a function o f altitude. 
S ince  vertical aerosol concentration 
gradients, 9n/9z, could also be deter
mined from  the data, it  was possible to 
determine aerosol d iffusion coefficients, 
K ,  fo r  e s ta b lis h in g  re la tions fo r 
g ra d ien t-trans fe r calculations. These 
prelim inary results illustrate the power 
that future remote sensing devices may 
o ffe r fo r obtaining measurements o f the 
vertical fluxes o f water vapor or other 
a tm o s p h e r ic  gases by  com bin ing 
Raman-scattering and doppler-velocity 
measurements in a similar fashion.

Conclusions

Our description o f results obtained 
by lidar techniques, i t  may be noted, 
began w ith  the highest altitude regions 
and worked downward. This, curiously 
enough, seems to parallel the progres
sion o f interest o f most laser radar 
groups studying aerosols. The earliest 
studies were o f aerosol layers in  and 
above the mesosphere. Mesospheric 
aerosol studies now appear to occupy a 
smaller and smaller fraction o f the 
e ffo rt o f present lidar groups. Interest in 
the stratospheric aerosol has continued 
and, w ith  the boost offered by financial 
support from the Department o f Trans
porta tion ’s C lim atic Impact Assessment 
Program, has been the subject o f con
siderable activ ity during the past tw o or 
three years.

Over the past decade o f lidar studies, 
however, lit tle  e ffo rt has gone in to  
tropospheric w ork. One o f the most 
notable exceptions is the w ork done at 
the Stanford Research Institu te  (SRI), 
firs t by Ligda and later by Collis and 
their colleagues (see Collis, 1970). Cer
ta in ly a large variety o f scatterers can be 
observed by lidar techniques. Most, in 
fact, are associated w ith  problems that

have appreciably more meteorological 
significance than observations o f the 
particulate content o f  the upper atmo
sphere. The work at SRI has covered a 
variety o f  tropospheric aerosol studies 
ranging from  the spread o f insecticides 
to the use o f aerosol backscattering to 
m on ito r the height o f the m ixing layer 
in urban environments (U the, 1972). As 
seen in Fig. 3, lidar echoes from  tropo
spheric altitudes are considerably larger 
(and therefore easier to  measure) than 
the echoes that can be expected from 
the stratosphere and above. Also, clouds 
have appreciably larger scattering cross 
sections and laser echoes are therefore 
easier to detect. Why then, one m ight 
ask, has so lit t le  w ork been done in the 
troposphere? The most like ly  explana
tion seems to be that the lidar technique 
provides data at the higher altitudes that 
cannot be obtained readily by other 
techniques, and the amount o f e ffo rt 
necessary to analyze the lidar data could 
thereby be justified  as a means o f ob
taining unique data. The tropospheric 
w ork  had to compete w ith  standard 
techniques that were often much easier 
and cheaper to use.

The SRI group was a leader in devel
oping electronic recording and display 
capabilities, and thus could apply lidar 
techniques to tropospheric problems 
w ithou t having to analyze photographs 
o f oscilloscope traces o f  the echoes 
from each individual laser pulse in order 
to  interpret their results. In  the past 
several years a number o f other groups 
have become involved in tropospheric 
studies. Again, this seems to be fac ili
tated by the recent availability o f a wide 
variety o f reliable lasers and high-speed 
d ig ita l data acquisition systems. As 
examples, lidar techniques have now 
been applied to  cloud studies (e.g., Pal 
and  Carswell, 1973; Brown, 1973), 
ceilometry (Moroz, Segne, and Truscott,
1973), and, o f course, Raman-scattering 
w ork fo r determining water vapor pro
files and fo r identify ing and measuring 
concentrations o f gaseous pollutants. 
W ith continual advances in reducing the 
size and cost o f  digital m inicomputers 
and ancillary electronics, the opera

tional u ti l ity  o f  lidar systems w ill soon 
be improved to the po in t that their 
ab ility  to  contribute to field measure
ment programs can make significant 
impact on many meteorological studies.
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C 0 2 Laser Doppler Systems 

for the Measurement 

of Atmospheric Winds 

and Turbulence

Robert M. Huffaker, NASA

The development o f laser doppler 
systems fo r the measurement o f air flow  
velocity and turbulence began in early
1964 at N ASA ’s Marshall Space Flight 
Center (MSFC). These systems use the 
doppler frequency shift o f the laser light 
when it  is scattered by m inute particles 
suspended in the atmosphere. The veloc
ity  is determined d irectly from the 
measurement o f the difference in fre
q u e n c y  between the scattered and 
reference laser energy and the geometry 
o f the system. That is, the doppler 
frequency is d irectly proportional to the 
a ir v e lo c ity .  The advent o f high- 
powered, highly monochromatic lasers 
has made possible the coherent detec
tion  o f particle velocities. MSFC has 
b u ilt and tested a three-dimensional 
m e a su rin g  system for w ind tunnel 
applications using an argon laser system. 
This system has proven the capability 
and accuracy o f laser doppler systems 
fo r measuring gas velocity and tu rbu
lence (H uffaker, Fuller, and Lawrence, 
1969).

Using the doppler concept, proven in 
w ind tunnel applications, the feasibility 
o f extending the technique to the mea
surement o f atmospheric w ind velocity 
and turbulence has been demonstrated 
w ith  a carbon dioxide (C 02) laser sys
tem. A fte r successful atmospheric mea

surements were concluded, the laser 
doppler technique was directed toward 
particular aeronautical problems such as 
detecting and measuring aircraft trailing 
vortices and clear air turbulence (CAT). 
Low -a ltitude winds, turbulence, and 
aircraft tra iling vortices are measured 
w ith  continuous-wave (CW), C 0 2 sys
tems. The system used fo r the detection 
o f CAT is a pulsed, C 0 2 laser system. 
This article describes the systems and 
presents some o f the results obtained 
w ith  them.

CW, C 0 2 System Description

The basic instrument fo r short-range 
w ind measurement is a CW, monostatic, 
C O 2 laser doppler system (Fig. 1). 
Radiation from  a 20 - W, C 0 2 laser is 
focused at the required range. Target 
range variation is obtained by varying 
the position o f a secondary m irror. The 
major components o f the system are a 
20 - W, single-frequency, stable, C 0 2 
laser; a Mach-Zehnder interferometer; a 
C assegra in ian  te le sco p e  fo r  the
30.5 - cm (1 2 - in .)  transmitter-receiver 
o p tic s ; a mercury-cadmium-tellurium 
detector; and a spectrum analyzer for 
velocity determ ination. The output o f 
the detector is modulated at the doppler 
frequency due to the m otion  o f the

particles in the atmosphere at the tele
scope focus. The doppler sh ift, A f, is 
given by A f  = 188.5 V  kHz where V  is 
the velocity component along the optic 
axis given in meters per second.

The spatial resolution o f such a sys
tem results from  the requirement that, 
for e ffic ient photom ixing, the wave 
fronts must match at the detector sur
face. Since the reference laser radiation 
emerges from  the laser as a plane-wave 
f r o n t ,  only the scattered radiation 
collected by the telescope that results in 
a collimated beam fu lfills  this require
ment. This essentially means that only 
radiation scattered from  the region near 
the focus contributes to the doppler 
s ig n a l. The sp a tia l resolution for
30.5 - cm optics is 30.5 cm at a range o f
30.5 m. A hardware implementation o f 
a CW, monostatic, laser system is pic
tured in Fig. 2.

The signal-to-noise ratio (S /N ) fo r a 
monostatic, CW, laser doppler, co-axial 
focused system is the fo llow ing:

= nP̂ -ng 
N 4hvB

where r? is the quantum efficiency o f 
the detector, X the laser wavelength, P 
the laser power, ncr the aerosol scatter
ing cross section, hv the photon energy 
at the laser wavelength, and B the band-
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Fig. 2 Continuous-wave laser doppler 
system hardware in van.
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Fig. 3 Laser doppler-derived wind velocity time histories 
compared with anemometer data. Comparisons are in terms o f  
deviations from the mean (5.4 m/sec). Anemometer data are 
re-resolved along the laser line o f sight.

Fig. 4 Comparison o f  spectral density distributions for Test 32701.

FREQUENCY (Hzl

w id th  o f the analyzing electronic filte r. 
Values o f the parameters used in a ty p i
cal system are respectively 17 = 0.3, 
P = 10W, X = 10.6 Aim, B = 30 kHz, and 
n a = 1 .6 5 X  10_6/m , which leads to a 
predicted S/N value o f 44 dB; system 
losses degrade this value somewhat.

CW System Test Results

D irect comparisons have been made 
between the single-component, laser 
doppler system and a cup-anemometer/ 
wind-vane system and w ith  a hot-wire 
anemometer (Karaki, 1972; Huffaker, 
1970; Lawrence, Wilson, Craven, et al., 
1 9 7 2 ). The results o f this testing 
showed remarkable agreement in the 
indications o f the sensors fo r the mea
surement o f both mean w ind velocities 
and w ind velocity fluctuations (see 
Figs. 3 and 4).

Three CO2 , laser doppler units were 
assem bled at M SFC and th re e - 
dimensional velocity and turbulence 
measurements were obtained. When 
these data were compared w ith  data 
from a three-dimensional, propeller-type 
anemometer, the agreement was good 
(L a w re n c e , Wilson, Krause, et al., 
1972).

These three laser doppler systems 
are currently being improved to in 
clude a filte r bank for optim al signal 
processing and a versatile scanning 
system. These systems w ill then be 
applied in a jo in t NASA-FAA program 
to track and measure aircraft trailing 
vortices at John F. Kennedy In te r
national A irport.

Pulsed C 02 System for CAT

The objective o f the CAT program is 
to  test experimentally whether a laser 
doppler system can measure clear air 
turbulence ahead o f an airplane su ffi
ciently well to  render it  a suitable 
principle fo r an on-board warning sys
tem fo r airliners. Toward this goal, a 
pulsed, C 0 2 , laser doppler system was 
developed and has completed its in itia l 
fligh t test phase (Dahm, Dunkin, and 
Weaver, 1972).
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Pulsed C 0 2 System Description

F o r long-range measurement, the 
C 0 2 laser must be highly stable and 
must have large coherence lengths. The 
system uses a small, very stable, CW, 
master oscillator laser (Fig. 5). This 
low-power, stable laser energy is gated 
in to  variable pulse lengths by a gallium 
arsenide m odulator. The pulses then 
enter a power am plifier chain and are 
amplified from  approximately 10 W per 
pulse to 5 kW per pulse.

The main transm itter characteristics 
are a wavelength o f 10 .6 /urn, a pulse 
length o f 4-10/Usec, a pulse rate o f 
140 -160  pulses per second, a peak 
power o f 5 kW, an average power o f 
3 W, and an optics diameter o f 30.5 cm 
(12 in.).

The S/N value fo r a pulsed, C 0 2 laser 
d o p p le r  sys tem  is given by the 
follow ing:

1  = nJ
N hv 32

D  C T

R + (af)
ex p  ( - 2  KR)

where t? is the quantum efficiency o f 
the  de tecto r, J is the transmitted 
e n e rg y , h is P la n c k ’ s c o n s ta n t 
(6 .626  X 10-34 J-sec), v is the fre
quency o f radiation, n is the number o f 
particles per un it volume, a is the back- 
scattering coefficient o f particle, D is 
the diameter o f optics, c is the velocity 
o f light, r  is the pulse duration, R is the 
range from  optics, X is the wavelength 
o f radiation, and K  is the atmospheric 
attenuation coefficient. Typical values 
o f these parameters used in the CAT 
system  are: rj = 0 .3 , J = 1 5 .0 m J , 
r  = 8 .0  jusec, and  ]3 = n a = 
1.25 X 10“ 7/m . The calculated value o f 
the S/N o f the system fo r a range o f 
15 km is 17 dB fo r a single pulse, 
including atmospheric losses, but w ith  
optics efficiency o f unity.

Figure 6 gives an exterio r view o f 
Ames’ Convair 990 w ith  the CAT sys
tem on board. The laser beam exits 
through the pod seen above the engine 
nacelle. The pod incorporates a ger
manium w indow 35.6 cm (14 in.) in

Fig. 6 Exterior view o f  the external pod on the Convair 990.
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Fig. 7 Laser doppler system on the Convair 990.
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Fig. 8 Sample output displays o f  a laser doppler CA T system from  
flights in August 1972. Part (a) is an intensity-velocity display at a 
selected range o f 2 n  mi. Part (b) is a range-velocity display during 
flight over a dust storm (altitude: 1 km).

diameter. The probes on top o f the 
fuselage are used in conjunction w ith  
supporting measurements o f aerosol 
counts, hum id ity , atmospheric C 0 2 , 
etc.

Figure 7 shows the instrument in the 
airplane. The telescope is clearly seen in 
the foreground and protrudes through 
the plane’s flank in to  the external pod. 
The rectangular box contains the master 
oscillator laser and the laser amplifier. 
The sys tem  is tho rough ly  shock- 
mounted, and the critical components 
are insulated against noise and vibration.

The system  underwent its first 
ground calibration tests in the w in ter o f 
1971 - 1972 in the Boston area, directed 
against a moving, solid target 3.2 km 
distant. I t  underwent shakedown fligh t 
tests in August 1972, and fligh t tests 
against air targets in the firs t ha lf o f 
January 1973.

Figures 8(a) and (b) show photo
graphs o f typical display outputs taken 
d u r in g  the shakedown flights. Fig
ure 8(a) shows the intensity-velocity 
(I-V ) display at a time o f negligible tu r
bulence. For a selected range, the I-V 
display shows the momentary velocity 
distributions from  the filte r bank. The 
signal intensity d istribution forms a 
sharp peak at the fligh t velocity. This 
I-V  display is a sensitive turbulence 
indicator: when turbulence is encoun
tered at the selected range, the sharp 
peak flattens and the velocity d istribu
tion widens.

Figure 8(b) shows the range-velocity 
scope during a flight 1 km above ground 
over a dust storm. The short, vertical 
bars are cross sections through the signal 
peaks o f Fig. 8(a). They appear at a 
number o f fixed range settings, spaced 
about 1/4 n m i apart in this case. The 
centers o f the bars on the le ft mark the 
a irp la n e  speed , a b o u t 130m/sec 
(250 kt). The upward shift o f the sub
sequent bars indicates a wind shear 
ahead, subsequently verified by airplane 
penetration.

Conclusions

Some conclusions resulting from the 
flights and data analysis are:
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•  The instrument functions in the 
airplane environment w ithou t opera
tional problems.

•  The basic concept has been experi
mentally verified: (a) the system mea
sured local air speed relative to the air
plane up to 9 n m i ahead, and up to the 
fligh t ceiling o f 11 km , both in th in 
clouds; and (b ) the system indicated 
( “ saw” ) turbulence (m ountain wave), 
tracked in, and verified the detection by 
aircraft penetration.

•  In  clear air, velocity measurements 
were consistently obtained at ranges o f
2 - 3 n mi up to an altitude o f 6 km. 
Occasionally, ranges o f 3 - 5 n m i were 
monitored up to  an altitude o f 8 km.

•  The range performance o f the 
transmitter-atmosphere-receiver system 
was lower than theoretically predicted. 
Several factors are possible contributors 
and are being investigated as part o f the 
test evaluation.

•  A difference o f approximately 
20 - 30 dB exists between theory and 
actual fligh t measurements. The theo
re t ic a l analysis used particle data 
sampled in fligh t. Among the potential 
factors that may account fo r this loss 
are uncertainties in  the aerosol number 
density, the particle size spectrum, and 
the refractive index, which results in an 
uncertainty in backscatter cross section 
at these altitudes. Other contributing 
factors could include absorption by 
water vapor, atmospheric C 0 2 , system 
a lig n m e n t, or excessive component 
losses.

Laboratory tests to determine i f  the 
system losses are in the instrument are 
under way. When laboratory tests have 
been completed, a ground test phase 
against high-altitude air targets w ill be 
considered, w ith  further flight tests 
expected later.

The laser doppler CAT and vortex 
program is supported by several groups 
w ith in  NASA and MSFC. The Raytheon 
C o m p a n y , S u d b u ry , Massachusetts 
(A . V. Jelalian) and Lockheed/Hunts
ville (T . R. Lawrence) are the major 
development contractors. Theoretical 
analysis and system computer modeling 
are performed by Physical Dynamics, 
In c . ,  B e rk e le y , California (J. A. L.

Thomson). The program is sponsored by 
the  Aeronautical Operating Systems 
Division o f N ASA ’s Office o f Aeronau
tics and Space Technology.
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Lidar Data Acquisition

Charles Frush

Laser radar (lidar) is rapidly coming 
o f age as a meteorological too l fo r 
studying the atmosphere. I t  is quite 
sensitive to very weak concentrations o f 
small aerosol particles suspended in the 
atmosphere even at ranges exceeding 
100 km. Because o f the short wave
length o f light (most lasers used in lidar 
w ork  em it radiation at a discrete wave
length between 10-5 and 10~7 m), air 
density can be measured d irectly by 
Rayleigh (elastic) scattering from  the air 
molecules themselves. A ll that is needed 
to make lidar useful as a remote atmo
spheric probe is to  be able to distinguish 
between backscattering from aerosol 
particles suspended in the atmosphere 
and the scattering from  air molecules.

W hen aerosol concentrations are 
reasonably high (e.g., barely visible to 
the naked eye), lidar returns from  the 
aerosols dw arf the Rayleigh backscatter 
by orders o f magnitude. Under those 
conditions the height and thickness o f 
aerosol layers can be measured w ithou t 
the complications due to  statistical fluc
tuations in the instantaneous value o f 
the  m olecular backscatter returned. 
When the aerosol layer is very tenuous, 
as is presently the case in the so-called 
Junge layer usually found at altitudes o f 
1 8 -2 2  km , a high degree o f accuracy is 
required to discriminate the return from  
the aerosol layer because the return 
from  the gaseous atmosphere may be as 
much as 50 times stronger.

For the past several years, the NCAR 
lidar e ffo rt has been directed m ainly at 
determining the characteristics o f the 
stratospheric aerosol layers and, particu
larly, at determining the backscattering 
cross section o f the Junge layer as a 
function o f time. As Grams points out 
in his article, “ L idar: Some Current 
Uses and Potential Applications in  the

Atmospheric Sciences,”  in  this issue, 
this layer has been studied by many 
investigators. Since lidar has become 
available, this layer has diminished in 
strength by more than an order o f 
magnitude, and i t  now requires a lidar 
system w ith  1% accuracy to measure the 
presence o f the Junge layer w ith  con
fidence.

In  this article I discuss the develop
ment o f  an acquisition system capable 
o f recording lidar data w ith  sufficient 
accuracy over a range o f altitudes to be 
u s e fu l in studying aerosol features 
between 1 and 60 km. The first version 
o f this system (ACQ II )  was completed 
in January 1972 and was flow n on an 
NC 135 aircraft in  March and A p ril
1973, recording data from  over 100,000 
lidar returns onto seven-track magnetic 
tape compatible w ith  the NCAR Com
puting Facility  machines. These data 
were taken w ith  the support o f the 
Department o f Transportation in con
ju n c t io n  w ith  the C lim atic Impact 
Assessment Program, and are currently 
being used by B. G. Schuster,1 F. G. 
Fernald, and Frush fo r prelim inary 
mapping o f the global d istribution o f 
n a tu ra lly  occurring aerosols in the 
stratosphere. A new acquisition system 
is currently being b u ilt along the same 
lines, but w ith  a factor-of-ten improve
ment in  range resolution and a consider
ably increased data storage capacity.

Basic Lidar Principles

To appreciate fu lly  the design prob
lems associated w ith  the recording o f 
lidar data, i t  is helpful to  review the

1 B. G. S chuste r, fo rm erly  at N C A R , is now  at 
the U niversity o f  M issouri a t Rolla.

principle o f operation o f a lidar and to 
discuss a simplified form  o f the so-called 
lidar equation. A lidar requires a trans
mitter capable o f producing a short 
burst o f high-intensity ligh t directed 
forward in a narrow beam, usually a 
pulsed laser. NCAR has tw o transm it
ters; one uses a ruby laser capable o f 
transm itting a 5 - J pulse o f energy at a 
wavelength o f 694.3 nm (a deep red). 
The pulse duration o f this ligh t is 
20 - 50 nsec. I t  is usually operated at a 
reduced output o f  about 1 - 2 J, since 
peak powers over 100 MW tend to con
siderably shorten the life  o f  the expen
sive ruby rod. A t a wavelength o f 
694.3 nm, 2 J corresponds to about 
7 X  1018 photons transmitted in each 
pulse. W ith reduced energy per pulse, 
the laser can transmit these pulses about 
twice a second at its maximum pulse 
repetition rate.

N C AR ’s second transm itter employs 
a dye laser which can be tuned over a 
wide range o f wavelengths from  red to 
blue by using a medium o f different 
dyes dissolved in a liqu id . In the con
figuration that was used fo r global 
stratospheric mapping, this laser had an 
output energy o f about 0.3 J and a 
pulse duration o f about 300 nsec; i t  is 
now being m odified by Grams to pro
vide 0.5 J in a 500 - nsec pulse. The new 
dye transm itter w ill be more e ffic ient 
than a ruby laser, and therefore more 
compact and lighter in weight, making it 
suitable fo r use on board aircraft. The 
dye laser has the additional advantage 
that i t  can be tuned to a desired wave
length, thereby increasing its u ti l ity  as a 
too l fo r atmospheric spectroscopy. The 
m axim um  sustained pulse repetition 
frequency o f this laser is lim ited by 
heating effects to about one pulse every
5 sec.
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Fig. 1 Near-field optical geometry o f  
the lidar transceiver. The receiver- 
transmitter optical axis separation is 
represented by s. The receiver field-of- 
view half angle, a, is exaggerated for 
illustration.

Compared to a ruby laser, a dye laser 
has the disadvantages o f lower energy 
per pulse, lower peak power, and longer 
pulse duration. A  shorter pulse w idth  
implies better range resolution since the 
light pulse is illum inating a shorter 
volume o f air at any particular instant. 
I t  should be noted that, to take fu ll 
advantage o f the inherent short pulse 
w id th  o f the ruby system, the data 
recording system must be capable o f 
recording in form ation from  a range gate 
containing signals that are arriving in a 
time span equal to , or shorter than, the 
transm itted  pulse w id th . I t  is also 
necessary to have precise tim ing control 
over the position o f the range gates on 
successive shots so that smearing does 
not occur; and preferably the range 
gates should cover contiguous spatial 
in te rv a ls , which in  the case o f a 
50 - nsec pulse w id th  w ould require 
range gates 50 nsec wide spaced 50 nsec 
apart. These ideal recording character
istics are d iff ic u lt to  achieve in practice, 
and in the past we have had to settle fo r 
1 -jusec spacing between range gates. 
W ith the acquisition system now being

b u ilt, range gates as narrow as 3 m 
(2 0  nsec), spaced as close as 10 m 
(66 nsec) w ill be possible.

A  lidar requires a receiver to  recover 
l ig h t  scattered back from  material 
w ith in  the illum inated volume in fron t 
o f  the transm itter (see Fig. 1). This ligh t 
must then be converted to an electrical 
signal that can be recorded after suitable 
am plification and filtering. Usually, the 
received light is gathered in a large tele
scope, to which a photom ultip lie r tube 
(PMT) is attached fo r ligh t detection. 
The NCAR lidar fo r m onitoring strato
spheric aerosols uses a 1.5 - m (60 - in .) 
searchlight parabolic reflector modified 
w ith  additional optics to increase the 
focal length and to  decrease the field o f 
view. W ith this system, the fie ld o f view 
is just under 3 mrad. (A t a distance o f 
1 km , this receiver can “ see”  a spot 3 m 
in diameter, which fills  its fie ld o f view. 
The ruby transm itter would illum inate a 
spot about 1.5 m in diameter at this 
distance.)

T he brightness o f an illum inated 
volume o f  reasonably transparent air at 
a range, r, is a function  o f the trans
m itted ligh t intensity and the backscat
tering cross section o f the air and sus
pended material. Since the air is v ir
tua lly transparent, the backscattered 
intensity is an integral over the entire 
illum inated volume. A  pulse o f light
20 nsec long causes backscattering from  
a volume 3 m deep. To determine how 
much power we can expect back at the 
receiver, we need to know the to ta l 
energy scattered back from  the illu m i
nated volume at a given range, and to 
determine what fraction o f that energy 
is intercepted by the receiver. I f  the 
scattering from  the illum inated volume 
is isotropic, the problem simplifies to 
determining the fraction o f a spherical 
surface w ith  a radius, r, that the receiver 
intercepts. Clearly, the smaller the value 
fo r r and the larger the receiver aper
ture, the greater w ill be the received 
fraction o f the tota l ligh t scattered back 
from  the illum inated volume.

These principles result in an expres
sion fo r received power as a function  o f 
range o f  the form  f(z)/z2 , where z is the 
vertical range about the lidar and f(z) is

the backscattering function  o f the atmo
sphere w ith  respect to  the height above 
the lidar and is prim arily a function  o f 
atmospheric density. A fair approxima
tion  fo r f(z) is Ce"“ z where z is ex
pressed in kilometers, C is a system con
stant related to the strength o f the 
transmitted ligh t pulse and the density 
o f the air at the ground level, and a is 
approximated by the value 0.153. It 
should be noted that a is a function o f 
height above sea level, and actually 
varies about 10% over the normal lidar 
range. Local fluctuations in temperature 
and pressure also affect a, but the value 
0.153 w ill suffice fo r the purpose o f 
illustra tion. (For a more detailed dis
cussion o f the lidar equation, see the 
article by Grams.) Thus, a good working 
equation fo r the power received at the 
l i d a r  r e c e iv e r  is  o f  th e  fo rm  
A e '0 ' 1 S3z/z2, where A  is a system con
stant including the receiver diameter in 
addition to the factors contained in C 
above. I f  we express the return as a 
function o f time rather than range, 
where z = 6.66 t, w ith  time, t, expressed 
in  m ic ro s e c o n d s , P = Ge"0 023t/ t 2, 
where P is power in watts, and G is a 
lumped gain constant taking in to  con
sideration the transm itter energy, the 
receiver optical collection efficiency, 
and the basic backscattering cross sec
tion  o f the molecular atmosphere at the 
ground. W ith P expressed in watts, 
G 0.05 fo r the 1.5 - m ruby system. I t  
should be noted that i f  the path to the 
illum inated volume is attenuating, the 
expression is not valid, because o f the 
two-way loss o f power as the light 
travels to and returns from  the illu m i
nated volume. This expression is not 
valid fo r values o f t less than the value 
corresponding to the m inim um  range 
fo r which the transm itter and receiver 
are completely overlapped (see Fig. 1) 
(1 /usee equals a 150 -m  range). I f  the 
lidar were configurated to overlap at 
150 m, we would receive a signal o f 
about 50 mW at that range.

Let us consider what this means in 
terms o f a signal from  the pho tom u lti
plier, assuming an overall receiver e ff i
ciency o f 4%. (This value includes the 
~15%  conversion quantum efficiency o f
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Fig. 2 Molecular backscatter 
received by the vertically 
pointing 1.5 - m (60 - in.) 
ruby system (A) and the 
0.4 - m (16 - in.) dye 
system (B).

40 60

A L T I T U D E  (km)

the photom ultip lie r and the 35 - 45% 
transmission through the narrow-band 
optical filte r, in addition to  the normal 
reflective losses in the optics.) The gain 
o f  the photom ultip lie r w ill be assumed 
to be 100,000 but can easily be varied 
to values as high as 2,000,000 when 
individual photons are to be resolved 
easily.

Radiation o f 50 mW at a wavelength 
o f 694.3 nm corresponds to a photon 
f lu x  o f  1.8 5 X 1017 photons per 
second. O f these photons 4% w ill be 
converted to electrons in our 1 .5 -m  
receiver, and these electrons w ill be 
m ultip lied in  the photom ultip lie r by a 
factor o f 105 . Note that the resulting 
current would be 7.4 X 102° electrons 
per second or 112 A, and that the ou t
put current is proportional to the input 
power, since the photom ultip lie r is a 
square-law detector. Obviously, 112 A 
represents an overload condition fo r the 
photom ultip lie r; therefore, this lidar is 
set to  overlap optica lly at a greater 
range, usually 1 km. A t this altitude, the 
signal is s till very strong, being about 2% 
o f  the 50 mW received at 150 m. One 
m illiw a tt would still yield 2.5 A o f 
output current, except that the photo
m u ltip lie r tube is s till heavily over
loaded and logarithm ically compresses 
signals stronger than about 100 mA. I f  
we want accurate data at such close 
range, we must reduce the gain o f the 
photom ultip lie r tube or use an optical 
attenuator.

A  good illustration o f the tremendous 
dynamic range o f the receiver power 
from the lidar can be found in Fig. 2, 
excerpted from  Grams’ article. The two 
curves are fo r (A ) the 1.5 - m (60 - in.) 
system using a 2 - J transm itter and 
having a 4% overall receiver efficiency 
and (B ) the airborne dye laser men
tioned previously. The dye laser has a 
0.4 - m (16 - in .) receiver w ith  an overall 
efficiency o f 10.5% and uses a 0.25 - J 
transm itter output.

In  normal n ighttim e operation w ith  
the gain o f the photom ultip lie r set to 
about 10s , the first unsaturated signals 
are received from a range o f about
3 km . Data are still quite good at a 
range o f 45 km , and it is interesting to

note the much lower return power from  
this range. In this case t = 300/usec; 
there P = 0.05e~6'9/90,000, giving a 
photon flu x  on the receiver o f 1,925 
p h o to n s  p e r  m ic ro s e c o n d , o r 
5.6 X 1 0 " l o W, which in  turn would 
give a receiver ou tpu t current o f about 
1.25 pA. The signal is lower by more 
than six orders o f magnitude than the 
value received just after overlap is com
plete at 1 km. Note that, since the 
photom ultip lie r is a square-law detector, 
the electrical power to the am plifier is 
down by substantially more than 12 
orders o f magnitude (120 dB).

We are still getting 77 photons per 
m ic ro se co n d  converted to electron 
pulses by the photom ultip lie r tube. The 
random fluctuations in  the number o f 
photons actually being converted would 
cause about a 12% statistical error at 
this range, so i t  is desirable to average 
several successive shots to reduce statis
tical error. By averaging ten shots, the 
error is reduced to about 3.5%. The 
m a x im u m  range a t w h ic h  high- 
resolution (1 5 0 -m  range resolution, 
less than 5% statistical error) data can 
be taken w ith  the NCAR lidar is about 
45 km. Signal returns o f lower quality 
can be obtained up to a range o f 
60 - 75 km w ithou t extensive averaging 
o r resorting to pulse-counting tech
niques. A t ranges beyond 75 km, large 
numbers o f shots must be averaged to 
see m o le c u la r  returns, and pulse-

counting techniques are necessary to 
eliminate the effects o f residual ground 
loop currents and hum pickup in the 
cable to  the amplifier.

A t a range o f 60 km , the received 
power is down to 3 X 10-11 W (110 
photons per microsecond). Note that 
the received electrical signal is now 
150 dB, down from the signal received 
at 1 km. Only about four photons are 
detected and amplified by the photo
m ultip lie r, and statistical fluctuations 
about the' mean value are now about 
50%; more than 25 shots must be 
averaged to obtain data w ith  10% statis
tical error. This indicates the tremen
dous dynamic range that the signal 
recorder must be able to accommodate 
i f  data over the range from  1 to 60 km 
are to be recorded.

The smaller dye laser system has a 
nighttime range that is considerably less. 
A lthough the receiver has a higher over
all efficiency (about 15% at the shorter 
585 - nm wavelength norm ally used), it  
receives only about 2% o f the number 
o f photons, so that its sensitivity is only 
7.5% o f that fo r the 1.5 -m  ruby sys
tem. This reduces the maximum range 
operating at night from  an airborne 
p la tform  fly ing at 9 km to about 36 km 
(o r 45 km above sea level). When a 
system as small as the dye lidar is used 
fo r near-field w ork there is an advan
tage, since the system can be set to 
overlap at shorter ranges w ithou t over
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loading the receiver, and can more easily 
be pointed in various directions to look 
at interesting features.

Daytime operation is often desirable 
and presents a new set o f  problems. The 
sky background is about 107 times 
brighter than a moon-free nighttime 
sky, causing the background signal to  be 
nearly as strong as the received lidar 
signal at close range. One way to reduce 
the effect o f  a bright sky is to narrow 
the fie ld o f view o f the lidar. I f  high- 
quality receiver optics are used, w ith  
collim ating transm itter optics added, a 
system can be b u ilt at moderate cost 
w ith  a fie ld o f  view o f 0.5 mrad. The 
receiver should be as large as possible to 
increase the to ta l number o f photons 
collected. The larger number o f photons 
collected reduces the random fluctua
tions o f  the sky background signal and 
the lidar return and i t  is possible to 
extract lidar signals from  a sky back
ground 1,000 times as strong w ith  fa irly  
good accuracy i f  a suffic ient number o f 
photons are available. The NCAR ruby 
lidar has been operated in the daytime 
to a maximum range o f about 25 km , 
even w ith  its 3 - mrad fie ld o f view.

The NCAR Acquisition System

As we have seen, the signals from a 
powerful lidar system are useful fo r 
accurate w ork u n til the number o f 
photons being converted to electrical 
signals per range gate falls to  such a low  
value that sufficient experimental accu
racy can no longer be obtained. A t close 
range the signal may be up to 108 times 
as strong, causing the power from  the 
photom ultip lie r to  be 1016 times as 
strong as i t  is at 60 km. The objective is 
to  capture this signal w ithou t missing a 
photon at far range, and still have the 
capability to accommodate the tremen
dously stronger signals scattered from  
close range, or from  clouds at any range. 
A t NCAR, we conceived o f several novel 
approaches to  this problem. Probably 
the most im portant was the “ gain- 
switching am plifie r.”  Consisting essen
tia lly  o f a wide-band-pass am plifier w ith  
e xce lle n t transient-overload recovery 
characteristics that is connected to  a

programmable pre-scaling attenuator, 
this am plifier keeps the output signal 
w ith in  the normal dynamic range o f 
recording devices.

The pre-scaling attenuator exploits 
the fact that the decay o f  the signal 
w ith  increasing range (tim e) is a pre
dictable function, to w ith in  the lim its  
imposed by the variability o f the atmo
sphere and the suspended aerosols. By 
using a recording device w ith  resolution 
capability o f one part in  1,000 (d y 
namic range o f 60 dB), it  is possible to 
maintain 1% resolution even when the 
signal from  the gain-switching am plifier 
is 10% o f fu ll scale. Thus, we can keep 
the am plifier gain high enough to  give a 
m in im u m  signal level (in  relatively 
aerosol-free air, fo r example) o f  10% 
before switching to the next higher gain. 
I f  an aerosol feature increases the signal 
return, the recording system has the 
reserve dynamic range to record it.

The attenuator is constructed to take 
advantage o f a characteristic common to 
all photom u ltip lie r tubes; namely, they 
are nearly perfect current sources. This 
means that regardless o f the load placed 
on the output o f the tube, the current 
w ill remain essentially constant, propor
tional to  the input photon flux . This 
a llow s  use o f field-effect transistor 
switches to switch various load resistors 
across the output o f the photom ultip lie r 
tube according to the current expected 
at a given time. For the nearest range, 
the load is 10 £2, and increases in  steps 
o f a factor o f ten u n til the load is
104 £2. To get additional dynamic 
range, the am plifier gain is changed. The 
am plifier looks at the voltage developed 
by the photom ultip lie r current across 
the various load resistors. The to ta l 
scaling range possible w ith  the present 
gain-switching am plifier is 106 . In  prac
tice, i t  is necessary to pre-scale the sig
nal by a range o f only 2 X  10s , since 
the signal gets quite “ spikey”  when the 
photon flu x  is low . Even though the 
average current keeps reducing, the 
pulses produced by each amplified 
photoelectron remain relatively con
stant in amplitude; the spacing between 
pulses simply increases at longer ranges. 
In  summary, the signal from  the gain-

switching pream plifier is a voltage pro
portional to the photom ultip lie r output 
current m ultip lied by the appropriate 
scale factor, which changes discretely 
five times w ith increasing range (tim e).

The second im portant deviation from 
conventional design is the use o f a reset
ta b le ,  in te g ra t in g  sample-and-hold 
amplifier. Before a rapidly fluctuating 
signal can be digitized by an analog-to- 
d ig ita l (A /D ) converter it  must be 
sampled, and the sampled value held 
long enough fo r the converter to make 
an accurate conversion o f the sampled 
signal. The conventional approach is to 
use a tracking am plifier to  fo llow  the 
input signal and, upon command, to 
disconnect the output o f this am plifier 
from  a storage capacitor. The voltage on 
the capacitor is then detected by a very 
high-impedance am plifier and converted 
to an ou tput voltage w ith suffic iently 
low  output impedance and adequate 
power to drive the input o f  the A /D  
c o n v e rte r . T h is  system essentially 
“ point-samples”  the input signal at the 
time when the capacitor is discon
nected. When the signal is reconnected 
to the capacitor, a fin ite  time is required 
fo r the capacitor to  charge to the new 
value o f the signal. This time can be 
very short (50 nsec) in  a very fast 
sample-and-hold amplifier.

For lidar signal acquisition, tw o con
siderations make this scheme less than 
ideal. When the signal return consists o f 
less than 10,000 photons converted per 
range gate (when the root mean square 
fluctuation o f  the number o f photons 
from  shot to shot in a given range gate 
becomes >1% ) it is desirable to record 
the signals produced by every photon 
detected by the receiver. Otherwise sta
tistica l fluctuations increase, causing 
reduced accuracy, especially at longer 
ranges. E ither the sample spacing must 
be extremely close, necessitating the use 
o f a large number o f range gates, or a 
scheme must be developed to make the 
range-gate sample represent as many as 
possible o f the photons that were re
ceived since the last sample. I f  this is 
done by using analog filte ring  tech
niques in  fron t o f  the sample-and-hold 
amplifier, as is often the case, then over-
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END OF 
CONVERSION 
A /D  =2

Fig. 3 Simplified timing for signal acquisition and digitization 
(time intervals are 1 nsec).
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Fig. 4 Simplified block diagram o f  integrating sample-and-hold system 
with analog-to-digital (A/D) converters.

load recovery becomes poor owing to 
spillover in to  adjacent range gates. Our 
approach was to use a voltage-to-current 
converter fo r the tracking am plifier, and 
charge the sampling capacitor w ith  
current proportional to the incoming 
signal (see Figs. 3 and 4). The current 
source is disconnected at the end o f a

sampling period and at this time the 
voltage on the capacitor is proportional 
to the integral o f the current over the 
sample interval. When the A /D  con
verter has had time to make a conver
sion o f the voltage on the capacitor, a 
fast field-effect transistor (FE T) switch 
w ith  very low  resistance shorts the

signal to ground, placing the sampling 
capacitor in  a condition to  accept the 
next sample. This scheme resets the 
integrator in  about 30 nsec.

By using tw o sample-and-hold circuits 
operating in “ ping-pong”  fashion (see 
the tim ing in  Fig. 3 and the configura
tion  in  Fig. 4), i t  is possible to get a 
du ty cycle o f over 90%, thus capturing 
almost all o f the incoming photoelec
trons that comprise the lidar signal. 
Com parisons w ith  data taken w ith  
roughly equivalent lidars using conven
tiona l sample-and-hold circuits show 
th a t the integrating sample-and-hold 
approach reduces fluctuations in the 
recorded signal by about a factor o f ten. 
Our approach allows us to record molec
ular backscatter under conditions o f 
ligh t cloud cover at ranges greater than 
the cloud, whereas systems bu ilt around 
commercially available transient digi
tizers are unable to cope w ith  the strong 
overload due to the analog filte ring 
techniques employed.

Note that, by using the integrating 
sample-and-hold system just described 
fo r far-field w ork, i t  is possible to c ir
cumvent a common problem inherent in  
pu lse -coun ting  techniques when re
cording high-resolution lidar data. This 
problem is related to the maximum 
counting rate or pulse-pair resolution 
possible w ith  a pulse-counting system. I t  
is quite d iffic u lt to  resolve a pair o f 
photons arriving w ith in  10 nsec o f each 
other. In  practice, this lim its  a pulse- 
counting system to counting photons 
arriving at average rates less than 25 
counts per microsecond.

I f  it  is desirable to  obtain 1 5 0 -m  
range resolution, a lim it on the m axi
mum amplitude resolution o f one count 
in 25 is imposed, unless several separate 
returns are averaged. W ith the in te 
grating sample-and-hold system, the gain 
can be adjusted to resolve one count in 
1,000, using a ten-bit A /D  converter. 
This increase in dynamic range is very 
im portant when the return signal is 
varying rapidly as a function  o f range. 
S till, by increasing the gain o f the inte
grating sample-and-hold system, i t  is 
possible w ith  our system to record the 
single photoelectron pulse w ith  suffi-
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c ie n t  h e ig h t re s o lu t io n  to  use 
com pute r-a ided  pulse-counting tech
niques fo r extremely far-field w ork 
where the photon count is less than one 
per microsecond, thereby duplicating 
the performance o f  conventional pulse- 
counting systems.

A fte r the signal is digitized and stored 
in  a high-speed memory, the problem o f 
recording the in form ation permanently 
becomes rather simple. We need to 
preserve the accuracy o f  the digitized 
in form ation and to form at the digital 
data in  a form  suitable fo r storage on 
magnetic tape. We have chosen to fo r
mat the data stored on tape so that they 
can be processed d irectly by the NCAR 
Computing Facility  w ithou t the need 
fo r  t r a n s c r ip t io n .  The tapes are 
mounted on the NCAR computer and 
processed so that the results are stored 
on m icro film , and a file tape is w ritten  
that contains the results o f  computer 
processing. This tape can later be 
merged w ith  meteorological data to give 
a more accurate analysis o f the lidar 
data.

W ith the data stored in digital form  in 
the acquisition system, i t  is compara
tively easy to average successive shots in 
a buffer memory. In  the new NCAR 
acquisition system, the buffer can store 
the sum o f  1,000 separate returns w ith 
out any averaging error. In  the case o f 
extremely weak signals, over 10,000 
returns can be averaged w ithou t loss o f 
accuracy. The buffer memory has a 
storage capacity o f  2,048 words, each 
containing 24 binary bits. Since the 
memory is a random-access type, data 
can be arranged in several ways to make 
maximum use o f the memory capacity. 
Since there are tw o memories in  the 
system, the averaged sum can be com
pared w ith  the most recent lidar return. 
This allows the experimenter to make a 
good estimate o f the fluctuations which 
signify the presence o f aerosol layers, 
even i f  they have the appearance o f 
random noise while the experiment is 
being conducted.

Figure 5 shows a sim plified block 
diagram for the lidar data acquisition 
system now being bu ilt. I t  differs only 
in detail from  the ACQ I I  system that

Fig. 5 Simplified block diagram o f  the 
lidar data acquisition system.
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we have been using fo r the past two 
years. The new system w ill have greater 
fle x ib ility , p rim arily  owing to the use o f 
random-access memory capable o f being 
cycled at rates up to 20 m illion  words 
per second. The memory is arranged so 
that i t  is quite easy to take data from  
two receivers simultaneously; this allows 
simultaneous recording o f data taken at 
tw o wavelengths. This procedure should 
allow us to  separate the aerosol return 
from  the molecular return w ith  substan
tia lly  improved confidence and allow 
dual-wavelength lidar spectroscopy to 
be performed w ith  relative ease.

To further increase the versatility o f 
the acquisition system, options in clock 
tim ing perm it acquisition rates from
107 to 100 samples per second. The 
1 0 0 -H z  rate would be useful fo r re
cording data from  an acoustic radar 
(acdar), which the FOF hopes to add to 
its equipment w ith in  a few years. Acdar 
data could be recorded in real time, 
then played back through the m onitor 
at a much higher speed, allowing rapid 
spectrum analysis o f the return w ith  
conventional spectrum analyzers.

An experiment we hope to  perform 
this year would use the dual-channel 
capability o f the system to record data

from  the ruby lidar w ith  tw o photo
detectors. One detector w ould be the 
normal photom ultip lie r tube and the 
other would be a fast, solid-state photo
diode w ith  much less sensitivity, to  
record signals too strong fo r the photo
m ultip lie r. We could then measure the 
backscatter from  clouds while simul
ta n e o u s ly  m e a su rin g  a tte n u a tio n  
through the cloud by recording the 
backscatter from  the molecular atmo
sphere on both sides o f the cloud w ith  
the more sensitive channel. Both cloud 
re flec tiv ity  and optical absorption are 
im portant parameters fo r modeling the 
radiation flu x  through and in to  the 
atmosphere.

We plan to  add an on-line data pro
cessing capability to  the new acquisition 
system to  give real-time display o f 
range-normalized data corrected fo r the 
decrease in  atmospheric density as a 
function  o f altitude. This feature would 
allow rapid in terpretation o f lidar data 
in  the fie ld. The data could then be 
displayed much like radar data in the 
several popular display modes. I t  w ill 
probably be late this year or sometime 
in 1975 before this feature is added.

As the system is being bu ilt, a large 
number o f auxiliary data parameters can

be recorded w ith  each lidar record. 
Provisions fo r 60 digits o f housekeeping 
data have been provided. A lthough the 
inputs are flexib le, we plan to record 
the day, time, p la tform  latitude and 
longitude, lidar pointing azimuth and 
elevation, temperature at the lidar re
ceiver, barometric pressure, transmitted 
energy, and several system parameters 
that aid in  calibrating the results. The 
housekeeping data generator w ill be 
capable o f interrogating another com
puter, such as an aircraft navigation 
computer, fo r im portant coordinating 
data when the system is flow n on an 
aircraft.

The tape form atter can easily be 
changed to allow use o f portable cas
sette recording equipment i f  the lidar is 
fitted  to  a ligh t plane or operated where 
logistics would not perm it recording on 
bulkier computer tape.

As more investigators recognize the 
capabilities o f lidar as a too l fo r atmo
spheric research, we hope that new 
applications w ill be found and that the 
FOF can provide a combination o f in 
struments to s im plify data collection 
and interpretation, using lidar in con
junction  w ith  other remote probes such 
as radars and passive sensors. •

Charles Frush has been working in electronics since 1955, beginning with 
TV and electronics repair. During three years in the U.S. Army (1961 -1963), 
he received training in a variety o f  specialties related to electronic 
radar surveillance and cryptography. In 1966 he came to NCAR, where he 
has worked in several fields, particularly that o f  laser radar. Much o f  
his effort during the past five years has been directed toward modifying 
the laser optics, developing improved information retrieval techniques, 
and, most recently, designing digital information processing schemes for 
large volumes o f  data. By part-time attendance at the University o f  
Colorado during his term at NCAR, Frush has completed 3% years toward a 
degree in engineering physics with a minor in electrical engineering. He 
is a member o f  the Institute o f  Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
Sigma Pi Sigma, and the Group for Laser A tmospheric Probing associated with 
the American Meteorological Society.
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Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere 

by Sound

Alvin L. Morris, NCAR, and Freeman Hall, NOAA

In  the past five years, acoustic probing o f the atmosphere 
has undergone a sudden and spectacular growth. From 
19th-century foghorn propagation studies to a 1930s interest 
in  stadium acoustics to postwar measurements o f upper 
atmosphere temperature profiles using rocket-borne gre
nades, atmospheric acoustics has found applications, but has 
had lit t le  real impact on meteorological research. Perhaps the 
acceptance o f radar meteorology and the need fo r better 
understanding o f the organization o f the planetary boundary 
layer set the stage fo r a belated entry o f this remote sensing 
technique. But acoustics has now arrived on the meteorologi
cal scene, w ith  more than 50 programs active throughout the 
world.

This paper presents the basic relations governing the in te r
action o f acoustic waves w ith  the atmosphere. Examples o f 
data from  recent studies are presented to c larify the present 
status o f atmospheric acoustics. Also, a number o f references 
to recent publications should aid the investigator who wants 
to dig deeper in to  the subject. The paper begins w ith  a dis
cussion o f sound propagation, condensed and brought up to 
date from  the review by Gutenberg (1951).

Speed of Sound

Basic physics tests show that the propagation speed o f 
longitudinal pressure waves through a flu id  is determined by 
flu id  pressure, p, and density, p. In  the atmosphere, changes 
in p and p due to the passage o f a sound wave are adiabatic, 
so that

Yp a  = constant

in which a is the specific volume, and y = cp/cv , the ratio o f 
specific heat at constant pressure to specific heat at constant 
volume. Then the sound speed, c, is given by

where R is the universal gas constant, equal to 8314.32 J /K  
(kg-mole); T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin; and M is 
the molecular weight o f air, equal to 28.9644 kg/kg-mole fo r 
dry air and 28.9644 (1 - 0.38 e/p) fo r moist air (e is vapor 
pressure o f water vapor in  the air).

Substitution yields

c = 2 0 .0 5  + 0 .1 9  / r  (1 )

I f  the air is moving at velocity V , the velocity o f sound, c, at 
a po in t on a wave fron t is

c '  = l c  + V (2)

where N is a un it vector normal to the wave fron t.
Therefore, given the d istribu tion  o f e, p, T, and V  in the 

atmosphere, i t  is possible to trace sound rays through the 
atmosphere. Conversely, given enough in form ation about the 
propagation o f sound in  the atmosphere, i t  is conceptually 
possible to  compute the d istribu tion  o f e, p, T , and V.

Sound Propagation

Figure 1 shows a wave fron t moving upward and in a posi
tive x direction in the x,z plane. A t AD  it  encounters a 
boundary between tw o strata o f air having d ifferent values o f 

—>

c and V. For s im plic ity i t  is assumed that the interface is 
horizontal and that the winds are horizontal and lie in the 
plane o f the paper. From  Fig. 1, the relationship

^sin (j)̂  +  V! = ^sin + V2 = AD

is apparent. Add itiona l strata can be treated in the same 
manner and, in general,

+ v = constant >J>
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Fig. 1 Propagation o f a wave front through strata in which 
c and P vary.

Note that V  can take either algebraic sign. I f  V  = 0 every
where, Eq. (3) becomes Snell’s law, as one w ould anticipate. 

Also from  Fig. 1 i t  can be seen that in  stratum 1

return to the surface along a path which is symmetrical w ith  
its ascent path about a vertical line drawn through the point 
at which i t  became horizontal.

I f  the air is dry, V  0 and 0n = 7r/2

tan C = tan <j>1

and, in  general,

+ v = c + v

tan 5 = tan
V

+  —  sec
c (4)

Thus, i f  c, V , and 0 are known at any level in  a horizonta lly 
stratified atmosphere, the direction o f propagation, f ,  o f a 
sound ray can be determined at any other level reached by 
the sound i f  V  and c are known at that level.

I t  is interesting to ask what conditions must prevail to 
cause a ray from  below to  become horizontal when i t  reaches 
level n. F irst assume that the air is horizonta lly stratified and 
dry, and that V  = 0 at all levels. Then f  = 0 = tt/ 2 when the 
ray becomes horizontal, and

Note that fo r a horizontal ray, 0n = = 7r/2- Then

(c +  V - V 1 (h v/F +  V - V )V n n o /  \ V n  n ol

or

Thus any ray which leaves the surface, i.e., fo r which 
0O <  tt/2, must encounter a stratum in which T n >  T0 i f  i t  is 
to  become horizontal in that stratum. Such a ray w ill then

where h = 20.05 m/sec K'/2. Evidently a ray leaving the sur
face may become horizontal at level n i f  h / T ^  + V Q <  
h J T n + v n or equivalently, i f  its horizontal speed at level n 
exceeds its horizontal speed at the surface.

This analysis suggests that sonic techniques used in geo
logical surveying may have application in the atmosphere, 
and indeed Whipple (1923) did use such techniques to 
deduce that high temperatures exist in  the upper stratosphere 
before such temperatures were measured directly. The analy
sis also shows a serious lim ita tion  o f the method. Unless a 
s tra tu m  e x is ts  a lo f t  w h ic h  satisfies the condition 
h / T 0 + V0 < h 7 T j j+ V n, sound rays propagating away 
from  the earth w ill no t return, and hence the ir interaction 
w ith  the atmosphere cannot be measured by observations 
made at the surface.

One recent application o f acoustic refraction is fo r deter
mining the positions o f tra iling vortices behind landing air
craft (Burnham et al., 1972). A  pulse o f sound is propagated



across the glide slope vertical plane, and when the refracting 
vortices are present, tw o pulses are heard w ith  the ground- 
based receiver, one being the direct line-of-sight pulse and the 
other the refracted pulse. Acoustic ray paths through vortex 
structures have been traced by Georges (1972). Refracting 
effects can also influence the proper interpretation o f acous
tic  echo sounding results, especially fo r returns from  ranges 
greater than 1 km  (Georges and C liffo rd , 1972).

Attenuation

The intensity o f a sound wave is defined as the time rate 
o f energy passage through a un it area perpendicular to the 
direction o f wave propagation. In  SI units, sound intensity is 
measured as watts per square meter (W /m2). The attenuation 
o f acoustic waves as they propagate through the atmosphere 
varies w ith  the frequency o f the waves but in  a continuous, 
smooth fashion. Therefore, when small frequency ranges are 
considered, the in tensity o f a plane wave train, I, at some 
distance, £, from  a reference plane where the intensity is I Q is 
given by

Here k is dimensionally the reciprocal o f length, and is de
fined as the attenuation coefficient. I t  is made up o f three 
independent components,

k -  k + km + k, (6)

chamber was filled w ith  only nitrogen and water vapor, i t  
showed a much lower attenuation coefficient than when 
oxygen was present in  the proportions found in the atmo
sphere (Knudsen, 1933). The mechanism by which molecular 
absorption occurs was explained by Kneser (1933) as the 
transfer o f  collision-excited vibrational energy, produced by 
the acoustic fie ld, from  oxygen molecules to water vapor 
molecules. The energy o f the excited water molecules is then 
radiated away in  the infrared. This transfer o f energy from  
oxygen to  water vapor is facilitated by the nearly exact over
lap o f energy levels in  the tw o molecules, bu t while radiative 
decay is not possible fo r the oxygen molecule, this method 
o f energy removal is highly favored by water vapor. The 
molecular in teraction and transition rates have been studied 
more fu lly  by Henderson and Herzfeld (1965).

The most comprehensive measurements o f molecular 
absorption, studied by means o f the decay o f acoustic energy 
in closed chambers, are those o f Harris (1966). Examples o f 
data from  this study are given in  Fig. 2. Molecular absorption 
decreases w ith  temperature, which helps explain why, in cold 
climates, cases o f unusually long-range sound propagation are 
sometimes reported, although refractive ducting o f sound 
(considered earlier) between severe arctic temperature inver
sions and the ground may also be im portant in  such cases.

As an example, in comparing the importance o f classical 
and molecular attenuation, consider a frequency o f 2 kHz in 
air at 20C w ith  15% relative hum id ity . The classical absorp
t io n  c o e f f ic ie n t  is k c = 1.7 X 10“ 4/m . From Fig. 2,

The subscripts stand fo r classical, molecular, and scattering 
(o r excess) attenuation, respectively (Hall, 1972).

Classical attenuation o f sound is caused by the fin ite  vis
cosity o f air, which leads to  heating o f the atmosphere as the 
sound wave passes, and by radiation and heat conduction 
from  the high pressure regions o f the sound wave. Classical 
absorption was firs t studied by Stokes (1849), and elabo
rated upon by Rayleigh (1896). Classical absorption varies as 
the frequency, f, raised to  the second power, or

k  = 4 .2 4  f 2 X 1 0 ' "
C

as given by Beranek (1954). The units o f k  in  this example 
are 1/m. Compared to the other tw o sources o f attenuation, 
classical absorption is so small as to be essentially negligible 
in  the audible range o f frequencies under normal, temperate 
atmospheric conditions.

The firs t careful investigation to determine the cause o f 
atmospheric absorption o f sound above that predicted by the 
classical theory was performed by Knudsen (1931). He 
discovered the marked dependence o f absorption on the 
hum id ity  o f the air. In  a later investigation, he showed that 
the abnormally high absorption in air is determined by an 
interaction between oxygen and water molecules; when a test

Fig. 2 Molecular attenuation coefficients for acoustic 
waves in the atmosphere as a function o f  humidity and 
frequency. (From Harris, 1966, p. 155.)

RELATIVE HUMIDITY (%)
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k m = 6 X lCT3/m , or a factor 35 times the classical attenua
tion. From this comparison i t  is easy to appreciate why 
classical attenuation is usually disregarded in considering 
sound propagation in standard, temperate atmospheres.

Acoustic echo sounding is feasible because sound is 
scattered from a probing acoustic beam by temperature 
structure and w ind turbulence in the atmosphere. Obviously, 
i f  energy is scattered from the beam the intensity o f the 
beam w ill decrease. This excess attenuation, over and above 
classical and molecular contributions, is expressed by the 
th ird  coefficient on the right side o f Eq. (6). The magnitude 
o f ks w ill depend upon the structure o f the atmosphere. 
Field tests by Beran, Reynolds, and Gething (1970), u tiliz ing  
a sound source on a sailplane, indicate that excess attenua
tion  may be negligible under some atmospheric conditions, 
but may be an order o f  magnitude larger than molecular 
absorption for other conditions. A similar range o f variation 
fo r excess attenuation was found by Dneprovskaya, Io fe , and 
Levitas (1963), who measured excess values o f 5 - 23 dB/km 
near 2 kHz. U n til we know more about sound propagation 
and scattering in the free atmosphere, lit t le  more can be said 
about excess attenuation. Eventually i t  should be possible to 
predict its magnitude by observing acoustic energy scattering 
w ith  an echo sounder. Accurate, quantitative interpretation 
o f echo sounding returns depends critica lly  upon under
standing all aspects o f attenuation in the real atmosphere, 
and more research needs to be accomplished, both theoreti
cal and experimental, on the propagation o f sound in realistic 
atmospheres.

Scattering

The theory o f the scattering o f sound caused by velocity 
fluctuations in the atmosphere has been discussed by Light- 
h ill (1953) and Kraichnan (1953), while Bachelor (1957) has 
treated the scattering caused by temperature inhomogene
ities. Monin (1961) showed that the fraction, o(9), o f the 
incident power scattered from  a un it volume per un it in 
cident flu x  in to  a un it solid angle is

a(9) 32tt c o s
*(V) ( f  s in  | )

(7)
/ 4tt . 0 \ 

$(T) (—  sin -)

4T

where 9 is the scattering angle measured from  the direction 
o f propagation o f the incident wave, X is the wavelength o f 
sound fo r average temperature T , 'J’(V ) is the three- 
dimensional spectral density o f fluctuations in wind velocity, 
cQ is the speed o f sound in the undisturbed atmosphere, 4>(T) 
is the three-dimensional spectral density o f fluctuations in

temperature, and T is the average atmospheric temperature in 
degrees Kelvin in  the scattering volume.

Both $ (V )  and ^ (T )  are evaluated at the spatial scale, X1, 
where

X' =

L ittle  (1970) calls the term (47r/X) sin (0 /2 ) the effective 
wave number at which an acoustic radar scattering through 
angle 9 interrogates the medium.

In  deriving Eq. (7 ) i t  has been assumed that w ind and 
temperature fluctuations are uncorrelated and homogeneous, 
that the atmosphere is locally isotropic, and that hum id ity  
fluctuations are not im portant. Scattering from  hum id ity  
fluctuations w ould, typ ica lly , be two to three orders o f 
magnitude less than scattering by temperature and wind 
fluctuations; therefore it  may be ignored. The other assump
tions are not so clearly acceptable, but experience has shown 
that Eq. (7) does provide first-order approximations to sound 
scattering in the lower troposphere.

Kolmogorov (1941) studied the local structure o f tu rbu
lence in  an incompressible viscous flu id  at very large Rey
nolds numbers. He concluded that, in such a flu id , energy is 
partitioned among the turbulent eddies in p roportion to 
K -5 / 3, where K  is the wave number. Using the Kolmogorov 
spectrum o f turbulence, Eq. (7 ) may be w ritten

0(0) = 0.055 A / cos2 0

r  r
—  cos2 I  +  0 . 1 3 ^

2 T2
(s in  f )

-11/3 (8)

The terms Cy and C j are, respectively, velocity and thermal 
structure parameters, which are defined as follows:

V (x )  -  V (x  + Ax) 

( A x ) ‘/3

CT  “
T ( x )  -  T(x + Ax) 

( A x ) 1/3

where V (x ) and T (x ) are instantaneous w ind speed and 
temperature at position x, and V (x  + A x ) and T (x  + A x ) are 
corresponding values at position x + A x. The x-axis may be 
chosen in any direction which is appropriate to the 
experiment.

I t  is apparent from Eq. (8) that scattering is weakly depen
dent on X, and that short waves are scattered more strongly 
than long waves. Equation (8) also shows that scattering is 
h ighly dependent on the scattering angle. In  particular, 
scattering from  w ind velocity fluctuations is a function  o f 
cos2 9 cos2 (6/2) [sin (0 /2 )] -1 ^ 3, a product which vanishes
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at 6 = 7t/2 and 6 = it. Hence, neither 
backscattering nor scattering normal to 
the  direction o f sound propagation 
should be expected from  mechanical 
turbulence. Scattering from  temperature 
inhomogeneities may be expected at
6 = 7r but not at 6 = tt/2. Figures 3(a) 
and 3(b), from  Baerg and Schwarz 
(1966), provide a comparison o f theory 
w ith  experimentally determined scatter.

Acoustic Radar Equation

The useful power, Pr , returned from  
disturbed scattering centers in  the atmo
sphere to  a receiver located at the site o f 
a transm itter that is transm itting power, 
Pt , is

P, O c t A  L
p =

2R (9)

where a is the value o f a(d) when 8 =ir 
[from  Eq. (8), a(jr) = 0.0072A-1/3 X 
(CT /T 2) ] ,  r  is the sound pulse length 
(tim e), A e is the effective cross-sectional 
area o f the antenna, L  is a term which 
accounts fo r attenuation throughout the 
round tr ip , and R is the range to the 
target volume.

Consider now the power levels to 
which an echo sounder system receiver 
must respond. The theoretical l im it is 
the acoustic noise power generated by 
the random thermal m otion  o f atmo
spheric molecules. Under most condi
tions, the noise o f w ind across the trans
ducer, insects, birds, and especially 
hum an transportation and industrial 
activities, w ill exceed the theoretical 
lim its. More details on background noise 
are given by Simmons, Wescott, and 
Hall (1971).

The acoustic power return fo r a nom
inal transmitted power o f 20 acoustic 
watts may range from  near the theoreti
cal lim it at ranges o f 100 m to 1 km  for 
nonturbulent regions, to  60 or 70 dB 
above the noise lim it fo r an atmosphere 
w ith  a strong thermal structure function 
at a range o f 50 m. I t  is therefore 
necessary that the acoustic echo sound
ing system be capable o f responding 
over an extremely wide dynamic range.

S C A T T E R I N G  A N G L E  (degrees)

S C A T T E R I N G  A N G L E  (degrees)

Fig. 3 Comparisons o f  theoretical scatter with experimental 
observations. Part (a) shows acoustic scatter from the velocity 
field; part (b) shows acoustic scatter from the temperature 
field. (From Baerg and Schwarz, 1966, p. 1131.)
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An echo sounder system w ith  a to ta l dynamic range o f 95 dB 
does not seem to  exh ib it saturated echoes from  strong ther
mal structure, even at ranges as short as 30 m.

Doppler Methods

The frequency o f a returned signal w ill be d ifferent from 
the frequency o f the transmitted signal i f  there are net wind 
or temperature changes along the sounding path and i f  the 
scatterers in the target volume are in  m otion. According to 
Georges and C liffo rd  (1972), however, the frequency change 
(doppler sh ift) produced by motions w ith in  the target 
volume dominates over the changes along the path.

The doppler frequency shift, A f, o f sound o f frequency f D 
scattered by a scatterer moving w ith  the velocity, V, o f the 
w ind is

Af -  JS  ( * .  -  l )  • 7  0 ° )

where K s is the wave vector o f the scattered sound, and is 
a wave vector o f magnitude 2ir/X0 directed along the direc
tion o f propagation o f the transmitted sound.

Fig. 4 Vector diagram showing the resolution o f  
the wind in the plane o f two intersecting 
sounder beams.

Beran and C liffo rd  (1972) have shown how the to ta l wind 
vector at the target volume can be determined using three 
acoustic doppler sounders. (Such an array o f sounders is 
depicted in Fig. 3 o f  Beran’s article, “ Wind Measurement 
w ith  Acoustic Doppler,”  in  this issue o f Atmospheric 
Technology. )

Figure 4 shows the geometry o f the w ind velocity and 
transmitted and scattered sound rays in such an array in a 
plane which includes the vertically directed sounder and 
either o f the other sounders portrayed in Beran’s Fig. 3. The 
vertical component o f w ind velocity can be determined by 
the vertical sounder alone. I f  the other sounders o f a three- 
sounder array are also active (i.e., transmit as well as receive), 
i t  is possible to measure three components o f w ind simul
taneously and hence the to ta l w ind vector in the intersection 
o f the beams.

I t  is also possible to obtain the to ta l w ind vector w ith  only 
one active sounder and tw o receiving antennas. A  pulse trans
m itted vertically at the active sounder scatters continuously 
as i t  propagates upward. The scattered sound is received at 
the other sounders, and the time lapse after transmission 
serves as a measure o f the height o f the scattering volume. I f  
the sound is not refracted, the w ind component measured by 
this arrangement is directed approximately along the bisector 
o f the antenna axes, as w ill be shown in the fo llow ing 
discussion.

The vector (Ks — M0) is shown in  Fig. 4 fo r sound from  
sounder 1 scattered by the scattering volume to sounder 2. 
Since |K S| »  |K0 I,

i \ { l  - 1)1 - III ■*» (I)

Substituting |(K S - K 0)|V  cos|3 fo r (K s - K 0) • V  in Eq. (10) 
and solving fo r V  cos j3 yields

Af Xo Co / Af\

since f0X0 = cQ. The direction o f vector (j£s - i£ 0) is known, 
and V  cos j3 is the component o f the total w ind in that direc
tion. In  general, • V  = where \^j is the vector com
ponent o f the w ind in  any known direction. I f  three such 
vector components are known, V may be determined. This 
condition is fu lfilled  i f  we know  the vertical w ind com
ponent, the wind component in the direction o f (l£s — fvo) 
fo r sounders 1 and 2, and a similar w ind component for 
sounders 1 and 3, where the sounders are separated by su ffi
cient distances to provide acceptable resolution.

In the discussions above no question has been raised o f our
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ab ility  to measure the doppler frequency, and A f  has been 
used as i f  i t  were a single, well-defined value. I f  the many 
scatterers in  the scattering volume do not all have the same 
velocity, there w ill be many doppler frequencies, and we 
must be prepared to deal w ith  a doppler spectrum. The 
frequency spectrum o f the returned signal is compared w ith  
that o f  the transmitted pulse to obtain the doppler spectrum. 
Figure 5, after L ittle  (1970), shows how A f  may be obtained 
from  the doppler spectrum. I t  provides a measure o f the 
mean velocity o f  the scattering volume (assumed to be the 
w ind velocity), while the broadening o f the spectrum, Sf, 
contains in form ation about the turbulence.

Acoustic Measurements

Monostatic acoustic sounder systems (systems in which 
the transm itter and receiver are located together) have been 
used extensively in many places. They are simple and they 
provide many qualitative and some quantitative data that are 
not otherwise available; the signal can be readily recorded by 
facsim ile  recorder and viewed immediately. M cA llister 
(1968) was firs t to  demonstrate the dynamic, coherent 
patterns o f atmospheric structure using a facsimile recorder, 
whereas an earlier study (G ilman, Coxhead, and W illis, 1946) 
lacked this dramatic data presentation scheme, and con
sequently was not w idely noticed. An example o f a facsimile 
record is shown by Fig. 6. This situation, discussed by 
Hooke, Young, and Beran (1972), shows several strata

_§
i-x
0
HI1

Fig. 5 The ability o f  the doppler radar to measure the mean 
radial component o f  velocity (proportional to Af) and the 
fluctuation in that component (proportional to df).
(From Little, 1970, p. 400.)

Fig. 6 Microbarograph and acoustic sounder records for the 
early morning o f  3 March 1971 on Table Mountain near Boulder, 
Colorado. As displayed above the sounder record, the pressure 
traces o f  microbarographs on the ground near the sounder have 
been time-shifted relative to one another so as to provide 
maximum cross-correlation in the time interval between 0100 
and 0200 local time. As displayed below it, they have been 
shifted to provide maximum cross-correlation for the event 
occurring at about 0315 local time. The white line superimposed 
on the sounder record is the pressure trace o f one o f  the 
microbarographs. Time scales are the same for all records.
(From Hooke, Young, and Beran, 1972, p. 373.)

oooo 0100 0200 
T IM E  (hr)

0300 0400

1 “
PRESSURE 0.1 5 m b

PRESSURE 0 .1 5  mb
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between the surface and 850 m. Since backscatter only is 
used by monostatic acoustic radar (w ind turbulence does not 
scatter at 6 = v), all o f the structure seen in Fig. 6 must be 
caused by temperature inhomogeneities. Neither absolute 
temperature nor temperature gradients can be determined 
from  this type o f  record, but the interaction o f C j w ith  
temperature gradient and Richardson’s number makes it 
possible to interpret the vertical temperature structure quali
tatively. The regions which are dark return a strong echo and 
are associated w ith  turbulent parcels o f either stable or 
unstable lapse rates. The white areas are associated w ith  low 
turbulence regions or w ith  neutral lapse rates. This particular 
record shows the strata undergoing wavelike undulations. 
The white line superimposed on the sounder record is a 
pressure trace from  a microbarograph located on the ground 
near the sounder. I t  is easy to show how useful even such 
simple acoustic sounder systems can become in boundary- 
layer dynamics studies (Hooke, Hall, and Gossard, 1973) and 
po llu tion  studies (W ycoff, Beran, and Hall, 1973), to 
m ention only tw o possibilities.

The low cost o f components and the straightforward 
engineering involved in  acoustic echo sounders make them 
favored projects fo r university research. A t the University o f 
Melbourne, a sounder has been used to  study atmospheric 
turbulence (Beran, 1970) and the changes in lower tropo
sphere structure during fron ta l passages (Shaw, 1971). 
Stratus cloud tops exh ib it wavelike undulations in a Univer
sity o f Oklahoma investigation (Cronenwett, Walker, and 
Inman, 1972), while studies at the University o f Toronto 
have proven the feasibility o f operating sounders on top o f 
tall buildings in noisy, urban areas (L is t, Bennett, and 
Rentsch, 1972).

Adding doppler capability to  a monostatic system makes it 
possible to determine the vertical m otion  as well as to 
measure wave motions in the boundary layer. Beran, L ittle , 
and W illm arth (1971), using an acoustic doppler sounder, 
found that in  thermal plumes, echo strength correlated w ith  
vertical m otion (see Fig. 2 in Beran’s article in this issue); 
however, the strongest echoes appear to be associated w ith  
the region o f maximum shear between rising warm air and 
descending cooler air.

Winds measured by acoustic sounders in an arrangement 
like that shown in Fig. 4 have been compared w ith  winds 
measured by a boundary layer pro file  (BLP) balloon system 
by Beran and W illm arth (1971) and Beran and C liffo rd  
(1972). See Fig. 4 o f  Beran’s article in this issue. In  that 
article Beran also discusses an interesting application o f a 
doppler acoustic sounder at an airport.

Conclusion

These few examples only suggest what is evident from 
theory and numerous detailed observations, that enough 
acoustic energy is scattered in the boundary layer o f the

atmosphere to provide useful w ind profile  and thermal 
structure data. Complete profiles o f the scattering structure 
may be obtained once every several seconds, w ith  a spatial 
resolution o f 10 m.

Experimental problems which have been mentioned are 
generally not serious, bu t they cannot be ignored. Sound 
transmitters and receiving antennas cannot be completely 
shielded from  annoying interference by other audible sounds. 
Wind noises across the receiving antenna make even the best 
system inoperative when the w ind exceeds 10 m/sec. Rain on 
the antenna can also be a problem at a time when good data 
might be especially desired. Thus even a system located away 
from  population centers, where the noise produced by the 
transm itter is not a problem and where other noises are 
m inim ized, cannot be expected to yie ld acceptable data 
continuously.

On balance, however, a properly used acoustic sounder 
system is a powerful too l fo r atmospheric research and 
m onitoring. Several commercial models are now available for 
purchase, or an innovator can build a relatively inexpensive 
system fo llow ing guidelines available in  several NOAA 
reports (Wescott, Simmons, and L ittle , 1970; Simmons et al., 
1971; Owens, 1974).

Sound refraction techniques fo r probing the atmosphere 
are not as w idely used as techniques that depend on scat
tering. They are not being ignored, however; and when 
low-level inversions or strong w ind shears exist, they may be 
capable o f providing in form ation that an acoustic sounder 
c a n n o t p ro v id e . T h u s , the  tw o  methods may be 
complementary.

Theory and practice are progressing hand in hand, and 
improvements in both hardware and techniques can be 
anticipated. Clearly, acoustic echo sounders, like electro
magnetic radar, produce vast quantities o f data. Data 
handling and analysis techniques must be given high p rio rity  
i f  the fu ll potential o f acoustic probing is to be realized.
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Wind Measurement 

with Acoustic Doppler

D. W. Beran, NOAA

The s igna l received from  sound 
scattered by the atmosphere contains 
two distinct characteristics that can be 
used to interpret the scattering medium. 
The firs t characteristic is the intensity 
o f the signal. A  companion article in 
this issue o f Atmospheric Technology 
discusses ways in  which scattered acous
tic signal intensity can be used to study 
the  a tm osphere  (Morris and Hall, 
“ Remote Sensing o f the Atmosphere by 
Sound” ; see also L ittle , 1969). The 
second characteristic o f the signal is its 
frequency. I f  the original transmitted 
carrier frequency is known, i t  can be 
com pared w ith  the returned signal 
frequency to determine a doppler shift. 
This doppler sh ift is prim arily  a func
tion  o f the w ind speed in the region 
w here  the scattering occurred, and 
through proper manipulation, can be 
converted to a measurement o f that 
same w ind speed.

Use o f doppler in form ation fo r mea
suring w ind speeds represented one o f 
the firs t successful attempts to derive 
quantita tive  data w ith  the acoustic 
sounder (K e lton  and Bricout, 1964). 
Earlier analysis o f signal intensity led to 
qualitative representations o f boundary 
la y e r  structure. The striking detail 
shown by this technique was valuable 
fo r guiding other types o f measurement 
systems and led to new insight and 
understanding o f boundary layer pro
cesses; bu t quantitative in form ation was 
lim ited to the height and time history o f 
the events that were depicted.

Research during the past three years 
(Beran, 1971; Beran, L ittle , and W ill
marth, 1971; and Beran and C liffo rd , 
1972) has led to the development o f 
acoustic doppler systems that are al

ready being tested fo r such operational 
applications as low-level w ind measure
ments at airports. While these sytems 
have not yet reached their ultim ate 
development in  terms o f equipment 
sophistication, they are showing where 
re finem ents  are needed and where 
physical lim itations such as ambient 
background noise w ill prevent use o f a 
system. This article traces the develop
ment o f the acoustic doppler system 
from  its beginning as a single-antenna 
instrument measuring only the vertical 
component o f the w ind to a m u lti
transm itte r/rece ive r system used to 
measure a vertical profile  o f the h o ri
zontal w ind. As a background to the 
h istory o f  this development, we should 
firs t consider the physics o f sound 
scattering and its interaction w ith  the 
doppler principle in  the design o f a 
doppler system.

Sound Scattering and 
the Doppler Principle

The theory o f sound scattering by 
tu rbu len t fluctuations in the atmo
sphere is adequately reported by Tatar
skii (1971) and M onin (1961), and by 
Morris and Hall. For this reason, I w ill 
consider only those aspects o f the scat
tering equation that are im portant to 
the design o f a doppler system. In  order 
to  discuss scattering, however, i t  is help
fu l to  understand the rudiments and 
application o f the doppler principle.

Assume that we are dealing w ith  a 
very simple acoustic system (see Fig. 1) 
that sends a sound pulse vertically in to  
the atmosphere from  a transm itter (T ). 
The sound pulse is then scattered from  
some volume and arrives back at the

receiver (R ). I f  the scattering volume at 
po in t 0  is moving w ith  a velocity, \^, 
the frequency, fQ, o f  the sound trans
m itted at T w ill be shifted to some new 
frequency, fs, when it  arrives at R. The 
difference between these frequencies, 
A f, w ill be proportional to  the velocity, 
V . Expressing the transmitted frequency 
as wave vector, l£0, and the scattered 
frequency, f s, as wave vector, K s, we 
can w rite the difference frequency, or 
doppler sh ift, in  vector form  as

Af -  i )  ■ v 0 )

W riting E q . ( l )  in terms o f the scat
tering angle, 6 (see Morris and Hall), and 
the wavelength, XQ, o f the transmitted

Fig. 1 Wave vector diagram showing 
the wind component measured by a 
doppler shift.
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wave, and defining the angle between 
the to ta l wind vector in the plane 
formed by the transmitter and receiver 
beams, we have

2v
X (I) (2)

where V  cos P is now the magnitude o f 
the w ind resolved along vector, K s-K0 . 
The direction o f this doppler com
ponent is along the bisector o f the angle 
formed by the lines TO and OR.

I f  X0 is replaced by C /fQ where C is 
the speed o f sound, the magnitude o f 
the w ind component that produced the 
observed doppler shift is

V cos = V' =
2 sin

(3)

The diagram shown in Fig. 1 repre
sents a bistatic system where the trans
m itte r and receiver are separated. For 
the monostatic case (transm itter and 
receiver collocated) the vector (K s-K0) 
w ould simply rotate to the common line 
formed by the transm itter and receiver 
beams, and the doppler vector would be 
pointed radially along the collocated 
antenna beams. We also see from  Eq. (2) 
that the magnitude o f the doppler fre
quency shift is dependent on the sine o f 
one-half the scattering angle 9, de
creasing the observed shift at smaller 
scattering angles fo r a constant w ind. 
Refraction effects from  anomalous ther
mal and/or w ind fields can produce 
errors in  the measured w ind (Georges 
and C liffo rd , 1972). W ith in ranges o f 
less than 1 km , these errors fo r worst- 
case conditions are less than 5%.

In  measuring the horizontal w ind, we 
must settle fo r a non-horizontal com
ponent in  the plane formed by the 
transm itter and receiver beams. Ideally, 
this component should be directed as 
near to the horizontal as possible. This 
implies that i t  would be best to employ 
a monostatic system w ith  the antenna 
tilted  at an elevation angle o f around 
45°. A  bistatic system, where the mea
sured component is along the bisector 
o f the tw o antenna beams, w ith  the re
ceiver also tilted  to 45°, w ould measure 
a doppler vector at 67.5° from  the hori

zontal. On this basis alone, the choice o f 
an optim um  configuration seems clear; 
however, when the scattering character
istics are considered, the problem is less 
easily resolved.

In  the backscatter direction (9 = 
180°), the temperature fluctuations are 
the only effective scatterers. In  all other 
directions, except at 9 = 90° where no 
energy is scattered, the amount o f 
sound scattered is a function  o f both 
temperature and w ind fluctuations (see 
Morris and Hall). In  practice, this means 
that fo r a given range, bistatic signals 
w ill be stronger than monostatic signals. 
In  a d d it io n , the backscatter signal 
strength at various ranges is highly de
pendent on the thermal structure o f the 
atmosphere, creating regions o f strong 
echo interm ixed w ith  regions o f weak or 
nonexistent signal. Scattering in  other 
directions, where the w ind fluctuations 
also contribute, is less structured and 
results in a more un ifo rm  scattering 
fie ld. To achieve reasonably continuous 
w ind measurements in bo th  height and 
time, the bistatic configurations seem 
preferable.

The designer o f  an acoustic doppler 
system is faced w ith  the dilemma o f 
choosing between a tilted-beam mono
static system w ith  its good doppler 
resolution angle bu t weak and in te r
m itten t signal, and a bistatic system 
w ith  its generally good signal strength 
bu t poor doppler resolution angle. Much 
o f the w ork described below has been 
directed toward resolving this question, 
and the test results help to clarify when 
and why each o f the techniques should 
be used.

Doppler Experiments

The firs t attem pt to measure winds 
a lo ft using the acoustic doppler p rin 
ciple was made w ith  a vertically pointed 
monostatic system (Beran, L ittle , and 
W illm arth, 1971). Profiles o f the vertical 
w ind were determined by range-gating. 
The measurements were not compared 
w ith  other w ind sensors fo r va lid ity ; 
however, the continu ity  o f the velocity 
field (see Fig. 2) indicated that the 
measurements were at least o f the

correct sense and that their magnitudes 
appeared reasonable.

Later the horizontal wind was mea
sured w ith  more elaborate equipment 
and compared w ith  values from  nearby 
a ne m o m e te rs  (Beran and C liffo rd , 
1972). Three separate and independent 
w ind components were measured by 
three monostatic acoustic sounders, one 
pointed vertically and the other two 
located along orthogonal lines in te r
secting at the vertical antenna and tilted  
inward so the three antenna beams 
intersected at a po in t (see Fig. 3). Winds 
near this common volume were mea
sured by the Boundary Layer Profiler 
(BLP) owned and operated by NCAR. 
Because o f the intense sound reflection 
at a helium-air interface, the BLP could 
not be placed in  the scattering volume; 
however, i t  was usually possible to keep 
the distance between the two measure
ment points (the BLP and the common 
scattering volume) to less than 100 m.

The acoustic system described above 
was operated in both the monostatic 
mode, where the three antennas used 
separate carrier frequencies to prevent 
cross ta lk, and in a bistatic mode, where 
only the vertical antenna was active, and 
the outly ing antennas served as passive 
receivers. A  comparison o f the BLP 
winds and the doppler winds measured 
in the bistatic mode is shown in Fig. 4. 
These w ind values were taken 200 m 
above the ground and have been filtered 
w ith  a 2 - m in time constant to  e lim i
nate variations that m ight have occurred 
as the result o f the separation o f the 
two measurement points.

These early experiments indicated 
that the winds at a po in t above the 
ground could be measured w ith  either a 
monostatic or a bistatic system. Later 
work also revealed that the monostatic 
signal— expected to be weaker and less 
u n ifo rm — did not produce a continu
ous w ind record in time.

The next step was to devise a method 
o f  measuring a vertical profile  o f the 
horizontal w ind. Because o f the d if f i
cu lty  o f mechanically steering an acous
tic antenna (noise from  bearings and 
mechanical linkages is generally in to le r
a b le ), a schem e using monostatic
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Fig. 3 Schematic o f  field setup 
for testing three-axis doppler 
wind technique.

Fig. 4 Scatter diagram com- ~O
paring wind measured by ffi
acoustic doppler (DOP) and g
the Boundary Layer Profiler f
(BLP). The correlation coeffi- “  
dent is r = 0.96 and the slope 
o f  the best-fit linear regression 
curve (solid line) is 0.95.
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Fig. 2 Acoustic echoes (a) and doppler- 
derived vertical velocity field (b) during 
thermal plume activity. Contour interval 
is 0.4 m/sec, regions o f  velocity 
>0.8 m/sec are shaded, and arrows 
indicate direction o f  vertical component.

antennas in the configuration shown in 
Fig. 3 was tried. The monostatic signals 
from  each o f the three antennas were 
gated to produce three radial com
ponents at each o f several altitudes. The 
three components were not from  a 
common volume at altitudes other than 
at the po in t o f intersection o f the three 
beams. To compensate fo r this, the 
resu lting doppler frequencies (radial 
components) were averaged fo r times 
long enough to make the assumption o f 
horizontal homogeneity valid (usually 
about 2 m in). The time-height history 
o f the isotach field derived in this way 
was encouraging (see Fig. 5), bu t again, 
the weak monostatic signal made the 
technique useful only fo r the study o f 
special events where strong thermal 
activ ity  could be expected.

To achieve the strong and consistent 
signa necessary fo r continual measure
ment o f the w ind profile  under a wide 
variety o f  conditions, i t  was necessary 
to employ the bistatic mode o f opera
tion . This could be done by using either 
fanned-beam receiving antennas, several 
pencil beams at d ifferent spacing or 
pointed in  d ifferent directions, or a 
phased antenna that could be electroni
cally steered. The firs t test o f a bistatic 
system fo r measuring a vertical profile 
o f  the w ind used unm odified receiving 
antennas spaced at various distances 
from  the vertically pointed transm itter 
(see Fig. 6). The results o f comparisons 
between the winds measured w ith  this 
test setup and the same wind com 
ponent measured by a slow-ascent radio
sonde were very good (see Fig. 7). Later 
tests w ith  a fanned beam indicated that 
the noise collected by the very wide 
beam  was g rea te r than could be 
tolerated.

One d i f f ic u l ty  w ith  the spaced- 
receiver configuration shown in Fig. 6 is
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Fig. 5 Time section o f  isotachs for horizontal wind (in meters per second) 
under oscillating inversion. Winds were derived solely from acoustic 
doppler measurements, using three separate monostatic systems: 
one aimed vertically and the other two at 45°.

Fig. 6 Field setup used during tests o f  
the bistatic configuration for measuring 
wind profiles. A is the transmitter; B x 
and B2 are receivers.

SPEED (m/sec)

Fig. 7 Comparison o f  one wind com
ponent (221° azimuth) as measured by 
acoustic doppler and a slow-ascent 
radiosonde. The numbers along the 
right indicate the amount o f  time by 
which the doppler data were adjusted 
to compensate for the slow ascent rate 
o f  the radiosonde.

R A D I O S O N D E

L A U N C H

A R E A

EQUIPMl

V A N

the lack o f signal at low  elevations; 
there is no signal at scattering angles 
equal to  90°, and the intensity o f signal 
near this scattering angle is very low. 
One solution was to  add yet another 
receiving antenna near the transm itter; 
however, this only complicated the 
already d iff ic u lt problem o f switching 
between antennas as the signal pro
gressed upward. A  simpler solution 
involved using the outly ing antennas in 
the monostatic mode during the dead 
period between the time when the 
original pulse was transmitted and the 
time when the scattered signal reached 
the firs t receiver. This required that 
only the lowest 200 m or so be covered 
by the monostatic mode. Despite this 
reduced range requirement, the m ono
static portion  o f the pulse cycle was still 
found to be unacceptably inconsistent.

The latest test configuration em
ployed tw o moderately wide-beamed 
receivers w ith  a single main transm itter 
and smaller satellite transmitters located 
along the lines between the main trans
m itte r and receivers (see Fig. 8). This 
configuration eliminated the need fo r 
switching between receiving antennas 
and retained the advantage o f receiving 
bistatic signals at all elevations.

Operational Tests

A  system funded by the Federal Avia
tion  Adm inistration used the m u lti
transm itter configuration fo r operation 
at Stapleton International A irpo rt in 
Denver, Colorado. Doppler w ind pro
files from  this experiment have been 
compared w ith  the local radiosonde 
winds. One such comparison is shown in 
Fig. 9. Operation o f an acoustic system 
at an active airport site placed the sys
tem in one o f the potentia lly  most 
hostile environments. The intense noise 
generated by aircraft completely satu
rated the system, rendering it  useless fo r 
periods o f  up to 1 or 2 m in. Sophisti
cated data processing techniques were 
tested to determine i f  i t  is feasible to 
operate an acoustic system in  this type 
o f environment. Each range gate o f each 
pulse was tested to determine i f  the 
signal intensity was high enough fo r
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successful doppler tracking, the ambient 
background noise had no t saturated the 
system, and the signal-to-noise (S /N ) 
was w ith in  an acceptable range. I f  the 
data passed all o f these tests, they were 
then averaged exponentially along w ith  
up to 5 m in o f previous “ good”  data to 
insure that spurious noise impulses that 
may have passed the tests were not 
given undue weight. The w ind vectors 
w e re  th e n  c a lc u la te d  fro m  the  
“ cleansed”  data.

These operational tests indicated that 
reliable w ind measurements could be 
made even at an airport location. I t  was 
also clear that further development w ill 
be required to  improve antenna design 
and side-lobe shielding. I t  appears that 
the optim um  receiving-antenna system 
w ill consist o f several rather narrow 
beams pointed at increasing elevation 
angles to form  a fan shape. By progres
sively switching to beams at increasing 
elevation angles, the transmitted sound 
pulse can be tracked as i t  travels up
ward. The background noise collected 
by each o f  the narrow beams w ould, o f 
course, be less than that which would be 
collected by a single fan beam covering 
the same vertical extent. The improved 
S/N should insure operation under most 
conditions.

Inclement weather in  the form  o f 
strong surface winds and rain or hail is a 
l im ita t io n  fo r the acoustic system. 
Eddies formed by strong winds, and 
hydrometeors striking the antenna face 
can both saturate the sensitive receivers. 
Because the receiving beams are pointed 
at an angle to the horizontal, a partial 
solution to these problems is to  cover 
the antenna w ith  a shelter to  protect i t  
f ro m  the  direct impact o f hydro
meteors. In  addition, this shelter can be 
constructed in  the form  o f an under
ground bunker, w ith  a level top con
form ing to the surrounding terrain and 
w ith  the opening offset to  allow the 
main antenna beam to project out at an 
angle. Reducing the size o f the eddy- 
producing barriers minimizes the effect 
o f strong surface winds. This type o f 
antenna installation was used during the 
a irport tests, but insuffic ient data were 
collected to determine its effectiveness.

Fig. 9 Acoustic doppler wind profile (solid lines at 04:56). Stapleton 
Airport radiosonde winds (dashed lines) are superimposed 
for comparison.



It is clear that severe weather will render 
the system inoperative, even w ith the 
protective shelter; rain will be driven 
into the bunker openings, and the sound 
of rain impacting on the shelter may 
produce intolerable noise levels. Until 
testing is com pleted, the severity o f 
these effects must remain an unknown.

A further lim itation that has been 
observed, but not well docum ented, is 
an apparent rapid fall-off o f bo th  wind 
an d  tem perature fluctuations above 
certain strong tem perature inversions. 
This lack of turbulence produces signal 
fading; during one test involving some 
300 hr o f data, the signal above 500 m 
was found to  be unreliable about 10% 
o f the time. This effect will, o f course, 
be a function o f the season, location, 
and diurnal cycle o f low-level stability.

Conclusions

The need exists for making continual 
real-time measurem ents o f the wind 
profile w ith high spatial and tem poral 
resolution. Such wind profiles are essen
tial for providing pilots w ith a warning 
o f hazardous low-level wind shears and 
as input to  wake-vortex m otion predic
tion models. The need for better wind 
inform ation in mesoscale m onitoring 
an d  forecasting problems, especially 
relating to  urban air pollution, is clear 
and will increase as our cities become 
more congested and polluted.

The acoustic doppler wind-sensing 
technique appears to  be an answer to  
these needs. It is still based on relatively 
new experim ental equipm ent that will 
undoubtedly undergo many evolution
ary improvements in the near future. Its 
lim itations are recognized, if  not cali
brated. Many existing problem s can be 
removed by improved design and engi
neering, but there are those, such as 
inclement weather and lack o f natural 
tracers above strong inversions, which 
will remain as weaknesses to  the opera
tional application o f this device. It 
remains to be determ ined just how 
severe these lim itations will be.

F o r  specific research applications 
where continual uninterrupted opera
t io n  is n o t essential, the acoustic

doppler system holds the promise o f a 
valuable measurem ent tool tha t can 
provide wind inform ation impossible to  
collect by contem porary m ethods. Its 
use for this type o f research has already 
been dem onstrated, and it will no doubt 
find increasing application as the system 
is refined and developed.
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The FOF Wind Tunnel

Harold W. Bayn ton

During its early years o f making 
w e a th e r  observations the FOF fre
quently accepted the instrum ent m anu
facturer’s calibration. However, in 1967 
the fortuitous detection o f a factor-of- 
two calibration error in one anem om 
eter convinced us tha t we needed a wind 
tunnel to  perform  our own calibration 
checks . A lthough wind tunnels are 
c o m m e rc ia l ly  available, researchers 
com monly design and build their own 
to provide the features that are m ost 
needed for the tasks in mind. Our 
tunnel was designed to  incorporate 
concepts developed by Julian Pike of 
the Atm ospheric Technology Division’s 
Research Systems Facility (RSF). Per
ceiving our tasks to  be bo th  a large 
num ber o f  calibrations and research into 
anem om eter characteristics, Pike chose 
to emphasize sophistication and flexibil
ity o f the control system.

Figure 1 is a schematic o f  our tunnel; 
based on a design by Gerald Gill o f the 
University o f  Michigan, it was built by 
the RSF in 1969 and assembled in
1970. The tunnel is 732 cm long w ith a 
test section 152 cm long. Its cross sec
tion is circular, varying from 218 cm at 
the inlet to  89 cm in the test section. It 
is constructed o f sheet aluminum and 
fiber glass w ith a Plexiglas window over 
the test section that opens for installa
tion o f wind sensors. A nine-blade 
aluminum fan, driven by a 25 - hp dc 
m otor, pulls air through the length of 
th e  tunnel; the air then circulates 
through the room  back to the intake.

The flared inlet bell at the tunnel’s 
front opening contains an aluminum 
honeycom b and three layers o f wire 
mesh to  sm ooth the flow o f entering air. 
A contraction cone, in which the tunnel 
narrows to  the 89 - cm diam eter o f the

test section, is aerodynamically shaped 
to  prevent turbulence as the airflow 
accelerates.

A lthough it was designed to  provide 
speeds from 0 to  26.8 m/sec (60  m i/hr), 
speeds in fact reach 28.2 m/sec. The 
primary speed sensor is a Dwyer p ito t 
tube and Hook gage to which all other 
speed sensors are referenced. A t very 
low speeds, below the threshold o f 
rotating anem om eters, a Thermosystems 
M odel 1054 hot-film  anem om eter is 
used. Over the balance o f  the range, 
speed is conveniently measured by a Gill 
helicoid propeller anem om eter (R . M. 
Young Co.) that rotates 3.15 revolu
tions per m eter o f  wind for all wind 
speeds above 1 .2m /sec. The propeller 
drives a m iniature tachom eter generator 
that provides a speed readout on a 
digital voltm eter. One o f the tunnel’s 
unique features is that the units in 
which the speed will be displayed (miles 
per hour, knots, kilom eters per hour, 
meters per second, or feet per second) 
can be selected by push-button controls.

Speed Controls

The choice o f  units is only one o f the 
features o f the control system. Basi
cally, speed control is provided by sili
con controlled rectifier (SCR) control 
o f the 25 - hp dc m otor. The SCR con
troller in turn  is m anipulated by varying 
a 0- to 5 - mA dc control current in one 
o f four modes.

Continuous Mode. By means of two 
rheostats (for coarse and fine control) 
the current is manually varied from 0 to
5 mA, thus varying tunnel speed from 
zero to  top speed. Speed, as detected by 
the Gill helicoid propeller anem om eter, 
is displayed on the digital m eter in the 
units o f choice.

Discrete Mode. The control current is 
selected in uniform  steps between 0 and
5 mA so that speed varies stepwise from 
zero to  top  speed, and any given speed 
may be attained at the push of a bu tton ; 
this type o f tunnel manipulation is 
achieved by feedback control. (For a 
more com plete discussion o f feedback
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T A 3 -.E  1

1 unntl Spends Corresponding to Push llntton toumher for Each of Five I'Vinrl Spsftfd Units

T R U E  S P E E D S

Button m/sec mi/hr kt km/hr ft/sec

1 2.0 5.0 5.1 10.0 10.1

2 4.0 10.1 10.1 20.1 20.1

3 6.0 15.0 15.0 30.1 30.1

4 8.0 20.1 20.0 40.1 40.0

5 10.0 25.1 25.0 50.1 50.1

6 12.0 30.0 30.0 60.0 60.0
7 14.0 35.0 35.0 69.8 69.8
8 16.0 39.9 39.9 79.6 79.5

9 18.0 44.9 44.7 89.3 89.1
10 20.0 49.7 49.7 99.0 92.4
11 21.9 54.5 54.3 101.5
12 23.8 59.4 54.6
13 25.7 62.7
14 27.6
15 28.2

T IM E  (sec)
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Fig. 2  Shape o f  w ind speed wave in the tunnel resulting fro m  control currents 
o f  (a) triangular and (b) rectangular shapes. Specific values o f  current and 
speed w ould be measured along the vertical axes.

c o n t r o l ,  see “The FOF Computer- 
Controlled Environmental Cham ber,” in 
this issue.) The Gill helicoid propeller 
anem om eter w ith its tachom eter genera
tor provides a feedback voltage propor
tional to  speed. As indicated earlier, the 
primary speed sensor is the p ito t tube 
and H ook gage. An im portant feature o f 
this control mode is the ability to  fine- 
tune the system so that the speeds 
rea lized  from pushing bu ttons cor
respond closely to  selected values. But 
in any case, during fine tuning, the 
correspondence between push-button 
and true speed as measured by the p ito t 
tube and H ook gage was determ ined. 
Table 1 displays this correspondence for 
each system o f speed units. During 
d iscre te mode operation the digital 
m eter also displays speed in the selected 
units, although the displayed speeds are 
le ss  a c c u ra te  than those given in 
Table 1.

The discrete mode o f  tunnel opera
tion is preferred for routine calibrations 
o f anem om eters. While the speed is 
varied from 0 to  28 m/sec and back to 
zero in uniform  steps, a segment o f 
chart on the anem om eter’s recorder is 
produced through its own translator. 
The recorder dead band is im m ediately 
evident and verification tha t the wind 
system correctly registers steady speed 
at several values is provided. Although 
this latter concern may sound trivial, in 
fact, in calibrating wind systems for the 
International Field Year o f  the Great 
Lakes, eight of the 11 tested were found 
to  register wildly fluctuating speeds at 
certain speed settings. The defective 
translators were subsequently m odified 
by the m anufacturer.

R e c e n tly  tw o  additional control 
modes, proposed and designed by Fred 
Brock ,1 have been added.

R a m p  Mode. This control m ode, 
m o re  a c cu ra te ly  called the “ ramp 
u p /d o w n  m ode,” allows continuous 
variation of tunnel speed between zero 
and a selected top speed, then a return

1 Brock is with the RSF and serves as project 
engineer for the Portable Automated Meso- 
net, now under development.

to  zero. Three controls perm it selection 
o f  the period (i.e., time between zeros), 
the proportioning of tim e between the 
up and down ramps, and the top speed. 
Normally 50% o f the period is assigned 
to  each ramp. Figure 2(a) illustrates the 
wave shape o f the control current under 
ramp control and the resulting wave of 
wind speed, indicating tha t the fan stops 
shortly before the current drops to  zero.

The ramp mode is used to  determine 
the threshold response o f an anem om 
eter and to  compare different kinds of 
anem om eters. Figure 3 is a plot o f wind 
speed as sensed by the Thermosystems

h o t- f i lm  anem om eter and the Gill 
helicoid propeller anem om eter under 
ramp control. The data were recorded 
on magnetic tape and processed by 
com puter to  yield the curves in Fig. 3. 
It is evident from  the record o f  the hot- 
film anem om eter that wind speed had 
already increased to  0.5 m/sec when the 
propeller anem om eter began to turn. 
Similarly it can be seen that the wind 
speed was still 0.1 m /sec when the 
propeller anem om eter stopped; hence 
its starting and stopping speeds were 0.5 
and 0.1 m/sec.

The same com parison, using the Gill
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T IM E  (see)

Fig. 3 Records o f  w ind speed fro m  Thermosystems hot-film  
anem om eter (solid line) and Gill propeller anem om eter 
(dotted  line) during  ramp down and  ramp up control.

propeller anem om eter as a secondary standard, yielded the 
calibration curve o f  the hot-film  anem om eter shown in 
Fig. 4. The calibration assumed a linear response o f the Gill 
propeller anem om eter at speeds above 1 .2m /sec and 3.15 
revolutions per m eter o f wind.

O n /O ff Mode. The on /o ff mode is used to  produce a 
periodic variation o f tunnel speed. Wave forms like those 
shown in Fig. 2(b) describe the variation o f contro l current. 
Three controls set the am plitude o f the current, its duty 
cycle, and the to ta l period. The figure illustrates schemati
cally the resulting wave forms o f tunnel w ind speed for 10% 
and 50% duty  cycles and a 10 - sec period. It should be noted 
that, even for a 50% duty  cycle, the wave form  is not 
sinusoidal.

The on /o ff mode is used to  test the response of 
mechanical anem om eters. Figure 5 is a p lot o f  wind 
speed as sensed by the Therm osystem s hot-film  anem om 
eter and the Gill propeller anem om eter under on /o ff 
mode control. The data were processed by com puter 
to  yield the curves in Fig. 5; the hot-film  anem om eter 
may be taken to  be in phase with the tunnel speed. In this 
example the period is 10 sec and the mean speed is
7 m/sec, giving a gust wavelength o f 70 m. The propeller 
anem om eter is in exceptionally good agreement with the 
hot-film  system, in accord with theory (Gill, 1967), which 
shows tha t it should register better than 99% o f the ampli
tude o f  sinusoidal fluctuations whose wavelength exceeds 
30 m. Even so the propeller exhibits detectable phase lag, 
underestim ation o f  the m axim um , somewhat greater over-

0  2  4 6  8  10

IN D IC A T E D  S P E E D  Im /se c l

Fig. 4 Calibration curve o f  Therm osystem s hot-film  
anem om eter (solid line) determ ined using Gill propeller 
anem om eter as a secondary standard. D o tted  line portrays 
the linear calibration appropriate fo r  the mean 
pressure o f  830 m b at the tunnel.

T IM E  (sec)

Fig. 5 Records o f  w ind speed fro m  Therm osystem s hot-film  
anem om eter (solid line) and Gill propeller anem om eter  
(do tted  line) during o n /o f f  control.

estim ation o f the minimum, and consequent overestim ation 
o f the m ean in a varying wind speed.

Figure 6 is a photograph o f the entire control panel. As a 
safety feature an ignition key is required to  operate the 
tunnel. A t the top  are a digital clock (left) and a m eter 
showing to ta l accum ulated running tim e o f the tunnel 
(right). Directly below the clock is the digital readout o f



Fig. 6 The control panel o f  the w ind tunnel.
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Fig. 7 Observed profiles o f  speed fro m  bo ttom  to top  o f  the tunnel a t fo u r  speed 
settings and average profile fo r  the fo u r  runs.

wind speed from the propeller. The two 
rheostats for continuous  m ode control 
appear at the bo ttom  right corner. The 
push bu ttons for discrete m ode control 
and unit selection are at the bo ttom  
left. The controls for ramp and o n /o f f  
modes are in the center black panel. 
Circuit drawings are available on request 
for the original modes and the recently 
added ramp and o n /o f f  modes.

Cross-Tunnel Profiles

Figure 7 shows the profiles observed 
from bottom  to top o f the tunnel for 
each o f four speeds and the mean ex
pressed in percentage o f the mean flow 
outside the boundary layer. The hot- 
film system was used to  measure the 
speeds. The boundary layer is 2.5 cm 
thick. A minimum along or slightly 
below the center line is a consistent 
feature at all speeds. Moreover, speeds 
are slightly higher above than below the 
c e n te r  line. This asym m etry is ac- z 
counted for by the fact that the inlet = 
bell is closer to  the floor than the |  
ceiling. Figure 8 is a contour mapping o f s 
speed obtained by combining data from  sj 
the vertical transect portrayed in Fig. 7 I  
w ith two diagonal transects. Speed is >O
expressed in percentage o f the mean < 
flow outside the boundary layer. The i  
pattern  o f  lesser speeds to  the right o f fe 
Fig. 8 is probably due to the control 
panel obstructing return flow on that 
side o f the tunnel.

It is a fairly com mon occurrence for 
tunnels to  exhibit nonuniform  speed 
outside the boundary layer. The situa
tion can be corrected by screening the 
parts o f  the inlet bell that correspond to  
the regions o f relatively high speed. 
Because it is a tedious, trial-and-error 
procedure, there are no imm ediate plans 
to  do so w ith the FOF tunnel.

Turbulence Spectra in the Tunnel

The hot-film  anem om eter was used to 
investigate the spectrum o f turbulence 
along the axis o f the tunnel. Speed was 
recorded at intervals o f 0.1 sec, per
m itting analysis o f spectra up to a fre
quency o f 5 Hz. A spectrum analysis

perform ed on the ou tput o f the hot-film 
anem om eter at zero speed established 
the noise level o f the system. Tests run 
at speeds ranging from 2.3 to  12 m/sec 
showed no turbulence at the high- 
frequency (short-wavelength) end o f the 
spectrum . The spectra begin to  rise 
above the noise level at low frequencies 
equivalent to a wavelength o f 3 or 4 m 
and the spectra resemble that o f red 
noise.

Figure 9 shows a 20 - sec segment o f

sp e ed  fluctuations observed in the 
tu n n e l at a mean speed of about 
12 m/sec. The m ost evident fluctuations 
are those occurring at intervals o f about 
1.25 sec. This corresponds to  a wave
length of 15 m, which is somewhat 
greater than the length o f the room.

In summ ary, the tunnel flow is evi
dently laminar and subject to  some 
relatively long-wave fluctuations that 
may be related to  the return  flow in a 
furnished room or other causes.
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Fig. 8 Isopleths o f  speed in the tunnel are expressed in 
percentage o f  mean speed outside the boundary layer 
(flow  is into page).
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The FOF Computer-Controlled 

Environmental Chamber

David B. Call and Harold W. Baynton

From  its inception, the FOF has lent 
meteorological instrum ents, singly and 
in large quantities, to  scientists for use 
around the world. These instrum ents 
have been subjected to  virtually all 
environm ents between the tropics and 
the arctic, and have been deployed at 
a ltitudes ranging from sea level to 
m ountain tops. To test and calibrate the 
instrum ents within its inventory, the 
F O F  re q u ire d  a high-quality, con
trollable environm ental chamber which 
could reproduce atm ospheric conditions 
tha t might be encountered in the tropo
sphere or stratosphere anywhere over 
the ea rth ’s surface.

A m arket survey showed that a suit
able chamber could not be purchased 
commercially and that an internal devel
opm ent program would be necessary to 
achieve the desired chamber characteris
tics. Specifications were developed for 
the required tem perature, hum idity , and 
pressure ranges and accuracies, and basic 
chamber dimensions were also selected. 
A fter delivery o f the uninstrum ented 
chamber in 1969, subsequent efforts 
w ere  devoted to  instrum enting the 
chamber and developing means for its 
control by com puter. The current status 
of the chamber is the subject o f this 
paper.

T h e  FOF environm ental chamber 
shown in Fig. 1 provides a cubiform 
space, 91.4 cm (1 yd) on a side, within 
w h ic h  p r e s s u r e ,  tem peratu re , and 
hum idity can be varied. The available 
ranges are: pressure, 1.5 to 1,050 m b; 
tem perature, -73 to  +93C; and hum id
ity, 2 to  95% w ith frost points as low as 
-50C. Because o f the functional in ter
dependence o f pressure, tem perature,

and hum idity and some interaction o f 
the controls, not all possible com bina
tions o f  the three variables within the 
above ranges are obtainable. In its basic 
c o n f ig u r a t io n ,  th e  en v iro n m en ta l 
chamber can be used to test the perfor
mance o f materials and devices in ex
trem e environm ents. By the addition o f 
calibration-quality sensors and improved 
control techniques, it has been con
v e r te d  to  a c a l ib r a t io n  chamber 
(Fig. 2).

A central feature o f the chamber is a 
Data General Corporation NOVA 1200 
m inicom puter, which has 4 ,096 words 
o f m em ory and com municates with 
external equipm ent through a 16-bit, 
bi-directional data path. Its external 
in te r ru p t  handling capability allows 
several devices to  be serviced by the 
central processor at high speed and on a 
priority basis. This permits operations 
to  appear as parallel processing and 
makes extrem ely efficient use o f com 
puter time in handling very slow and 
very fast peripheral equipm ent. The 
NOVA com puter handles three types of 
peripheral hardware in achieving direct 
digital control o f the environm ental 
chamber:

•  Digital sensors o f chamber environ
mental states

•  O utput control hardware
•  D i s p l a y ,  p ro g ra m m in g , an d  

o p e r a to r - c o m p u te r  in te r f a c e  
equipm ent.

Sensors

Digital sensors provide a console dis
play o f tem perature, dew point, and 
pressure. In addition, their binary-coded

decimal (BCD) ou tpu t is sampled by the 
NOVA at 0.8 - sec intervals and used to 
com pute error values for the control 
algorithm of each variable.

T h e  te m p e r a tu r e  standard is a 
100 -£2, platinum resistance therm om 
eter com bined with a special readout 
system m anufactured by Doric Instru
ments. The readout system linearizes 
the ou tpu t o f the platinum  resistance 
therm om eter and provides a five-digit 
numerical display and a BCD output. 
Features include a range o f -200 to 
+200C, a resolution o f 0.01C, and 
accuracy of 0 .15C. The platinum  resis
ta n c e  e lem e n t is m ounted in the 
working space on a flexible cable which 
p e rm its  movement to  any position 
within the chamber. Airflow velocities 
o f 1 -2  m/sec prom ote uniform  tem 
peratures throughout the chamber.

The hum idity  standard is a Cam
bridge Systems model 992 dew-point 
hygrom eter. A servo system with optical 
sensing maintains a m irror surface at the 
dew or frost point. A platinum resis
tance therm om eter m ounted in the 
hygrom eter m irror measures the tem 
perature o f the m irror. Dew or frost is 
sensed optically by photodetectors that 
test for condensation on the m irror sur
face. The m irror is m ounted on a ther
moelectric generator and m irror tem 
perature is controlled by the magnitude 
and polarity o f current through therm o
electric junctions (the Peltier effect). 
Electronic feedback from the pho to 
d e t e c to r s  c o n t r o l s  th e rm o elec tric  
generator current in order to heat or 
cool the m irror as required to maintain 
the equilibrium deposit o f dew or frost. 
O utput o f  the platinum resistance ther
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Fig. 1 Interior view o f  the FO F environm ental 
chamber.

mometer goes to a second Doric readout 
system that is identical to the one used 
with the tem perature standard.

Above -29C the hygrom eter has an 
accuracy of ±0.6C; at colder tem pera
tures it is less accurate (±0.8C at -40C). 
Because o f the servo principle em ployed 
and the relatively large therm al mass 
involved, the instrum ent has a slow 
response. Above OC the response is 
primarily dependent on the cooling/ 
heating rate o f the m irror, which is 
t.67C/sec. At low tem peratures the 
response is primarily lim ited by the very 
low saturation vapor pressure. A t -40C 
the  in stru m en t exhibits a 30 - min 
settling time.

The pressure standard is an aneroid 
cell that is read out by the force balance 
method. An external electrom agnetic 
force applied to  the cell exactly bal
ances the pressure force and maintains 
the cell in a fixed position. This position 
is sensed by a linear-voltage differential 
transformer that controls the force- 
producing current fed to a coil posi
tioned in a magnetic field. The current 
in the coil is a direct measure o f pres
sure. It is digitized and provides a six
digit numerical display in hundredths of 
millibars and a BCD output. Hysteresis

Fig. 2 Computer-controlled environm ental chamber. The N O V A  
com puter and digital readouts o f  pressure, temperature, and  
dew  p o in t are in the rack a t the right. Panel-mounted electro
pneum atic controllers in the le ft background provide manual 
control i f  needed.

is held to  the vanishing point by m ain
taining a constant cell position.

The instrum ent has a range o f 0 to 
1,100 m b, and a readout resolution of 
0.01 mb. Periodic comparisons w ith a 
calibration-quality m ercury barom eter 
are necessary. The m anufacturer, Non- 
Linear Systems, Inc., asserts that the 
instrum ent is accurate to  0.015% of the 
pressure at pressures above 267 mb and 
accurate to 0.04 mb at pressures less 
than 267 mb for a period o f three 
m onths after such comparisons. The 
F O F  m a k e s  com parisons w ith its
15 -m m -bore m ercury barom eter using 
the acceleration o f gravity determ ined 
by a gravimeter at the Marshall Field 
Site in 1970.

O utput Controls

O utput control techniques presented 
the most difficult problem s in effecting 
direct digital control. The environm en
tal chamber as originally purchased was 
controlled by electropneum atic indus

trial controllers, which adjust a state 
variable by turning the control variable 
on or o ff depending on whether the 
controlled param eter is above or below 
the set point. This type o f  control re
sults in continuous wide excursions o f 
the state variable around the set point. 
Such behavior presents no problems for 
m ost industrial applications but is in
tolerable for calibration of m eteorologi
cal instrum ents. O n/off controls pro
duced particularly difficult problem s in 
trying to  control three variables simul
ta n e o u s ly . The interaction between 
refrigeration and dew point in effect 
eliminated any semblance o f hum idity 
control. As freon was alternately turned 
on and o ff to  refrigeration coils in the 
chamber, condensation and subsequent 
evaporation on the coil surface caused 
the dew point to  fluctuate wildly.

A newly developed fluid control 
device called a digital valve, shown in 
Fig. 3, provided the answer to  m ost of 
the difficult problem s o f ou tpu t con
trol. This device eliminates the interface
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Fig. 3  Close-up o f  the digital valve (Process System s Incorporated) 
used fo r  flu id  control in the environm ental chamber.

p ro b le m s  inherent in servo-position 
valves. In addition, calibration and 
oscillation problems are greatly simpli
fied. A digital valve consists o f a cluster 
o f eight to  12 smaller valves in parallel. 
Each o f these smaller valves is either 
open or closed corresponding to  1 or 0 
in its bit position in the binary word 
addressing the valve. Moreover, each is 
o f a different size. If  the cross-sectional 
flow area o f the smallest valve element 
is given a value o f  one, then the next 
smallest has a value o f two, then four, 
eight, 16, 32, 64, and 128 in an eight- 
element valve. Since the possible com 
binations o f eight elements, between 
having all eight shut and all eight open, 
to tal 256, a digital valve assures a con
trol accuracy o f 1/255 o f the total valve 
cross section. Calibration is as stable as 
each orifice area and speed is limited 
only by actuation time (25 msec) of 
solenoids that open and close the binary 
weighted orifices.

Digital valves are used to  regulate all 
fluid flow into and out o f the environ
mental chamber. They control freon 
flow into refrigeration coils and thereby 
adjust the rate of cooling. They control 
steam flow and dry air for dew-point 
co n tro l. Digital valves also regulate 
evacuation rate. The only control pro
cess in which they are not used is elec
tric heat, which is set by a silicon con
trolled rectifier (SCR) phase controller. 
It too has eight-bit elements and thus a

resolution o f one part in 255. Thus, 
12 kW o f available heat can be adjusted 
over the full range in increments of
47 W. This contrasts w ith on /o ff control 
o f either 0 or 12 kW.

Software

Programming for the NOVA is w rit
ten in assembly language because its 
small memory size m ust be utilized as 
efficiently as possible. The software 
package has three distinct parts:

•  R e a l-T im e  O p e ra t in g  System 
(RTOS)

•  Command Interpreter
•  Control Algorithms.

The RTOS part o f the program handles 
all timing, priorities, and external in ter
rupts. It perform s the function  o f tim e
sharing the central processor among 
m any parallel tasks. The Command 
In te rp re te r  continuously m onitors a 
teletype (which can be seen in Fig. 2) 
and responds to  control inform ation 
from the operator. It recognizes two- 
letter alphabetic command codes and 
numeric input data. It responds to 
o p e r a to r  in p u t  b y  starting tasks, 
changing control set points, etc., and in 
general by giving an operator control o f 
o t h e r  p e r i p h e r a l s  v ia  te le ty p e  
commands.

Operation o f  the chamber as a cali
bration device is achieved through fine 
control o f each o f the six processes:

heat and cool, hum idify and dry, pres
surize and evacuate. Feedback process 
control generates a feedback value or 
control signal based on the difference 
between a set-point value and an ob
served value o f tem perature, dew point, 
or pressure. The control signal may ask 
for m uch, little, or none at all o f a par
ticular process. The unique feature of 
the FOF installation is th a t all controls 
are handled by the NOVA.

Com puter control is inherently digital 
control, proceeding in discrete steps of 
0.8 sec, and at each step executing one 
of a possible 256 variations of a process. 
However, because the feedback com 
putation and digital valve and heater 
responses are so m uch faster than the 
response o f the chamber, the system 
responds as it would to  analog con
trollers. Use is made of the so-called 
three-mode control algorithm , the equa
tion for which is n

V = K E + K \  '  E. A tc p n I /  J i

, *D (VO 0 )

A t

where V c is the value of control signal, 
Kp is the proportional gain coefficient, 
En is the error (difference between set 
point and variable) during the n th  time 
increm ent, Ki is the integral gain coeffi
cient, At is the sampling interval, and 
Kq is the derivative gain coefficient.

The three term s on the right-hand 
side o f Eq. (1) correspond to  the three 
control modes, proportional, integral, 
and derivative. Even with three-mode 
control, such factors as substantial heat 
loss, air leakage, and process interaction 
c o n t r ib u te  to a com plex problem. 
Nevertheless, a general understanding of 
th e  p rincip les o f three-mode servo 
control can be gained by considering a 
chamber in which heat losses are quite 
small.

Figure 4 presents a curve o f tem pera
ture in such a chamber when an increase 
to  45C is called for. The figure also in
cludes the associated curves o f the varia
tion o f V c and o f each term on the right 
side o f Eq. (1) in arbitrary units. There 
is a threshold value o f  Vc, say V th , that 
m ust be exceeded before even the
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T IM E  (m in )

Fig. 4 Curve o f  temperature under three-mode control, and associated curves 
o f  control signal, Vc, and its three com ponents in an imaginary 
chamber having negligible heat loss.

smallest heat setting will be turned on. 
Vth is inscribed on the figure. A little 
over 2 min after initiating control, heat 
is turned o ff when V c drops below Vth- 
Although tem perature continues to rise, 
it is still 2.5C below the set point at the 
end o f the first phase o f warming. Vc 
reaches a minimum shortly after the 
heat is turned o ff and then begins a slow 
rise due to  the steady growth of the 
integral term in V c . Heat is turned back 
on, and then o ff again, as Vc first rises 
above and then falls below Vttl. The 
additional heat brings chamber tem pera
ture close to the set point.

P ra c tica l considerations require a 
number of refinem ents to  the simple 
procedure suggested by Fig. 4. First it 
should be noted  tha t, during tem pera
ture control, bo th  the heating and 
cooling processes are activated and are 
“bucking” against each other. Second, 
because heat transfer in and out o f the 
chamber cavity is substantial, some heat 
is required to hold a tem perature above 
the am bient tem perature. Consequently, 
when Vc drops below Vth , heat is re
duced, not to zero bu t to the appro
priate “holding” value. Furtherm ore, 
there is a minimum tem perature in

crease, AT, that the system is capable of 
producing. I f  the cham ber tem perature 
is already w ithin AT/2 o f the set point, 
any futher application o f heat will p ro
duce overshoot and a greater error than 
before. Therefore, when the chamber 
te m p e r a tu r e  rises to w ithin AT/2 
degrees o f the set point, no further heat 
is applied regardless o f the value of Vc .

In practice, values of K p , K j, and Kq 
are determined by trial and error. First a 
value is assigned to  Kp and, w ith Kj and 
Kd set at zero, proportional mode 
control is attem pted w ith the first term  
only o f E q .( l ) .  Generally, large over
shoot occurs. Since the third (derivative 
m ode) term acts as a brake on the first 
term , values are then assigned to Kq 
(and some adjustm ents may be made to 
Kp) until satisfactory control w ithout 
overshoot is achieved. Usually at that 
point the tem perature tends to  stabilize 
rather far from the set point. The 
second (integral m ode) term overcomes 
this problem . Kj is assigned a value large 
enough to insure steady slow growth of 
Vc after the heat is first turned o ff and 
eventually, as shown in Fig. 4, the heat 
is turned back on.

Using a procedure similar to  this,

values o f  Kp , Kj, and Kd are deter
mined for each o f the six processes. 
W ith  th e  resulting algorithms, the 
N O V A  turns m otors, pumps, com 
pressors, etc. o ff  and on as needed for 
fully autom atic control. It also checks 
status o f the system and shuts it down 
when a m alfunction occurs or a task is 
com pleted.

Control Commands

In addition to providing single set- 
point control o f the cham ber environ
m ent, several features were added to aid 
users in calibration or testing applica
tions. P rin tout o f  hard copy, at any 
desired interval, is one. A simple com 
m and, “DP,30,” will start the teletype 
printing— at 30 - sec intervals— time 
o f  day, tem perature, pressure, dew 
point, and voltage from two channels o f 
a 12 -b it  analog-to-digital converter. 
Voltage might be from a sensor under 
test. This continues until com pletion of 
the control task or until new set points 
a re  e n te r e d .  A n o th e r  co m m an d , 
“D A 1,1,” causes the current tem pera
ture value to be sent to channel one o f a 
12 - b it digital-to-analog converter at the 
sampling rate (0.8 sec). This command 
provides an analog voltage for strip- 
chart records o f state variables or the 
errors between state variables and set 
points.

The most useful com mand for m ete
orological testing is the “ AP” or A tm o
spheric Profile com mand. This com 
mand allows an operator to  store up to 
12 set points and time intervals in the 
c o m p u te r  m e m o ry . T h e  program 
linearly interpolates with time between 
starting and ending set-point values. 
Hence, state variables can be changed 
linearly w ith time between two values. 
W ith  a p p ro p r ia te  data stored, the 
cham ber will simulate changes that 
meteorological sensors will see in the 
field. Dropsonde, radiosonde, and bal
loon flights are obvious potential sim u
lation applications. While the simula
tions are progressing, chart recording of 
state variables can be made and hard 
copy provided via teletype. The “ AP” 
command can control one, two, or three
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New Set Points

Teletype Command
Temperature

Change
<C)

Pressure
Change
(mb)

Dew Point 
Change

Temperature
(C)

Pressure
(mb) Comment

SPO,1500,8100,1 X 15.0 810.0 Initial values, no 
dew point control

SP1,-1000,200,0,1800 -10 .0 20.0 0 5.0 830.0 Change in 1800 sec

SP2,0,0,0,3600 0 0 0 5.0 830.0 Hold for 3600 sec

SP3,2000,200,0,3600 20.0 20.0 0 25.0 850.0 Change in 3600 sec

SP4,0,0,0,3600 0 0 0 25.0 850.0 Hold for 3600 sec

SP5,1000,250,0,3600 10.0 25.0 0 35.0 875.0 Change in 3600 sec

SP6,0,0,0,5400 0 0 0 35.0 875.0 Hold for 5400 sec

SP7,—1500,-200,0,3600 -15 .0 -20 .0 0 20.0 855.0 Change in 3600 sec

SP8,0,0,0,7200 0 0 0 20.0 855.0 Hold for 7200 sec

Begin control

Fig. 5 Exam ple o f  an A tm ospheric Profile program on teletype with  
explanatory remark added to the right o f  the program.

variables simultaneously.
Figure 5 is an example of an “ AP” 

program used for sim ultaneous testing 
o f therm ographs and barographs. Each 
line o f the program is explained in the 
columns to  the right. Since hum idity  is 
not being controlled, the characters 
“ IX ” are entered. However, the pro
gram will not execute unless the “ 0” for 
“no hum idity change” is entered for 
each set point. Control actually begins 
when the instruction “AP” is given.

The program o f Fig. 5 takes 9 hr to 
run, illustrating one o f the conveniences 
of com puter control. At the com pletion 
o f the last instruction, “Hold set point 8 
for 7,200 sec,” the com puter shuts the 
chamber down and conditions return 
gradually to  their am bient values. Thus 
calibrations may be started at the end of 
the day and com pleted overnight with 
no one in attendance.

F ig u re  6 shows therm ograph and 
barograph traces produced during the 
execution o f the program in Fig. 5. It is 
at once evident that the barograph is in 
quite good calibration and that the ther
mograph is not in calibration. Some 
slight interaction o f tem perature contol 
on pressure control is also evidenced by 
the rapid, small variations o f pressure, 
especially at set point 6 .

System Performance

S y s te m  perform ance and control 
a c c u ra c y  are  d ifficult to describe 
s im p ly ,  because strong interactions 
between variables change perform ance 
a t  different atm ospheric conditions. 
Independent tem perature control with 
pressure and hum idity unregulated is 
±0.2C from -30C to +100C. Below -30C 
and down to -70C, tem perature is held 
w ithin ±0.5C o f set point. Independent 
p re s s u re  c o n tro l is ±0.5 mb from 
+ 100 mb to 1,100 mb. At 10 mb pres
sure is w ithin ± 1.0 mb o f  set point. 
When tem perature and pressure are 
controlled sim ultaneously, little in te r
action occurs except at low pressures. 
B e lo w  3 0 0  mb, poor heat transfer 
reduces tem perature control accuracy 
dramatically. In order to obtain the 
com bination o f  low tem perature and

pressure, the chamber must be pre
cooled and then evacuated.

Unlike tem perature and pressure con
trol, which perform ed as expected when 
first turned on, autom atic dew-point 
control is not available to date. Dew- 
point depressions from 1C to 70C can 
be attained w ith an am bient chamber 
tem perature o f  30C. This requires a 
m anual, iterative process, but dew point 
can be stabilized to  w ithin ±2.0C o f the 
desired set point.

In developing autom atic dew-point 
control, several hardware and software 
problem s were encountered and are now 
b e in g  co rrec ted . Strong interaction 
between refrigeration and dew point 
was overcome by calculating preset 
refrigeration values. This am ount is just 
enough to lower tem perature below the 
set point. Then heater control, which 
has little effect on dew point, regulates 
te m p e ra tu re . Strong interaction be
tween pressure control and the dry air/ 
steam input for hum idity control are 
reduced by precalculating dry air input 
and limiting the range of steam flow 
input. Very low dew point has been the 
m ost difficult to  provide. A minute leak 
in the chamber will raise the dew point 
by several degrees. The difficulty is

com pounded when pressurized steam 
m ust be contained. Large volumes of 
s te a m  are needed to m aintain the 
chamber at saturation, bu t tiny leaks 
through closed valves can prevent the 
achievement o f dew points less than 
-20C.

A dditional difficulties encountered 
w ith dew-point control arise from in
accuracies and slow response o f dew- 
p o in t  hygrom eters at low moisture 
levels, and the extrem ely nonlinear rela
tionship between dew point and the 
m oisture conten t o f air. Dew-point 
control algorithms presume that hy 
g r o m e te r  readings, i.e., the m irror 
tem peratures, are in fact dew points at 
all times, and make feedback correc
tions accordingly. This is true only for 
higher dew points for which hygrom eter 
settling time is a few seconds. However, 
at low dew points settling time in
creases, reaching 30 min at -40C. Prior 
to  settling, m irror tem perature is not 
the dew point. To overcome this p rob
lem the instrum ent is being modified to 
transm it an additional b it o f inform a
tion to  the com puter. This bit indicates 
w hen  the servo loop that controls 
m irror tem perature is in a null condition 
and thus when the instrum ent is indi
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Fig. 6 Thermograph and barograph traces obtained during the execution o f  
the program shown in Fig. 5.

eating true dew point. The nonlinearity 
between m oisture content and dew 
point is com pensated for by varying 
gains in the three-mode control algo
rithm. This is analogous to  using a look
up table to  linearize a function.

Operating Characteristics

The basic control system command 
structure can be learned w ith less than 
10 min o f instruction. Since all control 
functions are autom atic and respond to

teletype commands, inexperienced users 
can operate the chamber w ith little 
supervision. Most users find th a t addi
tional assistance is needed only when 
environm ental conditions are required 
that push the chamber near its opera
tional limits.

Summary

T h e com puter-contro lled  environ
m ental chamber is a unique facility 
which has been o f great benefit to  both

the FOF and outside users. As with 
m ost NCAR facilities, the chamber is 
available for use by university scientists 
for calibration and testing o f their in
strum ents, or for environm ental testing 
o f FOF instrum ents requested by them . 
The FOF staff stands ready to  assist 
visitors in the use o f the chamber. In 
short, the FOF environm ental chamber, 
because o f its sim plicity, reliability, and 
accuracy, is proving to  be a m ost useful 
com plem ent to  the F O F ’s capabilities.

T IM E  (hr)
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FOF Rawinsonde Observation Activities

Walter L. Records

History

According to  M iddleton and Spilhaus 
(1953), if  one excepts certain pilot bal
loon observations, the history o f inves
tigation into the qualities o f the upper 
air begins w ith the w ork o f Herm itte 
and Bescancan in 1892. Progress in tech
nology has seen the rise and decline in 
im portance o f  a num ber o f  techniques, 
although each may yet be used for 
special purposes and on special occa
sions. Among the most prom inent, in a 
historical sense, are the following car
r ie r s  fo r  immersion sensors: kites, 
tethered balloons, free balloons, air
craft, and rockets. Contem porary tech
nology has added radar, lidar, acdar 
(acoustic radar), and orbiting and geo
stationary satellites as means for remote 
sensing o f the upper atm osphere. The 
use o f free balloons to  carry radiosonde 
instrum ents aloft remains, however, the 
predom inant means o f making observa
tions on a synoptic basis. The ensuing 
discussion, therefore, reviews the his
tory o f this m ethod, defines its current 
state o f development, and presents the 
FOF capability to  respond to  requests 
for research support which require its 
use.

Beginning in 1932, upper air measure
ments in the United States were made 
by radiosondes carried aloft by free 
balloons, and the data were telem etered 
to ground stations; a W eather Bureau 
netw ork was established in 1937. Since 
then many refinem ents have been made, 
bo th  to ground equipm ent and to air
borne sondes. One result is the em er
gence of the rawinsonde, which is a 
radiosonde that can be tracked by a

radar or a radio direction-finder. The 
extensive use o f these sondes is con
sidered necessary to  support m odern 
synoptic and com puterized forecasting 
techniques. A pproxim ately 500 stations 
throughout the world now make an 
average o f 700 observations daily.

T h e  c o n v e n t io n a l  ground-based 
rawinsonde station measures pressure, 
te m p e ra tu re , relative hum idity , and 
wind direction and speed as functions of 
height above sea level and o f time. Only 
a few select ship-based stations have an 
all-weather capability for wind velocity 
m easurem ents; accordingly the bulk of 
these data are derived from land-based 
stations. A pproxim ately half o f world
wide radiosonde stations take observa
tions only once a day and the other half 
do so on a twice-daily schedule; a few 
stations make observations at 6 - hr 
intervals.

C h arac teris tics  o f the established 
national radiosonde netw ork (including 
the frequency o f observations, m ethods 
for encoding data, long com munications 
delays, and the fixed location o f sta
tions) seldom satisfy the requirem ents 
o f atm ospheric research investigators. 
The FO F, therefore, maintains a limited 
mobile rawinsonde capability. We have 
tw o  c o m p le te  rawinsonde stations 
e q u ip p e d  w ith  GM D - 1A ra d io  
direction-finding antenna systems. One 
station has been made mobile by in
stalling it in a semitrailer van w ith the 
GMD - 1A antenna for transport to and 
erection at the observation site. The 
second set normally operates at the 
Marshall Field Site near Boulder, Colo
rado, but can be crated and shipped to 
other locations for field operations.

AN/GMD - 1A Radio Direction- 
Finder Antenna Systems and 
TMQ - 5 Recorder

The F O F ’s capability for making 
u p p e r  air measurem ents using VIZ 
radiosonde model 1090 includes pres
sure less than 2 mb (average roo t mean 
square), tem perature less than 0.4C 
(average root mean square), and relative 
hum idity  ±5% above 20% (also see 
Lenhard, 1973; Quiring, 1973). Pressure 
m easurem ents above 20,000 m can be 
measured accurately w ith a hypsom eter 
sonde. The FOF can also make ozone- 
sonde soundings. Accuracy of wind 
m easurem ents is a function o f altitude 
and o f the mean wind vector from  the 
surface to  the level in question, as 
shown in Table 1 (USAF, 1967). These 
values are valid when the tracking eleva
tion is more than 6° above the horizon 
or any prom inent object, or when the 
azim uth angle is more than 6° away 
from  any prom inent object on the 
horizon, or both. Field tests by Air 
Force Cambridge Research Laboratories 
(Thom pson, Giorgio, and Penn, 1972) 
indicate that wind data may be errone
ous when elevation angles are below 9°. 
Since the balloon ascent rate is between 
300 and 500 m /m in, and since the 
normal antenna position angles are read 
each m inute, a wind m easurem ent is 
averaged over approxim ately 300 m o f 
altitude change. Several statistical evalu
ations show that w ith these rates o f 
balloon ascension, time-averaging over a 
period o f less than 30 sec may give 
erroneous wind inform ation because of 
b a l lo o n  oscillation, turbulence, and 
antenna tracking errors.
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T A B LE  1
Accuracy o f W ind Measurements

A L T IT U D E  (km )
<  30 k t 30 - 60 k t  6 0  ■ 90 k t

The ro o t mean square vecto r e rro r is:

6 3 7 15

12 4 14 30

18 6 21 45

24 8 28 -----

30 10 35 -----

36 12 42 -----

Other Radio Direction-Finding 
Antenna Systems

The GMD - 2 and Weather Measure 
RD 65 - A systems are equipped with a 
transponder slant-range attachm ent to  
improve the accuracy o f  wind measure
ments when mean wind speeds are 
g rea te r than 50 kt. The slant-range 
feature also provides usable data at low 
elevation angles. Near-real-time au to
matic com putations are made by the 
computerized G M D - 4  system; how 
ever, this does not significantly improve 
the accuracy o f wind measurements. 
Pressure, tem perature, and hum idity 
measurement accuracies are primarily 
established by the specifications of the 
radiosondes being used.

Beukers LOCATE System

Improvements in the accuracy o f 
meteorological data may become pos
sible by using the Beukers LOCATE 
system in com bination w ith VIZ omega- 
sonde or Loran C sondes equipped with 
specially provided sensors. VIZ makes 
the following accuracy statem ents (VIZ 
Manufacturing Co., 1972):

•  Pressure is m easured by a high 
accuracy baroswitch. Each baroswitch 
will be double-calibrated such that the 
repeatability is ±1 mb from  chart one to 
chart two. The data will be provided in 
machine-readable form  to  1 mb root 
mean square.

•  The tem perature sensor will be 
provided with a lock-in value at +30.0

to  ±0.05C and a correction chart from 
the nominal equation to  perm it 0.1C 
root mean square tem perature accuracy 
over the range.

•  The hygristors will be m anufac
tured and selected such tha t the accep
tance testing at 25C will perm it no 
greater error than ±2% relative hum idity 
(RH) when corrected w ith the provided 
chart. Lock-in values will be provided to 
perm it field lock-in w ithin ±3% RH at 
+25C.

•  A precision mid-scale reference will 
be provided in the autom atic sequence 
to  enable the com puter to  correct for 
any curve variance.

M eteo ro log ica l data are acquired 
autom atically at the ground station by 
synchronization w ith the radiosonde 
e le c tro n ic  com m utation. Four data 
segments are transm itted each 0.8 sec. 
These are low reference, tem perature, 
pressure, and hum idity . Com puterized 
data reduction yields real-time outpu t 
o f the meteorological param eters and of 
the wind speed and direction.

No tracking antennas are em ployed in 
the Beukers (1972) ground equipm ent, 
since track inform ation is obtained by 
retransmission o f the navigational sys
tem signal as received by the sonde. 
Wind speed and accuracy obtainable 
w ith the Navaid retransmission signal 
are primarily dependent upon the stabil
ity  and signal strength o f  the Navaid 
transmissions received at the balloon- 
borne radiosonde. To a first order, 
wind-vector accuracy is independent o f 
ra n g e  from the launch site. When

Loran C is the Navaid in use, wind-speed 
accuracies better than 1 m /sec can be 
achieved. In prime ground-wave cover
age areas, accuracies in excess o f  those 
needed for most applications may be 
realized.

Physical phenom ena in the atm o
sphere affect signals transm itted by 
Omega Navaid systems and received at 
the radiosonde. Under optim um  condi
tions there is a high probability o f ob
taining 1 - m /sec accuracies when m ea
surements are made over a 2 - min 
period. Factors that influence Omega 
signals received by the radiosonde are 
wave propagation paths, interference 
f ro m  thunderstorm  sferics, distance 
between receiver and transm itter (the 
very long wavelength requires that the 
receiver be 1,000 km from  the trans
m itter), and bo th  solar flare activity and 
p o la r  cap anomalies. The com plete 
netw ork o f  Omega Navaid transm itting 
stations is not yet installed and o f those 
installed some are not operating at full 
power; therefore, geom etry and geog
raphy have an im pact upon worldwide 
u se o f radiosonde operations based 
upon the Omega Navaid system.

One difficult problem  has been re
solved by the LOCATE system, which 
can easily be operated aboard ships 
w ithout the need for gyrostabilized 
radio theodolite or radar antenna sys
tems. This makes it more feasible to 
improve the volume o f m easurem ents o f 
winds aloft, especially over data-sparse 
oceanic areas.

The LOCATE system can be adapted 
to  other types o f LF and VLF continu
ous broadcasting stations such as those 
in Boulder, Colorado, on 20 kHz and in 
Rugby, England, on 16 kHz.

Other Systems

Research into quality improvement 
for bo th  dropsonde and rawinsonde 
systems is under way in several groups. 
The National W eather Service is devel
oping a system called NEXAIR; Beukers 
and VIZ are working cooperatively to 
im prove  the LOCATE system; and 
foreign governments and vendors in
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Europe and Asia have produced new 
sondes and improved the design of 
ground stations during the past several 
years.

FOF Outlook

The im portance o f rawinsonde ob
servations to atm ospheric research and 
forecasting problems cannot be over
em phasized . Synoptic, com puterized 
forecasting techniques and com puter 
model simulations are all highly depen
d en t upon these m easurem ents. All 
im portant meteorological research inves
tig a tio n s  have required atmospheric 
sounding data, and this need will con
tinue. Rem ote probing techniques based 
u p o n  infrared satellite observations, 
lidar, radar, and acdar measurem ents are 
providing substantial am ounts o f supple
m entary atm ospheric sounding data, but 
they have not as yet replaced the rawin
sonde sounding. O f new systems under 
developm ent, only the satellite systems 
have the potential o f replacing existing 
worldwide rawinsonde stations. P rob
lems still exist in measuring winds from 
orbiting satellites, although winds can 
be com puted using photographic data 
on cloud m ovement derived from geo
stationary satellites. Satellite sounding 
data through cloud systems still present 
unresolved problem s; however, signifi
cant data are collected from  cloud-free 
data-sparse areas. These data are very

v a lu a b le  for com puterized synoptic 
fo re c a s t in g  a n d  global circulation 
modeling research. It is evident that 
more research and development are 
n e e d e d  c o n c e rn in g  a tm o s p h e r ic  
sounding using satellites.

S ince it appears that rawinsonde 
observations will continue to  be re
quired over the next decade, the FOF 
must remain aware o f all progress made 
concerning new sounding techniques. 
A lthough the FOF plans to  update its 
rawinsonde capability, it will remain 
operational w ith GMD - 1 systems for 
two to  three years and evaluate other 
s y s te m s  u n d e r  development. As a 
minimum, the FOF should consider 
replacing the GMD - 1A system w ith a 
W eather Measure RD 65 - A type of 
rawinsonde system because o f its com 
pact size, ease of installation, and reli
able solid-state construction. We must 
also m onitor progress concerning the 
NEXAIR system under development by 
the National W eather Service. We will 
evaluate the GATE experience using the 
LOCATE system, and finally we will 
evaluate the NCAR wind-finding drop
sonde for possible use as an “ upsonde.”
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A Small, Radio-Controlled Aircraft 

as a Platform for 

Meteorological Sensors*

T. G. Konrad, M. L. Hill, J. R. Rowland, and J. H. Meyer, 

Johns Hopkins University

M eteorological research has long fe lt  
the need fo r  a simple, relatively eco
nomical, controllable, and recoverable 
platform  to carry meteorological sensors 
and instrum entation fo r  in-situ measure
m ent o f  atmospheric parameters. Plat
form s presently in use, such as free- 
fly ing  or tethered balloons, towers, and  
full-sized aircraft have certain lim ita
tions which restrict their use or m ake 
them inappropriate in particular applica
tions. The developm ent and perfor
mance capability o f  a small, radio- 
controlled aircraft as a versatile mea
s u r e m e n t  platform  along with the  
required radio control and m eteorologi
cal sensing instrum entation is described. 
Experience with the system  in several 
extended fie ld  tests has shown tha t 
controlled soundings to 4 ,000 f t  are 
possible with the unaided eye. For 
flights above this altitude, simple optical 
aids have been developed and soundings 
to 10,000 f t  have been made.

The spatial and tem poral structure of 
the atm osphere is o f interest bo th  in the 
s tudy  o f the atm ospheric processes 
themselves and in the study of their

* Reprinted with permission from the APL  
T e c h n ic a l D ig e s t  1 0  (2 ),  November- 
December 1970, with minor deletions by the 
authors. The APL Technical Digest is pub
lished by the Applied Physics Laboratory of 
Johns Hopkins University.

effects on electrom agnetic wave propa
g a t io n .  S o m e studies require very 
so p h is tic a te d  sensing and recording 
equipm ent for fine-scale, fast-response 
measurem ents, while others are less 
demanding. For exam ple, programs to  
study the dynamics o f the convective 
process in the clear air have shown the 
n ee d  fo r  r e p e a te d ,  fine-time-scale 
sounding o f the atm ospheric param 
eters. In this case the mean properties o f 
the air are o f interest, and relatively 
s im p le , unsophisticated sensors and 
instrum entation may be used. On the 
other hand, experim ents relating to the 
scattering o f electrom agnetic energy 
from small-scale refractive index fluc
tuations due to  turbulent mixing require 
fast-response instrum entation and high- 
frequency recording for fine-scale m ea
surem ent o f the atmospheric properties.

These differences in the technical 
requirem ents along with differences in 
operational requirem ents and economic 
constraints are reflected, in turn, in the 
choice o f  a platform  for the m eteoro
logical equipm ent. The sensing and 
recording instrum entation along with 
the platform  represent an interdepen
dent system which should be tailored to 
the particular application.

At present the m ost com m only used 
platform s for in-situ atm ospheric sen
sing  a re  to w e r s ,  balloons (either 
tethered or free-flying), and full-scale

aircraft. However, each o f  these p la t
form s has certain lim itations which 
restrict its use or make it inappropriate 
in particular applications. Tethered bal
loons are lim ited in altitude capability 
by the necessity for lifting their own 
tether. As the altitude capability in
creases, the size of the balloon and 
associated equipm ent and the opera
tional difficulties also increase. Free- 
flying balloons, such as are used in 
radiosondes, cannot be controlled or 
recovered after release, while the use of 
full-sized aircraft often represents a 
prohibitive and unnecessary expense. 
Thus, there is a need for a simple, 
economical, controllable, and recover
able platform  to carry meteorological 
s e n s o rs  and instrum entation having 
m odest accuracy and response charac
te ris tic s . Small, radio-controlled air
planes and hobby equipm ent have been 
used in technical projects such as glide 
testing o f reentry vehicles (Reed, 1968). 
However, the authors know o f only one 
previous attem pt to  use them for m ete
o ro lo g ica l sensing.1 This was done 
about 1961 and m et w ith lim ited suc
cess. At that tim e, the hobby-type radio 
control equipm ent and servo systems 
had lim ited capability and reliability.

'w . A. Good, Applied Physics Laboratory, 
private communication.
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The presently available multiple-channel 
ra d io  equipm ent, however, provides 
fully proportional control and is highly 
reliable. Further, the development o f 
in te g ra te d  circuits has perm itted a 
reduction in the size and weight require
m ents o f the meteorological sensing 
instrum entation and telem etry.

This paper describes the development 
o f a small, radio-controlled aircraft as a 
measuring platform  along w ith the per
fo rm a n c e  capab ility  and operating 
procedures. The system has been used in 
field experim ents and sample test data 
are included here.

Design Criteria and 
Performance Objectives

The design criteria and objectives for 
the aircraft described below were estab
lished based on the atm ospheric process 
to  be studied, nam ely, the convective 
process in clear air. As such, the re
sulting perform ance capabilities do not 
reflect the ultim ate capability or appli
cability o f this type o f platform . Pre
vious studies o f  convection in clear air 
using high-power, high-resolution radars 
have shown that the convective field 
grows in altitude quite rapidly once the 
surface inversion is destroyed (Konrad, 
1970). In order to  study convective 
development, fine-time-scale soundings 
are required about every 30 min. Clear 
air convective growth is lim ited by one 
o f two things: an elevated tem perature 
inversion may exist which stops the 
convective activity before condensation 
occurs, or a condensation point may be 
reached and clouds are formed. Experi
ence has' shown that one o f these two 
l im its  ty p ic a l ly  is reached below
10,000 ft.

Parameters to  be measured were pres
sure, tem perature, hum idity , aircraft 
vertical velocity, and airspeed. All data 
were to  be telem etered to the ground. 
The payload weight requirem ent using 
s o l id - s ta te  electronic circuitry was 
estim ated at 3 - 5 lb. This included the 
s e n s o rs , e lec tro n ics , batteries, and 
telem etry but did not include aircraft 
fuel.

The above operational requirem ents, 
then, determined the aircraft perfor
m a n c e  o b j e c t i v e s  fo r  a l t i tu d e  
(10,000 ft), payload (3 - 5 lb), and rate 
o f climb (500 - 1,000 ft/m in). Aircraft 
speed was to  be held to  a minimum, 
around 20 - 40 m ph. Since the condi
tions at a constant altitude are also o f 
interest bo th  in the study o f convection 
and other atm ospheric processes, the 
aircraft was expected to  have an en
durance capability at altitude of several 
hours.

One o f the advantages o f the system 
is tha t it is mobile, and sounding m ea
surements can be made in whatever 
location the convective activity is oc
curring. This advantage, however, im 
plies that the system m ust be simple and 
highly reliable for use at rem ote sites 
where elaborate support equipm ent is 
unavailable. In keeping w ith this re
quirem ent, then, only well proven, off- 
the-shelf, commercially available equip
m e n t used by modelers and radio 
control hobbyists such as transm itters, 
receivers, servos, engines, etc., was 
considered  in the aircraft platform  
design.

A ircra ft Design and Performance

The basic aircraft design was devel
oped by one o f us (Hill) for use in ob 
taining World Record perform ances as 
prescribed in the Aviation Sporting 
Code o f the Federation Internationale 
A eronautique. These sporting regula
tions, which restrict the takeoff weight 
(including fuel) to  11 lb (5 kg), place a 
prem ium  on weight saving in the struc
ture. Aircraft o f this size and configura
tion used for record assaults have typ i
cally weighed 4.5 - 5 lb (w ithout fuel, 
but including engine and radio control 
u n i t ) .  Considerable experience with 
respect to aerodynamics, payload capac
ity, engine perform ance, structures, etc., 
was therefore in hand prior to  the start 
o f  this project. However, special con
siderations w ith respect to  structural 
strength were applied to this particular 
a i r c ra f t  because o f  the anticipated 
heavier takeoff weight and more severe

operating environm ent (i.e., higher gust 
and landing loads), plus the require
m ents of reliable repetitive operation as 
compared to  an all-out effort to  achieve 
a single strenuous perform ance.

A three-view sketch o f the aircraft is 
shown in Fig. 1 and a photograph in 
Fig. 2. The wing is a com posite struc
ture consisting of a polystyrene foam 
core covered w ith 1/16 - in. sheet balsa. 
A layer o f fiber glass cloth-epoxy resin 
was inserted between the balsa and 
foam core. This m ethod o f construction 
h as  been described elsewhere (Hill, 
1969) and is in wide use by hobbyists 
because o f the high strength-to-weight 
ratio. The SR - 2 airfoil profile was 
em ployed (Hill, 1970). This is a high lift 
section that utilizes a partially laminar 
boundary layer to achieve low drag. Its 
profile is flat on the bo ttom  surface, 
and this feature is useful in avoiding 
warps during construction.

T h e  fu se la g e  is a conventional 
“ b r id g e - tru s s ” box structure using 
3/8 - in.-square balsa longerons as de
scribed previously (Hill, 1965). The 
body is covered w ith 1 /1 6 -in . sheet 
balsa and coated w ith fiber-glass-resin to 
resist impact loads on landing. The 
underside of the fuselage is covered with 
extra layers o f fiber glass to  w ithstand 
belly landings as discussed below. The 
horizontal and vertical stabilizers are 
conventional balsa spar and rib struc
tures, covered w ith Superm onokote (a 
Mylar film w ith heat sensitive adhesive 
on one side). The wing and horizontal 
stabilizer are removable for easy trans
port and were attached for flight by 
means of heavy rubber bands passing 
longitudinally across their center lines 
to  hooks anchored in the fuselage. This 
m ethod of attachm ent is more than 
adequate to  w ithstand flight loads and is 
used to  prevent damage during hard 
landings by virtue o f its ability to  flex 
on impact.

A standard  hobby-type two-cycle 
engine2 o f 1 0 -cc  capacity is used to  
tu r n  a 12 - in.-diameter, 5 - in.-pitch 
propeller, which has been found to  be 
the most suitable size for flying to  high 
altitude. The fuel consists of a m ixture
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of 70% m ethanol, 5% nitrom ethane, and 
25% castor oil. At full power, the engine 
tu rn s  12,000  rpm, produces about 
0.9 hp, and consumes about 3 lb o f fuel 
per hour. The engine is fitted w ith a 
rotating barrel carburetor which can be 
used to  reduce power to  about 10% o f 
full power for cruising or descending. 
Minimum fuel consum ption is about 
0.5 lb/hr.

The radio equipm ent em ployed was a 
standard off-the-shelf set3 for use by 
hobbyists. It includes a portable trans
m itter, a receiver, servos, and recharge
able power supplies. The transm itter 
operates on a frequency o f 75.64 MHz, 
a frequency allocated by the Federal 
C o m m u n ic a tio n s  C o m m iss io n  for 
citizens-licensed control o f  model air
c r a f t .  T ransm itter ou tpu t is about 
300 mW, and this provides a range of 
about 3 mi when the aircraft is flown at 
elevation angles in excess o f 20°. Range 
is diminished at very low angles and is 
only 0.25 mi when bo th  receiver and 
transm itter are on the ground. The 
complete airborne system, which p ro
vides for six channels o f sim ultaneous 
p ro p o r tio n a l  control, weighs about 
18 oz and occupies about 50 in .3 o f 
volume.

Only three channels o f the six avail
able were employed for control of the 
aircraft. One channel was used for 
th r o t t l e  control, another for pitch 
control via the elevator, and the third 
for yaw control by means o f the vertical 
ru d d e r .  Normally, movable ailerons 
would be used to provide roll control. 
These are unnecessary on this design 
since dihedral is used to provide “hands 
o f f ’ stability o f the aircraft. More than 
ample roll control results from the 
inherent aerodynamic coupling o f the 
dihedral to  the yaw control.

2 The engine called “ Super Tigre” by the 
m a n u f a c t u r e r  is available from World 
Engines, 8906 Rossash Avenue, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, at a cost of  about $45.

3Manufactured by Kraft Systems, Inc., 450 
California Avenue, Vista, California. The 
cost of this type of equipment is about 
$400.

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

Fig. 2 Photograph o f  aircraft held in simple jig fo r  
check-out prior to launch. N o te  telem etry antenna, pitot-static  
tubes on leading edge o f  wing, sensor pods, and switches on 
side o f  fuselage.

Fig. 1 Three-view sketch o f  basic aircraft configuration,



The weight o f the basic, dry aircraft 
(fuselage, wing, horizontal and vertical 
stabilizers, engine, radio receiver, and 
servos) is 7 lb 3 oz. The electronic in 
strum ent package, batteries, and sensors 
weigh 3 lb. The design and perform ance 
o f this equipm ent is discussed in a sepa
ra te  section below. Fuel weight is 
dependent on the type o f mission, e.g., 
s o u n d in g  vs constant-altitude-tim e- 
history, but can range from 0.5 to 2 lb. 
Thus, the all-up flight configuration 
weighs roughly 11 - 12 lb.

Based on the experience discussed 
above concerning this type o f aircraft 
design, some im portant perform ance 
figures were know n prior to construc
tion. These were:

•  A minimum o f 0.16 hp is required 
to  sustain flight a t sea level at an all-up 
weight o f 11 lb, this value having been 
e s ta b l is h e d  in  flights o f duration 
models.

•  A climb rate o f  2 ,500 ft/m in  can 
be achieved at sea level at an all-up 
weight o f  7 lb, and a climb rate of
1.000  f t /m in  is s t i l l  available at
20.000 - ft altitude; these two figures 
have been established in altitude record 
flights.

•  The maximum value for L/D, the 
lift-to-drag ratio, is about 14 to 1 and 
occurs at about 26 mph.
Using these values along w ith extrapola
tion o f perform ance relationships for 
full-scale aircraft, estimates were made 
of the perform ance o f  the aircraft at an 
all-up weight o f 12.5 lb. The resulting 
predictions were:

Time o f flight to 10,000 f t ....................14 min
Max climb rate (sea lev e l) ............... 850 ft/m in
Absolute c e il in g ..................................  18,500 ft
Stall speed .................................................20 mph
Min sinking speed (unpowered) . . .  1.5 ft/sec
Max level cruising s p e e d ........................ 60 mph
Min level cruising speed ........................ 26 mph

It should be pointed out that in prac
tice these values cannot be achieved in 
conditions o f high winds. The useful, or 
practical, ceiling and climb rate are bo th  
decreased by wind. The aircraft is nor
mally flown above a fixed position on

the ground where the pilot is located. In 
conditions o f  high wind, some o f the 
available thrust m ust be employed to  
penetrate the wind to m aintain position. 
In the extrem e, for example, if  the wind 
velocity were equal to  the maximum 
cruising speed o f 60 m ph, all thrust 
would have be to  employed to  hold a 
steady position. The practical ceiling 
would be zero feet. Needless to  say, the 
device is useless under such conditions. 
I t was desired that the aircraft be oper
able in 40 - m ph winds. At these condi
tions, the ceiling and climb rate were 
predicted to  be:

Practical ceiling ....................................  6,500 ft
Max practical climb r a t e .................  350 ft/m in
Time of flight to  5,000 f t ......................22 min

These perform ance figures are seen to 
be substantially inferior to  the calm 
w eather perform ance, but were con
sidered adequate for the lim ited data 
tha t would be sought under high wind 
conditions.

A num ber o f tests have been con
ducted to  establish actual aircraft per
formance under various conditions of 
loading and to  test various operational 
procedures. The results o f these tests are 
discussed below. Certain o f the esti
m ated perform ance predictions, how 
ever, have not been checked, for ex
ample the absolute ceiling o f 18,500 ft 
or the time to  10,000 ft for the fully 
loaded configuration.

Meteorological Sensors and 
Electronics Instrumentation

The instrum entation for the drone 
was designed w ith certain constraints 
imposed by the physical characteristics 
o f the drone (space available), by the 
payload capability, and by the operating 
environm ent. The to ta l weight o f the 
payload, i.e., instrum entation including 
sensors, telem etry, and batteries, was 
h e ld  to  3 lb. Available space was
3.5 X 3.5 X 7.5 in. Figure 3 shows the 
electronics package and battery  pack, 
and Fig. 4 shows the package installed 
in the aircraft fuselage directly under

the wing. A detailed description o f the 
sensors, electronic circuitry, telem etry, 
power, calibrations, etc., has been pub
lished (Rowland, 1970a, 1970b, 1970c) 
and will no t be attem pted herein. Brief
ly, the drone is instrum ented to  measure 
pressure, altitude, dry-bulb tem perature, 
wet-bulb tem perature, relative hum id
ity , airspeed, and aircraft vertical veloc
ity. Table 1 lists the various sensors. 
Figure 5 shows the wing-tip pods which 
house the tem perature and hum idity 
sensors. N ote the fiber-glass screening 
over the front o f the pod. This is to 
prevent grass, weeds, rocks, etc., from 
damaging sensors during landing. The 
wiring to  connect the sensors w ith the 
electronics runs along a hole inside the 
foam core o f the wing. The pitot-static 
tubes for airspeed and vertical velocity 
are located on the leading edge o f the 
right wing as shown in Fig. 2.

The telem etry system described in 
the above references involves frequency 
multiplexing the signals from  the vari
ous sensors. It is fairly sophisticated, 
expensive equipm ent and has high per
formance capability. It was used for 
reasons o f availability only and simpler, 
more economical equipm ent could be 
used in this and m ost other applications. 
Figure 2 shows the telem etry antenna 
located just forward o f  the wing. In 
order to  preserve battery  power, exter
nal switches for the telem etry and 
sensor electronics are provided on the 
side o f the fuselage just below the wing. 
These are shown in Figs. 2 and 4.

Support Equipment

Most observers can spot an 8 - ft 
ra d io -c o n tro lle d  aircraft a t 5 ,000 -
6,000 ft slant range w ith the naked eye, 
b u t the practical lim it for maintaining 
control is lower than this figure. The 
reason is that it is necessary that the 
pilot be able to  discern attitude and 
direction o f flight in order to  apply the 
correct controls. Experience has shown 
tha t 3 ,500 - 4 ,000 ft is about the m axi
mum altitude at which the wing, tail, 
and fuselage profiles can be adequately 
seen to  m aintain control w ithout optical
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Fig. 3  Basic electronics package and battery pack. Electronics package includes 
transmitter and m ultiplexing equipment. Scale is in inches.

T A B L E  1
Measured Parameters and Sensors

P A R A M E TE R SENSOR

D ry-b u lb  tem perature T herm is to r

W et-bu lb  tem perature T h e rm is to r w ith  w ick

Relative h u m id ity Carbon f i lm  on glass

Pressure Pressure-sensitive p o ten tio m e te r

A ir  speed P ito t-s ta tic  tube  and tw o  the rm is
to r  mass f lo w  sensors (R ow land, 
1970a, 1970c)

V ertica l ve loc ity P ito t-s ta tic  tube  and tw o  the rm is 
to r mass f lo w  sensors (R ow land, 
1970b)

Fig. 4 Electronics package m oun ted  in aircraft fuselage. 
Battery pack is located forw ard o f  package and cannot be 
seen.

Fig. 5  Sensor p o d  m ounted  on the wing tip. N o te  fiber-glass 
screen over pod.
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Fig. 6 Sim ple optical 
tracker m oun ted  on camera 
tripod. Pilot is a t le ft and  
tracker is a t right holding  
handle.

aids. Since the objective was to  provide 
a capability to 10,000 ft, it was neces
sary to  develop some optical support 
equipm ent to  allow flights to these 
higher altitudes.

A simple optical system was built 
which consisted o f  two pairs o f seven- 
power binoculars m ounted w ith a com 
m on boresight on the swivel at the top 
o f  a standard camera tripod. This device 
is shown in Fig. 6 . It requires an opera
tor who uses a handle to  point the 
binoculars and track the aircraft. The 
pilot observes the aircraft through the 
second pair o f binoculars and has bo th  
hands free to  operate the control trans
m itter. Both the tracker and pilot are in 
a standing position during flight. The 
pilot has sufficient side vision to  sense 
the horizon and heading and there are 
n o  problems related to  orientation. 
Many flights have been made and nu
merous trackers and pilots have used the 
device, all adapting to it very easily and 
naturally. There is one disadvantage to  
the device and that is that bo th  pilot 
and tracker m ust assume awkward posi
tions that cause neck fatigue during 
flight at high elevation angles (above 
60°).

Aside from the optical aids described

above, no special support equipm ent is 
needed. The aircraft and all necessary 
equipm ent for flight operations from 
remote locations such as fuel, spare 
parts, and tools can be easily trans
ported in a station wagon.

Operational Procedures

One o f  the operating design criteria 
was that the platform  be capable of 
opera tion  from rem ote, unimproved 
sites such as open fields or pastures. 
Under these conditions, landing gears 
are impractical. They are easily caught 
in high grass or weeds during takeoff 
and landing causing the aircraft to nose 
over abruptly. This might result in struc
tural damage. The aircraft is simply 
hand launched and is belly landed. In 
general, experience has shown that these 
procedures are quite satisfactory and 
little or no damage results when landing 
on grass, plowed fields, or crops. Where 
a sm ooth surface is available, such as a 
runway or a road, a landing gear may be 
used and more than ample power is 
available to  fly the aircraft o ff the 
ground. Figure 4 shows the fuselage 
w ith a landing gear attached.

Figure 7 shows the aircraft being

readied for a flight at a typical rem ote 
operating site. Note the high grass and 
the plowed field and trees in the back
ground. A simple jig m ounted on a tool 
box is used to  hold the aircraft during 
c h e c k - o u t  and  calibrations. During 
c e r ta in  experim ents the aircraft is 
tracked by radar. In order to  provide a 
distinctive radar signature and aid in 
radar acquisition, a metallized Mylar 
streamer, 2 in. wide and 20 ft long, is 
attached to  the tail skid as shown in 
Fig. 7. The streamer causes a scintilla
tion in the radar signal which is easily 
recognizable. Figure 8 shows the aircraft 
in flight. Again note the condition of 
the field.

F o r  r e p e a t e d  f in e - t im e -s c a le  
soundings the aircraft climbs under 
power to altitude where the engine is 
shut off. The controls are then set for a 
slow, gliding descent in either a spiral or 
a s t r a ig h t - l in e ,  up-and-down wind 
pattern . For sampling at constant alti
tude, the aircraft can often be pointed 
in to  the wind and the th ro ttle  setting 
adjusted so that the aircraft airspeed 
matches the wind speed at altitude. In 
th is  condition, the aircraft remains 
motionless w ith respect to  the ground. 
This technique is lim ited, o f course, to 
those wind speeds w ithin the minimum 
and maxim um  cruising speeds for the 
aircraft, discussed in an earlier section. 
At any wind velocity up to  and in
cluding 40 m ph, it is possible to  apply 
power and travel about one-half mile 
laterally in any direction from the 
operator w ith no optical aids. Further 
horizontal distances require binoculars 
as discussed above.

Test Results

Preliminary tests o f  the aircraft and 
optical tracker were first perform ed 
w ithout meteorological electronics on 
board. Flights to  1 0 ,0 0 0 - f t  altitude 
( 1 2 ,5 0 0 - f t  slant range) were made 
where flight altitudes were confirmed 
by radar tracks o f the aircraft. During 
these initial tests the potentially hazard
ous effects o f haze and partial cloud 
cover were noted. In the case of haze or
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Fig. 7 Aircraft being readied fo r  flig h t a t a rem ote site.

Fig. 8 A ircraft in flig h t a t rem ote operating site during Ju ly 1970 experiment.

smog, the safe visibility range is signifi
cantly reduced when the aircraft is 
flown at low elevation angles as com 
pared to  nearly vertical. The loss o f 
visibility, however, is fairly gradual and 
can be recognized by the pilot and 
tracker in time to  prevent the loss of

visual contact.
When a low-level cloud drifts across 

the line o f sight, visual contact, o f 
course, is com pletely lost and the air
craft m ust be reacquired. This is particu
larly hazardous in conditions o f  high 
winds since the rapid horizontal drift o f

the aircraft greatly reduces the time for 
reacquisition and the aircraft may be 
lost. We have flown the aircraft well 
above the cloud base in conditions of 
0.2 to 0.3 cumulus cloud cover. Under 
these circumstances, a “ cloud spo tter” 
is useful to advise the tracker and pilot 
concerning the proxim ity o f clouds.

The need for increased structural 
integrity over that typically used by 
modelers was graphically and painfully 
illustrated during one o f the first flights 
w ith all the instrum entation installed. 
A t tha t tim e, the wing being used was a 
standard balsa wood spar and rib struc
ture covered with the Mylar film. It had 
been designed and tested for a loading 
o f 5 g  with an anticipated all-up aircraft 
weight o f 101b. Takeoff weight was 
actually 11 lb. A climb to  roughly
7,000 ft was made in 8 min and the 
engine was th rottled  back for a constant 
altitude cruise. Shortly thereafter the 
aircraft was placed in roughly a 45° dive 
to  descend to  5,000 ft. There was con
siderable, clear-air convective activity to 
about 6,000 ft as seen by the Jo in t Air 
Force-NASA (JAFNA) radar facility lo
cated at Wallops Island, Virginia, and by 
the flight characteristics of the aircraft. 
During the descent from 7,000 ft the 
aircraft reached an overspeed condition, 
and when it entered the convective re
gion it apparently encountered a severe 
updraft which caused it to  p itch up 
sharply. The wing failed by com plete 
fracture at the center span and tore 
away from the fuselage. This experience 
led to the construction o f the foam core 
w in g  d e s c r ib e d  earlier which was 
stressed and tested for a 1 0 -g  loading 
at the 11 - lb flying weight.

During a week-long experim ent in 
O ctober 1969, 20 flights, including 
soundings and constant altitude probes, 
were made from a rem ote site approxi
m ately 14 mi north  o f  the JAFNA 
ra d a r s .  T h e  flights were typically 
1 5 - 3 0  m in  in  d u r a t io n .  Ground 
w eather conditions ranged from near 
calm to winds o f  25 k t. Flights were 
made to  4 ,000 ft on days when winds of 
40 k t were reported for that altitude. In 
these high winds, the tim e o f flight to
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Fig. 9 Exam ple o f  fine-time-scale temperature soundings made early in the 
developm ent o f  convective activity on 17  July 1970. N o te  lifting and  
dissipation o f  inversion by convection.

4,000 ft was roughly 10 min. The tele
m etered pressure altitude data showed 
an initial climb rate o f 450 ft/m in  which 
decreased to  250 ft/m in  at 4 ,000 ft. In 
calm w eather, the initial climb rate was 
found to  be 900 ft/m in and the aircraft 
reached 5,000 ft in about 7 min. These 
results confirmed the initial predictions 
o f aircraft perform ance and the effect 
o f wind on climb rate.

In July 1970 the aircraft was used in 
another week-long experim ent designed 
to  probe convective developm ent during 
the initial form ation and growth stages. 
Soundings roughly every 30 - 45 min 
were made for extended periods o f time 
on several days. To illustrate the type of 
operation and data which can be ob
tained, sample data taken during this 
experim ent are shown in Fig. 9.

The tem perature soundings shown 
were the first four of a to tal o f ten 
soundings made on 17 July 1970. Note 
tha t the tem perature scale in Fig. 9 is 
shifted for successive soundings. The 
steps in the altitude (pressure) trace are 
the result o f mechanical “ stiction” in 
the sensor. Surface readings were taken 
w ith the aircraft on the ground for 
2 - min intervals prior to  and following

each flight. O f interest is the lifting and 
final destruction o f the elevated inver
sion by the convective activity. The 
JAFNA radar facility docum ented the 
convective developm ent w ith  Range 
H e ig h t Indicator and Plan Position 
Indicator photographs. These data are 
then correlated and compared w ith the 
m eteorological measurements.

Conclusions

The feasibility and usefulness o f a 
sm all, radio-controlled aircraft as a 
p la tfo rm  for meteorological sensing 
equipm ent has been dem onstrated. The 
system is simple and relatively inexpen
sive, using commercially available radio
control com ponents. Being controllable 
and recoverable, it can make repeated 
fine-time-scale soundings or sample the 
atm ospheric properties at constant alti
tude in selected, rem ote locations, for 
extended periods o f time. The platform  
is quite versatile and should be useful in 
a wide variety o f meteorological studies 
where current platform s are limited or 
inappropriate.

The operating volume is lim ited by 
winds and optical problem s m ore than

by perform ance o f the aircraft and con
trol systems. Experience w ith the sys
tem has shown that the aircraft can be 
controlled using the unaided eye up to  
a b o u t 4 ,000 ft. Above this altitude 
some simple optical assistance is neces
sary. A lthough the present aircraft has 
been successfully launched and flown in 
high winds, control o f the aircraft under 
these conditions is difficult and should 
be avoided. The system described was 
developed for a fairly specific m eteoro
logical application b u t increased pay
load, altitude capability, and speed are 
certainly possible w ith a modest in
crease in system com plexity and cost.
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Boundary-Layer Instrumentation System

Stanley G. Burns, University o f  Wisconsin

Fig. 1 Boundary-Layer Instrum entation System  (BLISJ.

The Boundary-Layer Instrum entation 
System (BLIS), designed to m eet the 
o b s e rv a t io n a l  requirem ents o f the 
GARP Atlantic Tropical Experim ent 
(GATE), was developed by the Univer
sity o f Wisconsin Space Science and 
Engineering Center (SSEC) in conjunc
tion with the GATE Project Office of 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
A dm inistration (NOAA). BLIS was de
signed to measure tem perature, hum id
ity, pressure, altitude, and the to tal 
wind vector (speed and direction of 
bo th  vertical and horizontal com po
nents) in the lowest 1,500 m of the 
atmosphere.

Figure 1 illustrates BLIS as it will be 
used during GATE. BLIS consists of:

•  Five Boundary-Layer Instrum enta
tion Packages (BLIPs)

•  A balloon and tether line carrier 
system

•  A shipboard winch
•  Portable Data Acquisition System 

(PODAS).
The BLIPs are suspended from a 

helium-filled balloon 1,500 m above sea 
level. The m ultiple-instrum ent packages 
are attached by means o f a ball-and-ring 
m ounting arrangement to the tether 
line; this permits the BLIS package to 
operate independently o f  the tether-line 
angle.

Data are telem etered from the BLIPs 
to  a shipboard PODAS developed by 
General Electric Corporation. BLIS sig
n a ls  can also be acquired from a 
limited-capability ground station built 
at SSEC to support BLIP development 
testing.

BLIP

The BLIP, shown in Fig. 2, is a wind

vane with a three-cup anem om eter at 
the front, an instrum ent package at m id
section, and a cylindrical tail fin. The 
entire package rests on a plastic ball 
fastened to  the tether line, about which 
the package is free to turn in any direc
tion. A damped pendulum  measures the 
departure of the package from the 
horizontal; the direction o f pointing is 
se n se d  relative to magnetic north .

A tm ospheric pressure and wet- and 
dry-bulb tem peratures are also m ea
sured. The BLIP weighs 675 g with a 
full water tank (50 cm 3 o f distilled 
water) and a replaceable lithium  battery 
pack.

BLIP Performance

BLIS packages have been designed to

IN V E R S IO N  L A Y E R

B L IP

T R A N S IT IO N  L A Y E R
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Fig. 2 BLIP  being sent a lo ft fro m  the N O A A  ship Discoverer, January 1973.

TABLE 1 Environmental Specifications for BLIP

•  0 to  50C am bien t tem perature range

•  0 to  1,500-m  a ltitu d e  range

•  20 to  100% re la tive h u m id ity  range

•  0 to  25-m/sec w ind-speed measurement and survival

•  48 h r o f con tinuous rain

•  48 hr o f con tinuous exposure to  salt spray

D a ily  solar rad ia tion  exposure

S ta tic  e le c tr ic ity  in the v ic in ity  o f the  te the r line and ba lloon , except 
fo r  d ire c t arcing

Mechanical shock resu lting fro m  crew  handling ; w ind-induced v ib ra 
tio n  o f the  te the r line ; and accelerations caused by ba lloon  and ship 
m otions

48-hr con tinuous operation w ith o u t servicing

Param eters

TABLE 2 Sensor Performance

A b so lu te  A c c u ra c y  R elative A c c u ra c y Range

W ind speed < 0 .5  m/sec 0.027 m/sec 0.5 to  25 m/sec

W ind d ire c tion w ith in  1° w ith in  1° 0 to  360°

Pressure <  0.5 m b w ith in  0 .05 mb 850 to  1,040 mb

D ry-b u lb  tem perature w ith in  0.1 C w ith in  0.03C 0 to  50C

W et-bulb tem perature w ith in  0.1 C w ith in  0.03C 0 to  50C

A lt itu d e ± 2 m w ith in  0 .5 m sea level to  1,500 m

Package t i l t  angle w ith in  0.5° w ith in  0.5° 0 to  18°

operate in the environm ent specified in 
Table 1. Table 2 is a summary o f the 
measurem ent capability o f each of the 
sensors.

BLIP Data Format

The data ou tput from  the BLIP is a 
pulse-code, frequency-m odulated carrier 
operating at one of six frequencies at 
5 - MHz intervals from  415 to  440 MHz. 
The data ou tpu t is grouped in to  frames,
4 sec in length. Each frame is subdivided 
into 16 words, each 1/4 sec in length 
an d  representing the value o f one 
parameter m easurem ent. Each w ord is 
su b d iv id e d  into 16 bits, each bit 
1/64 sec in length. The 16 words o f a 
frame each represent a specific piece of 
inform ation. The word assignment is 
given in Table 3.

The synchronization word consists o f 
sixteen “ 1” bits to  indicate the begin
ning o f a frame. The identification word 
is an eight-bit pattern , unique for each 
BLIP, to identify the BLIP producing 
the data. The identification pattern  is 
sent twice w ithin one word.

Figure 3, a functional block diagram, 
describes the operation of each of the 
sensor subsystems.

Wind Direction and 
Velocity Indicator (W INDAV)

The WINDAV (shown in Fig. 4) con
sists o f a position-resolver disk m ounted 
on the shaft of a three-cup anem om eter. 
The resolver disk has two pairs o f light- 
em itting diodes (LED) and pho to tran 
sistors associated w ith it. The resolver 
disk has 180 etched slots around the 
periphery. Thus light from the outer 
LED, collimated by the light-collimator 
disk, will be chopped 180 times for each 
revolution (resolver pulses) o f the ane
m om eter cups. Therefore, each transi
tion through zero occurs at 1° intervals 
(360 zero transitions per revolution).

In addition, the resolver disk has a 
single slot etched concentrically with 
the 180 slots. Thus the second LED- 
phototransistor pair produces one pulse 
for each revolution of the resolver disk 
(once-around pulse).

A third sensor, a Sony Corporation 
m agnetodiode, is built into the non 
rotating central shaft o f the anem om 
eter assembly. The ou tpu t o f the Sony 
diode is an approxim ately sinusoidal 
signal that is generated when one ane

m om eter arm loaded w ith a magnetic 
concentrator material is oriented with 
th e  earth ’s magnetic field. The re
maining two arms are brass.

As the anem om eter rotates, the count 
difference (measured by the num ber of
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T A B L E  3 B LIP  W ord Assignment

Channel N um ber Assignment

% sec each 0 S ynchron iza tio n

1 F irs t t i l t  angle

2 F irs t w in d  d ire c tion

3 F irs t w in d  speed
4 D ry -b u lb  tem perature

5 W et-bu lb  tem perature

6 High resistance reference
7 Lo w  resistance reference

4 sec ■< 8 Id e n tifica tio n
9 Second t i l t  angle

10 Second w in d  d ire c tion
11 Second w in d  speed
12 H ygris to r

13 A tm osp he ric  pressure
14 Pressure reference capacitance
15 Rear e lectronics package tem perature  

o r anothe r resistance typ e  sensor

D RY-BULB 
TEMPERATURE 
CHANNEL 4

W ET-BULB 
TEMPERATURE 
CHANNEL 5

HYGRISTOR 
CHANNEL 12

PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE 
CHANNEL 15

HIGH RESISTANCE 
REFERENCE 
CHANNEL 6

LOW RESISTANCE 
REFERENCE 
CHANNEL 7

ANEROID 
PRESSURE 
CHANNEL 13

CAPACITOR 
REFERENCE 
CHANNEL 14

WINOAV 
CHANNELS 
2,3. 1 0 , 1 1

PH O TO TR A N S IS TO R S

C O N C E N T R IC A L L Y  
E TC H E D  S L O T

Fig. 3 BLIP  functional b lock diagram.
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•O n e  arm  con ta in s  th e  m agnetic con cen tra to r 
inse t; th e  o th e r tw o  are o f brass.
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Fig. 4  WINDA V  assembly.
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Fig. 5  Tilt-angle assembly.
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resolver-pulse zero crossings) between 
the m aximum o f the Sony diode signal 
and the once-around pulse gives the 
direction of the BLIP w ith respect to  
magnetic north , w ithin a resolution o f 
1°.

The num ber o f resolver pulses that 
occur in a single channel-gating interval 
(«»l/4 sec) yields the wind speed.

BLIP T ilt  Angle

The tilt-angle structure and associated 
electronics are located in the trapezoidal 
com partm ent just forward of the ball 
support m ount. The tilt-angle indicator 
(shown in Fig. 5) is a metallic sector 
suspended at an apex and free to  swing 
in its plane. A ppropriate damping using 
a silicone oil bearing is provided to  en
sure an overdamped pendulum  response 
that will satisfy Shannon’s sampling 
criteria. A six-level gray code is etched 
in the pendulum  to  provide 1/ 2° resolu
tion for ±18°. Six LEDs and six pho to 
transistors are used to  obtain the six-bit 
ou tpu t code.

Resistance (Temperature) Sensors

S ix  resistance elements are time- 
m ultiplexed to  control the frequency of 
an oscillator. The subsequent logic gates 
a sample o f the oscillator ou tpu t. The 
num ber o f  counts occurring during this 
gated interval is then telem etered as part 
o f the data frame.

Wet- and dry-bulb tem peratures are 
measured by therm istors. These ther
mistors have tim e constants that are 
equal to  w ithin 10%, and resistance-vs- 
te m p e ra tu re  characteristics tha t are 
matched to  w ithin 5%, over the 1 - 50C 
te m p e r a tu r e  ran g e . Self-heating is 
limited to  a m aximum o f 0.01C. Both 
th e rm is to rs  are shielded from  heat 
through the m ount and from direct 
solar radiation. The BLIP contains a
48 - h r supply o f  water for the wet-bulb 
tem perature m easurem ent.

A third therm istor w ith character
istics similar to  the first two is located 
near the pressure-sensing aneroid cap
sule. This can be used to  obtain a 
tem perature correction to  the pressure

reading. In addition, provision has been 
made for replacing this sensor w ithout 
opening the instrum ent, so that other 
resistance-controlled measurem ents can 
be m ultiplexed in to  the BLIP.

The fourth  channel uses a radiosonde 
carbon-element hygristor to  measure 
hum idity independently o f the wet- and 
dry-bulb therm istors. Provision has been 
made for replacing the hygristor with 
o ther resistance-controlled devices.

Two remaining resistance channels 
are used for multiplexing a high- and 
1 ow  -1 e m p e rature-equivalent reference 
resistor so tha t variations in oscillator 
perform ance not due to  the desired 
param eter changes can be determ ined.

BLIP Capacitive (Pressure) 
Sensors

Two capacitance elements are time- 
m ultiplexed to  control the frequency of 
an oscillator. As in the tem perature 
measurem ent, the subsequent logic gates 
a sample o f the capacitance-controlled 
oscillator ou tput. The num ber of counts 
occurring during this gated interval is 
then telem etered as part o f the data 
frame.

Pressure is m easured by an aneroid 
capsule w ith an attached capacitive 
transducer. One plate is stationary bu t 
adjustable, and the other is attached to  
the aneroid cell. An increase in air pres
sure causes the plates to  separate, there
b y  decreas ing  the capacitance and 
raising the frequency of an oscillator.

The remaining capacitance channel is 
used to  switch a reference capacitor into 
the circuit so th a t variation in oscillator 
p e r f o rm a n c e  n o t  due to  pressure 
changes may be obtained.

BLIP Telemetry Transmitter

The transm itter consists o f a crystal- 
controlled oscillator operator at about 
50 MHz w ith a buffer amplifier and a 
frequency multiplier stage to  yield an 
o u tpu t o f 4 1 5 -4 4 0  MHz, 2 mW. Data 
bits from  the m ultiplexer frequency- 
m odulate the crystal oscillator through 
a v o ltag e-co n tro lled  capacitor. The 
crystal oscillator is then transformer-

coupled to  an amplifier stage which 
increases the am plitude o f the 50 - MHz 
signal. The ou tpu t from  this buffer 
am plifier stage is transform er-coupled to 
the frequency multiplier stage o f the 
transm itter. In this stage, a varactor 
diode generates harmonics o f the funda
m ental crystal oscillator. The ou tpu t is 
inductively coupled to  a strip-line tank 
circuit which is then tuned to  the eighth 
harm onic o f  the fundam ental crystal 
f r e q u e n c y .  O s c i l la to r  crystals are 
selected for ou tpu t frequencies o f  415, 
420, 425, 430, 435, or 440  MHz. The 
r e s u l t a n t  n a r ro w -b a n d  frequency- 
m odulated signal is then coupled to  a 
horizontally polarized half-wave dipole 
aligned norm al to  the prevailing wind.

Carrier System

The carrier consists o f an aerodynam- 
ically shaped balloon (U.S. Navy profile, 
Modified Class C, with a fineness ratio 
o f 2 .75:1) made o f  nylon coated with 
polyurethane. The balloon volume is 
97 m 3 (3 ,500 f t3) w ith a length o f 12 m 
and a diam eter o f 4.36 m. E ither a rigid 
m etal frame tail surface or an inflatable 
ta i l  ca n  b e  used. The balloon is 
equipped w ith expansion capability o f 
30% o f volume; its weight is 44 kg and 
it has 45 kg o f static net lift at sea level. 
The balloon is designed to  fly for 48 hr 
at 1,500 m w ithout servicing, to  hold 
altitude in winds up to  30 k t, and to  
survive winds to  50 k t. Figure 6 is a 
photograph o f  a Raven Industries bal
loon w ith a rigid m etal frame tail, as it 
was used aboard the NOAA ship, Dis
coverer, during engineering tests in 
January 1973.

The tether line, made by the Colom
bia Rope Com pany w ith the brand 
nam e NOLARO, is a polyethylene- 
jacketed Dacron lay-flat fiber. The size 
used by BLIS has a rated breaking 
strength o f about 455 kg (1,005 lb). 
The line is a single continuous piece, 
2,200 m long, and weighs less than
13.5 kg/km .

Winch

A Model .6W single-drum balloon
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Fig. 6 Two views o f  a B L IS  97  - m 3 balloon undergoing engineering 
tests aboard the N O A A  ship Discoverer in January 1973.

Fig. 7 Shipboard winch, show n in position on deck (above) and in closeup 
view (at right).

t e th e r /w in c h ,  p rocured  from  Otis 
Engineering C orporation, is used for 
BLIS. An inhaul-outhaul rate o f 0 to  
1 - 1 /3  m/sec is provided by a hydrau- 
l ic a l ly  powered drive unit using a
7.5 - hp electric m otor as the prime 
mover. Rate-control and tether-abrasion 
protective devices were added to the 
basic winch.

The winch is welded to  the ship deck 
(Fig. 7). The te ther line ieaves the ship 
through a 360° variable-exit-angle fair- 
lead designed and built at SSEC.

Shipboard PODAS

The PODAS which is used in conjunc
tion w ith the BLIPs consists o f six

c ry s ta l-c o n tro lle d , narrow-band FM 
receivers, each centered at one o f the 
BLIP frequencies. All receivers have 
autom atic frequency control (AFC) and 
are connected to  a bow-tie corner reflec
tor antenna through a single antenna- 
m ounted preamplifier having 30 dB o f 
gain.

The data ou tpu t o f each receiver is
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Fig. 8 SSEC  auxiliary ground  
system.

BLIS GROUND STATION

decoded and displayed either as binary- 
coded decimal (BCD) numbers for each 
of the 16 channels or by using a two- 
point polynom ial fit (straight-line fit), 
as direct engineering units. Thus, a real
time data check for each channel o f 
each package can be obtained. This 
system is installed in a deck-m ounted, 
air-conditioned cubicle that measures 
2.4 X 3.6 m (8 X 12 ft).

The data obtained are then hard
wired to  a Digital Equipm ent Corpora
tio n  P D P -11  com puter system for 
storage on nine-track magnetic tape. 
This com puter system is located in a 
second deck-m ounted cubicle. In addi
tion, software is available for obtaining 
ex trem ely  accurate engineering unit 
conversion from the binary data stream 
by increasing the order o f the poly
nomial fit. Strip-chart ou tpu t can also

be obtained from either the real-time 
data or previously stored data. O ther 
on-board meteorological and oceano
graphic systems also use the PDP - 11 
system for data storage.

Auxilia ry Ground System

A ground system has also been devel
oped for use by SSEC for BLIP testing 
and evaluation. The entire ground sys
tem (Fig. 8) consists o f  a six-channel 
UHF receiver m odified for BLIP data 
reception, a ground station which is 
used to  decode the BLIP data, and an 
audio tape recorder w ith data-interface 
m odifications. This allows for direct 
magnetic tape recording o f data, which 
can then be transferred to  a com puter 
system for analysis. The ground station 
perm its real-time evaluation o f the data,

and an auxiliary paper tape printer 
yields hard data copy.

Conclusions

Verner Suoini, Principal Investigator 
for BLIS at SSEC, participated in the 
G A T E  In te rc o m p a r iso n  Sea Trials 
(GIST) during the summer of 1973, 
when BLIS was tested for its m eteoro
lo g ic a l capabilities. Several hundred 
hours o f BLIP data were collected 
during GIST. Preliminary data reduction 
and evaluation indicate tha t the overall 
system m eets or exceeds the m eteoro
logical and engineering perform ance 
standards described above. •
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The WHAT System
A Digitized Radiosonde and Double-Theodolite Balloon-Tracking 

System for Planetary Boundary Layer Investigations*

Paul Frenzen and Lad L. Prucha, Argonne National Laboratory

As the focus of atmospheric environ
m ental quality assessment shifts from 
local to  regional scales, increasing con
sideration is being given to  the measure
m ent and prediction of the longer term , 
cumulative effects o f airborne pollu
tants o f low concentration. Investiga
tions o f these problem s m ust examine 
the dispersive characteristics o f  very 
large atm ospheric volumes— sometimes 
rather extravagantly term ed “ airsheds.” 
Potential receptor regions extend for 
hundreds o f kilom eters downwind o f 
the multiple pollutant sources asso
ciated w ith, for example, large industrial 
or power complexes or major m etropoli
tan areas. The weak concentrations that 
result from  dispersion over such long 
tra jecto ries and the correspondingly 
enlarged time and space scales place 
special demands upon techniques of 
pollutant m easurem ent. Similarly, re
gional pollution prediction and air qual
i ty  assessm ent become increasingly 
com plicated since, in proportion to  the 
increased times that contam inants re
main airborne on long trajectories, p ro
gressively larger circulation scales par
ticipate in the mechanisms of transport 
and dispersion. In particular, and unlike 
the essentially predictable case of short- 
range diffusion w ithin a few kilom eters 
o f  a point source, the dispersion of 
atm ospheric pollutants over mesoscale 
distances typically involves circulations

*Originally presented before the Second Joint 
Conference on the Sensing of Environmental 
P o l l u t a n t s  h e ld  in W ash ing ton ,  D.C.,
10 - 12 December 1973.

that occupy the entire depth  o f the 
planetary boundary layer (PBL).

Considerable theoretical work is cur
rently directed toward the construction 
o f com puter models o f  this critically 
im portant, low est 1 or 2 km  of the 
a tm o s p h e r e — n o t only to  develop 
objective m ethods for regional air qual
ity  assessment but also to  supply more 
realistic lower boundary conditions for 
numerical models o f continental and 
global scale. One immediate difficulty, 
however, is the lack o f detailed observa
tions o f  the density and flow distribu
t io n s  th a t  characterize this special 
region. In a very real sense, many PBL 
models represent attem pts to  simulate 
circulations that have yet to  be exam 
ined in the pro totype atmosphere.

Routine m ethods o f synoptic obser
vation used by the worldwide upper air 
n e tw o rk  (i.e., single-theodolite pilot 
balloons, rawinsondes, radiosondes, and 
d ro p so n d es), although adequate for 
ordinary meteorological purposes, p ro
vide neither the accuracy nor the time 
and space resolution required for PBL 
re s e a r c h .  D o u b le -th e o d o lite , pilot- 
balloon tracking combined w ith fre
quent, serial radiosonde ascents is an 
expensive alternative sometimes used 
for mesoscale meteorological field p ro
grams such as Wangara in 1967 (Clarke 
et al., 1971) or M etromex in 1971 
(Ackerman et al., in press). But the 
tedious conversion o f raw field data to 
usable profiles o f wind and tem perature 
delays final analyses and adds to the 
cost. To alleviate this problem and, 
m o re  sp e c if ic a lly , to  make small,

special-purpose PBL observation pro
grams feasible, a semi-automatic, digi
tized balloon-tracking system com bined 
w ith  inexpensive, short-range radio
sonde equipm ent has been developed at 
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). 
T h e  sy s te m  au to m atica lly  records 
theodolite orientation angles and radio
sonde signals in a com puter-com patible, 
magnetic tape form at tha t can readily 
be reduced to  measurem ents o f average 
winds, heights, and tem peratures: hence 
the acronym “WHAT” system.

The Equipment

Figure 1 shows one o f the two digi
tized theodolites constructed for this 
system. Except for installation o f  high - 
reso lu tio n , shaft-position transducers 
(Optisyn, DRC Model 29), one of which 
is visible in the figure, these instrum ents 
are o f standard U.S. Weather Bureau 
pattern  (Warren-Knight Co. Model 89 
shaft encoders installed by special ar
rangement w ith the m anufacturer). The 
transducers are directly connected to 
the principal axes o f elevation and azi
m uth  on each instrum ent through in
l in e ,  n o n - b a c k la s h  m e ta l bellows 
couplings. The unit for sensing varia
tions in azim uth is housed just below 
the leveling baseplate, w ithin the cylin
drical extension o f  the tripod m ount 
se en  in  th e  f ig u re . Unlike other 
recording-theodolite designs (in which 
shaft-encoders are geared to the m anual, 
vernier controls), the accuracy of the 
digital record produced by this direct- 
c o u p le d  a r r a n g e m e n t is disturbed
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neither by backlash in the traversing gears nor by disengaging 
and reengaging the manual controls during a run. Further, 
when installed as shown in Fig. 1, the shaft encoders do not 
interfere with the use o f  the theodolites in the usual, non
recording mode. Note tha t large, knurled control knobs 
replace the usual crank handles; these sm ooth the adjust
m ents made by the operator and help in keeping the cross
hairs as nearly as possible on the image o f the balloon at all 
times.

The shaft-position transducers used in these instrum ents 
produce 10,000 pulses per com plete shaft revolution or, in 
this application, one pulse for each 0.036° change in theodo
lite orientation. Discrete pulse trains are produced in one or 
the other o f two separate channels, depending on whether 
the particular angle m onitored is increasing or decreasing. 
Pulse trains corresponding to  changes in the four tracking 
angles are continuously counted by four up/dow n digital 
registers as shown in the first row o f the control-unit block 
diagram of Fig. 2. At preset intervals determ ined by a 
crystal-controlled oscillator (set in multiples o f  either 0.01 or
1.0 sec by the four thum bwheel BCD switches), the instan
taneous numerical contents o f the up/dow n registers are 
“ strobed” (i.e., duplicated w ithout in te rruption) and trans
ferred to  the four associated m em ory registers shown just

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the WHA T system control unit.

Fig. 1 Pilot-balloon theodolite equipped with 
shaft-encoders for digitized readout of tracking 
angles; the transducer for elevation angle appears 
at the left and the one for azimuthal orientation 
is housed within the cylindrical extension 
below the base of the instrument.
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Fig. 3  The W HAT system  control un it and incremental tape 
deck; these units are fu lly  portable and are powered in the 
fie ld  by 1 2 -  V  storage batteries.

2 pF 12-1/4 in.

403 - M Hz radiosonde; R  T represents the temperature sensor, 
a fin e  bead thermistor.

below. Tracking data are also continu
ously duplicated in the four-digit, nixie 
tube displays that are shown at the 
bo ttom  of each column of com ponents 
in Fig. 2 and which appear prom inently 
on  the control panel illustrated in 
Fig. 3. This visible-readout feature is 
used when all registers are reset to  zero 
for the initial theodolite orientation and 
again when final angles are read at the 
end of each run as a check on system 
perform ance.

The fifth register, shown at the head 
o f the last column o f com ponents in 
Fig. 2, is a six-digit, tim ed scaler or fre
quency counter. During the interval 
b e tw een  instantaneous tracking-angle 
readouts this scaler sums an audio
frequency signal transm itted by a minia
ture radiosonde suspended below the 
balloon being tracked. At the end o f 
each sampling interval, the contents o f 
this scaler are also transferred to  an 
associated m em ory register; bu t in this

case, the prim ary scaler is reset to  zero 
before the next sampling period begins.

The m iniature radiosonde transm itter 
used w ith the WHAT system (shown 
schematically in Fig. 4) is based on a 
transistorized, 403 - MHz circuit origi
nally developed by the Atmospheric 
Environm ent Service o f Canada. As 
described in a recent report (van Loon, 
Hart, and Hicks, 1972), modifications 
made at ANL increase the useful range 
and facilitate quantity  production. The 
improved sonde offers unusually light 
weight and low cost: the unit weighs 
only 65 g, including a 9 - V battery  of 
216 form at which itself contributes 
nearly two-thirds o f the to tal weight. In 
quantities o f  100, each unit costs only 
about $10 for parts and assembly. For 
PBL measurem ents o f lim ited altitude, 
these lightweight sondes may be flown 
w ith  ascent rates o f 3 m/sec on a stan
dard 30 - g pilot balloon, a useful fea
ture tha t simplifies deploym ent in the 
field and further reduces costs by con
serving helium.

The m iniature radiosonde transm its a 
continuous audio frequency centered 
near 1 kHz tha t changes ~ 5 0  Hz per 
degree w ith am bient tem perature varia
tions sensed by a small bead therm istor 
(F e n w a ll ty p e G A 4 5 Jl or G A51J1, 
response tim e ~1 sec). Therm istors are 
painted white to  reduce radiation error, 
a rudim entary but sufficient precaution 
for studies o f PBL structure in which 
the principal interest is the measure
m ent o f gradients rather than absolute 
tem peratures. O f course, com plications 
may occur on partly  cloudy days, and it 
may yet prove desirable to  adopt a 
better form  o f radiation shielding. At 
this writing, hum idity  measurem ents 
have not yet been attem pted.

Alkaline rather than less expensive, 
carbon-zinc batteries are used, because 
these have been found to  give excel
lent voltage-vs-time perform ance after 
an initial 5 - min period under load. 
Since the perform ance o f  bo th  the 
battery  and the unijunction transis
tor in the audio circuit are somewhat 
tem perature-dependent, the transm itter 
assembly is therm ally isolated from 
the changing environm ent in flight by
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W IN D  S P E E D  (m /sec)

Fig. 5 WHA T  system  wind and temperature profiles through 
an ascending, nocturnal inversion over Granite City, Illinois,
1 hr a fter sunrise (0630 CST) on 12 A ugust 1973. Figures 
(a) and (b) show winds and temperatures collected a t inter
vals o f  7.5 sec, or approxim ately every 20 m  in height.
Figures (c) and (d) show the op tim um  sampling combinations 
fo r  this case, with w ind velocities averaged over 15 sec 
(40 m ) and instantaneous temperatures recorded every 
1.5 sec (4 m ). Noise appearing in the temperature record 
below 100 m  was caused by antenna misalignment.

T E M P E R A T U R E  (°C )

N o te  tha t in this decoupled condition, the low-level wind  
velocity adjusts to what is evidently the gradient value in the 
firs t 400 m; the weak velocity m axim um  near the top o f  the 
inversion layer is a frequen t feature. O f particular interest is 
the fin e  detail in the temperature trace below the upper 
surface o f  the main inversion layer; the quasi-adiabatic region 
below 300 m  appears to contain a num ber o f  shallow, stable 
layers, and the principal stable region seems to  be fu rther  
subdivided by shallow layers o f  decreased stability. The 
occurrence o f  such laminated density distributions could have 
significant influence upon the dispersion o f  atmospheric 
pollutants within the PBL.
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enclosure in an expanded polystyrene 
coffee cup. Field tests indicate that 
these comparatively simple radiosondes 
provide relative tem perature data repro
ducible w ithin a few hundredths o f  a 
Celsius degree (see Fig. 5). A further 
improvement in the sonde now being 
tested at ANL shows promise of signifi
cantly reducing the tem perature and 
voltage sensitivity o f the audio circuit; a 
commercially available integrated circuit 
tim er (type 555) has been substituted 
for the unijunction oscillator shown in 
Fig. 4.

A fter each data set (consisting o f the 
four tracking angles and one tem pera
ture m easurem ent) is transferred to  the 
m e m o ry  r e g is te r s ,  th e  3 2 -p o in t 
scanner-program m er (diagrammed in 
Fig. 2) activates the data gates sequen
tially and thus generates a serial input 
for each logical record at the increm en
tal tape-recorder drivers. The control 
unit circuitry counts blocks o f  records 
and generates inter-record (IR ) gaps as 
required, and an “end-of-file” is inserted 
by a manual push bu tton  after the 
com pletion o f  each run. Tapes produced 
in the field, each o f which may contain 
the records of as many as 50 low-level 
runs, are subsequently converted by a 
digital com puter to  m easurem ents of 
horizontal wind speed, tem perature, bal
loon height, and ascent rate.

Data Processing

A m ethod for com puterized reduc
tion o f  double-theodolite pilot-balloon 
data originally given by Thyer (1962) 
has been used increasingly in recent 
years because o f the choice o f this form 
of precision wind-profile measurem ent 
for PBL field studies. In the com puter 
program w ritten for the WHAT system, 
Thyer’s procedure is used to  calculate 
balloon  positions from each logical 
record which, w ith this system, are 
obtained as often as once every second. 
These relatively uncertain positions are 
then averaged, typically over five suc
cessive observations, in order to  sm ooth 
the effects o f operator tracking errors. 
Even when not required to  interrupt 
their view of the distant balloon periodi

cally in order to  read tracking angles, 
theodolite operators are hard pressed to  
keep the cross-hairs as close to  the cen
ter o f  the target as the tracking accuracy 
o f the WHAT system justifies. The 
system ’s digital sensitivity o f 0.036° per 
pulse corresponds to  the angular in te r
cept o f a 1 - m balloon diam eter at a 
range o f 1,600 m.

Because o f small errors, the two rays 
defined by the sim ultaneous orienta
tio n s  of two theodolites nominally 
tracking the same balloon may not 
exactly intersect. Recognizing this diffi
c u l ty ,  Thyer’s m ethod com putes a 
m utually orthogonal line o f  minimum 
distance between each two lines o f  sight 
reported, and assigns a most probable 
balloon position to  a point determ ined 
by dividing this line internally according 
to  the relative slant-range distances from 
the balloon to  the two theodolite loca
tions. Further, by taking ±0.1° as a 
maxim um  tolerable error in each of the 
four angles, the Thyer program calcu
lates a m aximum permissible m agnitude 
for the error distance between sight 
lines. Expressed as ratios w ith the actual 
error distances observed, factors result 
which give objective estimates o f the 
a c c u ra c y  o f  e a c h  set o f double
th e o d o li te  observations. Error ratio 
values less than unity  indicate tha t the 
original observations were w ithin the 
arbitrary tracking tolerance of ±0 .1°. 
With reasonable care on the part o f the 
theodolite operators (and a frequent 
c h a n g e  o f operators during closely 
spaced, serial ascents), the WHAT sys
tem  measurem ents can consistently a t
tain error ratios smaller than 1.0 ; in 
term s o f the digital record, this corre
sponds to  tracking angles recorded w ith 
accuracies o f ±1 or 2 counts.

Average balloon positions thus deter
mined are assigned central times o f 
observation; subtraction o f successive 
average positions then gives m ean hori
zontal wind velocities and average bal
loon ascent rates for the corresponding 
average heights o f  observation. Tem 
perature data can either be collected 
over similar multiple sampling intervals 
to  obtain averages through the same 
atm ospheric layer as that used to  deter

mine the winds, or single tem peratures 
recorded nearest the central times of the 
wind observations can be extracted in 
order to  approxim ate (within lim ita
tions imposed by a com bination of 
balloon rise rate and sensor response) 
“ instantaneous” tem perature measure
m ents closely representing conditions at 
the average heights. Figure 5 gives some 
examples of profiles obtained.

Some Applications

The first extensive series o f PBL ob
servations using the WHAT system was 
obtained in August 1973, over a site 
n e a r  S t. Louis, Missouri. This field 
operation was primarily conducted in 
support o f  ANL’s contribution to the 
19 7 3  M etrom ex  effort, a multiple 
acoustic sounding experim ent (Miller, 
1974). Serial WHAT ascents were car
ried out for a week during the hours 
im m ediately following sunrise in order 
to  obtain a series o f detailed records of 
the lifting o f nocturnal, ground-based 
inversions, a daily PBL occurrence o f 
considerable im portance to  urban air 
pollution assessment.

For the St. Louis field experim ent a 
theodolite base line o f 600 m was used, 
and balloons released at intervals be
tween 30 and 60 min were tracked to  
heights o f  2 or 3 km. During the trials, a 
m ethod was developed which (usually) 
cut the parachute and transm itter free 
from  the balloon after 10 or 15 min o f 
ascent. A simple, fusible link consisting 
o f two loops o f  string frozen in an ice 
cube was introduced in the line below 
the balloon. A lthough the m om ent o f 
release could not be predicted, de
scending parachutes were successfully 
tracked on a num ber o f occasions, thus 
doubling the num ber o f PBL profiles 
obtained in these runs. Even when the 
suddenly released parachute was lost by 
one or bo th  theodolites, the resulting 
early term ination o f the radiosonde 
transmission cleared the frequency and 
perm itted another sonde to  be released 
shortly thereafter. Figure 5 shows com 
puter plots o f profiles obtained in one 
run during the St. Louis trials, along 
w ith examples o f the smoothing ef
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fected by collecting the data over longer 
intervals.

Although primarily designed to  mea
sure the mean transport com ponents o f 
mesoscale pollu tant dispersal (plus the 
vertical density distributions tha t affect 
that transport), the precision tracking 
capability o f  the WHAT system could 
also be used to  evaluate turbulent dif
fusion statistics in the free atmosphere. 
By tracking constant-level balloons re
leased at selected elevations, time-series 
m e a su re m e n ts  o f  three-dimensional, 
Lagrangian velocity fluctuations could 
be obtained. These data could then be 
used to  com pute Lagrangian autocorre
lation functions and turbulence spectra 
which would enable dispersive proper
ties o f the PBL to  be examined in con
siderable detail. A lthough this proce
dure would place great demands on the 
t r a c k in g  abilities o f the theodolite 
operators, some averaging could be 
introduced, provided allowance were 
made for the loss o f inform ation in the 
higher frequencies. A t the opposite end 
o f the spectral band, the lower fre
quency limit would be determ ined by 
the length o f  tim e a balloon remained in 
view. In this way Lagrangian eddies of 
periods between, say, 10 sec and 10 min 
could be recorded.

Future plans call for the WHAT sys
tem to be used in a series o f small PBL 
exploration programs over various types 
o f terrain in the central Midwest. The 
system is fully portable; 12 - V storage 
batteries are used for power in the field, 
and all supplies required for several days 
o f  operation (including helium) are 
transported in a small cargo trailer.
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Technique Development Activities 

in the FOF

Harold W. Baynton and Alvin L. Morris

Earlier articles in this issue have dealt 
w ith new measuring systems that are 
being assembled and new technologies 
tha t offer great promise for measuring 
systems o f  the future. The activities o f 
th e  F O F  T e c h n iq u e  Development 
G roup are geared to  extract the full 
potential from the various FOF m ea
suring systems and to  expedite opera
tional use o f new technologies.

Radar Chaff Studies

T h e  purpose o f the radar chaff 
studies is to  develop operational tech
niques for observing small-scale wind 
structure with the proposed dual C-band 
doppler radar during fine weather. Most 
doppler radar studies are for storm 
conditions, since the returns are from 
precipitation particles. To extend dop
pler radar techniques to  fine weather, 
one must provide artificial targets or 
chaff. The m ost com m only used chaff 
consists o f aluminum-coated glass fibers 
25 nm  in diam eter, cut to  a length equal 
to  one-half the wavelength o f the radar. 
C haff is available in precut bundles 
containing from  60,000 to  m ore than
100,000 dipoles; it is also available in 
c o n t in u o u s  spools o f 2 ,0 0 0 -3 ,0 0 0  
fibers that can be fed through a cutter 
to  obtain the required lengths. The ef
fective separation o f chaff bundles into 
individual dipoles is a function o f  their 
length. Typically, 80% o f X-band di
poles will separate, com pared to 50% 
for the longer S-band dipoles. The ter
minal fall rate o f the individual dipoles 
is about 25 cm /sec, or slightly less than 
that o f dry ice crystals and at least an 
order o f magnitude less than that o f rain 
drops.

There are examples o f  chaff injection

from aircraft (Marwitz, 1973), from 
tethered balloons (Chernikov et al., 
1969), from  drones (Rowland, 1973), 
and from  towers (Strauch, 1974). Un
fortunately, the Chernikov paper does 
not describe the chaff dispenser used 
w ith the tethered balloon. The FOF 
uses a small tethered balloon w ith a 
static lift o f 1,800 g at sea level and an 
internal dilation system tha t perm its an 
elevation change o f 600 m. The dis
penser used at the Applied Physics 
Laboratory (APL) by Rowland, and 
loaned to  the FOF, was designed for 
relatively large m etal foil chaff cut to
5 - cm lengths. A lthough its size and 
weight are com patible w ith our tethered 
balloon, it is not directly usable w ith 
glass fiber chaff because o f difficulty in 
loading the chaff in to  the dispenser. 
Parallel efforts are under way to  develop 
a packaging technique for glass chaff to  
be used w ith the APL dispenser and to 
miniaturize the cutter used by Strauch.

As soon as a workable dispenser be
comes available we plan to  participate in 
jo in t field tests w ith NOAA’s Wave 
P ropagation  Laboratory, using their 
dual X-band doppler radars and our 
te thered  balloon as a vehicle for the 
dispenser. Experim ents o f this type have 
a great potential for diffusion studies 
because the doppler radars are able to 
define bo th  the turbulence field (from 
the doppler inform ation) and the disper
sion o f the chaff cloud (from  the reflec
tivity data).

Doppler Radar 
Measurements o f Hail

The ultim ate goal o f radar measure
m ents o f hail is to  provide a means o f 
using doppler radar to  determ ine the

hail size spectrum  in a hailstorm  in real 
tim e. A doppler radar looking vertically 
upward into a hailstorm  can observe the 
fall-speed spectrum  of the hail. If we 
assume tha t the hail is falling at term inal 
velocity, tha t the relationships between 
hailstone size and term inal velocity and 
between hailstone size and radar cross 
section are know n, and th a t the vertical 
velocity o f the air is know n, we can 
com pute the hail size spectrum . U nfor
tunately, at best, the relationship be
tween radar cross section and hail size is 
n o t simple for either dry or wet hail
stones, and a dry hailstone may appear 
to  be many times as large as the same 
hailstone when it is wet.

We em ploy an AN-PPS - 4 radar to  
determ ine the radar cross sections o f ice 
spheres o f known size during melting. 
This pseudo-doppler radar compares a 
signal from a fixed target w ith a signal 
from a moving target at the same range 
to  arrive at a doppler frequency for the 
moving target. A tow er w ith a short 
rotating arm on top is used to  spin the 
spheres through the radar beam. The 
tangential speed o f the stones can be 
varied by varying either the speed o f 
ro tation or the radius. A nylon m ono
filament line is used to  connect the 
sphere to  the rotating arm; a short loop 
o f nylon line is frozen into the ice 
during m anufacture o f  the spheres.

Radar/Rainfall Rate Study

Battan (1973) lists 69 empirical rela
tionships between radar reflectivity, Z, 
and rainfall rate, R. All are of the form

b
Z  =  A  R

where the coefficient, A, and the ex
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ponent, b , appear to  be functions o f the 
type o f rain, the synoptic situation, or 
the air masses involved. Evidently, if  
one proposes to  estim ate rainfall from  
radar reflectivity data, great care is re
quired in selecting the appropriate Z-R 
relationship. Even then, according to  
Atlas and Ulbrich (1973), typical stan
dard errors are ±50% when the radar 
estimates are com pared to  rainfall rates 
obtained by independent means such as 
rain gages or disdrometers.

Such large errors notw ithstanding, 
radars are often  used to  estimate pre
cipitation over large drainage basins 
because no practical alternative exists. 
F or example, during the recent In ter
national Field Year o f the Great Lakes, 
precipitation oyer m uch of the Lake 
O ntario watershed was estim ated by 
radar (Hansen et al., 1973). For rain the 
Marshall and Palmer (1948) relationship 
was used:

Z = 200 R1'6 —

For snow the relationship used was that 
recommended by Sekhon and Srivastava 
(1970):

Z = 1780 R2'21

In these relationships the units o f Z are 
m m 6/m 3 . For rainfall R is in milli
meters per hour and for snowfall R is 
m illim eters o f w ater equivalent per 
hour.

Recently Atlas and Ulbrich (in press) 
have proposed an improved m ethod o f 
sensing rainfall rate rem otely. They 
contend tha t accurate estimates can be 
made from  observations o f any tw o o f 
three factors: radar reflectivity, m icro
wave attenuation , and optical a ttenua
tion.

The FOF is preparing an experim ent 
to  evaluate the Atlas-Ulbrich m ethod. 
All observations will be made along an
8 - km path  between the Marshall Field 
Site and the Mesa Laboratory. An 
S-band (i.e., unattenuated) radar at 
Marshall will measure reflectivity at ten 
ranges spaced at 600 - m intervals along 
the path. Microwave attenuation  will be 
measured using a 25 - GHz transm itter 
(wavelength 1.25 cm) at the Mesa and a

calibrated receiver at Marshall. A laser at 
the Mesa aimed at a detector at Marshall 
will be used to  measure optical attenua
tion. Rainfall rate will be m easured by a 
n e tw o rk  o f ten tipping-bucket rain 
gages. The University o f Chicago is 
cooperating in this experim ent.

Acoustic Detection 
and Ranging (Acdar)

Within the past few years, there has 
been a great upsurge o f interest in the 
use o f sound in probing the atmospheric 
boundary layer. Two articles in this 
issue o f  Atm ospheric Technology sum 
marize the present status o f this tech
nique. Our objective is to  become famil
iar w ith acdar as a research tool so that 
it m ay be introduced as an operational 
system a t the earliest possible date. 
Much of our effort is in cooperative 
in v e s t ig a t io n s  w ith  th e  Acoustic 
Sounding Group o f NOAA’s Wave Prop
agation Laboratory.

Plans are well advanced for one such 
investigation at Haswell, Colorado, using 
the FO F’s tethered  balloon profiler (BP) 
system m odified to  measure the tem 
perature structure function in addition 
to  wind speed, pressure, tem perature, 
and wet-bulb tem perature. The BP data 
will supplem ent similar measurem ents 
made on a 150 - m tower. These in-situ 
profile data, when analyzed in conjunc
tion w ith acdar data and surface obser
vations, should enhance our under
standing o f boundary layer processes. 
An attem pt will also be made to  use 
acdar, local surface, and synoptic data 
to  synthesize vertical profiles o f tem 
perature and perhaps o f wind. If  suc
cessful, the technique could have im 
portan t consequences for studies o f 
such boundary layer phenom ena as the 
d is p e r s io n  a n d  t r a n s p o r t  o f  air 
pollution.
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Short Reports

Contributions from our readers are printed in this “ Short R eports” section. Further 
inform ation on these subjects should be obtained from  the contributors rather than from  the 
editor. Short reports (m axim um  750 words) may deal w ith new techniques for atmospheric 
measurem ents and data processing, evaluation o f existing instrum entation, analysis o f  un 
filled needs for systems and techniques, and other topics related to  the technology of 
atm ospheric m easurem ent. Art should be held to  a minimum and should be subm itted in 
camera-ready form. We also welcome letters to  the editor com m enting on materials pub
lished in Atm ospheric Technology. Our in ten t is to  encourage responsive and critical reading 
o f  the publication’s contents and a sharing o f  opinions among readers. Articles may be sent 
to  the Managing Editor o f Atm ospheric Technology , Publications Office, NCAR.

Distinctive Features 
o f the T - 28 Data System

As a participant in the National Hail 
Research Experim ent (NHRE), the In
stitu te o f Atm ospheric Sciences has 
undertaken the job o f gathering and 
analyzing meteorological data from  the 
interior regions of severe thunderstorm s. 
A m odified N orth American T - 28 
owned by the South D akota School of 
Mines and Technology serves as the 
m easurem ent platform  for this task. The 
airplane is armor-plated around the 
leading edges o f the wings, tail, and 
engine cowling, and has been equipped 
with a m uch stronger canopy to  perm it 
safer flying in this rugged environm ent. 
A more detailed description o f the 
T - 28 and its relationship to  NHRE is 
given by Sand and Schleusener (1974); 
McDonnell (1973); and Trook (1973). 
Significant characteristics o f the T - 28 
instrum entation package are listed in 
T rook’s article.

The data acquisition system was de
signed so that data can be gathered at 
rem ote sites, reduced by a com puter, 
and analyzed quickly and efficiently. 
This system differs from  other airborne 
data acquisition systems in that the data 
gathering operation is controlled solely 
by the pilot. Also, the system is de

signed to perm it prom pt reduction of 
raw data gathered during the NHRE 
field season to  hard copy plots o f pro
cessed data by transm itting the data 
over a telephone com m unication link to 
a c o m p u te r  in Rapid City, South 
Dakota.

The system consists o f  three major 
subsystems: recording, com m unications, 
and processing. Each is described in this 
paper.

Data Recording

The recording subsystem consists o f 
two magnetic tape recorders: one digital 
and one analog. The digital un it is the 
prime recorder. It contains the analog 
m ultiplexer, analog-to-digital (A/D) con
verter, real-time clock, and data for-
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The rear-seat instrument panel 
for the T - 28.

m atter w ithin one chassis. It is a self- 
contained data logger. O utput is in the 
form o f a four-bit BCD code w ritten on 
1 / 4 - i n .  m a g n e tic  tape cartridges. 
Analog transducer ou tput signals, nor
malized to  ±5 V full scale, are con
nected directly to  the input m ultiplexer 
o f this digital recorder.

The analog recorder, a four-channel

The armored T - 28.
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FM instrum entation recorder, serves to 
store data which cannot be conveniently 
digitized, such as pilot com m ents, radio 
com m unication, and the ou tpu t o f the 
hail-impact m icrophone. In addition, 
the digitized data produced by the 
prime recorder are stored on the fourth  
track to  provide redundancy in the 
event o f mechanical failure w ithin the 
prime recorder. The analog recorder’s 
playback capability is also used in con
junction  w ith the rapid recall system 
described below. The prime recorder 
does not have such a capability.

Interfacing the digital and analog 
recorders (Fig. 1) is accomplished by 
using a four-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) 
converter, the inputs o f which are con
nected to  the recording-head drivers o f 
the digital recorder. The converter ou t
put is connected to  the fourth  channel 
o f the analog recorder. This process 
converts the four bits o f each BCD 
character into an analog signal which 
can attain  any one o f 16 discrete levels, 
as shown in Fig. 2. Multiplexing data in 
this manner is referred to  as pulse ampli
tude m odulation (PAM), since the con
verter ou tpu t voltage is an amplitude- 
m odulated pulse train. Converter ou tpu t 
varies between +2.5 V (binary 1111 on 
input) and —2.5 V (binary 0000 on 
input). Data recovery (dem ultiplexing) 
is a c c o m p lis h e d  b y  en tering  the
16 - level PAM signal into a four-bit A/D 
converter (Figs. 2 and 3).

This digital/analog/digital approach 
to  data multiplexing is m ore subject to 
data transmission errors as a result o f 
system noise than pure binary tech
niques such as parallel-to-serial conver
sion. The analog portion  o f  the system, 
where noise is the critical param eter, 
exhibits a peak-signal to  root-mean- 
square-noise ratio o f 40 dB, which trans
lates in to  an expected error rate o f 3 in 
1 0 s c h a ra c te r s ,  assuming Gaussian 
noise. In practice, the error rate is 
higher than 3 in 10s due to  non- 
Gaussian noise problem s, but remains 
adequate for backup recording as well as 
for rapid recall purposes. Parallel-to- 
serial conversion could no t be used with 
the available FM recorder because its 
data bandw idth is too low to accom m o

PAM SIGNAL

Fig. 1 Digital-to-analog recorder interface.

Fig. 2 Oscilloscope trace illustrating 
typical wave fo rm  o f  16-level PAM  sig
nal recorded by the analog tape recorder. 
(Show n here are the upper and lower 
lim its and several interm ediate levels.) 
H orizontal scale: 5 msec per division. 
Vertical scale: 1 V  per division.

PAM  O U TP U T

Fig. 3 Sixteen-level PAM  demultiplexer.

date the data rate involved.
In operation, the pilot controls the 

data recording rate and an event-code 
system. Recording rate is typically set at 
one scan per m inute before storm  pene
trations and one scan per second during 
penetrations, a scan representing one 
sample o f  each transducer signal. The 
event codes are generated by a series o f 
relays and resistors which form  a voltage 
divider netw ork which in turn  is con
nected to  one data channel o f the prime 
recorder. Events o f  significance such as 
“ in cloud,” “ out o f cloud,” etc., are 
decoded during data reduction by sen
sing voltage levels on the event channel 
whenever data are read from  tape into 
the com puter.

Data Communication 
and Processing

Following a research flight, the data 
m ust be reduced to  quantities of physi
cal significance and presented in a usable 
form . This is accomplished in two 
stages, the first being a “ rapid recall.” 
Here the emphasis is on fast tu rn 
around and quick determ ination o f data 
quality. This process perm its the pilot 
and m eteorologist to  look at the data 
quickly and check for m alfunctioning 
instrum ents prior to  undertaking a sub
sequent mission. The second stage in
volves reading the digital tape and 
analyzing data in greater detail for items 
o f research interest. This may take from
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a few days to  several m onths, whereas 
the rapid recall usually is com pleted 
within a day after a flight.

A block diagram illustrating the flow 
o f data during these procedures is given 
in Fig. 4.

The data com m unication hardware is 
designed to  operate through direct- 
distance-dial (DDD) telephone lines at a 
b a s ic  d a ta  r a te  o f  1,000 bits/sec. 
M o d u la to r -d e m o d u la to rs  (modems) 
chosen for the telephone line interface 
use  frequency -d iv ision  m ultiplexing 
techniques to  enable transmission o f 
data four bits at a tim e, in parallel. This 
capability is com patible w ith the de
m ultiplexed ou tpu t o f the analog FM 
recorder which is four-bit BCD. On the 
receiving end o f this com munications 
link, data are entered in to  the PDP - 8 
m inicom puter through a digital tape 
reader which is a peripheral device to  
the com puter. In this m anner, data may 
be read from  the telephone circuitry 
(rapid recall) or the digital tape (re
search analysis) using the same software. 
In effect the com puter is unaware of 
whether the data source is tape car
tridges or telephone transmissions.

An im portant link in the com m unica
tion subsystem is the telecopier, which 
perm its the transmission o f  data plots 
back to  the pilot/m eteorologist. An 
example o f the type o f plots which are 
generated for rapid recall purposes is 
shown in Fig. 5. Transmission o f these 
plots by telephone takes 4 min for a 
standard 8 - 1/2 X 11 in. graph.

The bulk o f the data processing is 
perform ed on a Control Data 3400 
com puter using PDP - 8 - generated mag
netic tapes as input data. The processing 
program s convert raw data (voltage 
readings) into values o f meteorological 
variables and plot these values as a func
tion o f time. In addition, various statis
tical analyses are perform ed and derived 
param eters such as buoyancy, updraft 
v e lo c i ty ,  a n d  t r u e  a i r s p e e d  are 
com puted.

Summary

The T - 28 data acquisition and pro
cessing system described herein has been

I

Fig. 4 Data flo w  diagram.
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Fig. 5 P lot o f  reduced data suitable fo r  rapid recall.
Plots show altimeter, rate-of-climb, indicated airspeed, 
m anifo ld  pressure, and liquid water con ten t recorded between  
the times o f  17:16:36 and 17:21:23 on 9 Ju ly 1973.

proven very useful for the purpose o f 
gathering data from  within active th u n 
derstorms. The system design, which is a 
p roduct o f  several years’ evolution, 
contains several features which are not 
com monly found in other aircraft data 
systems:

•  System operation is simplified so 
that the basic data gathering function 
can be controlled solely by the pilot.

•  Data are redundantly recorded to 
reduce the probability o f loss o f  data.

•  Data quality is checked through 
the use o f  a rem ote com puter shortly 
after each flight to  ensure tha t the 
sy s tem  and its instrum entation are 
operating properly.
Since data from the interior regions of 
thunderstorm s are extrem ely difficult to  
acquire and are o f great in terest to  the 
scientific com m unity, these features 
have enhanced the usefulness o f the 
T - 28 as a research tool.

T-28 FLIGHT NO. 80 9 ~  —

71638 1 172122

JULY 1973 PENETRATION I
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Use o f the Rosemount 
Icing Rate Probe in 
Thunderstorm Penetrations

During the 1972 field season of the 
N a tio n a l Hail Research Experim ent 
(NHRE), observations of heavy icing 
rates were often  accompanied by ap
parently large bu t unknow n am ounts o f 
supercooled water. These observations 
were based on pilot com m ents made 
during thunderstorm  penetrations by an 
armored T - 28 (Sand and Schleusener, 
1974). Since icing rate is essentially a 
measure o f supercooled liquid water 
conten t, a Rosem ount icing rate probe 
was installed aboard the T - 28 for use 
during the 1973 field season in an 
attem pt to  quantify the observations 
(Sand, Schleusener, and Musil, 1973).

Aircraft
Surface

Fig. 1 R osem ount icing rate probe. 

Description o f the Probe

T h e  Rosem ount icing rate probe 
(Fig. 1), a 2.5 X 0.63 cm (1 X 0.25 in.) 
cylinder, is exposed in the airstream and 
vibrates ultrasonically at its natural 
resonant frequency o f  40 kHz. As ice 
accum ulates on the probe, the resonant 
frequency is decreased in proportion  to  
the increase in mass which is related to  
thickness of ice on the probe. When a 
thickness o f 0.38 cm (0.150 in.) o f  ice 
has been accum ulated, a heater deicing 
cycle is triggered, which melts the ice 
and then, according to  specifications, 
requires a period o f about 10 sec for an

equilibrium tem perature to  be reached 
so that ice can adhere to  the probe 
again.

An analog voltage (0 - 5 V) is related 
to  mass buildup on the probe and is 
reco rded  each second on recording 
equipm ent aboard the T - 28. Com puter 
plots o f  voltage vs tim e are prepared for 
analysis from  the recorded data.

Relationship to 
Liquid Water Content

Icing rates on the Rosem ount probe 
are directly proportional to  liquid water 
conten t, bu t the relationship is very 
com plicated, especially when certain 
fre ez in g  limits (Ludlam , 1951) are 
exceeded. The freezing limits occur at 
relatively low liquid water contents o f
1 g/m 3 or less at tem peratures between
0 and —25C and speeds o f about 
100 m/sec (Kowles, 1973). During th u n 
d e r s to r m  penetrations where liquid 
water contents are likely to  be much 
higher, this can result in “ run-back” 
icing or even water shedding. Despite 
this problem  an analysis o f  the icing rate 
data is appropriate in view o f other 
T - 28 measurem ents being m ade, such 
as the Kyle evaporator (Kyle and Sand, 
1973) and a continuous hydrom eteor 
sampler (Schroeder, 1973).

Despite the problem s cited above, 
observed icing rates on the probe are 
often  quite high. For instance, the mass 
equivalent to  0.38 - cm thickness on the

Fig. 2 Characteristic voltage profiles obtained fro m  R osem ount 
icing rate probe data.

TIME (min)
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TABLE 1

TYPE NUMBER

A 16

8 5

C 15

' D . 12

TO TAL 48

probe is frequently observed to  accum u
late in about 10 sec. This corresponds to  
an  ic in g  r a te  o f  a p p r o x im a te ly  
2.3 cm /m in, which is in excellent agree
m ent w ith observations o f 2.5 cm /m in 
made by the pilot during periods o f 
heavy icing on the aircraft.

Characteristic Voltage Curves

Some deductive conclusions can be 
drawn by investigating voltage profiles 
in the raw data and comparing these 
w ith p ilo t’s com m ents made during 
T - 28 penetrations. Analysis shows four 
typical patterns evolving which are il
lustrated in Fig. 2 and discussed below:

Type A . Characterized by either a 
rapid or gradual buildup to  about 5 V 
followed by m elting o f the ice. Some
tim es there m ay be several curves in 
succession separated only by the time 
required for equilibrium to  occur after 
m elt off.

Type B. Characterized by a rapid 
buildup to  approxim ately 5 V w ith 
sharp secondary spikes occurring during 
the m elting o ff or equilibrium phase. 
Again there can be several in succession.

Type C. Characterized by rapid or 
gradual buildup to  less than 5 V fol
lowed by a sharp descent o f the voltage 
curve.

Type D. Characterized by a rapid or 
gradual buildup to  less than 5 V fol
lowed by a gradual descent o f the curve.

Each type was com pared w ith the 
p ilo t’s com m ents made during penetra
tions to  see if a characteristic com m ent 
was being made for each type near the 
tim e o f  the Rosem ount observations. 
The results are summarized in Table 1 
along w ith the num ber o f cases for each 
type. It should be noted  that the p ilo t’s 
com m ents are subjective and therefore 
the absence o f a certain condition does 
not mean tha t it did no t occur; it only 
means tha t no com m ent was made.

Table 1 shows tha t icing on the probe 
often occurs in conjunction w ith obser
vations of updrafts, turbulence, and 
aircraft icing. All types can be affected 
by run-back icing, w ith the possible 
exception  o f Type D, which has a 
slower buildup, indicating lower liquid

water contents. The slow descent o f 
Type D is probably caused by sublima
tion from  the probe. Since several de
grees of warming are likely due to  
d y n am ic  heating considerations, the 
saturation vapor density w ith respect to  
ice at the surface o f the probe is likely 
to  be greater than the saturation vapor 
density w ith respect to  ice or water in 
the cloud air and the gradual sublima
tion o f ice away from  the probe is very 
possible. In fact, since half the Type D 
observations are associated w ith light to  
m oderate aircraft icing com m ents, it 
appears possible for sublimation to 
occur even though supercooled w ater is 
present.

The apparent prem ature initiation o f 
the melting phase in Type C is probably 
due to  breaking o ff o f the accumulating 
ice prior to  the expected initiation o f 
the m elting phase. Possibly this is due to 
hailstone strikes because over half o f the 
p ilo t’s observations o f hail occur w ith 
Type C observations. Also, it could be 
due to  an unusual or unknow n non
linear relationship between mass and 
thickness in high liquid water contents, 
such tha t the m elt cycle is initiated 
prem aturely. Note that m oderate to  
heavy icing is a com mon observation 
w ith Type C curves.

T h e  sharp secondary spikes that 
characterize Type B are difficult to 
understand; however, the spikes could 
be due to  ice hydrom eteors striking and 
sticking to  the remaining ice when the 
m elting cycle is in progress. Considering 
the small num ber of observations of

Type B the presence of hail observed by 
the pilot may be a significant observa
tion for this type. Full-scale voltage 
deflection could occur w ith a rather 
small ice volume o f about 0.35 cm3 , so 
tha t the im pact o f one or m ore fair
sized ice particles might increase the 
voltage to  5 V for a tem porary period 
even though m elting was in progress at 
the time.

Type A curves are found w ith all 
types o f aircraft icing, which is probably 
a reflection o f the various com binations 
o f conditions that will produce icing. 
For instance, m any different icing con
ditions might produce similar types o f 
curves.

There appears to  be nothing very 
quantitative about these data insofar as 
determ ining liquid water is concerned, 
but one may speculate tha t the types o f 
voltage curves are a reflection o f the 
following ideas in a qualitative way:

•  Type D curves occur in relatively 
dry regions o f the cloud, perhaps where 
liquid water contents are quite low, due 
either to  the presence o f ice or the near 
absence o f liquid.

•  Type A curves occur under many 
conditions. Liquid water contents are 
generally higher than for Type D and 
run-back icing is probably occurring in 
some cases.

•  When liquid w ater conten t be
comes too  high, Types B and C can re
sult. Run-back icing or water shedding 
or bo th  are com m on and impacts by ice 
can  cause  large voltage deflections 
during melting (Type B) or cause pieces
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of ice to  break o ff prior to  melting 
(Type C).

Conclusions

From  the foregoing discussion the 
following conclusions concerning the 
Rosem ount icing rate probe can be 
drawn:

•  Although voltage, which is re
corded from  the Rosem ount icing rate 
probe, corresponds to  mass buildup on 
the device, the la tte r’s relationship to 
liquid water conten t is very com plicated 
and nonlinear for high liquid water 
contents. They may be the right order 
o f magnitude, bu t certainly not m uch 
better.

•  Because o f freezing limits, which 
can result in run-back icing, accurate 
quantitative results from  the icing rate 
probe are applicable only for liquid 
water contents o f about 1 g/m 3 or less 
at T - 2 8  penetration speeds o f about 
100 m/sec. This severely limits its use
fulness in thunderstorm  penetrations 
where liquid water contents are apt to  
be m uch higher.

•  Continued use o f the probe is ju sti
fied because various distinctive patterns 
m a y  be com parable to  inform ation 
obtained from  other sources on the 
T - 28. F urther comparisons o f the vol
tage curves w ith data available from  the 
Kyle evaporator and the foil im pactor 
are planned.

•  Some type o f quantitative relation
ship may be possible after a larger and 
more suitable data sample has been 
gathered.
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Response from  Our Readers

Nearly 1,000 readers mailed in the 
subscription renewal card from  A tm o 
spheric Technology No. 3. O f those, 
180 took  the tim e to  write their com 
m ents on the magazine and the new 
directions it has taken since it succeeded 
Facilities fo r  A tm ospheric Research  in 
1973.

Enthusiasm for A tm ospheric Tech
nology appears to  run high. Twenty- 
nine respondents (16.1% ) w rote “Excel

lent!” and left it at that. A nother 27 
(17.7%) found Atm ospheric Technology 
“ truly fine,” “ outstanding,”  or “ excep
tional.” Nineteen (10.5% ) thought it 
“good,” “ great,” or “well done.” And 
33 (18.3% ) said tha t the new A tm o 
sp h e r ic  Technology was interesting, 
inform ative, and useful.

Many readers abroad— from Saska
toon  to  Brisbane— sent messages o f 
encouragem ent. Thirteen readers found 
A tm ospheric Technology  invaluable in 
keeping them  up to  date in their fields. 
And 20 others (11.1%) use Atm ospheric  
Technology  in the classroom, in courses 
in m eteorology, geophysics, environ
m ental systems studies, and clim atol
ogy, to  name just a few.

Twenty or so suggestions for future 
issues arrived. Three balloonists (in 
Heidelberg, London, and Austin) re
q u e s te d  an issue on scientific bal
lo o n in g ,  which has since appeared 
(A tm ospheric Technology  No. 5). O ther 
com m ents ran this way: “More m ete
orology” ; “Please add m ore in the area 
o f  atm ospheric pollu tion” ; “Articles on 
sensors and transducers” ; “Articles on 
tornado dynamics and methodologies o f 
analyzing severe wind climatologies” ; 
“More descriptive articles on funda
m entals o f  m eteorology w ith new re
search advances.”  One reader added, “ I 
s t i l l  w a n t an  in d e x  for the old 
Facilities. ”

One reader w rote plaintively from 
Coral Gables, Florida, tha t “ Com puter 
technology has polarized atmospheric 
science in to  numerical modeling and 
observational specialists. Where is there 
a place for the man in the m iddle?”

And the following interchange was 
to tted  up as one vote on either side and 
one in the middle:

“ Longer, more detailed articles would 
help instead o f  short, lim ited prose” 
(reader in Indiana, Pennsylvania).

“ This is a very useful journal for me 
as a research director in my college, as a 
research pilot in my spare tim e, and as a 
s c ie n t i f ic  advisor to  a government 
departm ent— but more ideas should be 
dissem inated in brief to  help busy 
people” (reader in Horspath, O xford, 
England).
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“Write m ore solid articles like A. K. 
Cline’s article on splines [Atmospheric 
Technology No. 3 ] ,  and less ‘philo
sophical’ articles” (reader in Madison, 
Wisconsin).

Finally, we cannot resist quoting our 
tw o favorite fans. One, in Omaha, 
Nebraska, writes, “ As a necessary re
quisite for active participation in the 
atm ospheric sciences, there m ust exist a 
free and active interchange o f inform a

tion. NCAR accomplishes this adm i
rably.” A nother in P ittsburgh, Pennsyl
vania, says simply, “ Each publication is 
a classic.”

Readers who did no t return  a sub
scription card (or who missed the issue 
containing the card) can subscribe to  
A tm ospheric Technology by  writing to  
the NCAR Publications Office, P.O. 
Box 3000, Boulder, Colorado 80303. 
There is no subscription charge.
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